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Abstract 

 

 
Our era is characterized by growing multi-culturality. In the sphere of ethics, 

experience of different traditions offers the chance to appreciate variant expressions 

of moral wisdom which can enlighten us on perennial questions and contemporary 

issues. Comparative philosophy is a worthwhile but challenging enterprise. Finding 

suitable methods for comparing different traditions is difficult.  

 

Metaphor study is a promising trend in present day academia. The doctoral 

dissertation applies metaphor theory to comparing Confucian and Aristotelian ethics. 

Both school’s primary literature contain rich metaphoric expressions among which 

archery is a common source of imagery. I employ archery metaphor as tertium 

comparationis for investigating Eastern and Western sides. What significances does 

archery metaphor have in their ethical discourses? How does one school vary from 

the other? From answers to these questions, we may ask further what implications 

this study of a shared metaphor might have on comparative research and metaphor 

theory. 
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摘要 

 

我們的時代是由發展中的多元文化所描繪。在倫理學的領域中，不同的傳統

經驗提供我們機會，以理解不同道德智慧的說法，而這些不同道德智慧的說法，

對於我們有關長久以來的問題以及當代的問題，可以有所啟發。而比較哲學是值

得做的，但又是非常具挑戰性的計劃。找到適當的方法以比較不同的傳統是有困

難的。 

隱喻研究在現在的學術界，是一項有前途的趨勢。本博士論文應用隱喻理論，

來比較儒家倫理學與亞里斯多德學派倫理學。兩派的主要文獻包含豐富的隱喻表

達，其中射箭是一項共同的隱喻資源。我以射箭隱喻為共同因素，來研究東方西

方兩個方面。在倫理的論述中，射箭隱喻有著什麼樣的意義呢？在此二學派之中，

其中一個學派又如何與另一學派不同？從這些問題的答案，我們也許可以進一步

追問，在比較研究中，對此共享的隱喻做研究，會有什麼樣的含義。 

 

關鍵字：隱喻、射箭、孔子、亞里斯多德、倫理學、比較哲學 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

(With) the discovery of the fact of pluralism, that 
the truth admits of more than one valid 
formulation, (…) the very thing that was formerly a 
scandal and a disgrace to philosophy, namely that 
philosophers do not agree, turns out to be its great 
virtue, for through it are revealed essential 
features of all thought, present indeed everywhere, 
but nowhere so clearly as in philosophy. 

- Walter Watson1  

 

 

1. Statement of Topic, Aims of Study 

In our global and technological world, traditions intermingle constantly. As a matter 

of fact, contact between different cultures is nothing new. It has been there since the 

dawn of recorded human history, often evidencing itself as a catalyst in the 

formation of civilizations, or in the rise and fall of empires. What is new in our age is 

that cross-cultural encounter is no longer limited to specific fields of human activity, 

such as navigation, military exploits and mercantile trade. Nor is it limited any longer 

to certain places, say, imperial courts and urban markets. In varying degrees, the 

experience of multi-culturality has come to involve everyone and meets us at every 

turn. 

In ethics too, the experience of multi-culturality is keenly felt and impels us on 

occasion to come to terms with varying moral views and standards. Comparative 

ethics comes across as a platform for reflecting on how different moral traditions 

square against each other and for bringing their wisdom to bear on perennial 

questions as well as contemporary issues.  

This doctoral dissertation is a comparative study of Confucian and Aristotelian 

ethics based on archery-inspired metaphoric expressions that emerge in their primary 

literature. Archery appears to be an important source of images for figurative speech 

in the Analects and the Nicomachean Ethics. The aims of the research are: (1) to 

acquire new perspectives for understanding Confucian and Aristotelian ethics by 

focusing on what I take to be a significative metaphor in the moral discourse of each 

of the two schools, (2) to work out a well-grounded and on par comparison of the 

two traditions based on separate inquiries into archery metaphors, finally, (3) to 

articulate ideas that can contribute to comparative methodology and more fruitful 

                                                      
1
 From the Preface of his book The Architectonics of Meaning: Foundations of the New Pluralism 

(SUNY, 1985).  
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cross-cultural dialogue. In the process of developing this research, I hope to show too 

the relevance of these classic schools to our era by allowing their thoughts to 

enlighten us on perennial subjects. There will also be opportunities to comment on 

metaphor theory. The research is of great interest: in adapting metaphor as tool for 

comparison, I develop an intercultural and interdisciplinary study that offers a fresh 

approach to the usual ways of doing comparative philosophy. Moreover, the research 

is in line with current trends in the academe of taking metaphors seriously, in our 

case, of literary metaphors occurring in early texts.  

The need for such study is evident. To date, studies and joint academic exercises 

on comparative Eastern and Western philosophies abound. From resulting 

publications and discussions, however, it is apparent that scholars in the field are 

struggling to find suitable methods for simultaneously handling starkly different 

traditions, struggling too to find “neutral grounds” when weighing differing stances. 

The challenges that beset comparative philosophy are many. There are frequent 

blunders to be mindful of, such as out-of-context and anachronic readings, 

oversimplifications and illicit assimilations (Wong 2009), as well as “word fetishism”, 

that is, the face value and often forced matching of equivalent terms between two 

traditions (Slingerland 2000, 322-323).  Apart from these more or less technical 

flaws is the use of approaches that seem to work better for one side than the other. 

Shun Kwongloi has coined the term “asymmetric tendency” for the rampant 

phenomenon in comparative philosophy of adapting Western concepts or 

frameworks (Shun 2009).  In the same vein, Philip Huang complains of the 

prevalence of a “rational choice approach” which sets Western investigative practice 

as universal standard in research and indiscriminately applies the rigor proper to 

empirical sciences onto studies in social sciences and humanities. Such approach, he 

complains, pays “little respect for qualitative knowledge about the cultural 

specificities of different societies” (Huang 2000, 25-26).  

If blunders and one-sided approaches are not enough, more fundamental issues 

are at stake which challenge either the possibility or the worthwhileness of 

comparative philosophy. There is Alasdair MacIntyre’s famed notion of 

incommensurability between independent traditions (MacIntyre 1988), as well as 

parochialist or relativist mindsets which dampen the potentials of cross-cultural 

exchange for mutual enrichment.     

 I take all these hurdles to be indicative of the need to refine tools and 

approaches in comparative work. Several decades of experience in comparative 

investigations has led to some consensus among leading scholars about basic 

requirements for balanced comparisons. There is, for example, the recognition of 

language as door to understanding a tradition with its key aspects and subtleties 
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(e.g., MacIntyre 1991, 111; Huang 2000, 23-24; Shen 2013, 5).2 In this respect, 

familiarity with the original language of primary texts becomes indispensable for 

perceiving the weight and breadth of thoughts expressed therein. Apart from 

language, attention to the historical and cultural context – to which we may also add 

psychological context, such as the overpowering concern that motivates the speaker 

or writer – is crucial to understanding ideas.3 Perhaps more exigent still is the 

challenge of opening up to less familiar modes and expressions of rationality 

(Northrop 1946; Hall and Ames 1987; Yu 2007: 13-14; Sun 2009: 404-405, Zong 2010; 

Shen 2013, 3,6).  

  In response to cultural differences that lead to conflicts or segregation, Huang 

suggests cultivating a bi-cultural attitude. In the same way that a person can learn 

more languages beyond her native tongue, one can also come to discover different 

cultural viewpoints, to acquire, that is, a “comparative and critical perspective from 

thoroughgoing acquaintance with at least one other culture.” Bi-culturality means 

being able to enjoy the “co-presence of two cultures (in a) continued interaction with 

undetermined outcomes and creative possibilities” (Huang 2000, 27-28). Such an 

attitude is conducive to intercultural understanding and transnational visions and 

alternatives as it goes beyond parochialism, cultural imperialism, and even radical 

relativism. Huang’s words are grand, yet he gives concrete examples of persons and 

places in which bi-culturality is a reality. 

 A basic premise of this research is that comparative philosophy, though 

arduous, is worthwhile. The sheer amount of literature that has been produced in 

the field and the insights these yield sufficiently attest its value. Moreover, when it 

comes to ethics, learning from Aristotle and Confucius seems particularly meaningful. 

We may expect to be brought to ponder about themes which conjure up to living 

well (εὐ ζῆν, NE 1.4 1095a20) or dying content (夕死可矣 An 4.8).        

    These said, I wish to press forward with the vision of comparative philosophy 

that guides this research. The stakes for doing comparative philosophy vary. There 

are authors who treat comparison as a tool for better understanding traditions 

compared (e.g., Yu Jiyuan’s “friend as mirror” method in Yu 2007). Many authors use 

comparison as a way to seek solutions to current moral issues from alternatives 

                                                      
2
 What Gadamer wrote about the hermeneutic role of language in cultural understanding is helpful, 

see Gadamer 2003, 434-474. 
3
 To give a couple of examples of how comparative authors turn to background knowledge to explain 

discrepancies, Vincent Shen suggests that Chinese thinkers were originally motivated by concern, 
leading to practical wisdom, while Greek philosophies started with wonder that blossomed into 
theoretical disciplines, cf. Shen 2013, 6. In similar vein, Ni Peimin defends Confucianism from May 
Sim’s charge of lacking a rational foundation by explaining that it was originally intended as a “Gong Fu” 
(功夫) system, so that its justification lies in the effectiveness of its practice rather than theoretical 

argumentation, Ni 2009, 313.  
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posed by time-honored traditions.4  As a matter of fact, my intention to compare 

two ancient schools is partly driven by my high regard for classical traditions which, 

because they touch upon enduring human questions, can continue to enlighten us on 

present issues (Neville 2001, 1; Yu 2007, 10).5 In continuation, other authors engage 

in comparative philosophy with a view to developing a hybrid, even “global”, 

philosophy. The latter case would entail extracting what seems best in different 

traditions, for example, the robust metaphysics grounding Aristotelian ethics (Sim 

2007), or the “rigor of structural organization and logical formulation of Western 

thought” (Shen 2013, 9).  

 For my part, I agree that comparison – a form of contact with an other – could 

be a springboard for appreciating unique cultural identities. To achieve this result, 

however, I deem examination of a tradition’s context and primary literature 

fundamental to the understanding of that tradition. Our focus on metaphor is 

beneficial in this regard. Metaphors are highly context-dependent linguistic 

phenomena, and comprehending archery metaphor in the Analects and 

Nicomachean Ethics will require of us serious inquest into the background of the 

utterances and their image source. Exploration of archery in ancient Chinese and 

Greek societies will thus be necessary work for metaphor exegesis and comparison. 

In engaging in comparative philosophy, I am not interested in seeing a hybrid or 

global philosophy even if it were to successfully fuse the best of different traditions. 

Instead, the idea of comparative philosophy that inspires me consists, first, in 

acquiring the bi-cultural perspective described by Philip Huang (Huang 2000); second, 

in being a learning ground for the kind of multi-cultural dialogue that intermittently 

takes place in and around us6; and, third, in the ability in the end to appreciate the 

unique ways that different traditions tackle human moral condition. In this light, I do 

not think it necessary in the process of comparison to take sides on every point of 

difference. Most of the time, I suppose it will suffice to acknowledge that there are 

alternative positions that are simultaneously valid. However, I would not hesitate “to 

take sides” where appropriate for critical analysis. 

 

 

                                                      
4
 In the inaugural issue of Dao Journal of Comparative Philosophy, Robert Neville’s opening article 

classifies studies with such motivation as “the normative approach to comparison” which “centers on 
addressing contemporary problems and looks to the historical positions as resources for 
contemporary thinking”, see Neville 2001, 2.  
5
 I am obviously influenced by Gadamer’s notion of the “classical”, as described in his landmark work 

Truth & Method, see Gadamer 2003, 285-290. 
6
 In Neville’s words, comparative philosophy is a “paideia for participation in a global philosophic 

public”, and that “the need for a global public creates the ideal and that ideal drives comparative 
philosophy”, Neville 2001, 1, 11.  
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2. Literature review 

In the past three decades, not a few Western scholars have taken interest in 

comparing Aristotelian and Confucian ethics, among them a large contingency of 

North-American based academics. The interest is to a large extent an off-shoot of the 

revival of virtue ethics in the West. Elizabeth Anscombe’s biting article “Modern 

Philosophy” (1958) played an instrumental role in this movement by pitting the rich 

moral psychology of past ethical inquiries against the calculations, colds laws and 

abstract principles of modern utilitarianism, deontology and consequentialism.  

 A bulk of studies comparing Confucius and Aristotle were and are being 

developed along the lines of virtue ethics in its variant streams (e.g., ancient, 

Humean, Christian, etc.). With regard to comparing Confucian and Aristotelian ethics, 

in 2007 alone, two monograph works were published, namely, Jiyuan Yu’s The Ethics 

of Confucius and Aristotle: Mirrors of Virtue (Routledge) and May Sim’s Remastering 

Morals with Aristotle and Confucius (Cambridge University Press). The same year saw 

two other books that tackle Eastern virtue ethics, that is, Bryan Van Norden’s Virtue 

Ethics and Consequentialism in Early China (Cambridge University Press), and an 

anthology co-edited by Philip Ivanhoe, Working Virtue: Virtue Ethics and 

Contemporary Moral Problems (Oxford University Press) which gives responses to 

current issues from different strands of virtue ethics, Confucianism included. Other 

notable publications in this area include those of Shun Kwongloi, who analyses virtue 

concepts in Mencius and Zhu Xi, and of his one-time teacher, Lee Yearley, whose 

thoughtful studies reflect the intricacies of applying the terms “virtue” and “virtue 

ethics” to variant moral traditions.7    

 In this research, I imagine that there will be much occasion to broach on the 

topic of virtue in Confucian and Aristotelian ethics. I will refrain, however, from 

adapting a virtue ethics model for comparing the two schools. I have two reasons for 

this. In the first place, it seems to me that more important and fertile points of 

comparison can be drawn between Confucius and Aristotle than their notions and 

specifications of virtue. The metaphor of archery alone – in the instances of its use in 

the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics – could lead to rich discussions about moral 

action and judgment, agency and responsibility, education and cultivation, motives 

and ends. Other possible and interesting points of comparison suggested by scholars 

are their notions about the practicality of ethics (Yu 2010), their non-minimalist ethic 

(Wang 2010, 311), the strong sense of overpowering ends, and the awareness of a 

socio-political dimension to personal moral striving. These themes may be relevant 

                                                      
7
 Worth consulting for suggestions on how to develop comparisons between Eastern and Western 

moral traditions in a circumspect manner are his book, Mencius & Aquinas: Theories of Virtue and 
Conceptions of Courage (SUNY, 1990), and his article, “Virtue Ethics in Ancient China: Light Shed and 
Shadows Cast” in King & Schilling 2011.  
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to “virtue”, but I do not think it necessary to force discussions about them into 

relation with it.   

 In the second place, it seems to me that the disparity in the two school’s 

conceptions of virtue – widely equated with “de” (德) and “arête” (ἀρετή) – calls for 

a more thorough and separate study than I can presume to undertake in this 

research. I think such study has long been overlooked in the field and would be much 

welcome. 8  To date, there are isolated publications in English which seek to 

reconstruct original Chinese renditions of “virtue”, for example, a book by Mark 

Csikszentmihalyi, and articles by Alan K.L. Chan and Chen Lai.9 For the time being, 

however, I fear that since virtue ethics is a well-defined and long-standing approach 

to moral inquiry in the West, adapting virtue ethics as framework for comparison 

could easily run the risk of imposing Western categories. Of the works mentioned 

earlier that were published in 2007, for example, Yu Jiyuan takes considerable pains 

to contextualize concepts or ideas within each tradition and draws interesting 

parallelisms, while May Sim offers creative and insightful ways of relating Confucian 

and Aristotelian ethics with present-day concerns such as human rights and 

environmentalism. Both, however, rely heavily on Western frameworks or 

approaches and, overall, seem to fall short in appreciating the intricacies of 

Confucian ethics.10 With these examples in mind, I cannot help but echo a doubt 

raised by Stephen Angle who, in a book review about a similar attempt to explicate 

ancient Confucianism in terms of virtue ethics, wrote that “without a clearer sense of 

the kind of virtue ethics that Mengzi is advocating, it is hard to be confident that Van 

Norden’s use of the category ‘virtue ethics’ is contributing to our understanding of 

early Confucianism” (Angle 2009, 300).  

 With regard to publications on the more specific topic of archery metaphors in 

Confucian and Aristotelian ethical literature, there are – to my knowledge – no 

existing works as yet. This is unsurprising, as the focus and modus operandi of the 

research are new. Scholars have taken note of similar metaphors used by Confucius 

                                                      
8
 Even Shun Kwongloi, for example, who does conceptual analysis of traditional Confucian virtues, 

recognizes that using the term virtue can be knotty in writing about Chinese ethics: “such a concept as 
virtue should be screened (…) in that the concept densely involves a particular historical context 
unique to Western philosophy; thus, using it as an analytic tool is not likely to enable us to grasp 
something underlying what can merely be grasped by the tool”, Kim 2010, 136, 138.  
9
 See Mark Csikszentmihalyi’s book “Material Virtue: Ethics and the Body in Early China” (Brill, 2004). 

An article by Alan K. L. Chan explicates de based on ancient bamboo inscriptions: "Interpretations of 
Virtue (De) in Early China” in Journal of Chinese Philosophy, 2011 (1). For more glimpses of specifically 
Chinese renditions of virtue or virtue ethics, see Chen 2010, Wang 2010, Liao 2011. I find these three 
articles written by homegrown Chinese scholars to be highly illuminative of what a Confucian concept 
of “virtue” or “virtue ethics” might be. However, what they suggest as points of concurrence with the 
West sound either too vague or play down characteristic features of Western conceptions of virtue. 
10

 Regarding Yu’s book, I offer my book review in Camus 2010. As for Sim’s book, Ni Peimin’s book 
review is worth consulting, see Ni 2009, 311-319. 
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and Aristotle.  Studies on the theme, however, have mostly been limited to abstract, 

metaphorical concepts such as harmony (和) and the middle (中). An example is Prof. 

Alan Chan’s article “Harmony as a Contested Metaphor and Conceptions of Rightness 

(Yi) in Early Confucian Ethics” (cf. Chan in King & Schilling 2011, 37-62). Edward 

Slingerland, who vigorously applies cognitive theories in his examination of 

metaphors in Chinese texts, also offers a handful of relevant material.11 In one 

article, Slingerland explains the notion of “wu wei” (無為) – which he translates as 

“effortless action” – as a common, metaphorical concept between Daoist and 

Confucian schools. His manner of analyzing “wu wei”, however, disregards its specific 

context and nuanced meaning between the two schools, leaving us with a concept 

which may be metaphorical but is nonetheless an abstract notion, an empty image.  

 It is interesting that while Chinese scholars readily recognize the significance of 

archery as metaphor in Confucius just as Western scholars do with regard to Aristotle, 

in-depth study has not been done from either side. Commentators of the 

Nicomachean Ethics are generally satisfied to dedicate a couple of lines in their 

glosses to point out use of figurative speech inspired by archery. On the Chinese side, 

there is a rare article by James Behuniak who looks into archery-inspired metaphors 

in early Confucian texts such as the Analects, Mencius and the Liji. Behuniak ends his 

article with strong comparative slant by matching Confucian ethics with the social 

pragmatism of John Dewey, a modern thinker who also had recourse to archery 

metaphor. Behuniak does more than Slingerland in contextualizing archery before 

attempting to explain metaphoric expressions deriving from it, so does Lisa Raphals 

when attending to the significance of archery ritual in understanding virtue notions 

of early followers of Confucius.12 There will be occasion to glimpse at their insights 

when we discuss archery metaphor in the Analects in chapter 4. Yu Jiyuan steps 

forward in recognizing archery as a common metaphor in Confucius and Aristotle. 

Unfortunately, he only takes brief notice of the fact and offers an explanation of the 

metaphor in a way that speaks more for Aristotle (cf. Yu 2007, 79-80). 

 

 

 

                                                      
11

 To name some examples, “Body and Mind in Early China: An Integrated Humanities-Science 
Approach” in Journal of the American Academy of Religion 2013 (1); “Metaphor and Meaning in Early 
China” in Dao 2011 (1); “Conceptions of the Self in the Zhuangzi: Conceptual Metaphor Analysis and 
Comparative Thought” in Philosophy East and West 2004 (3); and “Effortless Action: the Chinese 
Spiritual Ideal of Wu-wei” in Journal of the American Academy of Religion 2000 (2). The last article has 
become a book by the same title by Oxford University Press, 2003.  
12

 Refer to their articles: James Behuniak, “Hitting the Mark: Archery and Ethics in Early Confucianism”, 
Journal of Chinese Philosophy 2010 (4): 588-604; and, Lisa Raphals, “Embodied Virtue, Self-Cultivation, 
and Ethics” in Ethics in Early China, eds. Chris Fraser et al. (Hong Kong University Press, 2011). 
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3. Method of Research 

It is apparent from the foregoing that there is a need to explore more about methods 

and tools for comparison that can fairly tackle the traditions compared while being 

able to appreciate their distinctive features. In the face of comparing Confucian and 

Aristotelian ethics, the following questions arise: is there a neutral ground on which 

to stand? Is there a suitable method that can do justice to the traditions under study? 

Further, given that each person has inescapable cultural and mental prejudices, is it 

realistic to imagine that a perfectly impartial and objective comparison can be done? 

In this regard too, should comparative work be left to persons of mixed parentage, or 

who have sojourned long enough in different places so as to have acquired the 

cultures of those places which he pretends to understand?  

As I begin to undertake this research, I surmise the following answers to these 

questions. First, I doubt if a “perfectly balanced comparison” is possible, neither does 

it seem necessary for a fruitful comparison. In this research, I shall not be too 

concerned about placing Confucius and Aristotle on “equally balanced scales” as to 

attempt to understand each side’s views in the light of moral themes that come to 

the fore from metaphor study. I believe that placing them side-by-side – not “on 

equal scales” – will yield insights that are valuable enough. 

Again, I do not aim for a “perfectly-balanced and impartial comparison” of 

Confucian and Aristotelian ethics. Instead, I envision this proposed research to be an 

exercise in comparative philosophy that will, given a topic, allow the incipient 

saliencies, nuances, and perhaps also thought structures of the participating 

traditions to stand out.  The task of trying to understand Confucian and Aristotelian 

ethics on “their own terms” constitutes a tall order. Notwithstanding, I am confident 

that it can be achieved to some degree by exercising comparison with caution and 

earnestness. The measures of caution and earnestness which I propose to take are: 

(1) sympathetic reading of both moral traditions; (2) substantial use of each side’s 

primary literature; and, (3) careful study of their respective historical-cultural milieus. 

     Having stated the above and going back to a question previously raised, it 

seems to me that while being of mixed Eastern and Western parentage or sojourn 

would be an asset for comparative work, I do not think it indispensable for two 

reasons. First, I suppose that measures such as I have outlined above can provide for 

comparative research in ways that go beyond the sheer fact of simultaneously 

belonging to different races or places of residence. Instead, acquiring a bi-cultural 

perspective seems both more workable and essential. A second reason – one which I 

take to be an aid to acquiring a bi-cultural perspective – is that the set-up of 

present-day academic research in itself entails a collaboration of minds and exposure 

to multi-cultural influences. Add to this are advances in technology and education 
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which, through better opportunities for travel, language-learning, and data-sourcing,  

contribute to expanding the learner’s cultural base.  

Exploring archery as metaphor seems promising. Metaphors, as will be 

discussed thoroughly in the first chapter, are linguistic and literary phenomena 

whose cognitive potentials have been re-discovered in recent decades. While I agree 

with Slingerland about the potentials of metaphor for cross-cultural studies, I refrain 

from applying in my study the kind of metaphor theories that seem to have more 

implications and use for brain science than philosophical research. I shall not treat 

archery metaphor as a mental structure, nor as formal category ala Kant, much less 

claim its network of associations to correspond to neural mappings in the brain. I 

hold strong cognitive views about metaphor, but my working notion and approach to 

it will vary greatly from Slingerland’s. 

Characterized by divergence from direct speech, a metaphoric expression is an 

image-ridden verbal expression where noted features of an image supplied by the 

source domain resemble and exemplify a subject usually of higher-order. Compared 

to usual concepts, metaphors are less abstract, and comprehending them invites 

broad, tangential knowledge about the speaker, receptors and a host of other 

contextual details and associations surrounding the utterance. In poetry, metaphors 

enhance words with image and dramatic effect, while in prose, they lend force to 

arguments and, at times, enable the conveyance of thoughts that elude direct 

speech. Now, there are comparative scholars who like to note the disparity of 

language between Eastern and Western philosophies (e.g., Northrop 1946, Cheng & 

Bunnin 2002, Sun 2009, Zong 2010). It is widely held, in concrete, that Confucius’s 

language is heuristic while Aristotle’s is analytic. Setting aside the truth of the claim, 

what is clear is that both sides had recourse to metaphor in communicating ethical 

views.  

Upon reading the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics, archery struck me as a 

powerful metaphor that could function as a hermeneutic tool not only for 

understanding early Confucian or Aristotelian texts but also for comparing them 

inasmuch as archery is a common theme in their figurative speech. My initial 

investigation into the usages of archery metaphor in these two works indicate that 

although sample passages are not many, they are nonetheless significative and link 

to a string of central passages. Metaphoric expressions inspired by archery touched 

on fundamental matters such as rituals, benevolence, and early rulers in the Analects, 

and the ethical mean and eudaimonia in the Nicomachean Ethics.  

From ancient times up until the last dynasty, archery in China held pride of place 

in military, ritual and sporting practices. In ancient Greece, by contrast, archery was 

largely a foreign skill that only gained limited importance due to a combination of 
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factors affecting Athens and the Peloponnese in the Axial period. Notwithstanding 

the disparity in history, archery generated images useful for moral discourse in both 

Confucian and Aristotelian literatures. This happy chance enables me at present to 

take archery metaphor as tertium comparationis for probing into Confucian and 

Aristotelian ethics, a “neutral ground” for initiating and developing comparison 

between the two schools. 

Present research follows a tri-partite theoretical model: I start with a common 

ground for comparison – identified as archery metaphor –, proceed to separate 

inquiries into the context and meaning of pertinent metaphoric expressions, then 

end with a common forum where the two schools will be set side-by-side. Apart from 

comparing ethical views, the final phase will give occasion to comment about 

comparative method and metaphor theory. The study focuses on early Confucian and 

Aristotelian texts, and this limits the scope of interest to material and literary sources 

illuminative of the foundational periods of Confucian and Aristotelian schools. 

Likewise, since the study was first motivated by the general feeling of inadequacy 

over comparative approaches taken by North-American based scholars, I will 

particularly seek to engage authors writing in English. This plus the student’s own 

language constraints force her to leave aside the wealth of relevant material in other 

languages.  

To state the major thesis, I hope to show that shared metaphors are powerful 

tools for comparing independent philosophical traditions. A narrower thesis is that 

archery is a fundamental metaphor in Confucius and Aristotle, perhaps more loaded 

and representative of each school’s moral thought than the conceptual metaphors 

that draw more attention in present publications.  

Earlier I had stated the worthwhileness of comparative philosophy as a premise 

of the study. According to my stated research model, however, I shall leave 

comparison to the final stage, so that the bulk of the dissertation will consist in 

independent inquiries into the two schools, allowing an encounter to take place only 

in the concluding forum. Such course will enable me to firmly consolidate each side’s 

stance – that is, as far as I am able – before gloating on apparent commonalities. I 

believe it is necessary to attend to the context of each school’s moral views, that 

context details bring nuances of meaning to key terms and expressions. Hence, only 

after these are established would I hope to understand the similarities and 

differences that come to light. Herein is another premise of my study: in comparative 

work similarities count for little when the underlying differences are still unclear. I 

take context to be explanatorily crucial as it gives the necessary perspective for the 

practices and claims of a tradition. Without due contextualization, it would be 

difficult to skirt dangers such as surface-level associations, image distortion, and 
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failure to appreciate diverging views.     

In light of all the above, the dissertation will have the following structure: the 

preliminary chapter on metaphor theory serves as groundwork and will explore the 

nature, mechanism and comprehension of metaphors; the core chapters are 

independent surveys of the historical and cultural panorama of archery in ancient 

China and Greece, followed by separate incursions into archery metaphor in the 

Analects and Nicomachean Ethics; finally, the last chapter will compare the two 

schools based on the points that surface from the core chapters.        

An acquaintance who trained at modern archery recently explained what he 

thought unique about the sport. Archery, he said, requires the person to do much 

calculation, discerning and proper self-positioning before calmly releasing the arrow, 

that the slightest deviation in the beginning matters, that the arrow, once released, 

will keep at the course to which it has been directed and that, in the end, whether 

one hits or misses the target will depend almost entirely on oneself. From these and 

other details of archery there are poignant parallelisms that can be drawn with the 

sphere of ethics. Turning to Confucius and Aristotle, what moral significance did each 

give to archery? How does archery metaphor function in their ethical discourse? From 

answers to these questions, we may ask further what implications this study of a 

shared metaphor might have on comparative research.  
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CHAPTER 2  

Metaphor: The Coming of Age 

 

The perspective furnished by a metaphor 
guides, directs, even commits us to go on 
metaphorically. When we adopt a metaphor, 
we adopt - or inherit - its respective scheme 
and network. 

- Josef Stern1 

 

 

It is difficult to think of a topic of research today that draws as much attention and 

excitement from such diverse camps as the phenomenon of metaphor. For the most 

part of its history in academic writing, metaphors have been viewed as a mere 

literary device, a flowery alternative to factual speech. Current interest in metaphor, 

however, attracts scholars well beyond the fields of language and literature. As Josef 

Stern puts it in the preface of his monograph work on metaphor, fascination with it 

meets us “on every intellectual front: among linguists, psychologists, anthropologists, 

historians of science, art historians, and theologians; what was once a specialized 

topic in rhetoric and poetics has now also come to be fertile ground for 

interdisciplinary research” (Stern 2000, xi). The sudden surge in the past four 

decades of interest in metaphor has not been traced to a single person nor event. If 

at all, authors cite John Middleton Murry, a prolific English writer in the first half of 

the twentieth century, as a forerunner of modernity’s reappraisal of metaphor (e.g., 

Black in Ortony 1979, 17; Punter 2007, 7). Renewed interest in metaphor seems 

rather to have been brought about by a convergence of factors in the academic world 

which created the right climate for metaphor study. For example, in philosophy, the 

falloff of positivism in analytic inquiry on the one hand and the application of the 

phenomenological method to literary theory and psychoanalysis on the other helped 

draw attention to manifestations of verbal communication2; in the sciences, Thomas 

Kuhn’s idea of gestalts and paradigm shifts showed the importance of models – akin 

to metaphors – in knowledge discovery and theory-formulation; the development of 

new disciplines such as linguistics and cognitive science also contributed to the trend 

by furnishing us with methods and conceptual devices for examining components of 

                                                      
1
 From his work Metaphor in Context (Cambrigde, MA: MIT Press, 2000), 280. 

2
 For the relation between metaphor study and the vicissitudes of 20

th
 century analytic philosophy, 

see Kittay 1987, 6-10. Meanwhile, Paul Ricouer and Jacques Derrida’s contributions to literary theory 
as well as Jacques Lacan’s exploration of metaphor and the unconscious are some ways in which 
phenomenology favored metaphor study.  
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language, modes of expression, and thought patterns underlying speech.3  

The aim of this chapter is to explore what metaphor is: its features, mechanism, 

and ramifications. Metaphoric expressions as opposed to literal ones seem to 

possess surprising capacity to communicate – with force and in bulk – a mental 

scheme, be it a perspective, a network of ideas, or an entire thought system. 

Metaphoric utterances, then, seem not only more compelling than literal speech but 

also more complete in that they give more besides factual assertions. We want to 

examine what makes metaphoric expressions different from literal statements, and 

how it communicates what it does. This chapter’s discussion of metaphor will 

hopefully equip us with the necessary tools and framework to examine and interpret 

archery metaphor in early Confucian and Aristotelian ethical discourses. In these 

texts, the images deriving from archery appear doubly significant: first, since they 

function as metaphor, they are a valuable guide for nuanced and in-depth reading of 

ancient literature; then, second, inasmuch as both schools use the same image 

source to communicate moral teaching, they also serve as fair and sturdy fulcrum for 

comparative study.  

 

1. Background History  

 As mentioned earlier, metaphors were for a very long time regarded as mere 

poetic or rhetoric device. In this section, I shore up the arguments surrounding its 

current recognition as a figure of thought more than a figure of speech, a 

fundamental rather than ornate manner of expression, a conceptual instead of mere 

linguistic phenomenon.4 The history of metaphor theory which I write in this section 

does not pretend to be exhaustive. I intend to focus on developments in metaphor 

theory that will suffice to show its status in present day academia.    .    

 Fortuitous to the overall theme of this dissertation, scholars of metaphor almost 

unanimously point to Aristotle as the earliest Western thinker to make significant 

claims about metaphor. Even today, his thoughts continue to influence metaphor 

research. While metaphor was a peripheral topic in Aristotle’s writings, his mention 

                                                      
3
 Ludwig Wittgenstein, for example, has helped modern understanding of metaphor through his 

notion of “seeing as aspect”, or seeing one thing as another, cf. Moran 1989, 89. 
4
 Andrew Goatly writes: “Over the last thirty years, however, philosophers, psychologists and linguists 

have begun to agree that metaphor is not something that can be easily confined, but is an 
indispensable basis of language and thought”, Goatly 1997, 1. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s 
Metaphors We Live By (University of Chicago, 1980) can be considered the most influential manifesto 
of modern-day regard for metaphor. They commit, however, to all too strong claims about its cognitive 
and political implications, claims which Goatly and many of our sources in this chapter are cautious 
about and consider unnecessary for appreciating metaphor. For criticisms of Lakoff & Johnson’s 
“findings”, see Stern 2002, xiii, and Steen 2009, 8, 20-21, 28. On the other hand, Edward Slingerland 
supports Lakoff’s strong theses and determinedly uses conceptual metaphor analysis for comparative 
study of Chinese and Western thoughts, see Slingerland 2004, 8-15.  
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of it in a handful of treatises sufficiently show his awareness of its ubiquity and 

import. Aristotle explores metaphor in chunks of the Rhetoric and Poetics, as well as 

in isolated areas of the Posterior Analytics and Topics. I surmise, however, that 

insights and instances of metaphor use in philosophical works such as De Anima, 

Nicomachean Ethics and Metaphysics lend more support to modern treatment of 

metaphor than overt passages in other manuscripts. It is beyond the scope of 

present study to look into the matter in detail, but there will be occasion to mention 

some ideas along the line in the course of this chapter. 

 While scholars generally acknowledge the significance of Aristotle’s early 

remarks on metaphor, they are divided as to Aristotle’s regard for it. A number of 

authors criticize Aristotle for giving little importance to metaphor by keeping it out of 

serious philosophical discourse (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Punter 2007).5 One 

author notes, for example, that while any “serious study of metaphor is almost 

obliged to start with the works of Aristotle”, in reality, Aristotle regarded metaphors 

as “primarily ornamental, not necessary (but) just nice” (Ortony 1979, 3). Other 

authors, however, think otherwise. For the latter group, whatever Aristotle may have 

written explicitly about metaphor has important implications that come to light only 

with careful reading and a general understanding of Aristotelian thought. Going 

through relevant passages about metaphor in the Aristotelian corpus, it seems to me 

too that such is the case. In what follows, I gather Aristotle’s ideas about metaphor. It 

is a valid starting point and somewhat unavoidable too since much of current studies 

on metaphor continue to take impetus from his claims, criticizing them, revising 

them, or taking them further. 

 Let us turn to Aristotle’s definition: a metaphor is “giving the thing a name that 

belongs to something else; the transference being either from genus to species, or 

from species to genus, or from species to species, or on grounds of analogy” (Poetics 

21: 1457b6-8). The bottom line of Aristotle’s understanding of metaphor – more 

explicit in the surrounding discussion than in the definition itself – is that it 

contemplates a semblance between things that are different, a semblance which 

motivates a name transfer. The idea sounds simple enough yet is rife with 

implications about the pedagogical, rhetorical, poetic, cognitive and, perhaps, even 

deeply philosophical significance of metaphor. Pedagogically speaking, metaphors 

are highly conducive to knowledge transmission and acquisition by virtue of the 

similarities to which they call our attention. Going back to the definition above, 

genus and species refer to varying scopes of classifying things according to similar 

                                                      
5
 The charge seems anachronic. Despite Aristotle’s sparse but succinct comments about metaphor, it 

took posterity two millennia to draw out its significance, equipped with new sciences and input from a 
broader base of linguistic and cultural data. I return to this matter later. 
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traits. The sentence “the boy was planted on the ground”, for example, posits a 

likeness between the upright, immobile stature of a plant and a standing boy. There 

is a transference or cross application of the concept “plant” to the boy, as both plant 

and boy are classified on the basis of such similarity of being fixed firmly in place. We 

notice, however, that the word used metaphorically, “planted”, primarily refers to 

vegetal things and is applied only derivatively to the boy. The metaphor, in this way, 

transfers a name – in this case a verbalized noun – ordinarily said of plants to a 

person who is standing still. In a simple metaphor such as this, there is a name or 

concept transfer between two terms, plant and boy. Metaphors based on analogy, on 

the other hand, draw attention to similarities in relations between things more than 

isolated features. Analogies are more complex since they involve at least four terms. 

Aristotle explains metaphor by analogy as follows: “(metaphor) from analogy is 

possible whenever there are four terms so related that the second is to the first, as 

the fourth to the third, for one may then put the fourth in place of the second and 

the second in place of the fourth” (Poetics 21: 1457b16-19). To give an example, 

sunlight is to plants what water is to people. A possible metaphor from this parallel 

relationship could be to say that: “the plant is thirsting for sunlight” which projects 

the human need for liquid nourishment onto plants’ need for sunlight.  

 To return to the topic, metaphors are conducive to pedagogy by calling attention 

to similar things. Usually, of the terms or relations set together in a metaphoric 

statement, we are more familiar with one term – or relationship – than the other. 

When a metaphor points to how a known thing is similar to a less known thing, we 

then gain some knowledge or better understanding of the less familiar term. The fact 

that a metaphor mediates between two terms – or relations in the case of analogy – 

shows the mechanism of metaphor as a tool for knowledge acquisition. At the same 

time, it also explains how metaphors offer a smooth and stimulating way to learn.  

Since metaphors often involve terms in which one is more known than the other, it 

means by the same stroke that they do not consist entirely in already familiar terms 

(which would bore us for we know them already), nor only of unfamiliar terms 

(which may simply leave us confounded). By linking the familiar with the unfamiliar 

through a perceived similarity between the two, a metaphoric statement thus 

“conveys a new idea, a new fact, to us by means of the general notion of (that) which 

is common to both things”, and so leads us to “get hold of something fresh” (Rhetoric 

3.10 1410b12-14). To give an example, the statement “pullets are to hens what 

babies are to humans” plays on an analogical relationship that helps us pick up 

spontaneously what the new word means even without recourse to definition. The 

same idea about the didactic use of metaphor is confirmed in another work. Aristotle 

writes in the Topics, “a metaphor in a way adds to our knowledge of what is indicated 
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on account of the similarity, for those who use metaphors always do so on account of 

some similarity” (6.2 140a10-11).6 When we turn our attention to the Analects and 

the Nicomachean Ethics in later chapters, we will be able to observe how cunning 

similarities with archery-derived images helpfully elucidate moral themes that are 

either harder to grasp or simply prone to being ignored.   

So metaphors can occasion increase in knowledge by furnishing new data about 

a less known term through comparison or analogy with something already known. 

Other times, however, metaphors do not so much introduce something new as 

simply call attention to an unnoticed similarity. Take the case of the well-known 

Chinese adage which compares learning to rowing upstream: “learning is like rowing 

upstream, if you stop, the boat is washed back” (學如逆水行舟不進則退 ). 

Technically speaking, the verse does not tell us anything new about learning nor 

rowing. However, by drawing attention to a similarity between the two activities, we 

come to appreciate an important point about learning: that it should be on-going. In 

this case, we could say that the metaphor advances knowledge in a qualitative rather 

quantitative way. We notice further that metaphors have a natural orientation to 

focus our attention from more vivid terms (e.g., rowing) to more abstract ones (e.g., 

learning). Ultimately, our sample metaphor is meant to enlighten us about learning 

rather than about rowing. This is what modern theorists allude to in designating a 

source domain (i.e., the more concrete term) and a target domain (the more abstract 

reality that the metaphoric utterance seeks to illustrate) when mapping out the 

underlying thought structure of a metaphor. More will be said of this later. Suffice it 

to say for now that by “remarking on a previously unrecognized similarity” (Kittay 

1987, 3), metaphors occasion a pleasant, intellectual surprise at the same time that 

they instruct us on a theme. With a relationship of similarity asserted between 

heterogenous realities, comprehending a metaphor can be an exciting mental 

exercise which Aristotle likens to solving a riddle, a popular intellectual pastime of 

ancient Greeks. He says, in fact, that in a way metaphors are a kind of riddle or 

enigma (Rhetoric 3.2 1405b5.)7   

                                                      
6
 George Miller, following German pedagogist Friedrich Herbart, calls the activity endemic to 

metaphor creation and comprehension “apperception”, that is, a mental process whereby an 
experience is brought into relation with a previously acquired conceptual system. The notion underlies 
the educational principle that “new things are learned by being related to things already known (so 
that) if teachers know what their pupils know, they can relate ideas they want to teach to ideas the 
pupil has already mastered”, see Miller in Ortony 1979, 202. Two other articles in the same volume 
explore the didactic import of metaphor, namely, Hugh Petrie’s “Metaphor and Learning” and Thomas 
Sticht’s “Educational Uses of Metaphor”. Petrie notes the usefulness of Kuhn’s paradigms for scientific 
learning (p. 445), while Sticht says that metaphor use stimulates both knowledge invention and 
retention (p. 485).    
7
 Aristotle explains in continuation: “Liveliness is specially conveyed by metaphor, and by the further 

power of surprising the hearer; because the hearer expected something different, his acquisition of 
the new idea impresses him all the more (…) Well-constructed riddles are attractive for the same 
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 In the Poetics, Aristotle calls attention to how metaphors contribute to excellent 

speech as well as to magnifying speech effect. Though poets have great liberty with 

words to achieve dramatic effect, still “the greatest thing by far is to be a master of 

metaphor; it is the one thing that cannot be learnt from others, and it is also a sign of 

genius” (Poetics 22.1459a5-6).8 Aristotle describes metaphor together with use of 

foreign words and coining new terms as “exotic language” that impresses hearers 

because they sound new and deviate from the standard use of words.9 One thing I 

wish to point out with regard to the poetic use of metaphor is that the excellence in 

speech (λέξεως ἀρετὴ) which poetry strives for does not consist merely in being able 

to stir emotions. Impressing or surprising the audience through something unfamiliar 

has to do with the poetic effect rather than excellence. Excellent speech for its part is 

geared toward generating “clarity” about the theme10, of effectively getting ideas 

across in much the same way that a verse in the Analects says language should 

achieve in general: 「辭達而已」 (15.40). I surmise – safely, I think – that to achieve 

clarity in poetry means successfully displaying that which it imitates. Aristotle 

introduces the different genres of poetry as forms of imitation through different 

media.11 In Greek poetry, metaphors were most properly and conventionally used in 

tragic prose, which indicates that they were a useful language device for enlightening 

the audience about the human acts around which the plots revolved.12 We may ask, 

however, why Aristotle states that metaphor “cannot be learned from others and is a 

sign of genius.” The claim puts metaphor-creation above ordinary poetic skills and 

devices mentioned along with metaphor. Unlike borrowing foreign words, coining 

new ones or altering existing ones, metaphor entails more than a technique: it 

involves the acumen of being able to contemplate similarities (τὸ ὅμοιον θεωρειν).13 

More will be said about this in a while when we explore the cognitive function of 

metaphor.  

 The natural didactic capacity of metaphor along with its poetic effect 

                                                                                                                                                        
reason; a new idea is conveyed, and there is a metaphorical expression”, Rhetoric 3.11 1412a18-22-24.  
8
 Presumably because it is not a simple skill that can be acquired by mastering a technique (e.g., 

methods of rhyming) nor a matter of picking up a foreign word. An incisive exercise of the mind is 
required to bring disparate realities into relation with each other. 
9
 See Poetics 22. 

10
 Ibid., the opening line of the same section. 

11
 Ibid., 1.1447a13-15. 

12
 Paul Ricoeur further explores the suitability of metaphor in portraying human reality in tragic works 

in Ricouer 1974, 108-109.  
13

 The complete statement reads, “to be a master of metaphor (is) the one thing that cannot be learnt 
from others; and it is also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive perception of 
the similarity in dissimilars”, Poetics 22 1459a5-8. Bywater’s translation is more interpretative 
compared to Stephen Halliwell’s which simply reads, “this alone cannot be acquired from another, and 
is a sign of natural gifts: because to use metaphor well is to discern similarities”, (Loeb Classical Library, 
Harvard University Press, 1995).  
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unsurprisingly make it a powerful tool for persuasion as well. In order to influence 

public opinion, which is the art of rhetoric, the style of delivering a speech actually 

counts as much as the content itself. Again, style matters for the purpose of “clarity”, 

this time in presenting one’s arguments. Aristotle acknowledges that, in principle, 

the statement of bare facts ought to convince enough. However, public speech often 

calls upon the orator to address a heterogenous crowd. Appeal to emotion and some 

measure of poetic machination then become necessary for getting ideas across – for 

“instructing” – those of lesser schooling in the crowd.14 Recourse to metaphor – 

adjusted to a moderate and appropriate level in public speech compared to poetry – 

helps rhetoric in various ways. As with poetry, metaphor can lend clarity to 

arguments and makes them impressionable: “metaphor is of great value both in 

poetry and in prose; prose-writers must, however, pay special attention to metaphor, 

because their other resources are scantier than those of poets; metaphor, moreover, 

gives style clearness, charm, and distinction as nothing else can” (Rhetoric 3.2 

1405a8-9). Metaphor contributes to clarity because, for one thing, it enables us “to 

give names to nameless things” (Rhetoric 3.2 1405a35) by applying to the unnamed 

thing the name of something similar to it. Modern examples that come to mind are 

names we give to technological gadgets and accessories, such as “mouse” and 

“tablets”.15 Further, metaphors contribute to clarity by magnifying the qualities of 

things talked about. However, just as one can use a metaphor for highlighting 

something good (i.e., by transferring the name of something better in kind), one can 

also denigrate by choosing an inferior phenomenon as name source. The fact is that 

the creator of a metaphor has the option to liken a thing to something similar and 

better than it, or to something similar and worse than it. An example which Aristotle 

gives is how, depending on how one views theatrical events organized in honor of 

gods, one could either call the performers “flatterers” of the gods, or “artists”. 

Another example closer to our age could be to compare religion either to opium, as 

Karl Marx does, or to incense. Comparing religion with opium treats the former as if 

it were a mind-deluding vice propagated by an elite circle, ultimately a social evil 

which the government must work to eradicate. Incense, on the other hand, is 

non-addictive, soothing, and even therapeutic, so a metaphor based on it would 

sound less derogatory. We can see from this too that the highlighting function of 

metaphor has ambivalent use, is open to abuse, and can obscure truth rather than 

                                                      
14

 Rhetoric 3.1 1404a1-5. 
15

 We have recourse to metaphor “when language fails”, Punter 2007, 13. An important advantage of 
metaphor pointed out by a number of authors is precisely its ability to expand the standard resources 
of the language (White 1996), enabling us to overcome cognitive and communicative limitations, 
Sticht in Ortony 1978, 474-475. Stern refers to this as the “catechesis function” of metaphor: that it 
helps fill in lexical gaps which are at times not just a matter of inadequate vocabulary but also of 
inadequate understanding or conceptualization, Stern 2000, 190-192, 319.  
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promote clarity.16 All the same, when a well-chosen or appropriate word is used, the 

resulting metaphor can help to illumine us on the topic: “(the appropriate) term may 

describe a thing more truly than another, may be more like it, and set it more 

intimately before our eyes” (Rhetoric 3.2 1405b11-12).      

 As mentioned earlier, there are authors who complain that Aristotle did not take 

metaphor seriously, that he considered it merely “ornamental”17 to language by 

relegating his discussion of it to treatises on poetry and persuasion. My view, 

however, is that the charge is unsolicited and to some extent anachronic. In the 

Poetics as much as in Rhetoric, there are clues which show Aristotle’s awareness of 

the pervasiveness of metaphor. In this regard, two claims in the Rhetoric merit 

attention: first, that all use metaphors in conversation, and, second, that words are a 

mimesis, that is, “imitations” or images of semblance.18  While the first claim 

acknowledges the ubiquity of metaphor, the second seems to me even more 

important as it indicates that for Aristotle, there is something metaphoric underlying 

all thought and speech, a core premise of modern cognitive research in its appraisal 

of metaphor. We can add to these claims the fact that while Aristotle does not say 

that metaphor is necessary outside of poetry and rhetoric, he does use metaphor 

outside poetry and rhetoric, specifically in metaphysical and ethical treatises. This 

shows that metaphors for Aristotle are – at least in some way and to some extent – 

appropriate for expressing philosophical truths. Moreover, he regards the core of 

metaphoric thinking, that of “contemplating similarities”, an intellectual capacity that 

is exhibited also in philosophy: that of having “an acute mind (that) perceives 

resemblances even in things far apart” (Rhetoric 3.11 1412a11). 

 Authors are naturally wont to focus on passages where Aristotle directly 

discusses metaphor. Yet, attention to some ideas expressed in other manuscripts in 

the Corpus Aristotelicum may prove even more interesting for modern research on 

metaphor. These ideas are easily missed since they do not mention the word 

metaphor (μεταφορὰ). In De Anima, for example, Aristotle states that “even when 

we think speculatively, we must have some mental picture of which to think” 

                                                      
16

 The ambiguity which metaphors can cause is also pointed out in the Topics: “another commonplace 
(regarding obscurity) is to see whether he has spoken metaphorically (…) for metaphorical expressions 
are always obscure”, 6.2 139b3-4. 
17

 Aristotle does say that we can use metaphors if “we wish to ornament our subject”, Rhetoric 3.2 
1405a10. The word “to ornament” (κοσμειν) carries more significance than our present-day 
understanding of it as “decorating” or “embellishing”.  In Greek, the word relates semantically to 
kosmos, meaning “pattern”, “design”, and, derivatively, “universe”. To have a pattern means to have 
been influenced by some intelligence which orders what was previously in chaos, and intellect is 
likewise what is able to discern underlying patterns in nature and things. Following this vein, to 
ornament a subject with metaphor could imply rendering it more intelligible, precisely by showing 
forth its semblance with another.  
18

 The original lines from the Rhetoric read “Πάντες γὰρ μεταφοραῖς διαλέγονται” (3.2 1404b35) and 
“τὰ γὰρ ὀνόματα μιμήτα ἐστίν” (3.1 1404a20).  
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(432a10–11). The “mental picture” mentioned here seems to me to come very close 

to Lakoff and Johnson’s celebrated thesis of metaphorical concepts underlying 

human thought structures. We will say more about the image factor of metaphor in 

the section about metaphor theory.  

 A modern scholar, Eva Kittay, also points out how Aristotle’s Topics and Posterior 

Analytics offer strong claims about the cognitive significance of metaphor over and 

above its usefulness in poetry and rhetoric. This significance hinges around two ideas 

cited earlier: that metaphors contemplate likeness and that some metaphors involve 

analogy. Accordingly, attending to likeness in things is not only an amusing poetic 

experience but also has practical and wide-reaching benefits which we might even 

call crucial for philosophy and the sciences. Aristotle says that the exercise is 

important on three counts: “the consideration of similarity is useful both for 

inductive arguments and for hypothetical reasoning and also for the assignment of 

definitions” (Topics 1.8 108b7-9). The first, inductive argument, involves inference 

from particulars of what is universal or common to the genus or species on the basis 

of similar traits (e.g., possums carry their young in pouches; hence, possums, like 

kangaroos, must be marsupials).19 The second, hypothetical speech, benefits from 

inference of similarity through the principle that “among similars, what is true of one 

is true of all the rest” (Topics 1.18 108b12-13). So, for example, if a distant planet is 

discovered to have a satellite body, the latter must also be subject to the kind of 

gravitational and magnetic forces that are known to exist between planets and their 

moons in the solar system. Finally, the examination of likeness among things is also 

important for formulating definitions since assigning a formal definition to something 

entails identifying its characteristics on the basis of which it can be classified under 

the genus of things with the same characteristics (e.g., a moon is a celestial body 

<generic characteristic> that orbits a planet <specific characteristic>). It is obvious 

from the above that the contemplation of similarities is a fundamental process of 

reasoning across sciences. Of equal importance too for science is the concept of 

analogy, which, according to the Posterior Analytics, is a basis of classification and 

selection of species and genera of minerals, plants and animals (2.14 98a20-22). 

Analogy lends enormous support to natural sciences for its role in building the 

system of taxonomy. In moral sciences, analogy too is useful for argumentation. The 

function argument in the Nicomachean Ethics, for example, illustrates how a happy 

life consists in virtuous activity parallel to how the excellence of a musician lays in 

being able to play his instrument well.20 With all these, Kittay’s claim that “Aristotle 

                                                      
19

 Note also what another author says, “connecting things of similarity is a basic operation of mind”, 
Hiraga 2005, 16. 
20

 Refer to Nicomachean Ethics I.7. 
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had already pointed out the cognitive importance of metaphor” (Kittay 1987, 2) does 

seem justified.  

 Now, after Aristotle, metaphor became a topic of import mostly in the oratorical 

traditions of Hellenic and Roman antiquity. As can be expected, Aristotle’s discussion 

in the Rhetoric took prevalence, and metaphor was treated as a matter of form or 

style rather than content, sheer language adornment. Nonetheless, a passage from 

the Roman philosopher Cicero (106 - 43 B.C.) in a work on rhetoric alerts us to the 

fact that, perhaps just as in earlier Greek antiquity, to be ornamental did not 

necessarily mean to be superfluous: something could be both ornamental and 

necessary at the same time. Quite fittingly, he uses a metaphor to drive home the 

point: garments, no matter how ornate they become, are still a basic necessity (cf. De 

Oratione 3.155). Eva Kittay paraphrases Cicero’s point as follows: “dress, no matter 

how elaborate it becomes, still serves basic needs and desires for warmth, protection, 

etc. – so metaphor might serve as a basic need even in the midst of an affluent 

language” (Kittay 1987, 1-2).    

  During medieval times, the trend of consigning metaphor discourse to public 

speech continued. Simultaneously, however, developments in theological science, be 

it Jewish, Christian, or Muslim, also contributed to metaphor study in late antiquity 

and the middle ages. The contributions of these religious traditions are frequently 

overlooked in present studies on metaphor, perhaps for the same reason that some 

useful insights of Aristotle tend to be neglected, namely that they were not discussed 

under the theme of “metaphor.” However, the conceptual tools, methods, and 

themes developed in these traditions for the study of sacred scriptures do have 

bearing on the topic, especially with regard to metaphoric interpretation. We could 

think, for example, of the impact of methods of exegesis and of the distinction 

between literal and symbolic meanings on today’s research. Apart from developing 

metaphor knowledge in the sphere of textual interpretation, the sacred, theological, 

and pious literature of these traditions were also steeped in metaphor use. Medieval 

writings, academic and literary alike, illustrate the prevalence and fittingness of 

metaphor in exploring elevated themes. 21  They also manifest the capacity of 

metaphoric statements to appeal to both learned and unversed by supporting 

different levels of reading.22 As an aside, the potential of metaphoric expressions to 

                                                      
21

 Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy is a fine example of medieval poetry exhibiting masterful use of 
metaphor through stunning and carefully-crafted allegories. 
22

 Joseph Stern explains the versatile communicative capacity of metaphor in the following manner: “I 
have emphasized how (a metaphor’s exemplification of its subject) can reveal, or render cognitively 
accessible, bare properties that we have no fully conceptualized means to express. But (it) can also 
serve to conceal a fully conceptualized and independently understood property. This second function 
of metaphor, concealment, is hardly mentioned nowadays, but it was a classical and widely cited 
explanation for the use of metaphor in Scripture and other sacred writings by medieval philosophers, 
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support different levels, or manners, of reading was important in Chinese history, 

where intellectuals time and again maneuvered themselves out of difficult political 

situations through subtle word play. By recourse to veiled speech, they avoided 

falling out of favor with unscrupulous rulers or managed to relay secret information. 

 The Renaissance era, too, continued to treat metaphor largely as a poetic and 

rhetoric device. It seems, however, that the “ornamentality” of metaphor still carried 

the connotative meaning that it had for Cicero in the Roman era, different from the 

views of our pragmatic age. Metaphors were considered “ornaments of rhetoric”, but 

what was considered an ornament then was not simply “a decoration not functional 

to the overall aim (but were) functional, persuasive, not decorative” (Vickers 1988, 

743). All the same, metaphor was treated largely as a rhetoric tool, and by the 

post-Renaissance era it became increasingly disdained by philosophers, such as John 

Locke and Thomas Hobbes, for its tendency to obscure speech and manipulate 

emotions. Rationalist and Empiricist thinkers subscribed to the same view. Romantic 

thinkers felt otherwise. Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s On the Origin of Languages holds 

metaphoric language to be more primary and fundamental than rationalized speech: 

“figurative language was the first to be born. Proper meaning was discovered last. 

One calls things by their true name only when one sees them in their true form” 

(Rousseau 1966, 12). The statement obviously takes metaphor to be more than an 

embellishment of speech. With the exception of Rousseau, however, metaphor in the 

hands of Romanticists was for expressing feelings or emotions, and lacked cognitive 

content (Stern 2001, 190). Such impression of metaphor was fully embraced by 

logical positivists and many analytic philosophers in their denigratory stance against 

figurative speech.  

 We may describe the situation in late 20th century – a situation in which we still 

find ourselves today – as one of redeeming metaphor and taking it to new heights of 

importance. Those who hold a non-cognitivist view of metaphor now find themselves 

in the minority. Metaphors are now widely regarded as knowledge-laden, important 

and pervasive. To appreciate them better, however, one must go beyond their 

employment in poetry and rhetoric and pay attention to their occurrences in 

ordinary speech, prose literature, and formal discourse. The following section 

recapitulates the current status of metaphor in the academe. 

 As with the previous section on history, I shall not attempt an exhaustive 

presentation of metaphor theory. Rather, I intend to focus on themes related to the 

identification and comprehension of metaphor, which seem to me to be the 

                                                                                                                                                        
especially those in the Islamic and Jewish Aristotelian traditions (…) Metaphors simultaneously 
conceal from some, the unworthy, and reveal to others, believers. The latter, who know and seek the 
content of metaphor, ‘see’ it in the figure (…) The unworthy, however, simply love the symbol itself, 
perhaps without even recognizing that it is a metaphor”, Stern 2000, 195.  
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theoretical groundwork required by our study.23 The views that I attend to are those 

which have earned considerable consensus from scholars of metaphor.  

 

2. Metaphor Theory 

 Metaphor today continues to be regarded as a figure of speech, but something 

else besides. Why is metaphor singled out from other figures of speech, say, 

metonymy, hyperbole, or irony? The answer, I believe, can be summed up as follows: 

that metaphors are more pervasive and possess more cognitive resonance than any 

of the other literary devices – with the exception of similes, which are, at any case, a 

kind of metaphor. 24  The fact that metaphors are ubiquitous and are 

knowledge-laden has led to its current appraisal as a figure of thought more than a 

figure of speech, a conceptual more than mere linguistic phenomenon.25 

 What exactly is a metaphor? Like other figures of speech, metaphors strike us as 

a “deviation” from ordinary speech. When we hear or read a metaphoric statement 

such as “the sun hid behind the clouds”, we understand its meaning and know too 

that the sentence is not to be taken literally. When we encounter a metaphor, we 

discern a gap between the literal and metaphorical senses of the word or words. So, 

for example, when Romeo says that “Juliet is the sun”26, the utter falsehood of the 

sentence when it is taken literally alerts us to the presence of a metaphor. In this way, 

it is the absurdity of the literal words that introduces us into the metaphoric process. 

A general way of describing a metaphor is that it is a departure from literal speech. 

Different authors refer to the hiatus caused by metaphors in varied ways. Metaphors 

                                                      
23

 For this reason, I will have to skirt topics such as the kinds of strong theses propounded by Lakoff 
and Johnson on embodiment and concept formation (which seem more relevant to cognitive research 
and epistemology), as well as the different ways that authors classify metaphors or explain its 
mechanism, namely, Substitution, Comparison and Interaction Views, Primary Metaphor, Blended 
Metaphor and Direct-Expression Theories, and so on. Instead of aligning myself with a single author, I 
prefer to follow general areas of agreement. These, as shall be seen, are rich enough and meet the 
needs of our research. Besides, particular theories tend to be highly specialized in linguistics and 
beyond the student’s competence. 
24

 Similes are a kind of metaphor: the claim is already found in Aristotle, and contemporary scholars 
generally follow suit. Aristotle says that similes are a kind of metaphor, except that it announces its 
assertion of similarity through some introduction or with words such as like, such and as, cf. Rhetoric 
3.4, 3.10, 3.11. Aristotle’s statement aside, similes do possess the metaphoric features that we shall 
articulate in this chapter. 
25

 The idea is at the heart of contemporary theory. “Metaphor has traditionally been viewed as a 
matter of mere language rather than primarily as a means of structuring our conceptual system and 
the kinds of everyday activities we perform (…) much of our conceptual system is structured by 
metaphor”, Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 145, 146. Lakoff and Johnson give abundant examples of 
fundamental metaphors engrained in English language. Common expressions such as “falling in love” 
or “staying out of trouble” are examples of metaphoric expressions that hide in ordinary language. 
Neither love nor trouble are physical entities, yet we speak of them as if they were a container or a 
path.  
26

 I use here a favorite example analyzed by metaphor theorists. The metaphor, of course, is from 
William Shakespeare’s romantic tragedy Romeo and Juliet, act 2, scene 2. 
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have playfully been called “a falsehood” (Davidson 1978, 42; Ortony 1979, 188), “an 

anomaly” (Fraser in Ortony 1979, 177; Petrie in Ortony 1979, 450), a “perversion”  

(Black in Ortony 1979, 21) or “absurdity” on the literal indicating that the words are 

not to be taken at face value for there has been “a shift from central to marginal 

meaning” (Bearsley 1962, 299). Paul Ricouer alone has a variety of expressions about 

the outlandishness of metaphors. A metaphor, he says, is “a deviant predication”, an 

instance of “literal incongruence (leading to) metaphorical congruence”, or “an 

epoche of ordinary meaning” (Ricouer 1978, 145, 147, 151). Despite these graphic 

ways of distinguishing metaphor from standard language, however, authors are  

quick to stress that in metaphoric statements, the literal and metaphoric senses are 

related to and depend on each other (Stern 2002, 23, 60, 64; Searle 1979, 85-87). 

Ordinarily, the literal meaning serves as the foundation for possible ways that a term 

can be read metaphorically. The literal is, as an author puts it, “the primary, 

first-order interpretation” (Camp 2006, 287) from which further, metaphoric levels of 

interpretation are developed. So, for example, in the sentence “Juliet is the sun”, the 

various ways in which being sun-like can be interpreted ultimately derive from what 

we know and experience about the actual sun, e.g., that it is the center around which 

our earth rotates, that it radiates light and heat, or that life in our planet depends on 

it.  

 That metaphor is a deviation from standard language, however, is not what is 

distinctive about it as a linguistic phenomenon. Other figures of speech too involve 

some form of digression from ordinary speech. For example, the hyperbolic 

expression “I told you a million times!”, or the ironic statement “where are all the 

pens when you need one?” are also emphatic and novel manners of expression. 

There is more that distinguishes a metaphor and elevates it from other literary 

devices.  

 One thing that is characteristic of metaphor – without being exclusive to it – is 

that it plays on similarities. When Romeo uses the “sun” as a metaphor for Juliet, he 

expresses a perceived similarity between the sun and his beloved maiden. The 

similarity obviously need not be based on physical form or appearance. In all 

likelihood, Juliet did not have a ballooning figure, nor did her hair stand out in all 

directions like the rays of the sun. Very often, common features or attributes – or 

parallel relationships, in the case of analogies – are what ground the criteria of 

similarity that metaphors are based on (Ortony 1979, 186; Miller in Ortony 1979, 224, 

Steen 2009, 57). In the case of Juliet and the sun, for example, the shared predication 

could be that they are both – at least from the point of view of Romeo – 

all-important and central to existence, stunning as well. There are, however, some 

important notes to be made about metaphors being grounded on similarity. 
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 In the first place, scholars of metaphor speak about “exemplification”, a concept 

crucial to the comprehension and effects of a metaphor (Ortony 1979, 93; Stern 2000, 

153).27 When a metaphor likens A to B, it directs us at first instance to a pool of 

shared predicates between A and B. Sometimes, in the process of trying to interpret 

a metaphoric utterance rightly, the receptor would need to analyze or inquire further 

before locating the point – or points – of similarity intended by the speaker from the 

pool of possible similarities (e.g., “to be like a baby” could mean very different things, 

positive and negative alike: that one is cute, or pudgy, or cries easily, or is innocent, 

or is vulnerable, and so on). Metaphors, however, turn out more readily 

comprehensible – attractive and memorable as well – in the measure that the 

attribute intended by the speaker is a quality exemplified by the source term. “Juliet 

is the sun” is a good example of an exemplification metaphor since the sun does 

exemplify how lovers tend to regard their beloved: important and central, a powerful 

source of good feelings (like the light and warmth of a sunshine). In other words, 

metaphors do not merely state that two objects are alike, e.g., Juliet and the sun. 

Usually, one of the two terms serves to exemplify something which the author of the 

metaphor wishes to point out about the other. The exemplified feature or features 

ordinarily consist in something salient, normal, or stereotypical about the term used 

metaphorically.28    

 A second point about the similarity involved in metaphor is that it comes with, 

or actually rests on, a stark dissimilarity, between the two terms. The fact is 

interesting because it is part of what makes metaphors “surprising”: that it brings 

into a relation of similarity two objects that we are otherwise unaccustomed to 

grouping together. Juliet and the sun, a boy and a plant, for example, belong to 

entirely different classes of things. Meanwhile, calling a grown up a baby can also be 

startling because even though adult and infants belong to the same category of 

humans, they are usually thought of as opposites in view of age. This “relating as 

similar things which are dissimilar” reminds us of how Aristotle explained metaphors 

as a transfer of names (or predications) across genus and species (Poetics 21). He 

likewise held the disparity between terms brought together in a metaphor to be at 

least part of the reason why metaphors are exciting as riddles29, and that good 

                                                      
27

 Max Black speaks of metaphor “emphasis” and “focus” instead of exemplification and exemplified 
features. His idea is basically the same though. He writes, “a metaphorical utterance is emphatic, in 
my intended sense, to the degree that its producer will allow no variation upon or substitute for the 
words used – and especially not for (…) the ‘focus,’ the salient word or expression, whose occurrence 
in the literal frame invests the utterance with metaphorical force”, Black in Ortony 1979, 26, original 
italics.  
28

 See Stern’s discussion about what grounds our knowledge of metaphors in Stern 2000, 112.  
29

 “For metaphor is a kind of enigma, so that it is clear that the transference is clever”, Rhetoric 3.2 
1405b5. 
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metaphors do not draw obvious similarities but have us discern subtle semblances 

between things that are far apart.30 Echoing Aristotle, modern writers also speak of 

metaphor’s “trick in likeness and unlikeness” (Sparshott 1974, 83), or “mystery (…) of 

perversely asserting something to be what it is plainly known not to be” (Black in 

Ortony 1979, 21). 

 We have stated that the similarity that grounds metaphors usually function 

through exemplification, and that the similarity is introduced in the background of a 

blatant dissimilarity. A third and perhaps more interesting point which we have 

brushed on earlier is that while metaphors involve similarity, they are seldom 

statements of similarity. Taking it from Romeo, when he says that “Juliet is the sun”, 

although he is attending to a similarity between the two, in fact he is not so much 

saying that “Juliet is like the sun” as asserting that Juliet, like the sun, is… (e.g., 

important, central, a source of joy and delight, and so on). In other words, that two 

things are similar is not the point of a metaphor. Similarity is only a gateway to what 

it is that the metaphor ultimately means to convey about the target realm. It invites 

us to examine why ontologically distinct realities are cast together as similars. F.E. 

Sparshott illustrates the matter by furnishing an example: “Achilles in battle is like a 

fish in water (…) To see what is meant by speaking of Achilles as a fish we need to 

know not the alleged fact that he is a fish but the ways in which he really is like one” 

(Sparshott 1974, 82). Another important author in the field, John Searle, offers a 

helpful explanation about the role that similarity plays in metaphor. Accordingly, the 

observed similarity on its own does not constitute the meaning of the metaphor but 

is instrumental to the production (the originator perceiving a likeness between things 

and expressing it) and comprehension (the receiver discerning which attributes are 

shared between the two) of the metaphor (Searle 1979, 88). We will touch on this 

again when we discuss metaphor as perspective later in the chapter.   

 In recap, metaphor makes us notice some similarity, one that is unnoticed yet 

proves striking once attended to. Although based on some likeness between things, 

it is rarely a simple statement of similarity but asserts something more about its 

theme. Further, metaphors show great versatility in the sense of being useful for 

both poetry and prose.31 The nuance in present-day appreciation of metaphor, 

however, is the idea that it pervades every realm of verbal communication in a way 

that no other figure of speech does. Metaphor, as current research explains it, is not 

just about language use but involves and makes manifest latent patterns of human 

cognition. This introduces us now to a more modern and technical definition of 

metaphor used today.  

                                                      
30

 Rhetoric 3.11 1412a11. 
31

 Cf. Rhetoric 3.2. 
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 As we saw earlier, metaphors link two terms in a relationship of likeness, and it 

does so in such a way that one term enlightens us about the other. There is, in other 

words, a movement from the more familiar to the less familiar. Lakoff refers to this 

characteristic of metaphors as a “directionality” from a concrete field to a more 

abstract one, usually designated as source and target domains, respectively (Lakoff & 

Johnson 1980, 112). In the examples of metaphoric expressions given above, sun, 

baby and plant are the concrete, source domains whose exemplary features are used 

to enlighten us about the subjects they are likened to. Metaphors in this way are 

technically defined as a mapping between conceptual domains of meaning 

motivated by similarity (Hiraga, 2005, 25; Steen 2009, 57), typically between a 

concrete and an abstract domain.32  

By defining metaphor as a mapping across domains, modern scholars open a 

new way of understanding the phenomenon, a view rich in semantic and cognitive 

implications about how metaphors can be a key to decoding underlying mental 

structures in the human mind. The thesis of metaphoric mapping in a way answers 

fundamental questions about metaphor, in particular, why we use metaphors, how 

metaphors work, and what knowledge we gain by comprehending a metaphor.33 If 

we accept that metaphors are knowledge-laden, we need to ask further whether we 

learn something new, or are simply made to focus differently on something that we 

in fact already know? Non-cognitive theories of metaphor aside34, scholars of 

metaphor give different answers to the question. Donald Davidson, who has written 

a highly-debated article on the issue, denies that metaphors “convey ideas” or hold 

any “special meaning” apart from what literal reading yields. Metaphors do enable 

us to acquire a new aspect of things, or give some poetic intimation, but these to him 

constitute neither knowledge nor meaning and are, to be sure, “not propositional” in 

nature. He concludes, therefore, that we must “give up the idea that metaphors carry 

a message, content, or meaning apart from the literal; those who think thus actually 

(only mean) the effects metaphor have on us” (Davidson 1978, 40-45).35  

                                                      
32

 This is a common definition in available literature on metaphor. Lakoff and his team believe that 
metaphor mappings correspond with neural mappings in the brain. Other authors recognize that 
some mapping indeed occurs in metaphoric thinking (e.g., predicates matching), but find Lakoff’s 
conclusion debatable. He can be credited, however, for drawing attention to its ubiquity in speech and 
for digging into its possible implications on human cognition, particularly in concept formation. 
33

 That is, we use metaphors (why) to speak about things which are farther and more difficult to 
express, (how) by associating them with matters closer to our experience, (what metaphoric 
comprehension results in) which in turn enables us to better understand or conceptualize remote 
realities. 
34

 In choosing to write my dissertation on this topic, I obviously place myself in a cognitivist stand. 
Such view offers more fecund theories about the phenomenon of metaphor. Besides, studies available 
today indicate that non-cognitive appraisals espoused by former logical positivists and romanticists 
are no longer tenable.   
35

 Davidson represents the “direct-expression view” of metaphor. Anne Bezuidenhout defends 
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Despite the above, Davidson is still regarded as a cognitivist because he allows 

cognitive value to metaphor, albeit conflating it with what the words mean literally. 

Most authors, however, are uneasy with Davidson’s view. In what follows, I give a 

rundown of alternative ways that scholars articulate knowledge by metaphor. The 

different ways by which these authors defend cognitivism are worth quoting and, 

besides, will be useful for our analysis of the archery metaphor in the succeeding 

chapters.  

An early answer, in response to Davidson, is from Paul Ricouer. Divining that 

behind the debate about the cognitive value of metaphor is the issue of what 

constitutes knowledge – or, more accurately, standards of knowledge – Ricoeur 

affirms that metaphors do “provide untranslatable information and (…) yield some 

true insight about reality”; it is such insight that constitutes the cognitive content of 

metaphor (Ricouer 1978, 143, 153). Max Black echoes Ricouer by explaining that 

when a metaphor makes us see A as B, the concepts used lead to a discovery as 

implications are drawn from the insight on similarity or analogy. Black goes a step 

further saying that metaphors at times even “generate new knowledge and insight by 

changing relationships between the things designated” (Black in Ortony 1979, 33-37). 

“Strong” metaphors are able to do so because, in the end, they do not just offer 

isolated ideas but an insight into an entire structure, in the manner that non-verbal 

research tools like charts and diagrams convey facts through figurative 

representation. Black’s words are worth transcribing: 

 

Metaphors sometimes function as cognitive instruments through which their 
users can achieve novel views of a domain of reference (…) Such recognition of 
what might be called the representational aspect of a strong metaphor can be 
accommodated by recalling other familiar devices for representing ‘how things 
are’ that cannot be assimilated to ‘statements of fact’. Charts and maps, graphs 
and pictorial diagrams and ‘realistic’ paintings, and above all models, are familiar 
cognitive devices for showing ‘how things are’. (…) Metaphors (thus) convey, in 
indispensable fashion, insight into the systems to which they refer. (Black in 
Ortony 1979, 40-41)   

 

While Black seems to concede to Davidson that what metaphors convey are 

non-propositional, Reimer points out that although the metaphorical meaning 

beyond the literal is difficult to paraphrase, in fact it is possible to translate at least 

part of it in propositional terms (Reimer 1996, 19). Petrie, from the perspective of an 

                                                                                                                                                        
Davidson’s approach and develops it by treating metaphor as a matter of language use (pragmatics) 
rather than meaning (semantics). Searle also treats metaphor as a pragmatic phenomenon but takes a 
stronger cognitivist stand by recognizing a defined level of metaphoric meaning different from the 
literal. Metaphors are vested with two levels of meaning: it says that “S is P, but means S is R”, Searle 
1979, 85-87.  
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educator, articulates the cognitive content of metaphor as a “transfer of 

understanding” from the originator of the metaphor to its hearer (Petrie in Ortony 

1979, 439). Eva Kittay dedicates an entire volume to defending the cognitive power 

of metaphor. She points out that models (which are, at the bottom, “extended 

metaphors”) are indispensable even in hardcore sciences. These scientific models 

may not be literally true, but they are nonetheless “useful representations of the 

phenomena which led to theoretic conceptions and new empirical discoveries” 

(Kittay 1987, 7).  

Still another author, Richard Moran, locates the cognitive content of metaphor 

in “what its speaker’s belief guides us to”. Moran’s idea is complex but worth probing 

into. While agreeing with Davidson that a metaphor’s effects must not be confused 

with its content, Moran explores the “effects” of a metaphor and finds that these too 

are not sheer matter of emotional stirring. When the author creates a metaphor, he 

in effect “frames” one reality in the light of another. We as receptors of the metaphor, 

subsequently interpret the metaphor by selecting among the possible likenesses 

which we deem are in accordance with the speaker’s beliefs (Moran 1989, 106). It 

makes a world of difference, for example, when “Juliet is the sun” is spoken by 

Romeo whom we know is infatuated with Juliet, or by Maiden X whom we know (let 

us pretend) is a rival of Juliet and feels eclipsed by the latter from receiving Romeo’s 

attention. Perhaps my example is mundane, but it serves to illustrate the framing 

effect generated from what we know of the speaker’s beliefs. It is this which   

inadvertently sets parameters for us in the process of interpreting the “non-literal” 

dimension of a metaphoric statement. Whatever that non-literal aspect is – Moran 

does not give a name to it – it is compelling in that it invites the hearer to adopt the 

speaker’s perspective and is, moreover, cognitively charged. Though difficult to fully 

put into words, it nonetheless refines our thinking on the subject. What Moran 

argues about the cognitivity of metaphor seems particularly important for 

humanistic learning, of which this dissertation is an exercise. There is a characteristic 

way that humanistic disciplines advance in knowledge. These disciplines oftentimes 

do so not so much by piling data upon data but by probing more deeply into what is 

already known. Moran explains it best in writing that “There are more ways of 

changing someone’s mind than changing his or her beliefs (…) it is quite generally 

true for both philosophy and literature that much of what they aim at is not on the 

level of specifically altered beliefs but rather such things as changes in the 

associations and comparisons one makes, differences in the vivid or ‘felt’ 

appreciation of something already known, or changes in one’s habits of attention and 

sense of the important and the trifling” (Moran 1989, 100; italics mine). My view is 

that such fine-tuning of understanding can truly be regarded as increment in 
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knowledge. The framing effect as explained by Moran will be useful in our 

appreciation of archery as a metaphor in Confucian and Aristotelian ethical 

discourse.  

By far, however, it is Josef Stern who offers a thorough and systematic account 

of “knowledge by metaphor”.36 One simple enough defense which he gives is the 

fact that we do judge metaphors to be true or false. We may, for example, be 

optimistic about humanity and disagree with Hobbes that “man is wolf to man”. This 

shows that propositional or not, metaphors do make claims which we may accept or 

reject. We can say then along with Stern that “utterances of sentences containing 

metaphors are truth-valued, express propositions, and can be used to make 

assertions” (Stern 2000, 24; also 132). Stern further faults Davidson for setting literal 

paraphrasability – that is, the possibility of translating metaphoric meaning into 

propositional terms – as condition for the cognitive status of metaphors (Stern 2000, 

189, 266). He argues poignantly that while knowledge by metaphor is “not 

propositional, not said but shown, the information conveyed by the character of the 

metaphor, like that conveyed by a picture or image, is still knowledge” (Stern 2001, 

223). Stern offers intricate ways of explaining in linguistic terms what is cognitive 

about metaphor, although I shall not go into it.37 For now, let us further examine 

what it is that metaphors express beyond the literal words that instantiate them.  

 

3. Metaphor as Perspective 

Given that it is possible to distinguish between the literal and the metaphoric 

meanings of a single metaphoric statement, when we focus on the metaphoric 

meaning, we notice that it is not easy to spell it out in simple words, in other words, 

that it is not – at least not entirely – paraphrasable. What we wish to do now is to try 

to articulate what metaphoric knowledge consists in. Again, different authors use 

different words to express what metaphors convey. 

Faced with the question about whether or not metaphors are paraphrasable, 

Searle considers how, when we do try to translate metaphors into ordinary speech – 

                                                      
36

 The phrase is coined by Stern, who distinguishes between the somewhat propositional “content” of 
a metaphor and its metaphoric “character” (i.e., “knowledge by metaphor”). The latter he defines as 
follows: “a metaphorical use or interpretation of language can convey a kind of information, or bear 
cognitive significance, above and beyond what we might all agree is what it says (…) as information of 
this kind, conveyed specifically by the metaphorical mode of expression of a word interpreted 
metaphorically, I shall call our ‘knowledge by metaphor’”, Stern 2001, 188. 
37

 Stern develops his defense of metaphoric cognition in a two-fold manner: first, by distinguishing 
between metaphor content and metaphor character (roughly corresponding to the propositional 
assertion of metaphor which is discursive in nature, and the non-propositional meaning which it 
displays); and, second, by explicating metaphors as demonstratives. Demonstratives like “I” and “you” 
are cognitive terms in sentences where they are uttered. What they mean, however, vary significantly 
according to the context of their utterance, see Stern 2000, 77-104.    
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e.g., translating “Sally is a block of ice” as “Sally is an extremely unemotional and 

unresponsive person” – we inevitably feel that “the paraphrase is somehow 

inadequate, that something is lost”. Further, the better the metaphor is, “our sense 

of the inadequacy of the paraphrase becomes even more acute” (Searle 1979, 82). 

Later, he concludes that “it is often the case that we use metaphor precisely because 

there is no literal expression that expresses exactly what we mean (…) The expressive 

power that we feel is part of good metaphors is largely a matter of two features. The 

hearer has to figure out what the speaker means (by) going through another and 

related semantic content from the one which is communicated(:) metaphor gives us 

two ideas for one” (Searle 1979, 115-116). So what is that “other semantic content”, 

that “second idea” which is distinct but related to the literal one? 

Authors designate it as a “pictorial”, “imagistic”, or “iconic” element (Davidson 

1978, 47; Ricouer 1978, 154; Miller in Ortony 1979, 204; Hiraga 2005, 30), “a visual 

dimension” that displays rather than describes, a non-discursive representation 

(Stern 2000, 155, 290, 293).38 Expressions like “Juliet is the sun” or “Sally is a block 

of ice” sound more graphic and vivid than literal equivalents (given that there are 

literal equivalents) precisely because of this component of metaphor that we are 

presently examining. The same authors warn us, however, that this element of 

metaphor need not correspond to concrete images or a mental picture (Moran 1989 

112; Ricouer 1978, 149), for some metaphors are, in fact, more abstract than others. 

Compare, for example, “Juliet is the sun” with “love is a journey”: the second 

example evokes a more abstract concept, for while we only know one, concrete sun, 

journeys are innumerable and take place in many different ways, short or long haul, 

by land, air or sea. 

In a given metaphor, the pictorial dimension associated with the concrete, 

source field is used to convey something about the remote term. Normally, the 

concrete term is able to do so because it exemplifies what the speaker of the 

metaphor wants to make us see or notice about the remote term. When Romeo 

chooses the word “sun” to refer to his beloved, he is in effect inviting us to see Juliet 

in terms of something which the sun conventionally exemplifies. Romeo could have 

chosen other phenomena similar to the sun, like stars or fire, but perhaps the 

metaphor would have been less striking since neither stars (which are numerous) nor 

fire (which is of practical use and often associated with disaster) exemplify the lover ’s 

esteem for his beloved: the singleness of devotion, the awe, and whatever else 

                                                      
38

 Han dynatsy scholar Wang Bi (王弼) may have much to contribute to metaphor study with his 

insights about how images, ideas and texts work together, cf. Zhouyi lüeli, section Ming tuan 明彖. 

However, since Wang Bi writes with specific regard to the Zhouyi, which is a classic sui generis, 
bringing his insights in relation to present study would require caution and more expertise.  
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invoking the sun may call to mind about Juliet.39 The sun simply does a better job at 

representing what Romeo feels as a lover than stars and fire could. 

Taking a step further, the pictorial dimension of a given metaphor is, in the end, 

a perspective which the author invites us to take in thinking of something. To see 

Juliet as the sun has us view Juliet from an aspect similar to and exemplified by the 

sun. In my opinion, this alteration of attention can constitute an increment of 

knowledge of things depending on what we are led to discover or how much we 

were previously familiar with the terms involved. I obviously take a cognitive view of 

metaphor in writing this thesis, and find myself in agreement with authors who argue 

that knowledge by metaphor, though not easily paraphrasable, can still be at least 

partially paraphrased and that, moreover, what cannot be stated propositionally 

need not be dismissed as nebulous inspirations or sheer poetic effects. The 

perspectives that metaphors – particularly good, strong ones as I believe the archery 

metaphor is in ethics – introduce us to about their subject possess a logic and 

structure that is possible and beneficial to trace. Articulating these aspects can lead 

to invaluable knowledge about the theme. In the chapters where I zero in on archery 

metaphors in Confucius and Aristotle, I shall use simple diagrams to outline the 

source and target domains, shared attributes and likely associations of metaphoric 

expressions inspired by archery.      

Scholars who speak of metaphors as perspectives are willing to defend a strong 

cognitive position because they are mindful of what aspectival thinking, or “seeing 

as”, involves (Stern 2000, 289; also, Ricouer 1978, 143, etc.). When we say that a 

metaphor makes us see A as B, what happens in effect is a projection of a model or 

schema from the source domain B to the target domain A, with the former usually 

being more concrete, tangible or familiar than the target domain.40 The matter is 

important because it helps to explain how metaphors seem able to convey things not 

only more dramatically but also more holistically or completely. A single, good 

metaphor can communicate much at a single glance, analogous to how “a picture 

                                                      
39

 Earlier, I had interpreted the same metaphor differently: that Juliet is all-important to Romeo and is 
his source of light and warmth. Two interesting things come to light: first, that metaphors do 
“summarize a whole lot of information” (Miller in Ortony 1979, 204) than mere words are able to; 
second, that they are also susceptible to misinterpretation and over-reading. More on this when we 
discuss metaphor interpretation.    
40

 This is generally the case. However, there are examples of equally effective metaphors wherein a 
more abstract term enlightens on a tangible, commonplace reality, e.g., Joyce Kilmer’s “I think I shall 
never see a poem lovely as a tree.” It seems from this that what is crucial to metaphoric efficacy is 
whether or not the word used metaphorically exemplifies the aspect which the author wants us to 
notice about his subject. In the example just given, a “poem” represents an artistic creation with parts 
beautifully arranged in relation to each other, producing a harmonious whole. Trees are naturally so, 
but since we may have gotten accustomed to thinking of them in terms of the fruits they yield, or the 
shade they offer, or as wild growths in a field or forest, the metaphoric verse then invites us to 
contemplate how a tree is beautiful and harmonious like a piece of art.      
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paints a thousand words”.41  In the succeeding section, I shall delve into the 

aspectival function of metaphor which will bring us further into the cognitive content, 

structure and ramifications of metaphor. 

 

4. The Schematicity of Metaphor 

While metaphors abound in poetry, attention to abundant examples of novel 

and conventional metaphors in day-to-day conversations and prose writing has led to 

interesting findings of still untold implications in metaphor research. One prominent 

observation is that metaphoric expressions afford a more integrated way of speaking 

about things. Instead of merely giving a single idea, it offers a perspective way of 

thinking on a subject. This phenomenon is, of course, tied to the pictorial aspect of 

metaphor already discussed above, the fact that images can display in an instant 

what discursive language would need more time and words to explain, at times even 

vainly. The various ways that authors describe the phenomenon is worth noting: 

each is an attempt to articulate the “bulk transfer of ideas” that come with a single 

metaphoric expression.   

Josef Stern articulates perspectival thinking in metaphoric thought as the 

projection of a schema or structure42 from source to target fields. So, for example, 

“Juliet is the sun” attaches to Juliet the network of ideas, associations and 

implications from the way we think of – and experience – the sun: something central, 

all-important, dazzling, radiating light and heat, etc. A good metaphor in this way can 

offer not only an attractive but also unified, organized and macroscopic way of 

thinking on the subject (Stern 2000, 284).  Max Black refers to the same 

phenomenon as an “insight into a system” (Black in Ortony 1979, 41), another author, 

a “surrender to a verbal constellation” (Moran 1989, 112), and still another, the 

adoption of a “semantic model” (Miller in Ortony 1979, 206). Searle, meanwhile, 

uses an alternative and equally useful substitute word for schematicity, that is, 

“systematicity”, or the “shared system of principles to compute R (given that a 

metaphor says S is P but means S is R)” (Searle 1979, 105).  Examination of the 

schematic character of metaphor brings us to appreciate in full scale the amusing 

potential of metaphors to say much about a subject in a stroke of a few words. What 

does metaphoric schematicity consist in?  

We mentioned that an iconic or pictorial element is present in metaphoric 

thinking43 , and that this element generates a perspective way of thinking of 

                                                      
41

 Verse from a popular love song which found its way into academic discussion of metaphor, via 
Davidson (1978). 
42

 Or network, model, paradigm, or gestalt: authors use different terms to describe conceptual 
structures latent in metaphor. 
43

 The pictorial element of a metaphor need not be a mental picture (Ricouer 1978, 154), nor 
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something (Stern 2000, 289; Stern 2001, 217). We now wish to explore this with 

more detail. To begin with, a typical metaphoric utterance “A is B” calls in a range of 

predicates associated with A and B as we are brought to consider the different ways 

that A and B are alike. We scan the predicates associated with both terms guided, 

among other things, by features of “B” which are (1) exemplary or salient about it, (2) 

applicable to “A” and, (3) likely to be consonant with the speaker’s views. This 

process of mapping or matching predicates between fields “A” and “B” shows the 

intentionality behind metaphor, that we use it to focus on an aspect of a remote 

reality that is exemplified by something more tangible or closer to experience. Hence, 

salient features of “B” which may be applicable to “A” naturally come forward as 

predicate candidates for what the author may wish to highlight about “A” through 

the metaphor. The sun, for example, has many attributes (spherical, yellow-orange, 

gaseous, etc.) among which some stand out as exemplary features – for us on earth, 

that is – e.g., centrality, brightness, being high above, and so on. Now, depending on 

whether “A” stands for the Juliet of Romeo or Plato’s Being in the Myth of the Cave, 

an entire way of thinking of “A” is generated when the sun-schema is applied to Juliet 

or the One. Herein is Stern’s idea, echoed in various scholarly research, that 

metaphors “commit us to a global, complex way of seeing than any single belief: to 

think of ‘A’ in terms of the whole schema to which that metaphor belongs” (Stern 

2001, 217).    

We come to understand from the above that metaphor comprehension is not a 

sheer matter of enumerating features of A and B, no matter how exhaustive a list we 

may produce. Instead of an extensive and unstructured pool of predicates, a schema 

is contributed by the source field which arranges predicates into a more or less 

coherent or consistent whole, with lights and shadows cast among predicates, as 

well as a network of dormant associations and possible inferences. Let us take this 

statement apart. We have seen that the utterance of a single metaphor calls into 

mind a series of attributes about A and B, usually mostly about B in the frequent case 

that A is a less known reality. The metaphoric use of B as a model for thinking of A 

naturally leads to the highlighting of predicates which are possible points of 

similarity between A and B. By the same stroke, predicates considered irrelevant to 

the comparison are cast aside. Thus, the same sun metaphor will differ in what it 

highlights and conceals among sun-predicates depending on whether the scheme is 

projected onto Romeo’s Juliet or Plato’s Being. If “A” were Juliet, sun features such as 

centrality, warmth and brightness may come to the fore, and if it were Plato’s Being, 

                                                                                                                                                        
photographic (Miller in Ortony 1979, 204), nor even an image (Moran 1989, 112). Hiraga suggests 
describing it as “iconic”, icons being more abstract and conventional in varying degrees compared to 
images and diagrams, see Hiraga 2005, 30-31.   
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dazzle and inapproachability or transcendence may become more significant for 

denoting the “One”. The matter is important and will be tackled again when we 

discuss metaphor interpretation. I anticipate mentioning, however, that the 

chiaroscuro of metaphor will be extremely relevant in comparing the archery 

metaphor in the Analects and in the Nicomachean Ethics. It shows that even when 

the source domain is the same, what derivative metaphors convey will vary 

enormously according to the features which the author wants to emphasize about 

the theme. We shall see that in the Analects and the Nicomachean Ethics, figurative 

expressions drawing from archery have different themes and different focus features.   

Apart from predicates being cast in lights and shadows, relevant predicates are, 

as we have said, further differentiated or narrowed down to features of the 

metaphoric concept which it exemplifies or are salient about it: it is precisely this 

feature (or features) that is used to formulate an aspect of “A” which the author 

contemplates and directs our mind to through the metaphor. There are several 

interesting notes to be made about the issue of exemplarity. First is to explain what it 

is. We said earlier that exemplary features refer to what is salient, typical, normal, or 

even stereotypical about the concept.44 It is the characteristic that falls into focus 

about term B when it is used to describe A. At times, it may coincide with what is 

expressed in the formal definition of the word, as with Aristotle’s use of archery 

metaphor in discussing moral virtue as a mean. It is more often the case, however, 

that neither the formal definition nor the standard semantic meaning is what counts 

as exemplary or salient about the thing. It seems, instead, that exemplary features 

derive from the shared knowledge, manner of thinking or experience of things in a 

given culture or linguistic community, or more broadly still, from common human 

experience of living and moving about in the same physical world.45 So, for example, 

in the various ways that sun is used as a metaphor, the scientific, empirical fact that it 

is a hot ball of gas dims in importance to our experiential knowledge of it as 

something that shines above us and gives us light and warmth – sun features which 

are often highlighted in its metaphoric use.  

Exemplarity or saliency, then, is not a matter of bare facts or dictionary meaning. 

                                                      
44

 Most metaphors, including the ones we have cited, are exemplification metaphors. Metaphors 
which are not so will usually lack force and efficacy, and may require further explanation or 
investigation before they make sense. 
45

 Modern study of metaphor does seem to have important bearing on the issue of embodied 
knowledge. The “centrality of the body in structuring experience” and concept formation is a core 
thesis in Lakoff & Johnson 1980. Their study has been followed by authors who test the thesis in the 
light of metaphor from non-English languages. For metaphor studies whose database include 
specimens from modern Chinese, see Yu 1998, and Liu 2002. One important corrective raised by 
authors after Lakoff and Johnson is the important role of culture alongside bodily experience in the 
configuration of human understanding and behavior. Consult Naomi Quinn’s rejoinder to Lakoff and 
Johnson in Quinn 1991.   
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It is even more surprising yet true to note that exemplified features need not be true 

either for a metaphor to work or its assertion to be true. Familiar metaphoric 

expressions such as “to sweat like a pig”46 (when pigs do not have sweat glands) or 

“beautiful as a nymph” (when nymphs do not exist) work well and are, in fact, readily 

understood despite their incongruence with actual reality, an incongruence which 

both metaphor authors and receptors may be aware of. Interestingly, what primarily 

determines exemplarity or saliency is what is shared or publicly accessible (Stern 

2000, 107). Among other things, the fact points us to the role of imagination in 

metaphor cognition, be it in image construction, in calling to mind stored experience 

in our memory, in picturing the various ways that A and B are alike, or in sympathetic 

projection.47 On this point, perhaps I may be allowed the digression of saying that 

theories on embodied knowledge sometimes come on too strong by insisting that 

higher levels of thinking boil down to inferences from sensory experience. We can 

grant that more of our physicality is involved in metaphoric thinking48, yet the 

creation and comprehension of metaphors themselves can be grounded on realities 

neither physically nor personally experienced. Metaphors – including strong, 

effective ones – are not always drawn from direct bodily experience but can be 

constructed from imagined experience, from speculation, from inherited cultural 

psyche, and so on.49  

At this point, we wish to explore further where exemplarity derives from. The 

question is of maximum importance since it leads us to a feature of metaphor which 

is crucial for its interpretation, that as a linguistic expression it possesses a 

high-degree of context-dependence. If, as we have said, the exemplarity or saliency 

highlighted by metaphoric terms do not necessarily coincide with standard, factual 

meaning, neither at times from what is actually true, how then do we arrive at them 

when we successfully understand a metaphoric statement? We saw that imagination 

plays a role, an imagination that is not exactly one of “free-play” but is influenced 

                                                      
46

 Although pigs do not sweat, pigs nonetheless exemplify filthiness and grime, the feeling we get 
when we are soaked in perspiration. The metaphor is, hence, effective. 
47

 For an exploration of the role of imagination in metaphoric thinking, consult Ricoeur 1978.  
48

 That is, in our perception of the features of the world, in the pictorial element, in the activation of 
the imagination, or in the affective resonance of particularly powerful metaphors.  
49

 For example, “writing a thesis is a herculean task” – the metaphor works well. Even though none of 
us have carried the world on our back or performed similar other feats told of Hercules, we can 
perfectly imagine how daunting and laborious these must be. Along this line, Wierzbicka’s expresses 
discontent with the sweeping necessity which Lakoff & Johnson make out of certain metaphors. The 
latter claims that orientational and ontological metaphors (e.g., “love is a journey”) are “necessary for 
even attempting to deal rationally with our experiences (…) These are so natural and so pervasive in 
our thought that they are usually taken as self-evident, direct descriptions of mental phenomena” 
Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 26, 28. Wierzbicka’s rejoinder is interesting to note: people can have a clear 
concept of love without experience of journey, that mental experiences are given to us more directly 
than physical ones, and our inner world is more familiar and more accessible than the external world. 
Hence, we can know love without mediation of journey metaphor, see Wierzbicka 1986, 292.  
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and channeled by the surrounding context of the metaphoric utterance. We identify 

a statement as a metaphoric one when we discern that it conveys something that 

diverges from the literal and is beside the standard semantic meaning of the word. 

We reach at present what we might call the “ramifications” of a metaphor. We know 

by now that utterance of a metaphor yields not only isolated information (e.g., “Juliet 

is my beloved”) but a perspective (“Juliet to me is as the sun”). This perspective, in 

turn, consists in a network of ideas about our knowledge, beliefs and experiences 

about the words comprising the metaphoric expression as well as the speaker. Just 

focusing on the term used metaphorically, the network of ideas activated about the 

sun go beyond the ordinary, literal, semantic content of the word. The string of ideas 

evoked by the sun derive from the extra-linguistic context of the word, that is, 

“things that lurk in the background, even if not articulated” or “meaning that is not 

included in what is said” (Camp 2006, 289, 307). The extra-linguistic context of a 

metaphoric expression includes – or can further extend – to a host of things: 

subjective experiences, beliefs, intuitions, assumptions, presumptions, associations, 

implications and even inferences that arise and develop in a linguistic community or 

culture which are relevant to the concept used metaphorically and the term that is 

joined to it in similarity.  

The production and comprehension of metaphors involve such scale of 

peripheral knowledge. Depending on the level of interpretation that we hope to 

achieve, matters belonging to the extra-linguistic context such as relevant 

information about the author of the metaphor and his historical, cultural and lexical 

milieu all count as significant factors in accounting for the uttered metaphor.50 In 

examining the archery metaphor, for example, pertinent data about the authors and 

practices and beliefs surrounding archery will be particularly necessary considering 

how far removed we are from them and probably have little knowledge or 

experience of archery ourselves to relate meaningfully with the metaphor. Returning 

to the subject, peripheral knowledge or contextual information is not what the 

semantic content of the words themselves yield but other ideas besides that may be 

implied by or associated with it by the community that uses the metaphor. Hence, it 

is not immediately inferred or directly accessible by a cursory reading of a 

                                                      
50

 Context dependence is, of course, not exclusive to metaphor: it is also displayed by other modes of 
expression and speech parts such as indexicals, for which reason Stern argues for the indexical nature 
of metaphors, see Stern 2000, 88-92. To a more limited extent, literal expressions too are 
context-dependent, and deciphering their pragmatic meaning precisely attends to this aspect. 
Metaphors, however, are less likely to be comprehended at all, even abstractly, without some 
knowledge of context. The better the knowledge of the context, the closer we are to interpret the 
metaphor correctly. To use an example given above, some information about the author of the 
metaphor, e.g., whether it is Romeo or a jealous rival of Juliet, proves crucial for deciphering what the 
sun metaphor exemplifies. Only then too can we be said to have understood the metaphor. 
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metaphoric statement but requires exposure to matters beyond it. Alternative 

expressions by which authors articulate peripheral knowledge are helpful. The 

extra-linguistic context of a metaphor refer to the “general store of knowledge and 

belief not given in the text” (Miller in Ortony 1979, 209-211), “a whole network of 

beliefs” (Moran 1989, 112), “presuppositions and beliefs not in the language proper” 

(Stern 2000, 13), the background, factual assumptions that are not part of the literal 

meaning, or not found in the sentence semantic (Searle 1979, 79-80, 84), or, finally, a 

range of beliefs apart from the literal or standard dictionary meaning (Black 1962, 

40-43). It also includes “features of the world” that we have become familiar with in 

day-to-day living (Stern 2000,113), conventional attitude about something (Ortony 

1979, 191), as well as “associated implications” (Black in Ortony 1979,28). For all this, 

Stern, fittingly, I think, uses phrases inspired by the Aristotelian concept of endoxa51 

when he refers to contextual knowledge surrounding metaphoric images or 

utterances as “shared doxastic background” or “socially shared way of thinking” 

(Stern 2000, 121, 131-132).52 As we can see, peripheral knowledge is broad and 

reconfigures with culture and age. Within Confucian traditions, for example, there 

are perceivable changes in usages of archery metaphor from the Analects, to the 

Mencius, to Neo-Confucian schools. Even if it is not directly given by what is said, 

peripheral knowledge is often activated spontaneously and instantaneously, most 

especially when speaker and receptor move in the same cultural environment. 

However, when the metaphor is perhaps too personal or far removed from its origin, 

as in the case of the ancient texts that we wish to study in succeeding chapters, then 

greater study is required to recover or reconstruct, as far as we are able, the context 

that can “bring metaphoricity back to life” (Stern 2000, 306,312).53 Some metaphors 

do require such process for their proper and in-depth comprehension, and the case is 

especially so with those found in texts belonging to a distant land and era. 

To explain further by way of illustration, we can go back to the basic pattern of a 

metaphoric statement. When we say that “A is B”, there is implied a set of knowledge 

and beliefs attaching to both A and B, but principally to “B” as source term whose 

features are crucial for framing “A” and highlighting some aspect of “A”. Take the case 

                                                      
51

 That is, widely held opinions of things. They may include hearsay and may not have yet been 
subject to critical examination. All the same, they furnish a good starting point for scientific thinking 
and philosophical reflection. Aristotle characteristically uses endoxic beliefs in such manner in his 
various treatises. 
52

 Stories and legends that form part of cultural legacies are part of background knowledge. Think, for 
instance, of “apple” and metaphoric expressions that derive from it, such as “the big apple” (New York) 
and “the apple of one’s eyes”. Homer’s story of the apple of Paris or the biblical account of the 
temptation of Adam and Eve – at least in the way that it is told or depicted in paintings – give the 
metaphor a spark.  
53

 As Stern points out, the “extra-linguistic” context of a metaphor need not be instantaneously or 
effortlessly recoverable for it to be relevant to exegesis, Stern 2002, 107.  
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of Plato’s Myth of the Cave54, a summary understanding of Platonic thought coupled 

with our direct, tangible and personal experience of the sun suffice to make the 

metaphor comprehensible, even dramatic. We could, however, retrieve additional 

background data which could guide us towards a better appreciation of the metaphor. 

For example, notice of possible remnants of Egyptian cult of the sun on Greek 

religious and cultural psyche, the thought of how the sun must have stood apart as a 

singular celestial phenomenon previous to modern astronomy, or the simple 

geographical fact that it shines in a particularly intense manner in Mediterranean 

lands. Such background information are an aid to imagining the original impact which 

the metaphor would have had, and could even be decisive for making an informed 

guess of what the sun exemplifies in Platonic thought. So, for example, we may 

hazard that along with transcendence, unicity, perhaps divinity too, are exemplified 

features of the sun. In this way, we can understand why scholars claim that it is 

principally from background information that we arrive at the saliencies of “B” and 

the aspect for viewing “A” which the author originally intended.   

Anne Bezuidenhout’s idea of an “ad hoc concept” is also helpful for 

understanding how context works in metaphor comprehension.55 Bezuidenhout 

explains that a metaphoric statement is meant to be understood contextually, since 

the speaker takes for granted that the hearer will naturally take into account the 

“syntactic and semantic clues provided, along with the non-linguistic information 

available in their cognitive environment” in the process of understanding the 

metaphoric utterance (Bezuidenhout 2001, 168; stress added). Likewise, 

non-linguistic information naturally comes into play in the receptor’s process of 

comprehending what has been said. The ad hoc concept stands for what the speaker 

intends the hearer to recover, in other words, the message arrived at through a 

content-cum-context understanding of what is said. Bezuidenhout offers the analogy 

of sound and silence to explain her idea of ad hoc concept. “Silence”, as we ordinarily 

experience it, is hardly ever the total absence of sound. We normally regard as “silent” 

places or situations where there are indistinct, constant noises which we may have 

                                                      
54

 In Plato, the myth is philosophical rather than poetic. A myth is an extended metaphor. The 
distinction between a philosophical and a poetic myth is important in Plato and Aristotle. The former 
is an aid to truth, while the latter an obstacle. For a compilation of articles on philosophical and poetic 
myths in Plato and Aristotle, consult From Myth to Reason, ed. R. Buxton (Oxford University Press, 
1999).      
55

 Anne Bezuidenhout defends Davidson’s direct-expression view criticized by most of my sources. 
She does so, however, through a more intricate and broadened explication of “what is said”. She treats 
it pragmatically, integrating into it what other authors regard as contextual knowledge. I think the 
debate about whether metaphors should be approached semantically or pragmatically is important 
for linguistic studies. For our purpose, however, it is not necessary to take a stand. It suffices to know 
that there are semantic and pragmatic factors to metaphoric statements that both must be attended 
to in the process of comprehending them.      
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gotten accustomed to, such as vibrations from electrical installations, the ticking of 

the clock, or the distant roar of traffic. We feel that “it has fallen silent” precisely 

when we begin to hear these sounds that we usually do not turn our ears to. In a 

metaphoric utterance, it is as if we strain our hearing to those almost inaudible 

sounds which we were not listening to while engaged in conversation, listening to 

music, or working on the computer.  

In our study of archery as moral metaphor, it will be necessary to recover 

background information about the practice of archery in ancient Chinese and Greek 

societies, in order to arrive at some informed understanding of what archery 

exemplifies when Confucius or Aristotle employ it in ethical discourse. As early as 

now, we can anticipate that the metaphor will highlight different things about moral 

living between the two traditions, but perhaps common points as well. These will 

remain to be seen. For now, there are a couple of other themes which I wish to 

discuss before concluding this chapter: some thematics on interpretation and 

metaphor effect.  

 

5. Metaphor Interpretation 

 We have had occasion to speak about metaphor interpretation in the course of 

this chapter, especially when discussing how metaphors present their subject 

through exemplification of attributes and with schematicity, the discovery of both of 

which are the grain of comprehending metaphors. At the same time, we saw too that 

the exemplified features encrusted in a network or system of associations comes to 

us through extra-linguistic knowledge surrounding an utterance. The contextual 

parameters of a metaphoric utterance extend to a wide variety of background 

information which are relevant to the comprehension of the metaphor. The following 

may well be the core point about metaphor interpretation: that context is the key to 

understanding a metaphor, as opposed to but without excluding the literal, semantic 

content of the words in the expression. Stern summarizes the broad scope of context 

in calling it a metaphor’s “‘total speech situation’ that includes ‘everything’ relevant 

to the ‘acceptable interpretation’ of a particular utterance (…) semantic, 

psychological and physical” (Stern 2000, 91). Given the crucial role of context in 

metaphor interpretation, the discussion in this section will pursue further matters 

related to context, beginning with its relation to literal meaning. What we wish to do 

is consolidate the issue of interpretation and to take up themes that are helpful for 

our study.  

 To begin with, the following statement gives us a general idea of what metaphor 

interpretation consists in: it is a “search process of the text and context for the 

author’s grounds, which constrains the comparison to what is plausible” (Miller in 
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Ortony 1979, 240-244; emphasis added). While context is decisive for metaphoric 

interpretation, the semantic meaning of words still plays a role in interpretation, at 

least to the extent that we initially need to scan points of similarity between source 

and target fields when we analyze a metaphor (Searle 1979, 93). In this way, 

although metaphors typically signal a deviation from the standard meaning of words, 

the literal meaning still is relevant and plays a role in metaphor analysis. It is, as it 

were, a launch pad that sets the grounds for comparing “A” and “B”. Through time, if 

the metaphor continues to be read or used, it will also help constrain the comparison, 

with the first order of interpretation hinging on the literal meaning of the words 

(Camp 2006, 287). For example, our understanding of the verse “Juliet is the sun” 

centuries after it was composed will naturally call on our own tangible and direct 

experience of the actual sun. A “base reading on the literal”, then, marks the 

beginning of interpretation previous to the task of linking or mapping associations 

(Morgan in Ortony 1979, 139, 143), and the literal and the metaphoric co-exist 

throughout the use and transmission of the figurative expression (Ricouer 1978, 

154).  

 Another manner in which the semantic meaning of the literal words play a role 

in interpretation can be gleaned from a broader approach in reading a metaphor, 

that is, to view a given metaphor in the light of the whole text to which it belongs. To 

interpret a metaphoric image or line in a poem, for example, it will help to bring it 

into relation with other images and metaphoric expressions that prop up in the piece. 

In non-poetic literature, we will also be likely to find related expressions, figurative or 

direct, which support the framework of the metaphor being examined. Tracing these 

related expressions are crucial to analyzing the metaphor in question. On this note, 

Josef Stern has a point in saying that we often end up explaining a metaphor with 

more metaphors (Stern 2001, 216) and that “the best way to understand a metaphor 

is to elaborate other metaphors in its scheme or family” (Stern 2000, 281). The logic 

behind these claims is actually something which we have already contemplated: the 

fact that metaphors typically belong to and move around a network of ideas and 

associations, consonant with the perspective it casts upon its subject. If one thinks of 

one’s beloved as the sun, for example, then ideas such as one’s “thoughts revolving 

around her” and her having “a face that shines” are figurative expressions that carry 

on thought of the sun and the framework of being like one. My intention is to 

explore those perspectives which archery casts upon morality in its metaphoric use 

in early Confucian and Aristotelian texts.      

 Metaphors, however, may also well be used in isolated, restricted manner. Even 

in this case, attention to the rest of the text from which the metaphor emerged will 

be equally valuable for drawing out its implications, alongside “a general sense of the 
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topic of which the text is about” (Moran 1989, 108). The whole text, as we have said, 

may contain other expressions on the topic, both literal and figurative ones, which 

can help in the interpretation of a single metaphor (Stern 2000, 173). In the core 

chapters of this dissertation, I would also hope to examine the archery metaphor in 

the light of the whole text. I agree with Paul Ricouer’s hermeneutic strategy of 

looking for “clues in the text”, and of arriving at a plausible explication of the 

metaphor in a way that will satisfy principles of congruence and plenitude with the 

rest of the text (Ricouer 1974, 103-104).   

 Apart from the text surrounding a metaphor, scholars call our attention too to 

the fact that knowledge of the speaker is crucial for interpretation as well. Unless the 

author of the metaphor intends to deceive his listeners or holds preposterously 

inconsistent views, it is his beliefs – or what we are able to gather about his beliefs – 

that guide us in comprehending his metaphoric utterance (Moran 1989, 104, 106). In 

the end, speaker meaning and utterance meaning converge in a metaphor (Searle 

1979, 78; Moran 1989, 95), since it is normally the speaker’s own view and beliefs 

which he communicates in framing a metaphor. We can further appreciate the 

importance of knowledge of the speaker among the factors that make up the context 

of a metaphor by calling to mind the features of metaphor discussed in the previous 

section, features such as exemplification and schematicity, highlighting and 

concealing. What a metaphor conveys is largely dictated by its creator, since it is he 

who selects, emphasizes, suppresses, and organizes the features of the object (Black 

in Ortony 1974, 29) precisely by his choice of image and manner of expression. Along 

the same line, the following observation by Richard Moran is worth noting: “a good 

metaphor sums up, amplifies, and focuses on the speaker’s beliefs” (Moran 1989, 

110). If so, the archery metaphor – assuming that it is a good one – can be highly 

illuminative of Confucian and of Aristotelian ethical views. In fact, so long as we 

agree that archery functions as a typical metaphor, the number and length of 

passages where it occurs will matter little. A single, appropriate use of it can open a 

breadth of meaning and implications. 

 

6. Thematics on Interpretation 

 We saw that the mere comprehension of a metaphor already involves some 

degree of peripheral knowledge beyond – though not completely detached from – 

the basic semantic meaning of words. In this dissertation, we aim to give plausible 

interpretations of archery metaphors in the Analects and in the Nicomachean Ethics 

after thorough examination of archery in ancient Chinese and Greek societies. I hope 

to achieve, in other words, a text-in-context reading. Metaphors, however, are open 

to different degrees of interpretation beyond those that stay close to the literal. 
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Metaphors, especially good, strong ones, have “reverberations”56 and “resonances”, 

they can “support implicative elaborations” (Black in Ortony 1979, 26) which come to 

light not only when it is placed in its schema57 but also when it is received in a 

different time and place. The matter introduces us now to the interesting issue of 

“endless interpretation”, a phenomenon which non-cognitivists take against the 

objectivity of knowledge relayed through metaphor. 

 Cognitivists are undaunted by the charge. One author insists that metaphors can 

be objectively interpreted because the properties of the terms involved are 

recoverable (Beardsley 1969, 305), while another points out that meaning – literal 

and semantic, pragmatic and contextual – acts as constraints on otherwise 

innumerable interpretations (Stern 2000, 214). Hence, even though there are 

“endless ways that things are alike” (Moran 1989,106), because of the 

context-dependence of metaphors, it is possible to reach plausible interpretations, as 

well as to be conscious of the different levels of interpretation that can be made 

(Stern 2001, 195).  

 If at all, cognitivists take openness of interpretation as a positive characteristic 

of metaphors, its potential to continue to provoke thinking and offer fresh insights on 

a theme through time. An author observes with delight that “metaphors have an 

open-ended quality; with good metaphors, the more one thinks of them, the more 

one discovers” (Bezuidenhout 2001, 172). Even Josef Stern, who prefers 

interpretation grounded on the semantics of the text and its original context, 

acknowledges that interpretations beyond what the author may have had in mind 

may prove “more informative, interesting, or illuminating” on the topic (Stern 2000, 

203), and admits, in continuation, that “once proposed, a metaphor possesses a life 

of its own and need not be determined by its author, only by the character and 

presuppositions of (its) users” (Stern 2000, 270). The point is interesting because in 

the case of the archery metaphor, it has astounded me that there exist 

interpretations not exactly in keeping with the original text and context but 

nonetheless worth knowing. Such interpretations may be born of alterations in 

“doxastic knowledge” surrounding concepts through time, or disparities in the 

physical experience and cultural horizons of later receptors. While we are primarily 

interested in doing textually and contextually grounded analysis of archery metaphor, 

exploration of interpretations beyond these levels signals future possibilities for 

developing our research.             

                                                      
56

 For an example of the kind of “reverberations” that a strong metaphor can have, see Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980, 141-143. 
57

 The context, as we know, yields multi-faceted information, enabling us to draw out extensions, 
constituents, consequences, commitments, inferences, and links with other members in the family, cf. 
Stern 2001, 216. 
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 Another thematic which I wish to raise pertains to metaphor effect. We have 

had several occasions in the course of this chapter to mention the potentially 

compelling influence of metaphors as mode of expression. On the one hand, it 

involves our emotions, perhaps because of the “surprising, unexpected analogs” 

(Davidson 1978, 33, 40), or the delight in beholding a fresh perspective. On the other 

hand, the pictorial element of metaphor also makes it more graphic and accessible to 

the listener. Because of this, metaphors are easier to interiorize, and what they 

“make us see” can carry illocutionary force, for “we feel like what we see like” 

(Ricouer 1978, 166; emphasis mine).58 There is another way that metaphors can be 

compelling, and it is the simple fact that they engage us by requiring more mental 

work from of us. Comprehending a metaphor poses a challenge which invites us to 

be active receptors. We are called upon to figure out how the terms are alike and 

what is highlighted among the shared attributes (Searle 1979, 116; Miller in Ortony 

1979, 222). Our knowledge and experience too of the terms involved in the 

metaphor are called into action. Precisely, metaphors are not explicit and ask the 

audience to make inferences (Moran 1989, 101). Metaphors, in sum, “demand an 

uptake” (Black in Ortony 1979, 29).  

 The situation which a metaphor introduces us to, alongside its capacity to 

structure our thinking on a subject, may produce what authors call a “doxastic grip”: 

a metaphor’s convincing representation which can be exploited or abused by the 

creator or users of a metaphor (Miller in Ortony 1979, 212). Moreover, metaphoric 

representation of reality can admittedly be partial and selective since it highlights 

and conceals features.59 For all the “bad press” that metaphor gets60, however, it is 

almost unnecessary to say that its use is beneficial and its advantages far out-number 

its limitations. It seems, moreover, that the limitations of metaphor – such as 

ambiguous expression and “myopic” representation of reality – are either workable 

or can be overcome by understanding their nature, function and manner of 

                                                      
58

 Being told that one is “threading on thin ice” or “running on empty” effects a call to action. The 
image in a way conditions the way we view our situation as we place ourselves under the 
circumstances evoked by the expression and go on to envision the likely consequence of falling into 
ice water or of stalling in the middle of nowhere in a vehicle that has ran out of gas. The Chinese 
saying of having one’s feet in two different boats (腳踏兩條船) has the same effect of pointing out the 

precariousness of a situation and the consequent need to give up one of two incompatible plans.   
59

 Metaphor as “restricted reminding”, Searle 1979, 105; or, more derogatorily for Donald Schön, a 
“cognitive myopia, in which some aspects of a situation are unwittingly emphasized at the expense of 
other, possibly equally important, ones”, Ortony 1979, 6. 
60

 Hugh Petrie, who considers metaphor a useful and powerful device in education, summarizes the 
“bad press” that metaphor receives in his field as follows: “metaphors are used when one is too lazy 
to do the hard, analytic work of determining precisely what one wants to say. Consequently, 
metaphors encourage sloppy thought. In addition, metaphors are tremendously misleading (…) Finally, 
metaphors and their close cousins, slogans, are often used to cloud educational issues and reduce 
complex matters to simple-minded banalities. (So claim) depreciators of metaphor”, Petrie in Ortony 
1979, 438. 
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interpretation, in the way that we have tried to do in this chapter. An informed and 

constructively critical reading of a metaphor, for example, will make us conscious of 

what it intends to emphasize (perhaps exaggeratedly), and what it conceals about 

the subject. Ultimately too, the possibility remains open to agree, reject, or refine 

the perspective presented by the author.     

  

 

 Looking back, it has not been easy to give a clear definition of metaphor. We 

know that the general notion has evolved over time from a mere figure of speech to 

a figure of thought. The first definition I tackled takes metaphor as a phenomenon of 

language, an expression that deviates from literary meaning and which speaks of its 

subject by bringing it in a nuanced relation of similarity with another thing whose 

salient or exemplary features highlight an aspect of the subject. The second, more 

technical definition referred to metaphor as a mapping across domains of meaning, 

usually from a more concrete and familiar field, to a more abstract and unfamiliar 

one. The second definition attends to the structured manner of thinking on a subject 

that underlies metaphoric thought. The first definition speaks of language metaphors, 

while the second of conceptual metaphors. Surprisingly, scholars of metaphor usually 

do not distinguish between language metaphor and conceptual metaphor. Perhaps 

this is because for them instances of metaphor in language enmask just that 

aspectival thinking with structures that vary in degrees of completeness and 

extension. In other words, language metaphors are at the bottom conceptual 

metaphors. Be that as it may, many of these scholars, do not commit to some 

conclusions of Lakoff and Johnson’s metaphor theory, namely, that all higher mental 

operations are offshoots of metaphoric inference, or that the associations involved in 

metaphoric thinking correspond to neural mappings. Perhaps it is too early or too 

sweeping to make such claims as Lakoff and Johnson do. At any case, their ideas are 

more relevant to cognitive theory and brain study, which are beyond the scope of the 

study. 

 We have seen in the course of this chapter the history behind metaphor study, 

what metaphor is, its implications, its interpretation. Before concluding this chapter, I 

wish to make two notes. First is that the ideas expounded about metaphor in this 

chapter are, I believe, applicable to metaphor use in different language traditions. 

One thing which I’d like to bring up, however, is the idea of a “twice true” 

phenomenon, i.e., metaphors that are literally and metaphorically sound. The 

phenomenon, seldom manifest in Western metaphors, seems to occur more in 

Chinese.61 The point is interesting again for our study, for it does seem that while 

                                                      
61

 In light of theories related to traditional Chinese medicine (e.g., Yin and Yang 陰陽, Five Elements 
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archery and ethics clearly belong to different categories of human activity for 

Aristotle62, in Confucius, archery is part of moral cultivation. So, for example, when 

Confucius says that “gentlemen compete as in archery”, or quotes that “in archery it 

is not piercing the hide that counts”, both expressions make literal sense, that is, 

about the ethical way that gentlemen should act – or the moral dispositions they 

ought to cultivate – when they shoot arrows. David Punter suggests a possible 

explanation for why literal meaning will tend to have greater relevance in Chinese 

metaphors alongside figurative meaning by quoting Western sinologists on the idea 

of “correlative cosmology”, according to which Chinese view diverse phenomena as 

manifesting the same qualitative patterns. As a result, the two domains in a 

metaphor structure will converge rather than run parallel to each other. He writes,  

 

It is this concept of ‘convergence’ which is critical for an understanding of Chinese 
metaphor. Metaphor (…) is not a question of demonstrating human wit or 
ingenuity in yoking together disparate realms; rather, it is a way of revealing or 
explaining that convergence of things, the ways in which they tend towards a 
common objective, as it were, echoing each other according to a wider natural 
law. (Punter 2007, 35) 

 

 Whether we agree with Punter or not, – my impression is that metaphors in 

Chinese generally display the nature, mechanism and effects of metaphor discussed 

in this chapter and are not as different from Western ones as Punter claims –, what 

we can safely assert from foregoing discussion is that metaphors, due to their high 

degree of context-dependence, are greatly illuminative of a conceptual system or 

given worldview. Analysis of metaphor can lead us to salient points and manners of 

thinking on a subject. Good metaphors are a window to the values and beliefs of a 

culture (Dilin 2002, 7-8, 119).  

 This chapter constitutes the theoretical groundwork for analyzing archery 

metaphor. Going back to my intention to do a contextualized reading of figurative 

speech in early Confucian and Aristotelian literature, a group of scholars specializing 

in Chinese texts have raised the important point that “a particular text may be 

                                                                                                                                                        
五行, etc.), some metaphoric sayings can almost be taken literally, particularly those expressing 

emotions of anger, e.g. “to emit air from the spleen” (發脾氣). For an exhaustive list of examples, see 

Ning Yu’s Contemporary Theory of Metaphor: A Perspective from Chinese (John Benjamins Publishing, 
1998). In English, anger is similarly associated with releasing hot air from inside, for instance, “smoke 
coming out of the nostrils” or feeling like one is “about to explode”. Perhaps physiological alterations 
accompanying angry feeling such as rise in body temperature or the face turning warm are universal 
bodily experiences that ground these metaphoric expressions. Without the background of Chinese 
medicine, however, the expressions in English cannot be taken literally.  
62

 The latter involves skill, which Aristotle clearly delineates from the excellence of moral actuation. 
Skill and moral excellence, however, have points of similarity: both require habituation and, once 
acquired, enable one to act with certain ease. We shall touch on this in a later chapter. 
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contextualized in many ways, but there is in that text a surplus that exceeds the 

aggregate of its contextualizations (…) any text can be explained by many contexts, 

none of which, even in the aggregate, can fully account for the particular” (Yu et al. 

2000, 2, 5). The manner which I have thought it safe and practical to contextualize – 

or “retrospectively construct” (ibid., 5) – early Aristotelian and Confucian texts is by 

investigating the historical and cultural background of archery in ancient China and 

Greece by consulting literary and material sources that predate or are contemporary 

with the foundational periods of these schools – a task which proves complicated on 

the Chinese side –, as well as later sources illuminative of said period. I hope in this 

way to utilize material that are fundamental while containing the pool of sources to 

examine. As Pauline Yu and companions warn us, however, my contextualization will 

be far from definitive and cannot but be limited in objectivity.  
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CHAPTER 2  

Archery in Ancient China 
 

A man of Jing lost his bow. Instead of seeking it, he 
said, “A man of Jing has lost it, a man of Jing will 
find it. Why should I seek it, then?” When Confucius 
heard about it, he said, “If he leaves out Jing, it will 
be all right.” 

- From the Lüshi Chunqiu 1.41 
 
 

We have seen in the previous section that context is imperative for metaphor 

understanding. Chapter two explores archery in ancient China and Greece. I do not 

pretend to “reconstruct” the worlds of Confucius or Aristotle and am aware of the 

impossibility of directly accessing “what went on in their minds”. In this chapter and 

the succeeding one on Greece, my aim is rather to survey the historical and cultural 

panorama of archery in these two civilizations, scanning for details that would have 

fallen within the field of vision of the traditions to which our esteemed thinkers 

belonged. Given the temporal distance, this step is indispensable: I expect the 

investigation to aid us towards textually grounded metaphor interpretation by 

alerting us to the significance of certain terms and expressions. Moreover, 

recollection of the past can help vivify and consolidate archery-related images in the 

Analects and the Nicomachean Ethics.   

 Exactly when and where the bow and arrow originated is difficult to ascertain. 

Scholars of military history complain about scarcity of documentation in key regions 

and of lack of cooperation in comparative analysis of archeological finds. The search 

for possible origins is further hampered by the fact that bows and arrow shafts were 

made of decomposable parts such as wood, bamboo, horn, silk, and other organically 

constituted material. Dating archery specimens hence depends largely on 

arrowheads which were of more robust matter: splintered stones and bones in the 

early ages, and bronze or iron in later eras. Fortunately in China, metal clamps (柲) 

were used as early as Shang times to keep unstrung bows in shape, that is, aligned 

and straight (正). The presence of this accessory in excavated tombs facilitates the 

analysis of archery specimens in Bronze Age sites.2  

                                                      
1
 Anecdote shared and translated by Heiner Roetz in Roetz 2009, 371. 

2
 These clamps were attached to the mid-section of the bow’s belly and could be finely embellished 

with carved designs and bells, Yang 1992, 37. Another method for the same purpose was the use of 
bamboo frames to which stored bows were attached. There are allusions to these practices in the 
Shijing (詩經) for instance, in No. 128, Xiao Rong (秦風‧小戎), and No.175, Tong Gong (小雅‧彤弓). 

It is worth noting how the bow and its accessories are subjects of very early poetry in China, alongside 
ritual objects and elements of nature. It is apparent that the bow was a prestige object and was 
connected with princely character and demeanor.   
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Western historians mention pre-historic paintings on European caves as early 

evidences of archery while recognizing that primitive signs appear too in a number of 

Stone Age sites across the globe (Selby 2003, 9; Rausing 1997, 32-34; Burke 1957, 10). 

In Egypt, where horns of wild antelopes and reeds from the Nile were used for 

making bows and arrow shafts, archery was a popular sport of pharaohs (Laycock & 

Bauer 1965, 7). A Chinese source, Yang Hong (楊泓), mentions a 28,000-year old 

arrowhead from Shaanxi Province as proof of archery in Paleolithic China (Yang 1992, 

9). Notwithstanding, there are scholars who strongly believe that the bow may have 

originated elsewhere, identifying the Central Asian Steppes as the likely source of the 

type of bow used in Shang era (e.g., Peers 2013, 2-3, 7).3 The puzzle about archery’s 

origin and early indications of its practice in different regions has led various scholars 

to suggest that, perhaps, the bow and arrow “were not something first invented by 

one region or people and then transmitted to others, (but) emerged independently 

in different parts of the world” (Yang Hong in Selby 2003, 5).4 The Encyclopedia of 

Archaeology neither commits to a single origin but simply affirms that “the use of the 

bow both for hunting and warfare spread surprisingly fast from the late Paleolithic 

onwards to virtually all cultures in the world” (Queiroga 2008 in Encyclopedia of 

Archery, 2201). 

So indeed from Stone Age to Bronze and Iron Ages, archery was thoroughfare in 

the hunts and wars of early societies. If today archery exists only marginally as a 

sport, its use in armed fighting lasted through the Middle Ages in Europe5, and down 

to the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912) in China when the encroachment of Western 

firearms – ironically derived from Chinese-invented gunpowder – finally rendered it 

obsolete. Hunt and warfare aside, archery was also a sport and, in China’s case, an 

important form of ritual. In both early Chinese and Greek societies, tales abounded 

about this simple and subtle projectile, stories which bespoke of their ideals and 

values. 

 

 

 

                                                      
3
 Gad Rausing shares the view and laments that effects of climate change on land surface in central 

Asia and South Siberia may forever hide missing links to the history of archery, Rausing 1997, 113, 
143.   
4
 To date, the only available monograph in English on bow use in China is Stephen Selby’s Chinese 

Archery (Hong Kong University Press, 2000). It provides impressive documentation and insightful 
comments on archery in literature and practice, past to present. The book is one of the major 
references of present chapter. Regarding the question of origin, Selby notes that archery terms exist in 
Sumerian script predating Chinese writing. Nonetheless, he casts aside the issue of “who was first” 
explaining that what he is interested in is what the Chinese believed. I take the same stance here.  
5
 Apparently, British troops in World War II found this weapon’s silent efficacy useful for jungle patrols, 

Burke 1957, 12; Laycock & Bauer 1965, 8.   
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The Bow in Ancient China 

Archery, as we have noted, is part of the legacy of many a people with ancient roots. 

I think there are few, however, that can boast of an archery tradition as enduring and 

elaborate as China’s. Here, archery was for over two millennia paradigm for military 

skill and political governance, for moral behavior and good education, as well as for 

demeanor and calisthenics. Unsurprisingly, traces of the bow prop up frequently in 

excavations and transmitted literature, in silk and bamboo manuscripts, pictographs 

and inscriptions on oracle-bones, bronze vessels and stone slabs (Wilkinson 2000, 

376; Tsien 2004, 20-23, 31).6 It is certain that the rulers of the first dynasties were 

archers and hunting enthusiasts, so that there was an early and easy association of 

the bow with sovereignty.7 In this section, I investigate archery in Pre-Qin times 

supplementing literary sources with material ones. My literary sources inevitably 

include classics that were created, consolidated, or significantly revised in the 

centuries after Confucius, the Analects itself being among such works. I find these 

valuable for whatever vestiges of ancient culture they contain and for what they 

reflect about the ideals and values of the society in which early Confucianism 

thrived.   

It will not be possible to go through material and literary sources in detail. 

Instead, I summarize the significance of archery in ancient China under three themes 

which I feel capture best the culture surrounding the weapon. These three topics are 

narratives related to archery – which may be mythic or legendary, historical or poetic 

–, military archery, and ritual archery. Note that these themes are not mutually 

exclusive, and their intertwining will be manifest in the discussion that follows. I 

intend to tackle archery in ancient Greece using a similar categorization, with 

athletics in place of ritual according as its culture warrants. To preempt, education 

appears to be an important dimension of archery, lurking behind the rituals and 

athletics of China and Greece, respectively.          

 

 

 

                                                      
6
 For example, in the poetic verses of the Shijing and battle accounts of the Zuo Zhuan (左傳), both of 

which are important references of this section. As for material sources, supporting finds from 
archeology are plentiful, and concrete examples will be cited in the course of the chapter.  
7
 This was a belief about early dynasty rulers that was emulated in Han times and made manifest in 

their literature and artwork. Of special mention are the Han pictorial slabs in the Xi’an Forest of Stele 
(碑林博物館) depicting hunting customs. Considering the proverbial importance of archery to the 

ancients and its conspicuous presence in archeological sites, the author is curious why it has not 
received much attention from contemporary scholars. She hopes the dissertation will motivate more 
research about the significance of archery in early China. Stephen Selby’s book mentioned in n.4 
above is one contribution. However, Selby is more concerned about military history. He also expresses 
too politicized views about Confucianism which the author does not share.   
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1. Narrative & Poetry:  
The Bow as “Heavenly Weapon from Heavenly Authority”8 

Spoiled as we are today by the certainty and sophistication of our sciences, the 

question may arise about the worthiness of recalling myths and legends. In answer, 

we saw in the previous chapter that it is not only empirical facts and historical truths 

that are relevant to metaphor interpretation: beliefs and poetic memory also figure 

in the comprehension and efficacy of a metaphor.9  

Let us turn then to Chinese stories about the origin of archery. Ancient accounts 

vary.10 The Da Zhuan (大傳), or “Appended Phrases” to the Book of Changes, lists 

archery among instruments needed for successful government, and says that the 

bow was crafted by the Yellow Emperor (黃帝) and revered sage kings Yao(堯) and 

Shun (舜): “they strung pieces of wood to make bows and whittled others to make 

arrows. The benefit of bows and arrows was such that they dominated the world. 

They probably got the idea for this from the hexagram kui” (弦木為弧，剡木為矢，

弧矢之利，以威天下，蓋取諸睽。《易繫辭下》).11 The same manuscript, however, 

names another persona as its inventor, that is, Fu Xi (伏羲). This semi-divine figure, 

unhistorical yet significant, was postulated by Han tradition as originator of the eight 

Trigrams (八卦), that is, the basis for the 64 hexagrams which outline inherent 

tendencies and patterns of cosmic activity and are connected with the milfoil 

divination practice of Zhou rulers. Among the cryptic tags on Zhou Yi (周易) 

hexagrams, archery-related images turn up: the tenacious warrior who retrieves a 

                                                      
8
 Phrase borrowed from Selby 2000, 29. 

9
 What Selby notes about archery tales circulating in Pre-Qin era is worth transcribing. He compares 

these hero stories to those of Homer in the Western world, writing that these “records of folk 
memories originating perhaps as many as 1500 years before the time they were recorded in the form 
(more or less) that I have quoted (…) represented to the Han Dynasty authors what the Greek legends 
represent to Western culture. (They were) as potent a cultural force among the Chinese of the first 
century BC as the Greek legends are to authors of our own time”, Selby 2000, 23. 
10

 I opt to mention sources associated with early Confucians. There are, however, other interesting 
stories of origin found in transmitted literature, for instance, Shan Hai Jing (山海經), Huai Nanzi (淮南

子), and Mozi (墨子). According to a later, widespread belief, archery originated from the stone-bow 

(彈), which the “Pious Son” (孝子) invented to ward off predatory birds from the mortal remains of his 

parents, cf. Annals of Wu and Yue, 9 (吳越春秋‧卷九‧句踐陰謀外傳). Note that bows in Shang times 

could be used with both pellets and arrows. Bags for carrying ammunition would have been attached 
to bows for firing pellets, Rausing 1997, 112. Han pictographs also depict stone-bowers on horseback, 
cf. Selby 2000, 179.  
11

 English rendition from Richard John Lynn’s translation of the Book of Changes in Lynn 1994, 369. 
Lynn’s translation of the classic follows the Zhouyi Zhengyi (周易正義) of Han exegete Wang Bi. Note 

the association of the weapon with the kui hexagram, to be brought up again shortly. The character 
kui – as its radical suggests – has to do with movement of eyes, exemplified in archery in the act of 
sighting and fixing aim on a target. Wang Bi takes the hexagram to mean “contrariety”, or a situation 
of opposition. This type of situation too is exemplified in archery where a shooter takes a stand 
directly opposed to his enemy or target. The judgment on the same hexagram reads that “in small 
matters there is good fortune” (小事吉), indicating that it is possible even in a situation of contrariety 

to enjoy fortune in small matters, but not in great ones like warfare or marriage. 
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metal arrow (21st hexagram Shihe 噬嗑), a bow-armed hero going forth to meet rain 

(38th hexagram Kui 睽), princely hunters capturing prey (40th and 62nd hexagrams, Xie

解 and Xiaoguo 小過), and a wandering stranger who wins royal favor for bow skill 

(56th hexagram, Lü 旅). Two of these hexagrams associate archery with qualities 

needed to rule, that is, constancy despite obstacles and keeping integrity at court. 

Below, I quote from Richard Wilhelm’s popular rendition of the Book of Changes. 

Although his reading is highly interpretative, the verses below conserve fundamental 

ideas from traditional commentaries on line statements of said hexagrams, which I 

highlight: 

 

<Hexagram 21, line 4, “Biting ham in the rind, a bronze arrow to find” (噬乾胏，得

金矢利，艱貞，吉): > There are obstacles to be overcome, powerful opponents to 

be punished. Though this is arduous, the effort succeeds. But it is necessary to be 
hard as metal and straight as an arrow to surmount the difficulties. If one knows 
these difficulties and remains persevering, he attains good fortune. The difficult 
task is achieved in the end.12  

 
<Hexagram 40, line 2, “In the hunting field, getting three foxes. Bronze arrows” 
(田獲三狐，得黃矢，貞吉): > Foxes (are) those who try to influence ruler through 

flattery. They must be removed if there is to be deliverance. Yellow (is) the 
measure and mean in proceeding against enemy. The arrow signifies the straight 
course. If one devotes oneself wholeheartedly to the task of deliverance, he 
develops much inner strength from his rectitude that it acts as a weapon against 
all that is false and low. (I Ching trans. R. Wilhelm & C. Baynes, New York: 
Princeton University Press, 1950) 

 

Notice that both explanations draw on the “straightness” of an arrow to 

construct an analogy with the rightful actuation of one in power. The 21st hexagram 

focuses on the straight profile of an arrow – that is, erect with a metallic endpoint as 

head –, while the 40th hexagram emphasizes the straight trajectory of an arrow once 

released towards a target. These explanations will be useful when we study the 

Analectic metaphor calling a good minister “straight as an arrow” (如矢).    

 Meanwhile, hexagrams 38 and 62 both attend to the absence of rain and are 

possible allusions to the archer hero Yi (羿), that is, the legendary prince whom 

ancient tales say ended a great drought by his bow. A line inscription on the 38th 

hexagram reads : “first drawing the bow with eager eye, he lets it slacken and lays it 

by (…) Going meet a rainy sky” (先張之弧，後說之弧 … 往遇雨則吉。《周易下經‧

                                                      
12

 Richard Rutt’s translation of Zhouyi does not include early commentaries on line statements, but 
his translation of the statements stay close to the literal, and I make use of them in this chapter. Rutt 
also gives helpful translation notes, e.g., that arrowhead in the ham “suggests that the meat came 
from a beast killed during a hunt”, cf. Rutt 2002. Wilhelm’s reading of the two passages above is close 
to that of Richard John Lynn.    
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睽卦上九》).13 The people of the Zhou Dynasty, as is clear from numerous terse 

entries of the Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋), closely monitored rain: sometimes 

they feared floods, but more often dreaded droughts (cf. entries such as 「不雨」 or 

「大旱」). For such seasonal concern, a type of ceremony was regularly observed to 

call down rain.14 According to ancient folklore, Yi was given a bow by the Yellow 

Emperor to shoot menacing beasts as well as multiple, sweltering suns that parched 

the earth.15 We can at this point sift through myths of origin and legends to make 

out the kind of impressions surrounding the bow in bygone eras. That it has divine 

source is one idea, another that it is a powerful weapon through which superhuman 

feats could be accomplished. There are, however, more stories that went around 

about bow-wielding personae, some of these curiously sharing the appellation Yi. In 

these stories, the talented archer is not always cast in positive light. Hero or villain, 

however, the archer’s vicissitudes serve to illustrate some moral points.  

The Zuo Zhuan, for instance, speaks of an ignoble character, Duke Yi of You 

Qiong (有窮后羿), who usurped the throne of Xia and ruled indulgently. Much given 

to hunting, he neglected the kingdom. In time, an evil minister of his own choosing 

orchestrated a gruesome end to Yi and his lineage (cf. Zuo Zhuan, Xiang, 4). Another 

                                                      
13

 There is allusion to archer prince Yi in a line statement of Kui hexagram. Selby is positive about the 
significance of this hexagram for archery and its magical capacity to induce rain: “(the upper and lower 
segments of this hexagram) are li 離 above and dui 兑 below. Li and dui in turn symbolize fire and 

water, or drought and rainfall. The implication is that the firing of the bow is the ‘small adjustment’ 
which can make the difference between drought and rainfall.” Selby further sees the story of Yi 
shooting ten suns as the origin of the rain dance and the feather adornments used, piecing together 
evidences from the Shuowen jiezi’s (說文解字) explanation of the character for the rain dance (雩) 

and a feather dance to prevent dry spells in the Zhouli, Official of Spring Rites, section on the “Female 
Shaman" (周禮‧春官‧女巫), see Selby 2000, 35, 42. The connections Selby draws are interesting but 

quite off the mark. In concrete, rendering kui as “out of proper adjustment” and taking its judgment to 
mean “that success will be borne from a slight matter” may make sense but do not pay heed to strict 
lexical meaning. Selby is right to ascertain, on the other hand, that the phrases about the hexagram 
allude to the legend of Hou Yi as told in the Tian Wen, also as referred to in the Shijing, No. 232. Turn 
of the century poet Wen Yiduo was among the first to relate kui hexagram with mythology, see Wen 
1948, 48-50. There are a couple of German sources too which probe more deeply into the matter, see 
Schmitt 1970, 35-63; Schilling 2009, 625-634.    
14

 Probably still observed in Confucius’s time. The master seems to have enjoyed what transpired at 
Rain Dance altars, cf. Analects (An) 11.24. 
15

 Different versions of the story circulated in antiquity. He is a hero to mankind in the Shan Hai Jing 
as well as in the Huainan Zi, where it says that Yi rid the world of evils, when he died he became a 
deity (羿除天下之害，死而為宗布。《淮南子‧氾論訓》). The latter work also claims that Yi was a 

contemporary of Emperor Yao who commissioned him to put down monstrous birds and beasts. The 
Tian Wen (天問), however, does not paint a rosy picture of Yi. According to this Western Han classic, Yi 

descended from the Yi (夷) tribe. Strong and skillful as he was, he was a usurper and met a disgraceful 

end. See Anne Birrell’s syntheticized explanation of the complicated mythical figure Yi – at once “a 
hero and savior, an antihero and usurper” – in her book Chinese Mythology, Birrell 1993, 138-145. 
Likewise, Mori Masako has written an article, “Restoring the Epic of Hou Yi”, about the same 
legendary figure in Asian Folklore Studies 54.2 (1995), 625-634.   
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story is mentioned in the Mencius (孟子), this time about master Yi who taught his 

shooting skill to Feng Meng (蠭蒙). The latter, however, wished to be unsurpassed in 

archery and decided to turn his bow against Yi. To Mencius, teacher and student both 

erred: one for teaching skill without attending to moral character, the other for 

turning against authority.16  

Casting aside the different periods of Zhou dynasty and the disparity of systems 

among feudal states, the training of aristocrats – said to comprise of six areas –

involved military skills training in combination with intellectual disciplines. 17 

Whether attending to knowledge or skills cultivation, moral learning seemed to 

encompass the different areas, inculcating in young men both the sense of duty and 

behavior corresponding to their social and family roles. Battle narratives of the Zuo 

Zhuan often dwell on the moral character of aristocrats fighting as chariot mounted 

archers. From such highly visible position, they are portrayed wielding their weapons 

in gentlemanly fashion, that is, obeying commands, observing chivalric codes, or 

acting loyally and courageously.18 

It seems to me that moral responsibility attached to the bow and the power it 

symbolized takes early inspiration from the fabled rise of the Zhou dynasty itself. 

Again, countless poetry and vessel inscriptions proclaim the virtues of Zhou founders 

who received the mandate to rule and won the confidence of the people after Shang 

rulers lost these through profligacy and ruthlessness. 19  The Shangshu (尚書 ) 

                                                      
16

 Check Mencius 4B, 24, where it reads:「蠭蒙學射於羿，盡羿之道，思天下惟羿為愈己，於是殺

羿。孟子曰：是亦羿有罪焉。」《孟子‧離婁下》. Notwithstanding, Mencius in passages 6A, 20 and 

7A, 41seems charmed with Yi’s superior skill with the bow and constructs moral analogies around it:
「羿之教人射，必志於彀；學者亦必志於彀」, and「羿不為拙射變其彀率」《孟子‧告子上、 盡

心上》. 
17

 That is, the Six Arts (六藝) of ritual (禮), music (樂), archery (射), charioteering (御), reading and 

writing (書), and mathematics (數). The moral streak of learning in remote times may be overly 

glorified in Han texts, but remnants of Zhou literature and vessels lead us to think along the same line, 
typically directing our attention to rulers’ and noblemen’s excellent qualities and deeds. Whether 
recorded in manuscripts or etched on objects, there is certainly need to read critically owing to early 
Chinese writers’ “aesthetic priorities” and “overriding interest to convey moral truth” over actual facts, 
cf. Goldin 2008.    
18

 It is worth mentioning some anecdotes. Yu Gong Chai (庾公差), well unlike Feng Meng, desists 

shooting his archery master who is fighting in the opposite camp, Zuo Zhuan, Xiang, 14. The same 
story is told in Mencius, 4B, 24. In the VI BC Battle of Yanling (鄢陵之戰), Xizhi (卻至) shows respect to 

a wounded prince from the enemy side through slow steps and a ceremonial bow; Hanjue (韓厥) 

turns back from shooting a person of higher rank than himself; and Tanggou (唐苟) stays behind 

fighting and is killed, having preferred that his lord should escape, cf. Zuo Zhuan, Cheng, 16. Besides 
interest in moral character, from a broader point of view it is the reason for the course of events in 
time – e.g., the success of some states and the fall of others – that is underlying theme of Zuo Zhuan 
narratives. Basically, good characters meet good fortune. Archery episodes illustrate critical decisions 
by nobles: vested with the power of the bow, they have the choice to injure or spare, yet their 
decision is conditioned by rules of behavior and duty.        
19

  Scholars and historians are wont to point out that the violence of Zhou conquerors may have 
matched that of their enemy. Then again, there may be some grain of truth in the Zhou campaign and 
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transcribes the speech of King Wu of Zhou to allied princes prior to the Battle of 

Muye (牧野之戰) in the following words: 

 

The king of Shang is without principle, cruel and destructive to the creatures of 
Heaven, injurious and tyrannical to the multitudes of the people (…) I having 
obtained the help of virtuous men, presume reverently to comply with the will of 
God, to make an end of his disorderly ways. The great and flowery region, and the 
wild tribes of the south and north, equally follow and consent with me. Reverently 
obeying the determinate counsel of Heaven, I pursue my punitive work to the east, 
to give tranquility to its men and women. (Shangshu, Wu Cheng《尚書‧武成》in 

Legge, Chinese Classics, vol. 3, 312-314). 
 

In these and like-themed verses and inscriptions, the message comes across of 

power originating from a higher source, and of the need to exercise it morally lest it 

be taken away.20  

Apart from impressions generated about the bow by archer tales and texts from 

quasi-historical documents and vessels, the poetic verses of the Shijing likewise 

create powerful associations. Rich in symbolism, the classic makes figurative use of 

archery in ways that are distinct but not unrelated to the metaphors that we find in 

the Analects. It is worthwhile to go through these. From them we can see that 

archery was already a culturally powerful metaphor in literature long before the 

Analects. Whereas in the latter archery metaphor bespeaks of how one should act 

with other people, in the earlier poetic classic, archery appears in both figurative and 

direct speech mostly in relation to authority.   

As mentioned earlier, there are many verses that extol the shooting prowess of 

rulers and princes, actually a familiar theme in ancient inscriptions across the 

globe.21 Through success with the bow, they legitimize themselves and assert their 

                                                                                                                                                        
a reason for its success. Richard Rutt does a historical survey of the cultural panorama of Chinese 
Bronze Age society and concludes that “the development of Bronze Age culture can be traced in some 
detail. Its barbarity gradually diminished, practical arts improved and the great philosophical systems 
developed”, Rutt 2002, 25. Mencius of course echoes Confucius’s sentiment in disclaiming the 
Shangshu’s depiction of Zhou rulers as ferocious warriors. Other scholars, who are not few, hold 
different views from Rutt, for instance, Edward Shaughnessy who describes the Zhou campaign as 
“extremely violent” based on evidence from the Yi Zhoushu (逸周書), Shaugnessy 1997, 7; and Lewis 

1990, chapter 4. Making sense out of disparate evidences and views, I suppose that the new Zhou 
rulers were cruel by modern standards but mild relative to their times? At any case, it is clear that 
archery was connected with the ideology of “not being brutal” which appealed to non-military circles. 
At any case, we are particularly concerned with prevalent beliefs in Confucius’s era.   
20

 The idea of a moral mandate also lingers in stories of sinister, bow-loving rulers, for example, King 
Wu Yi (武乙), Duke Song Wei Zi (宋微子), and King Kang of Song (宋康王). The first supposedly lived 

during Shang times, while the last two belong to Zhou era. All three are said to have lived licentiously 
and dared to shoot Heaven (射天), scornfully directing their arrows against it, cf. Selby 2000, 38. They 

consequently met dismal ends. Their stories are told in the Shiji and Warring States Intrigues, cf.《史

記‧殷本記‧帝武乙；宋微子世家》,《戰國策‧宋康王》.  
21

 For example, in Mesopotamia where a IX BC engraving records a claim by the monarch, 
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power: “He discharges one arrow at five wild boars. Ah! He is the Zhou Yu!”, Shijing, 

No.25, Zhou Yu (壹發五豵，于嗟乎，驟虞! 《召南‧驟虞》); or “The male animals 

of the season are made to present themselves, The males in season, of very large size. 

The ruler says, ‘To the left of them’, then he lets go his arrows and hits”, Shijing, 

No.127, Si Zhou (奉時辰牡，辰牡孔碩。公曰左之。舍拔則獲。《秦風‧駟驖》).22 

Poems from which these passages derive give precious insight into the hunting 

practices of the nobility by providing details about the tools and organization of 

these events. We learn, for example, that horses, chariots, and hounds with jingling 

leashes were employed, that there were parks or enclosures that facilitated 

cornering game, that hunting was not an individual sport but entailed a large 

entourage of archers and assistants, and that it was an ideal pastime with friends and 

guests during which courtesies, mutual recognition of skill, and post drinking and 

dining fattened relations.23 It seems that there were special game reserved for the 

monarch to down, glorious ones like elephants and boars. Other archers would also 

accompany the monarch. Along with the rest of the team, these assisting archers – 

possibly young princes in training – needed discreet, coordinated effort to catch 

unsuspecting targets in unison: “The bows and arrows were adjusted to one another; 

the archers acted in unison, helping us to rear a pile of game (…) So did the officers 

conduct this expedition, without any clamor in the noise of it. Truly a princely man is 

the [king]; Great indeed are his achievements”, Shijing, No. 179, Che Gong (弓矢既調，

射夫既同，助我舉柴…之子于征，有聞無聲。允矣君子，展也大成! 《小雅‧車

攻》). 

More valuable for our purpose are two poems about the weapon. The Red Bow 

(彤弓) is a festal ode about a king bestowing honors upon a loyal subject. In solemn 

fashion, the subject receives a red bow, presumably accompanied by royal 

endowment of land or office.24 We cannot miss that the bow and the delegation of 

                                                                                                                                                        
Assurnasirpal II, saying, “I killed 30 elephants with the bow and arrow, I shot 257 wild bulls, I killed 370 
gigantic lions with my spear”, Rausing 1997, 29. 
22

 The translations are from Legge, Chinese Classics, vol. 4. Most of the English translations that I 
quote in this chapter take from Legge. To mention, the line from the first poem can be read differently: 
that Zhou Yu “shot once for five boars”, implying that he spared the other four. Following this nerve, it 
conveys the compassion of a good ruler. If this reading is correct, then it is a prelude to the running 
theme of kindness to nature in Confucian literature, for example, Confucius’s “compassionate hunting” 
(An 7.26), and Mencius’s illustration of sprouts of ren in the heart-mind by pointing out the king’s pity 
for an ox about to be slaughtered (Mencius 1A.7). In earlier literature, however, theme of dominance 
over nature prevailed. Celebrating hunting success is common motif in archaic inscriptions, and 
hunting remained a favorite pastime of dignitaries throughout the Bronze Age. To cite concrete 
examples, we have a sample Shang bone oracle which reads that “elephant coming to the ford, the 
king shoots” (丁未卜， 象來涉:其乎王射), or etched poems on the drum-stones (碣) of Qin. 
23

 Various poems about major chases in the Shijing: No.77, Shu Yu Tian (鄭風‧叔于田); No. 97, Huan 

(齊風‧還 ) ; No.103, Lu Ling (齊風‧慮令); and, No. 180, Ji Ri (小雅‧吉日). 
24

 What James Legge’s comments about the presentation of a bow on such ceremonies is worth 
transcribing: “(the conferment of a red bow) generally accompanied such a token of merit and royal 
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power from king to prince echoes or parallels the Heavenly mandate that Zhou kings 

claimed to have. 

Another poem, the Horn Bow (角弓), speaks even more explicitly about sagely 

rule and the moral mandate. The poem evokes the recoiling (反) mechanism of the 

bow. The character for “recoil” has ambiguous meaning – i.e., “rebellion”, such as 

was believed to befall wicked rulers –, so there is a likely pun that comes with the 

metaphoric image. A reflex bow bends sharply when strung, even more when it is 

drawn, but instantly returns to its original shape when the bowstring is undone or 

the arrow released. The poem sets forth by analogy the importance of nourishing 

family relations lest one be estranged from kin. Filiation and fraternity were, of 

course, emulated qualities in revered kings and princes of the past and which rulers 

were expected to be exemplars of. The verse reads, “Well fashioned is the bow 

adorned with horn, and swift is its recoil. Brothers and relatives by affinity should not 

be treated distantly” Shijing, No. 223, Jiao Gong (騂騂角弓，翩其反矣。兄弟婚姻，

無胥遠矣。《小雅‧角弓》). The point of the analogy may be that a ruler must not 

relax his efforts at these familial obligations but constantly exert himself to keep 

relatives near him, much like an archer preparing to shoot and pulling the bowstring 

toward himself with full arm’s force. Alternatively, the point of the analogy may be to 

illustrate the backlash effect of neglecting family obligations: relations flee like a 

bowstring in recoil.25 Likewise, perhaps to figuratively show the good consequences 

of a ruler’s kindness, the same poem describes how a hunted primate takes cover in 

a tree, clutching on to its branches: a monkey instinctively climbs a tree and sticks to 

it like mud; when the prince carries excellent plans, then people abide in him (毋教

猱升木，如塗塗附。君子有徽猷，小人與屬。) Accordingly, a benevolent king, like 

the tree to the primate, attracts people as a safe shelter. In feudal times, the image 

would have struck home with agricultural folk constantly threatened by hostile 

neighbors and barbarian tribes. 

There is yet another metaphoric use of the bow in a poem supposedly 

expressing self-admonitions of an ageing King Wu of Wei (衛武公). The poem also 

focuses on the mechanism of the recurve bow, comparing its flexibility when fitted 

with a string to the deference of a moral person harkening to the words of the wise.  

                                                                                                                                                        
favor. Red was the color of honor with the dynasty of (Zhou); a red bow was its highest testimonial of 
merit, and gave to the prince who received it prerogatives within the sphere of its jurisdiction”, Legge, 
The Chinese Classics, vol. 4, 278. 
25

 The first manner of explication is the one Legge takes: “When the bow is drawn, all its parts are 
brought near to the archer; when he lets the arrow go, it returns to its former state, and is far off from 
him. So it is between the Head of a House, and his relatives. He should draw them to himself. If he 
relax the hold of his kindness upon them, they recoil from him”, Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol. 4, 
404-405. I proffer the second alternative: the original Chinese allows it and it squares better too with 
the art of archery. Bows are meant to be fully drawn only momentarily, for both efficacy and 
minimizing of harm to string and arm.     
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The soft and elastic wood can be fitted with the silken string. 
The mild and respectful man possesses the foundation of virtue. 
There is a wise man – I tell him [good] words,  
And he yields to them the practice of docile virtue. 
There is a stupid man – He says on the contrary that my words are not true:   
So different are people’s minds. (Shijing, No. 256, Yi) 

 

荏染柔木，言緍之絲。 

溫溫恭人，維德之基。 

其維哲人，告之話言，順德之行； 

其維愚人，覆謂我僭。  

民各有心!  (《大雅‧抑》) 

 

The passage itself explains the message: a fundamental quality of the upright – and 

presumably part of the reason they become so – is being able to heed sagely 

teaching.26 The idea of being docile as a person is paired with the pliability of wood 

that is good for bows. We recall from battle narratives that deference is a sign of 

being a noble warrior. Such quality is analogical to the elasticity that enables wood to 

be transformed into prestigious weapon. Observe that the verses present a turning 

point in metaphoric use of archery: archery image here, specifically the bow’s 

elasticity, now has to do with personal learning, the cultivation of one’s own 

character and talents. 

The narratives and poetic verses mentioned thus far carry unmistakable moral 

undertones. There is, however, another motif found in archery stories that circulated 

in the centuries before the turn of the first millennium, that is, archery as a technical 

exercise and tool for harnessing internal powers towards achieving tangible results. 

Stephen Selby refers to this as the “mental approach” that is popular in Daoist and 

Buddhist sources.27 In this regard, tales about Yang Youji (養由基), the archer 

warrior who could draw his bow with amazing concentration and effect, play out this 

approach. I wish to mention, however, that whereas Selby sharply differentiates the 

                                                      
26

 The idea that a ruler ought listen to the wise is echoed in the famous “Charge of Yue” in the Shang 
Shu. The passage alludes also to the strung wood’s bending capacity: “Wood by the use of line is made 
straight; and the sovereign who follows reproof becomes sage” Shangshu, No.21, Charge to Yue, Part i 
(說復于王曰，惟木繩則正，后從諫則聖。《尚書‧說命上》).   
27

 Fascinating anecdotes in the Liezi (列子) show belief in the extent to which one’s consciousness 

could be trained through archery, mental capacities such as circumscriptive awareness, 
imperturbability, and ease. A fine example is the story of learning to shoot at the edge of a precipice, 
see Huangdi Pian in Liezi (列子‧黃帝篇) and Tianzi Fang in Zhuangzi (莊子‧田子方). In another 

anecdote, Liezi is pleased to tell his bowing master that he has finally learned why he is able to shoot 
the target over and above simply being able to do so. The master then informs him that what he has 
come to understand through archery is a principle that can be applied to statecraft and personal 
affairs: 「子知子之所以中者乎? 列子曰： 知之矣。關尹子曰：可矣，守而勿失也。非獨射也，

為國與身亦皆如之。故聖人不察存亡而察所以然。」 《列子‧說符篇》 
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mental approach from the moral one prevalent in Confucian sources, I think that the 

two approaches were not in all cases sharply distinguished from each other.28 I find 

that a moral uptake of the mental approach may be found too in the classics of the 

literati, particularly, in the entreaty to fix the heart, desires and all one’s energies 

towards what is right (心於義), or in setting a steadfast will on learning and moral 

cultivation (志於學).29    

Returning to Yang Youji, the Zuo Zhuan portrays him as an ace archer who learns 

to harness his mental power and bravado by accepting the reprimands and 

commands of authority.30 In the eclectic Lü Shi Chun Qiu (呂氏春秋), however, it is 

Yang Youji’s power of concentration that is underlined about his shooting prowess. It 

is said, for example, that he was able to shoot an arrow through a rock which he had 

taken for a rhinoceros: according to how his mind perceived the target, so the result. 

From legends such as this, Stephen Selby makes out a mental approach especially 

popular in non-Confucian circles that is linked to the origins of mental-physical 

exercises of traditional Chinese health and therapy techniques.31 If the moral aspect 

was what Confucians decidedly attended to about archery, the Warring States period 

with its lust for military success was drawn to the mental approach for the edge 

which it supposedly gave to dealing effective and powerful shots. In the archery 

manuals circulated for civil and military exams of succeeding dynasties, the mental 

                                                      
28

 My view seems consonant with what Lisa Raphals expresses in an article dealing with the oft 
overlooked physical dimension of Confucian moral cultivation. There she mentions archery in ritual 
hunts as a physical practice that cultivates virtue and character, see Lisa Raphals, “Embodied Virtue, 
Self-Cultivation and Ethics” in Fraser et al. (eds.) 2011. 
29

 Just as it says too in the Shangshu about prerequisite dispositions (of earnest effort and attention) 
in learning:「惟學遜志，務時敏，厥修乃來，允懷于兹，道躬。惟教學半，念終始典于學，厥德

修罔覺。」《尚書‧說命下》. Earnestness in learning and self-cultivation is an important theme in 

Chinese literati literature. The section in the Liji about the meaning of the archery ritual (射義) 

purports that the ancients used archery to train the young to channel their drives towards fulfilling 
duties of adult males, apart from other reasons such as selection for official posts and game. More on 
this later.   
30

 Consult Zuo Zhuan account of the Battle of Yanling (575 BC) in which Yang supposedly fought. Here 
are some excerpts which give a feel of the way the hero is depicted in Confucian literature: “(Yang 
Youji) had set buff-coats and shot at them, their arrow going through seven at once [The spectators] 
took [the proof of their skill and strength] to show it to the king (…) The king, however, was angry and 
said, ‘You are a great disgrace to the State. Tomorrow morning, your archery will be found the art that 
will cause your death.’” Thereupon, Yang withholds his arrows, firing them strictly when charged by 
commanders: “in the battle, E shot king Kung in the eye. The king called for (Yang Youjji) and gave him 
two arrows, that he might shoot Leu E. (Yang) hit him in the neck, so that he fell dead on his quiver, 
and (Yang) returned the other arrow, and reported the execution of his commission”, Zuo Zhuan, 
Cheng, 16.     
31

 He writes, “Archery was understood to be a skill in which the mental approach was imagined to be 
capable of being honed to a level where things unattainable in everyday life could be achieved just by 
the power of directed desire (志). This is why archery and qigong, known as daoyin (導引), was a 

training through which all the physical and mental resources available to the human body (known 
collectively as qi or 氣) could be directed towards a single goal”, Selby 2000, 132. Selby’s idea 

connects both archery and qigong (氣功, i.e. breathing exercises) with the training of the mind.  
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component emerges as key ingredient to successful shooting.32 Archery was thus an 

important method for learning to harness one’s inner powers towards a single goal to 

which “the eye must focus, the hand must point to, and the heart must strain at” (目

以注之，手以指之，心以趣之，其不中何為也。《唐 王琚‧射經》). The latter verse 

from a Tang dynasty archery manual is in fact a mere “mental” paraphrase of a 

clearly “moral” view of archery written by Mencius centuries earlier, words to the 

effect that benevolence is like archery: if after positioning oneself one missed the 

target, it is not rivals who are to be blamed but oneself (cf. Mencius 2A, 7). Archery in 

this regard comes forward as an occasion for self-education, forcing one to reflect 

upon his or her own person.  

 In recap, there was an early association of the bow with power, sagely rule, and 

the moral mandate, specifically in texts utilized by the early Confucian school. Apart 

from the moral thinking on archery emphasized in scholarly classics, there was also a 

popular approach which linked shooting skill with training of the mind.  

 

 

2. War Weapon Par Excellence 

 A Song dynasty military officer, Hua Yue, once wrote that “there are thirty-six 

military weapons, the foremost among them is the bow; there are eighteen martial 

skills, the leading one is archery.”33 These words about the primacy of bow and 

arrow in the battlefield had been true since the dawn of Chinese history.  

 Both literary and material sources agree that archery had an early start in China. 

Findings from pre-historic sites show that it was widespread among the Stone Age 

occupants of the Yellow River valley. Remnants of walled villages dating back to third 

or second millennia BC indicate that fierce fighting must have occurred among its 

inhabitants for which projectile weapons would have been employed.34 Such ruins 

continue to be unearthed from the region where the Yangshao (仰韶) and Longshan 

(龍山) peoples once thrived, two early Bronze Age cultures linked to the first 

dynasties of China (Li 2013, 15-40; Wilkinson 2013, 662-664). It is worth dwelling on 

details of Shang military archery since the Zhou was highly influenced by it.   

 

                                                      
32

 Harvesting the powers of the mind through mental concentration was disseminated in archery 
manuals of later dynasties. For the role of archery in state exams and the resulting proliferation of 
archery manuals from Sui Dynasty all the way to Qing rule, consult Selby 2000, chapters 9 to 13.   
33

 「軍器三十有六，而弓為稱首。武藝一十有八，而射為第一。」《華岳‧翠微北征錄‧卷七：

弓制》  
34

 Fortified dwellings are indicative of projectile weapons such as bows and arrows, catapults, spears 
and slings, cf. De Souza 2008, 243; Yates in Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 9-10; Yang 1992, 9-18. While 
writing this dissertation, I had the fortune to visit the Ban Po (半坡) excavations in Xi’an, Shaanxi 

Province. The site showcases fascinating Neolithic finds of the Yangshao culture including plentiful 
relics of archery. 
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Although documentation of Shang relics is as yet taking shape, some things can 

be said in relation to archery about this era when true warfare is said to have begun 

in China (De Souza 2008, 243). In the first place, it is certain that its people were 

adept in metallurgy. Workshops for manufacturing metal weapons and vessels have 

been identified in its capital in present day Anyang (Yang 1992, 36-37; Burke 1957, 

23-24). Later, the Zhou people took over the workshops and techniques of Shang, 

multiplying and diversifying the latter’s craft throughout the newly founded states. 

Among the weapons used by the Shang army, bows and arrows were primary. These 

together with other battle armaments such as dagger axes (ge 戈), spears (mao 矛), 

and halberd (yue 鉞) were also used in the succeeding dynasty (Yang 1992, 68-69). 

The Shang bow was the composite reflex type, a.k.a. “horn bow” due to the 

characteristic string-holder (mi 弭) made of bone, horn, or ivory attached to the two 

ends of the bow.35 Hardly any Shang bow has been recovered, but the common type 

used is attested by pictographs on bones, tortoise shells and vessels (Selby 2000, 

32-33; Yang 1992, 37), for example, oracular inscriptions from the reign of King Wu 

Ding (武丁, ca. 1250-1192 BC). “Composite” refers to the mixed material used for its 

manufacture, while “reflex” to its mechanism. Unlike self-bows carved from simple 

wood, the more durable and powerful composite bows were made of wood 

reinforced with horn, metal and other special material.36  So superb were its 

components and tedious its fabrication that only wealthy warriors could afford a 

composite bow (Peers 2013, 7). Two kinds of composite bow can be made out from 

Shang pictographs: a comparatively short bow with sunken grip so that the bow body 

formed a double convex and another kind of longer body. Use of the longer kind 

remained popular in the succeeding dynasty where bows could be as tall as a man. 

Han tomb reliefs and actual finds yield bows similar to these early composite ones, 

indicating that use of them remained long after Shang rule (Rausing 1997, 117).  

 

                                                      
35

 Gad Rausing refers to the Shang composite bows as the “Qum-Darya type”, after the area in 
Xinjiang where a mass burial site of Chinese soldiers was found in 1934. He compares it with the 
Scythian “cupid” bow common in classic Greek antiquity. The two had very similar contours yet had 
important differences: Chinese bows are longer and with ears that do not curl as much as Scythian 
bows, cf. Rausing 1997, 115-116.  
36

 Selby describes the process of manufacturing bows in the early dynasties. Materials included 
mulberry wood, buffalo horns and sinews, fish glue (i.e., made from the airbladder of Yellow Croaker 
fish), birch bark for waterproofing, and lacquer from the sap of Sumac trees for a sturdy and glossy 
finish, Selby 2003, 19, 21-25. Selby’s source for this appears to be the Zhouli (cf. 周禮‧冬官考工記第

六). 
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LEFT: Chart of relics from Ban Po Neolithic Excavation site, Xi’an. Bone arrows (骨族) are 

among the most numerous specimen finds (6 of stone; 282 of bone). RIGHT: Bone arrow 
specimens. 

 

As for Shang arrowheads, samples are abundant as these were commonly 

manufactured with bronze, although bone and flint arrowheads continued to 

circulate. A standard number of 10 arrows were carried in cylindrical quivers made of 

bamboo, wood or leather. Shang arrowheads typically had two wings and were 

barbed, inflicting terrible wounds both when striking or being extracted from the 

victim (Yang 1992, 39-40).37 

 

         

                                                      
37

 See Selby 2000, preamble, and Selby 2003, 46-49 for arrowhead finds from Neolithic times to the 
Qing dynasty. Arrowheads have amazing variety. Sharp, barbed ones cause maximum damage, while 
blunt ones were useful for training, rituals, or fowling. There are iron arrowheads that carry fire, 
others poison, or a whistling mechanism to convey signals. Fowling seemed to be a popular form of 
hunt from early times, for which pellets (丸) were used with lacquered bamboo bows “to bring down 

birds, not to kill them. The birds, when caught, would be domesticated”, Selby 2000, 179. Tethered 
arrows were also used for bird or fish catches. Yang Hong mentions a full arrow – with bronze head 
and wooden shaft – exhumed from Shang dynasty ruins in Hebei province, for details see Yang 1992, 
39. There is a Japanese source on early Chinese weapons which presents a good collection of 
arrowhead and bow samples, see Hayashi Minao’s monograph Chūgoku in Shū Jidai no Bukki (中國殷

周時代の武器, or “War Weapons during China’s Shang and Zhou Dynasties”), Kyoto: Kyoto University 

Institute of Humanities, 1972. 
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Archers on horse etched in Eastern Han Dynasty hunting slabs recovered from  
northern Shaanxi. Presently displayed in the Forest of Stone Stele Museum, Xi’an. 

 

Concerning Shang armies, literary sources describe their battle formation as 

consisting in three units of left, right, and center armies. The infantry was comprised 

of two groups: one of specialized warriors who numbered in the hundreds and were 

directly under the ruler’s control – referred to as zhong (眾) or “masses”–, and a 

larger group numbering several thousands who were rounded up for both military 

and labor projects. These were called ren (人), literally “people”, who would have 

been commoners of certain social status. All-in-all, the military array consisted in 

infantry and special units of mounted archers, as well as artisans and staff for the 

production and upkeep of weapons and provisions (Yates in Raaflaub & Rosenstein 

1999, 11-15). Charioteers and archers were presumably noblemen, charioteering and 

archery both being part of education for the elite. The infantry were equipped with 

combat weapons, although their ranks also included foot archers. The bow was thus 

ubiquitous in the battlefield and was an important and decisive weapon.38 Judging 

from abundant weapon samples collected from the era – i.e., projectiles and 

weapons mounted on long sticks which require space to wield –, battle formation 

was loose. It may also be inferred from burial sites identified as belonging to Shang 

nobility that the army was divided into clusters of chariots – about five chariots per 

unit, with 3 to 5 men per vehicle –, and that each chariot was accompanied by about 

two dozen soldiers on foot.39 Such organization is consistent with battle accounts in 

Western Zhou during which period, as mentioned, Shang bronze weaponry remained 

in use (Yang 1992, 65).    

                                                      
38

 Literary sources of historical nature also construe it thus. It is probably true but at the same time 
undermines the great number of combat weapons that have been unearthed, e.g., Shang daggers and 
Zhou halberds. Point raised in Rausing 1997, 113-114.    
39

 Chris Peers cites one such example of Shang tomb excavation in Xiao Tun village, Anyang, where 
remains were arranged as if in battle formation, Peers 2013, 5-6, 9. Yang Hong is among Peers’s 
sources on Chinese archeology. Doubt lingers as to how much burial arrays reflect actual combat 
formation. 
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LEFT: Neolithic Jasper (碧玉) arrowheads recovered from Yellow River Region. CENTER: 

Bone arrowheads dating from Shang and early Zhou periods. RIGHT: Zhou era bronze 
arrowheads. Source: Selby 2003, 46-47. 

 

 

The Zhou largely inherited Shang warfare but introduced some changes. As 

horse-loving folk, they used four horses instead of two to draw their chariots, 

chariots which were broader and more elaborate than those of their predecessors 

(Peers 2013, 8). New weapons appeared too: a hooked halberd (gou ji 鉤戟) and 

double-edged sword (Yang 1992, 68-69). Except for the Battle of Muye (牧野之戰, c. 

1046) in which close combat strategy seems to have been applied40, fighting in 

Western Zhou would have resembled that of Shang era. The Zuo Zhuan accounts of 

Spring and Autumn Period battles – of which relics from tomb excavations may only 

offer indefinite testimony – show that, compared to the past, chariots “had increased 

in numbers, and were now the principal striking force” (Peers 2013, 16). As in former 

times, nobles mounted these chariots to fight as archers.41 Each chariot was manned 

by a small mailed crew that included together with the archer a driver and a 

dagger-ax bearer. The last would have had an assistive role, playing his part when 

chariots got within close range, or had to be abandoned (De Souza 2008, 243-245; 

Selby 2000, 140-144). The composite bow was the prestige weapon of chariot-driven 

warlords as much as infantry: it is implied in a military classic of the Warring States 

Period that foot soldiers of towering figure were strategically armed with bows to 

shoot from behind shorter combatants.42 The focus on noble warriors in battle 

narratives allows us to contemplate social norms at play in the battlefield. It is 

                                                      
40

 Consult Shangshu, No.30, The Speech at Mu (尚書‧周書‧牧誓). Peers explains that the close battle 

strategy may have been taken by Zhou forces either because the battle terrain was not suitable for 
customary chariot fighting, or because it was better for a starkly outnumbered army to keep close 
ranks, Peers 2013, 10-11.    
41

 That is, much like in ancient Egypt where chariots were “shooting platforms” for noble warriors 
(Selby 2003, 9), and much unlike ancient Greece where these merely transported champions to the 
battle center to alight and engage in hand-to-hand combat.  
42

 Cf. Wuzi in the Seven Military Classics (武經七書‧吳子). 
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curious, for example, how accounts in the Zuo Zhuan has chariot teams drive into 

hostile grounds and still receive deference. It appears from this that there was  

general regard for persons of noble rank or higher status whom fighters from either 

camp were expected to treat accordingly. It appears too that warfare was 

determined by these mounted, bow-wielding aristocrats who led armies, observed 

chivalric codes, and perhaps too kept fighting within reasonable limits. Ritual conduct 

was enforced: so important were these that battles could ignite or aggravate through 

failure to conform (Peers 2013, 27; Paik & Bell 2004, 27; Selby 2000, 143-4; Yates in 

Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 18-21). 

 The emergence of the crossbow (nu 弩) in the battles of Eastern Zhou was 

symptomatic of the rising frequency and level of violence, an incipient trend which 

did not escape Confucius and obviously distressed him.43 As historians note, this was 

a period of dramatic changes in social and military history: warfare was taken over by 

professional generals and soldiers; peasants were enlisted through population 

registration; infantry forces were empowered by fresh resources and iron technology; 

cavalry units were introduced as chariots disappeared from the battle scene (De 

Souza 2008, 246-247; Yates in Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 21-28, 35). The novelty of 

the crossbow was the addition of a trigger mechanism by which a bow could be fully 

drawn without relying on arms to raise it and pull the string – a strained posture that 

is difficult to sustain for even a minute. The mechanism increased arrow speed and 

was powerful enough to penetrate seven layers of leather, the equivalent, that is, of 

protective armor used at the time (Selby 2000, 132, 162; Yang 1992, 99-100).44 This 

was the characteristic weapon of the Warring States. It did not, however, replace the 

traditional bow. For all its piercing strength, the crossbow required hands and feet to 

bolt. Hence, horseback archery – a privilege of social if not military elite – required 

the former type. Possibly too, the crossbow’s reliance on mechanism over personal 

skill coupled with its gruesome striking power rendered it unfashionable to the 

dwindling number of noble or ritually-minded warriors. Modifications in the 

manufacture of Eastern Zhou arrowheads are also telling: though resembling the 

winged arrowheads of former times, they now became more elongated with more 

pronounced barbs; moreover, pyramidal arrowheads appeared for the first time 

                                                      
43

 It is common to portray Confucius as a pacifist for whom ritual rather than military action was 
crucial. It could only be partly true: he certainly did not exclude warfare from sphere of valid state 
concern, and advocated adequate military training and punitive war actions, e.g., An 13.29-30. H.G. 
Creel may be right in saying that prior to the Warring States, war was generally considered “necessary 
but distasteful”, Creel 1970, 255-257. Perhaps too, the aggravated nature of warfare during Eastern 
Zhou made military affairs increasingly repulsive to scholars down the line.   
44

 I wonder whether Confucius’s remark that archery is not about hitting the hide (i.e. target) (射不主

皮) might have been said in relation to newly introduced crossbows, cf. An 3.16. The passage is cryptic 

and does not give the context. It is one of three passages to be closely examined in chapter 4.    
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(Yang 1992, 91-92).45     

Thus far, we have explored the place of archery in the battlefield. We can also 

append to the topic of military archery the political and diplomatic functions of the 

bow. In concrete, royal hunts were not mere sport but also served political purposes, 

such as signing pacts. Through it, the monarch showcased his strength to enemies at 

the same time that he confirmed his readiness and capacity to protect his people. 

Meanwhile, post-battle hunts enabled a victorious monarch to inspect the frontiers 

of his sovereignty (e.g., Li 2013, 108-109; Rutt 2002, 13).46  

Particularly important was the diplomatic function of archery in leisure hunting 

and reception ceremonies. This was carried out through archery rituals and arrow 

games (e.g. the touhu 投壺) that were staged for entertaining foreign guests.47 

Through them, the royal host improved relations – if not subtly insinuated his power 

– with visiting princes and ministers. 48  Such practice was believed to be in 

accordance with sagely wisdom which recognized amity with bordering states and 

tribes as a more effective and reliable security measure than building fortifications: 

 

Anciently, the defenses of the sons of Heaven were the rude tribes on every side 
of the kingdom; and when their defenses were the various States (…) They 
attended carefully to them, and formed alliances with their neighbors as helpers 
(…) The people had no cause for anxiety in the State, and there were no 
apprehensions from abroad; it was not thought necessary to fortify the cities. 
(Zuo Zhuan, Zhao, 23 《左傳‧昭公二十三年》) 

 

Finally, a few words on military training. Various methods were employed in different 

states among which royal hunts stood out as a privileged form of training imparted 

by the monarch himself: In the first month of autumn, “the son of Heaven, by means 

of hunting, teaches how to use the five weapons of war, and the rules for the 

                                                      
45

 Pyramidal arrowheads described by Yang match those used in Greece during classic era. It would be 
interesting to do a comparative study of war relics between the two civilizations. 
46

 Multi-function of hunts by rulers is an observable phenomenon in a number of ancient civilizations. 
For an entertaining description of hunting rituals and sport in ancient societies, see Kyle 2007, 25-37. 
In India, Mesopotamia, Assyria, and Persia, demonstration of the monarch’s strength and skill was part 
of the claim to leadership and symbolized control over people and nature, so too in Egypt where 
hunting-themed hieroglyphics similar to Han pictorial stone slabs can be found.  
47

 Game of tossing arrows into a vase – apparently an alternative to the elaborate archery ritual – for 
when the occasion did not call for the latter, or when practicalities did not permit such solemnity. For 
details of the game, see Zuo Zhuan, Zhao, 12, or the section about the game in Liji 40, Touhu. James 
Legge explains that, at least in the eyes of the Liji, it was a festive diversion no less endowed with 
lessons on virtue and character-judging as a full archery ritual, cf. Legge 2003, 50. On a different note, 
Selby posits some ideas about the game’s cosmological connotations in relation to the Book of 
Changes, see Selby 2000, 43, 113. 
48

 Thus reads a verse from the Shijing that the handsome catches from the hunt with the son of 
Heaven “will be presented to the visitors and guests, along with the sweet cup of wine”, No.180, Ji Ri 
(小雅‧吉日). 
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management of horses” Liji 3, Yue Ling (天子乃教於田獵，以習五戎，班馬政。《禮

記‧月令》). Other methods which served both as diversion and martial exercise were 

wrestling and chariot races. During Spring and Autumn era, Wu State was known to 

have soldiers run 300 li in full armor; in Lu state, a general tested martial ability by 

having candidates jump neatly over a hurdle three times; while in Chu state, sailors 

practiced with a crude form of tug-of-war by pulling boats upstream (Crowther 2007, 

3-4; Speak in Riordan & Jones 1999, 27). Of maximum interest to us, however, was 

the training of young aristocrats. Practicing with the bow was not limited to their 

joining a chase but also took place in institutions where shooting talent was carefully 

honed. The palace compound itself is said to have housed such an institution for the 

highest of nobilities.49 In such colleges, archery was learned not only as skill but 

ritual. 

 

                    

LEFT: Shang Dynasty bow as seen on oracle bone inscriptions, XIV-XIII BC. RIGHT: Qum  
Darya type bow from Qing Dynasty tomb relief. From Rausing 1997, 112, 116. 

                                                      
49

 There are allusions in early literature to a prime area in palace grounds designated for archery 
exhibitions. In his translation of the Shijing, Legge’s explanation about such space– i.e., an arena for 
martial display dramatically surrounded by water – is intriguing: “the parade-ground of the capital of 
(Lu) was surrounded with a canal, sown with cress and other plants. There they practiced archery, and 
the use of other weapons. Near the palace of King (Wen), there was a similar ground (…) intended for 
martial exercises. A similar parade-ground existed under his son, King (Wu) at the capital city (Gao, 
鎬). The (Liji) affirms that they gave also to the people in this special place lessons in morality, literally 

that they taught them the rites. (The poem Si Zhai 思齋) mentions young men who were educated to 

the institutions of King (Wen)”, Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol.4, 158. Another poem in the Shijing 
describes King Wen reposing in such place, “The king was by the marvelous pond; - how full was it of 
fishes leaping about! (…) In what unison surrounded the drums and bells! What joy was there in the 
hall with its circlet of water! The lizard-skin drum rolled harmonious, as the blind musicians performed 
their parts” No. 242, Lingtai (大雅‧靈臺). The presence of musical instruments alerts us to the fact 

that archery was conducted there in the form of ritual. Significantly, the state of Lu housed a similar 
area, the details and functions of which are described in detail in poem No.299, Panshui (魯頌‧泮水). 

I am unaware of supporting finds from excavations on palace grounds in China. 
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3. Archery Rituals 

“The two great affairs of state are ritual sacrifice and war”, thus declares the Zuo 

Zhuan, Cheng, 30 (國之大事，在祀與戎。《左傳‧成公十三年》). In China, both affairs 

involved forms of archery. We already have some idea from foregoing discussion 

about the significance of the bow. On this point, literary and material sources 

converge. Legends, historical narratives and military relics confirm that the bow was 

a prominent and ubiquitous artefact in early China. The importance which Shang and 

Zhou rulers attached to it is likewise attested by numerous oracle bone and vessel 

inscriptions in which ritual hunts and military campaigns are frequent themes. In 

these writings, the image of the bow lurks around sometimes as the instrument for 

success, other times as a present accompanying delegation of royal power (Wilkinson 

2013, 689-90; Selby 2000, 30-33; Wilkinson 2000, 376, 412-415, 421-422).50 Like 

many early civilizations, China saw survival hunt turn into a leisure sport and physical 

training for the elite. In China, however, archery was further absorbed into court 

ritual (Yates in Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 14; Selby, 2003, 9).  

 Almost certainly, the martial preparation of young nobles came hand-in-hand 

with ritual training. In this regard, the Great Sacrifice (禘) of the monarch was 

preceded by ritual archery, and the very performance of the sacrifice itself may have 

involved archery, charioteering and other battle movements reenacting the military 

conquest of revered ancestors. Details are as yet sparse and tentative so much so 

that describing it requires piecing together data from various sources. Affinity 

between early and late Bronze Age vessels in China indicates that the rituals of Zhou 

must have resembled those of their forebears, at least in terms of who were 

worshipped and the instruments that were used. The extent of the similarity is 

difficult to ascertain. The evolution of Zhou vessels into large volumes, however, 

suggests that rituals came to involve a bigger group of performers and that this 

happened too with the Great Sacrifice.51 The latter was a sacred occasion of 

ancestor worship in which successfully trained young nobles were admitted to a 

ritual dance with the monarch. Accompanied by music and in great solemnity they 

                                                      
50

 For examples of relevant relics, we have the Maogong bronze caldron (毛公鼎) in the National 

Palace Museum, Taipei, is a fine example of bronze vessels with such engraving. Li Feng cites other 
very relevant finds such as a Shang dynasty bronze turtle called Zuoce Ban (作冊般) inscribed with the 

words, “On the bingshen day, the Shang king floated the Huan River in a boat and captured a turtle. As 
it happened, the king shot four arrows and none of them missed the target”. An early Zhou tureen, 
the Yihou Ze gui (宜候夨簋) commemorates reward of land jurisdiction to an allied prince along with 

gifts including “a red lacquered bow and one hundred red-lacquered arrows”, see Li 2013, 73-74; 129.  
51

 On the enlargement of Zhou vessels and its ritual implications, see Rawson 1989. 
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imitated the glorious battle movements of the first rulers of Zhou.52  

Edward Shaughnessy, who is convinced that most of the “Zhou Odes” in the 

Shijing accompanied such ritual, argues convincingly that it was a “martial 

song-and-dance suite” with movements that symbolized Zhou victory. He comments 

that “(with) musical accompaniment, singing of songs describing the deeds of the 

dynastic founders, and acting out those same deeds through pantomimic dancing, 

this must have been a fairly complete ritual performance (…) (prayers to the 

ancestors) performed, one might say concelebrated, by the collective body” 

(Shaughnessy 1997, 165-169, 178,180).53  Richard Rutt holds similar views. He 

explains that “archery was practiced with stylized stance and gestures, a kind of 

chivalric choreography described in the Book of Odes” and that it was customary for 

predecessors to be “represented by young impersonators of the dead during 

ancestral rites”, the impersonators being the “youngest of their descendants who 

were dressed for their parts” (Rutt 2002, 13, 21, 354). He further adds the interesting 

note that in these sacrifices, there were ritualists in place of priests to prompt 

participants in executing mythic deeds.54 In fact, not only did they recall the virtues 

of ancestors through ritual chants and gestures, but the very bows they held – with 

its typical embellishment of green silk – would have furnished a filial reminder: 

“green has been the silk – it was you who did it. I think of the ancients that I may be 

kept from doing wrong.”55 Incidentally, a fleeting passage in the “Odes of Lu” 

                                                      
52

 The section of the Liji on “Royal Regulations” (王制) describes a system of graduated education in 

which archery figures importantly in the training of young aristocrats. Elsewhere in the same classic, 
there is mention of the monarch performing archery at the “pool” (澤) before archery in the hall prior 

to the Great Sacrifice, cf. Liji 46, Sheyi (射義). We have alluded to this peculiar place in an earlier 

footnote.  
53

 Shaughnessy refers in particular to Zhou odes addressing ancestors and possessing a rhythmic 
pattern suitable for marking the steps of a dancing group. He writes, “I believe that when this same 
type of interpretation is addressed to poems in the Zhou liturgies section that concern sacrifices to 
ancestors – the majority of poems in the section – it will not only help to illustrate the original 
function of those poems (as liturgical chants), but it will also shed important light on the development 
of these rituals during the Western Zhou dynasty”, Shaughnessy 1997, 174.  
54

 Was Confucius a ritualist for some such ceremony, and were these among the rituals which he 
sought to restore or propagate among the rulers of his time? It seems possible: Li Feng, discussing 
artefacts and inscriptions of the Spring and Autumn period, provides a helpful background to the 
emergence of the shi (士) class, that is, the literati: “the rise of the Shi status, variously defined as 

‘officials’, ‘warriors,’ and ‘stewards of noble households,’ must be understood in the context of the 
fierce political struggle and the profound socioeconomic changes (…) Confucius himself was a good 
example (…) When the lineages had demised, with their land and people annexed by other lineages or 
incorporated into countries by the conquering states, it was their aristocratic heritage, most 
importantly education and warrior spirit, that they could rely on in their future, as the states and 
rulers were looking for talented and brave young men to serve in their governments”, Li 2013, 174.    
55

 Zhou bows for chase and war were typically fitted with green silk, so infers James Legge from 
poems in the Shijing: “bows (for the chase) were of carved wood and adorned with green silk (…) 
Those of the princes of the blood were painted red, the (Zhou) color”, and, “like the hunting bows, 
those used in war were of wood adorned with green silk. The bows of the chiefs had ornaments of 
ivory. There were also bows of horn, or as strong as horn”, Legge 2000, The Chinese Classics, vol. 4, 
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mentions that the bow of the prince of Lu bore green bands: “Our prince’s chariots 

are a thousand, [And in each] are the vermillion tassels and the green bands of the 

two spears and the two bows”, No. 300, Bi Gong (公車千乘，朱英錄騰，二矛重弓。

《魯頌‧閟宮》). The same poem sings of how the ruler of Lu was made duke by the 

Zhou monarch in reward for collaborating in the Battle of Mu. If our sources are right, 

this early history of political allegiance earned the prince of Lu privilege to use royal 

rites and music in his own state.56  

Participating in sacred dances, specifically those in the presence of the emperor, 

did not come easy. It would seem that one had to first succeed in a series of rituals 

and archery contests, and that this process itself was a way to select officers and 

adjust ranks.57 The Liji explains the ancient practice with the following words:  

 

Anciently, the son of Heaven chose the feudal lords, the dignitaries who were 
Great officers, and the officers, from their skill in archery. Archery is specially the 
business of males, and there were added to it the embellishments of ceremonies 
and music. Hence among the things which may afford the most complete 
illustration of ceremonies and music, and the frequent performance of which may 
serve to establish virtue and good conduct, there is nothing equal to archery: and 
therefore the ancient kings paid much attention to it. 

Therefore, anciently (…) the feudal princes annually presented the officers 
who had charge of their tribute to the son of Heaven, who made trial of them in 
the archery hall (…) When the rulers and their officers earnestly devoted 

                                                                                                                                                        
prolegomena pp. 147-148, 156. 
56

 James Legge reports from an earlier Chinese source the story behind the existence of the Odes of 
Lu: “King Ching, because of the great services rendered to the kingdom by the duke of (Zhou), granted 
(Bi Gong) [the eldest son and the first marquis of (Lu)], the privilege of using the royal ceremonies and 
music, in consequence of which (Lu) had its (odes), which were sung to the music in its ancestral 
temple. Afterwards, they made in (Lu) other odes in praise of their rulers”, Legge, The Chinese Classics, 
vol.4, 611. He also notes, however, that the matter is “very much controverted.” If these did happen, 
then we may be looking at the long history behind Confucius’s extreme regard for ancient ritual and 
indignation about its usurpation. Issue of Lu ritual privilege aside, historians attest to early military 
partnership between Zhou and Western Shandong rulers, specifically in campaigns against “Eastern 
Barbarians” (東夷), cf. Li 2013, 136-7. E.G. Pulleybank wrote a helpful study on how Zhou culture 

came to be adopted in Zou and Lu states, the homelands of Mencius and Confucius, respectively, 
consult his article “Zou 鄒 and Lu 魯 and the Sinification of Shandong” in Ivanhoe 1996, 39-57. His 

theory is that Yi 夷 tribes refers to groups of inhabitants from Hebei to Shandong who were resilient 

to mainstream civilization. While investigating archery in the Analects and ancient China, this 
mysterious group whose name combines the characters big (大) and bow (弓) turned up in different 

places: as ancestors of the Zhou, or of the state of Chu who were renowned archers, as barbarians in 
Confucius’s time, or, in later historical records, as a legendary tribe of archers who inspired the 
“Company of Archers” (弓箭社), a citizen militia in the Song Dynasty. I am not able to make sense of 

the different mentions of the Yi, but I am certain that finding our more will yield discoveries about 
China’s archery heritage. 
57

 A widespread belief explained in the Liji: see Sheyi chapter. The idea also surfaces in various places 
in the Liji in keeping with the idea of “gaining office through merit”, apparently a popular catchword 
during Eastern Zhou. Sarah Allen shows how the popularity of the slogan is evidenced in a bamboo 
inscription of the Warring States, consult her article “Abdication and Utopian Vision in the Bamboo 
Slip Manuscript Rongchengshi” in Allan 2012. 
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themselves together in archery, and the practice in connection with it of 
ceremonies and music, they were happy and got renown (…) This was the way in 
which the son of Heaven cherished the princes, and had no need of weapons of 
war. (Liji 46, Sheyi《禮記‧射義》)  

 

The passage is lengthy, but tackles in one blow at least four key points which 

later people associated with ancient practice of archery: first, the simple fact that the 

ancients valued it; second, that it revealed one’s moral dispositions; third, that it was 

an instrument for identifying those worthy for office; fourth, that it contributed to 

harmonious relations between nobles of different states. 

The Yili (儀禮), or Book of Etiquette and Ceremonial, names four types of 

archery ritual contests: “Grand” Archery (大射), “Guest” Archery (賓射), Yan or 

“Banquet” Archery (燕射), and “Town” Archery (鄉射). The first of these was a 

prelude to the Great Sacrifice discussed above. Presided by the monarch, those who 

showed mastery of ritual steps and shooting skill were subsequently admitted to the 

Sacrifice. Guest Archery was a festive ritual organized for visiting princes and officers. 

A poem in the Shijing describes one such occasion: 

 

 
The mats are spread, and a second one above;     肆筵設席。 

The stools are given, and there are plenty of servants.   授几有緝御。 

[The guests] are pledged, and they pledge [the host] in return 或獻或酢。 

(…) Sauces and pickles are brought in,      醓醢以薦。 

With roast meat and broiled.        或燔或灸。 

Excellent provisions there are of tripe and cheek;    嘉殽脾臄。 

With singing to lutes, and with drums.      或歌或咢。 

 
The ornamented bows are strong,       敦弓既堅。 

And the four arrows are all balanced.      四鍭既鈞。 

They discharge the arrows, and all hit,      舍矢既均。 

And the guests are arranged according to their skill.    序賓以賢。 

The ornamented bows are drawn full,      敦弓既句。 

And the four arrows are grasped in the hand.     既挾四鍭。 

They go straight to the mark as if planted in it    四鍭如樹。 

 
(…) You have made us drink to the full of your spirits;   既醉以酒、 

You have satiated us with your kindness.      既飽以德。 

(Shijing, No. 246, Xing Wei)       (《詩經‧大雅‧行葦》) 

  

From the lines above, we see that on these events a well-orchestrated ambience, 

bountiful meal, dramatic musical accompaniment, and demonstrations of shooting 

prowess all contrived to impress dignitaries. There are ample passages in the Shijing 

describing what transpired in Guest Archery events: carefully arranged logistics, 

ceremonial words and gestures, contest procedures, and joyful rounds of toasting 
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alongside moral admonition against drinking excessively. As it seems, guest archeries 

easily degenerated into drinking orgies.58  

Moving on, Yan Archery seems to have been a standard demonstration of 

archery and its being enlaced with wine-drinking made it particularly enjoyable to 

aristocrats. By the end of Chinese antiquity, archery became firmly associated with 

the lifestyle of aristocrats of earlier days, specifically the Spring and Autumn Period. 

When organized in the lay up for Grand Archery, Yan Archery functioned as a 

“qualification round” for achieving higher office. Town Archery, in turn, would have 

been part of the preparation for archery rituals in larger circumscriptions. Held 

seasonally by local officials in their districts, it served as a culminating activity for the 

schooling of young males. Supposedly, those who showed talent were employed or 

sent to train and compete in regional or central institutions.59  

What we must note about the archery events discussed above is that they 

tended to be elaborate ceremonies that made target-shooting no simple affair. The 

Zhouli enumerates a five-point criteria by which skill was assessed in Town Archery:

「退而以鄉射之禮，五物詢眾庶。一曰和、二曰容、三曰主皮、四曰和容、五曰

興舞。」《周禮‧鄉大夫》. In other words, one had to have proper bearing, learn the 

right steps, move gracefully, discharge arrows in time with music, and hit the target 

besides.60  Evidently, piercing the hide was not the only thing that counted (cf. An 

3.16). Stephen Selby, in his survey of archery-related characters from early 

inscriptions and later archery manuals, calls attention too to a “normative stance” for 

shooting – supposedly inherited from the ancients – to which archers assiduously 

                                                      
58

 See, for example, two comic poems that portray the gradual intoxication of guests as the event 
unfolded: Shijing, Nos. 215 and 220, Sang Hu and Bin Zhi Chu Yan (小雅‧桑扈、賓之初筵). Verses of 

the second poem read, “Thus when they have drunk too much, they become insensible of their errors. 
With their caps on one side, and like to fall off, they keep dancing and will not stop (...) remaining after 
they are drunk, is what is called doing injury to virtue. Drinking is a good institution, only when there 
is good deportment in it.” According to the Liji, it was customary for the ancients to hold a wine 
ceremony (燕禮) before ritual archery, cf. Liji 46, Sheyi. The fact that court and leisure archery came 

with wine-drinking leads us to consider an element which may have made these rituals telling of a 
person’s character in a way not directly related to shooting performance itself. We may have here a 
piece of context and grounds for understanding Confucius’s remark that “at the Great Sacrifice, after 
the pouring out of the libation, I have no wish to look on”, Analects 3.10. Authors note that the Zhou, 
conscious of the notoriety of their Shang predecessors in drinking, sought to curb wine consumption 
in their own rituals while certainly not losing their taste for it. Li Feng makes a relevant observation 
from the point of view of archeology: “Almost all types of bronzes fashioned in the late Shang survived 
into early Western Zhou, but the centrality of such wine vessels as jia-pitchers, and gu- and jue-cups 
seems to have been lost, giving way to a new emphasis on the set of food-serving vessels including 
ding-cauldron and gui-tureen”, Li 2013, 124.  
59

 Consult the Yili section on village archery contest (儀禮‧鄉射禮) for a blow by blow account of the 

Town Ritual.  
60

It was an ordeal which the Sheyi chapter of the Liji has Confucius carp, saying, “How difficult it is to 

shoot! How difficult it is to listen (to the music)! To shot exactly in harmony with the note (given) by 
the music, and to shoot without missing the bull’s eye on the target: - it is only the archer of superior 
virtue who can do this!” 
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conformed.61 

 

   

 
 
ABOVE: “Standing Archer” Terracotta soldier shows the standard shooting stance with feet 
perpendicular to each other, Mausoleum of Qin Shi Huang, Xi’an.  (Retrieved on-line from 

http://blog.absolutechinatours.com/index.php/2011-12-29/the-hidden-information-behind-the-terra-

cotta-warriors/ , Feb. 5, 2015). 
 
 

Shooting in a ritual setting was encrusted in an intricate series of norms and 

ceremonial words and gestures intended to represent the good dispositions and 

capacities of the archer. We have here an idea made explicit in the Liji of “observing 

virtue from the shooting” (射箭觀德) which was, as mentioned earlier, believed to 

be an ancient method of discerning who was fit for office. To sidetrack, Northern 

American sinologist Lisa Raphals holds that “archery as a manifestation of the virtue 

of the athlete first appears in the Analects” (Raphals in Fraser et al. 2011, 3). I think 

that passages relating to archery in the Analects suffice to show that Confucius had 

knowledge of ancient rituals and espoused their value for education and moral 

                                                      
61

 Selby explains that early forms of the character 正 in Shang and Zhou oracle bones and vessels 

show feet aligning with a marker. As archery ritual developed, a T-marker was placed on the ground of 
the shooting platform for archers to adjust properly. The practice and its origin seem to have been 
carefully observed until much later times, as an 18

th
 century commentary on the Yili by Sheng Shizuo 

(盛世佐) indicates: “The proper stance for archery is not the same as at other times. At other times, 

you can adopt a stance with the feet parallel to each other, but an archer’s stance must not be parallel. 
If his feet are parallel, he is not permitted to shoot. The Sage Kings were wary of those who might not 
comply with this structure, so they first drew a mark on the ground in the shape of a cross at the 
position the archer was to shoot, and made the archer align his feet with it. When it was time for the 
Master of Shooting and the Instructor to shoot, then they looked at the center of the target and then 
looked down to check their feet, to see whether they were in the approved stance (…) Even now, an 
archer’s stance is with his feet in a ‘T’ in memory of the way the ancients intended”, Yili Jipian (儀禮集

篇‧鄉射禮), translation from Selby 2000, 63.  

http://blog.absolutechinatours.com/index.php/2011-12-29/the-hidden-information-behind-the-terra-cotta-warriors/
http://blog.absolutechinatours.com/index.php/2011-12-29/the-hidden-information-behind-the-terra-cotta-warriors/
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cultivation. It cannot be easily deduced, however, whether the Confucius of the 

Analects rated moral progress through archery performances, unless we have 

recourse to anecdotes about Confucius from other sources.62 If any, it was on the 

basis of matters such as persistence in learning, social manners and behavior that the 

master formulated judgments about moral character. On the other hand, aspect or 

demeanor – including that shown in ceremonies involving archery but also in others 

kinds, such as rituals for investiture or for mourning – as indication of a ruler’s moral 

standing and capacity to govern does appear in classics earlier or contemporary with 

the Analects and is reflected in the latter as well.63 So, for example, a poem in the 

Shijing praises the appearance and movements of a young noble performing ritual 

archery.  

 

With what skill in the swift movements of his feet!   巧趨蹌兮， 

With what mastery of archery! (…)     射則臧兮， 

His beautiful eyes how clear!      美目清兮， 

His manners how complete!      儀既成兮， 

Shooting all day at the target (…)     終日社侯64， 

His dancing so choice!       舞則選兮， 

Sure to send his arrows right through!     射則貫兮， 

The four all going to the same place!     四矢反兮， 

One able to withstand rebellion!      以禦亂兮。 

(Shijing, No. 106, Yi Jie)        (《詩經‧齊風‧猗嗟》) 

 

The final line is significant: the prince’s excellent performance is taken as a sign that 

he will be an able ruler. The poem demonstrates yet again the close association of 

archery with the ruling class, the appearance and bodily motions of the prince 

showing forth his authority. Furthermore, the verses indicate how shooting in a 

ceremonial set-up was not a sheer matter of muscle work. There were ritual 

movements to observe and moral significance attaching to these external gestures, 

such as those mentioned above of reverencing ancestors and imitating the deeds and 

qualities believed about them. Although it is uncertain how much descriptions of 

                                                      
62

 There is an episode narrated in the Sheyi chapter of the Liji recounting Confucius taking part in an 
archery ritual paired with Zilu (子路). From content and manner of narration, the ritual is clearly 

construed as a touchstone for virtue. Notwithstanding, I agree with Lisa Raphals’s conclusion that 
archery was “part of a spectrum of embodied practices which expressed, and transformed, the virtues 
of the practitioner”, Raphals in Fraser et al. 2011, 10. 
63

 Vessel inscriptions, for example, praise the de (德 ) and qualities of rulers in inscriptions 

commemorating royal ceremonies and rituals. Importance of princely deportment is also clear in the 
Books of Zhou of the Shang Shu. In the Analects, several passages speak of the dignified bearing of 
sage kings in a way which supposedly attests to their virtue. 
64

 I call attention to the character “hou” (侯), meaning “target” in the poem. The same character 

denotes feudal lord or marquis (候) in transmitted literature. That target and feudal lord are 

homonyms is a matter that interested Confucian scholars. The coincidence certainly allowed for a pun 
(射侯) in a lost ode which may have been a covert warning to insubordinate nobles, cf. Riegel, 1982.  
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archery ritual in the Liji and Zhouli actually reflect the ways of remote eras, 

traditional literature and practice show how the exercise of non-martial archery was 

embedded in a series of manifestations of virtuous conduct: of assisting blind 

musicians as the ceremony commenced, of bowing to fellow participants, of heeding 

cues from the ceremonial master, of offering wine to the vanquished, and so on. 

Again in alleged imitation of ancient ways, the archer customarily halted in position 

after firing an arrow so as to observe his shot and check his posture: a moment of 

self-examination. 65  Moreover, participants in archery rituals never competed 

individually but in pairs consisting of a junior and a senior archer, an arrangement 

which gave occasion to treat older competitors deferentially.66  

 This much said about ritual demonstrations of shooting, we now move on to 

briefly name other archery-related customs.67 As mentioned earlier, investiture 

ceremonies were highly solemn occasions where bows and arrows frequently 

numbered among gifts that accompanied bestowal of power to feudal lords by the 

sovereign.68 At the birth of a male child, it was customary to present a bow and six 

arrows followed by a shooting ritual on the third day. Later, the grown-up son took 

part in a rite consisting in shooting arrows at six directions – heaven, earth and the 

four corners –, the directions supposedly symbolizing those to whom the future 

gentleman would seek to fulfill duties.69 The important state event of offering 

                                                      
65

 The Liji bears out from this detail a method of moral cultivation fostered through exercise of 
archery: “archery is the way of benevolence, the archer sets himself aright, thus discharging the arrow, 
if he misses he does not look to others to blame but himself”, Liji 46, Sheyi (射者仁之道也，射求正諸

己。已正而後發，發而不中則不怨勝己者，反求諸己而已。《禮記‧射義》). Like Wang Ju’s archery 

manual cited previously, this passage from the Liji also takes from Mencius 2A, 7. Interestingly, in 
Mencius the same idea is clearly a metaphoric expression replete with the character “like” (如). 

Compare Mencius’s 「仁者如射，射者正己…」with the first words of the excerpt from the Liji.   
66

 For the intricacies of archery ritual practice, consult section of the Yili about the village archery 
contest. Archery rituals, at least in the manner described by posterity, did seem to hammer in social 
status and hierarchy. With regard to the pairing of young with old, Selby sees in this a reason why 
scoring could not depend on accuracy and strength: “There was no point in reckoning the score of a 
young blood at the height of his physical strength, who could perhaps pull thirty kilograms, against the 
score of an old man with failing eyesight – especially if the old man was a duke or the Emperor himself. 
But an older participant might outshine a youngster in terms of posture, co-ordination with music, 
familiarity with the ritual and grace of movement”, Selby 2000, 77.  
67

 At this point as in other moments, I cannot but rely on the Liji. Endymion Wilkinson, recapitulating 
Zhou vessel inscriptions and their ritual use, offers the somewhat reassuring comment that “the 
system (of ritual sacrifices based on feudal hierarchy) as set out in the Liji and other ritual texts has 
been largely confirmed by late Zhou archeological finds”, Wilkinson 2013, 690. I take it that the Liji is a 
source of likelihoods and possibilities, without certainty that things were as it says about former times.   
68

 Further to the story of allegiance between Zhou and Lu state, the Spring and Autumn Annals 
mentions “the precious jade and great bow” as prized treasures of Lu State, once stolen then 
recovered, Zuo Zhuan, Ding, 8. This bow was supposedly that which the first duke of Lu received at the 
founding of the Zhou, Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol. 5, 770. 
69

 Cf. Liji 12, Pattern of the Family (禮記‧內則). On the custom of shooting at six directions, the Liji 

further explains the following in the Sheyi chapter:「故男子生桑弧蓬矢六，以射天地四方。天地四

方者，男子之所有事也；故必先有誌於其所有事，然後敢用谷也，飯食之謂也。」《禮記‧射義》 
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sacrifice for rain (大雩) recorded year after year in the Spring & Autumn Annals also 

involved elements of archery, probably evoking memory of the mythic archer hero Yi. 

Likewise in spring, the monarch offered sacrifice at the altar of the first match-maker 

and gave gifts of bows and arrows to women of the royal household escorting him (cf. 

Liji 6, Yueling). 

 Mourning ceremonies, apparently observed with maximum gravity, are also 

significant as far as archery in rituals is concerned. In this regard, the frequent 

emergence of bows in burial grounds is worth attention. Samples from archaeology 

are too many to mention: they stretch from royal tombs of early rulers to graves of 

common soldiers in later dynasties. As this section draws to an end, we do well to ask, 

as Michael Puett does, about the kind of items found in burial sites and why these 

items were placed with mortal remains. The fact is that in tomb excavations – 

particularly those belonging to aristocrats –, weapons are found alongside precious 

artefacts of jade, pottery, vessels and rolled texts. Puett notes that what these items 

have in common is that they were vested with ritual value and surmises if, perhaps, 

they were buried with the dead so that they may continue to enjoy the means to 

cultivate themselves in the afterlife. Whatever was believed about the otherworld, 

however, we can be certain that burial articles being “things that surrounded the 

person when alive” were matters obviously significant to the identity, lifestyle as well 

as ritual beliefs of the person during his lifetime – rituals, that is, “not in the sense of 

guidelines telling humans how to act but rather rituals that train human dispositions 

such that one gains a fixity of purpose and an ability to respond well to the world” 

(Puett 2012, 53, 59).70  

Although Puett wrote these words with Eastern Zhou relics in mind, I think that 

what he observes about burial customs may be said of earlier times as well. Thus, for 

example, we read in the Shang Shu that when King Cheng (成王, d. 1006 BC) lay in 

state, master-crafted bow and arrows were displayed among the late sovereign’s 

priced possessions:「越玉五重、陳寶(…)兌之戈、和之弓、垂之竹矢在東房。」《尚

書‧顧命》. A later scholar’s comment about the implication of the articles in the 

funerary exhibit captures well the significance of archery in the ritual practice of 

early China: 「宗器於祭陳之，示能守也，於顧命陳之，示能傳也。」《楊時‧中

庸傳》. In other words, these objects, mostly heirlooms, were a silent eulogy to the 

royal deceased, proof that living he had cherished and dying he could transmit that 

which he had received from his ancestors.   

  

                                                      
70

 Puett’s article on the ritual significance of articles and manuscripts from the Guodian (郭店) tomb 

excavation hardly tackles archery. However, I find that mental and moral approaches to archery 
converge in his manner of explaining ritual, and that such explanation is helpful for understanding 
ancient archery ritual, see Puett 2010.  
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We have seen how archery figured in the collective memory, warfare and customs of 

the early dynasties. Ritual was part of education, and archery was instrumental to 

ritual. The Confucius of the Analects who claimed to be nothing but a teacher and a 

transmitter of the past was evidently versed in the archery rituals of early Zhou. It 

would seem, besides, that he was himself a competent archer. Given the master’s 

knowledge of the skill and the mentality surrounding use of the bow, it should come 

as no surprise that he had recourse to the familiar and accessible experience of 

archery when teaching on morality. This shall be the quid of our inquest in chapter 4.      

In the course of this chapter, I relied heavily on literary sources both of poetic 

and historical natures to present a three-fold panorama of archery in early China. I 

am aware that Pre-Qin sources are plagued with controversies as to origin and dating 

of finds. For this reason, I have procured to supplement my exposition with 

archeological finds. The support that these can offer, however, are limited to 

“convergence” with literary sources rather than direct evidence. Insufficient as 

literary and material sources are for providing certainty about the empirical and 

historical details that we are interested in, they nonetheless furnish us with a good 

scenario of Pre-Qin beliefs surrounding archery.   
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CHAPTER 3  

Archery in Ancient Greece 
 

Ἕλλησιν, ὅτι μὴ κρησιν, ουκ ἐπιχώριον ὂν 
τοξέυειν 

- Pausanias1 
 

 

Archery in Ancient Greece 

The pride of place which archery holds in Chinese heritage is unequivocal. Turning to 

the other side of the spectrum, we find that ancient Greeks held it with mixed regard. 

On the one hand, it was a weapon of favorite Olympian gods and heroes depicted in 

Attic art. On the other hand, it was a paltry weapon next to the massive arms of a 

hoplite fighter. Again, it was a status skill practiced by hunt-loving aristocrats; then 

again, it was not a main event in any of the Panhellenic games. Based on the variety 

of recovered bows and arrowheads from different periods, archery appears to be 

foreign to the Greek peninsula. The common type in earlier times was the simple 

Cretan segment bow (Rausing 1997, 95). Unlike the Chinese bow which was larger 

and could be stretched to the face, this type could only be drawn to the chest and 

had less propelling power. Later, other types of bows were introduced in mainland 

Greek. 

Our incursion now into stories and facts about archery in the areas of mythology, 

athletics, and war should give us a glimpse into thoughts and values surrounding the 

bow in ancient Greece. An intriguing question to ask is why, despite its apparent 

insignificance in Greek athletics and warfare, Aristotle found its image useful for 

moral and political discourse. We shall have to wait until later a chapter before 

hazarding answers to this question, but the present section should equip us for that 

discussion.    

   

1. The Bow in Greek Mythology and Epic Tales 

 How did ancient Greeks regard and employ the bow? Historians of Western 

antiquity will warn us that this is not a simple matter. Unlike ancient China where 

archery was the foremost military skill of battling kingdoms, Greek states varied in 

their use and appreciation of the bow. To further complicate things, there is 

noticeable disparity between motifs of ceramic paintings and Homer’s stories: the 

former frequently depict archer gods and heroes, whereas the latter only 

sporadically mention archery in the supposed battles and games of the Dark Ages of 

                                                      
1
 Words of Pausanias (II AD), to the effect that “the Greeks, as they do not use (it), are unaccustomed 

to shoot”, transcribed from Snodgrass 1964, 156.  
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antiquity. Thus far, archeological findings support Homer in that archery finds from 

Bronze Age or Mycenaean Era (1600-1100) are few, excepting Crete where archery 

tradition was early and sustained (Rausing 1997, 95; Sage 1996, 21; Snodgrass 1976, 

81-82; Butler 1930, 35).2 This disparity confirms the view that even when its 

practical significance became marginal compared to remoter eras, archery continued 

to be part of Greek psyche since, after all, the gods were archers (Sweet 1987, 

176-177).3   

 The gods of mythology are singularly important inasmuch as these embodied 

Greek ideals, that is, the kind of physical and spiritual excellences which humans 

should strive for (Chambliss 1971, 12). Speaking of Greek mythology, three major 

gods come to the fore as exquisite archers. There is radiant Apollo, god of light and of 

harmony. The cult of Apollo was “closely bound up with prophecy, the art which 

throws light on the will of gods” (Servi 2012, 39).4 True enough, utterances and 

maxims from Delphi, a major shrine of Apollo, prop up as words of wisdom in both 

poetic and philosophical literature including those of Plato and Aristotle. Often seen 

in paintings with a lyre or bow and quiver, or both, Apollo was called “immortal 

archer” or “archer-god”, if not “deadly archer” (cf. Iliad 21.526 ff). Together with his 

sister Artemis, the love-struck god targeted mortal rivals and, in one occasion, shot 

down the children of Niobe in castigation for an impious remark against Leto, the 

twin gods’ mother. His reputation among archers can also be gleaned from the Iliad. 

There, the winning contender in an archery event makes sure to invoke the god 

before trying his luck. There too, it is the same god who guides Paris’s arrow to strike 

Achilles’ heels, thus cutting down the formidable champion of the Greeks. 

 Artemis’s link with archery is even stronger. Revered as the goddess of hunt, 

Homer calls her “the shooter of arrows” (Ιοχεαιρα), and “she of the golden bow” 

(Χρυσηλακατος). A nature-lover and protector of the young, the goddess on occasion 

puts her gentleness aside, for example, to hurl deadly arrows at Actaeon, the 

unfortunate voyeur who chanced upon the bathing goddess. Homer relates too that 

Artemis rallied strongly behind the Trojans in the great war, until coming face-to-face 

                                                      
2
  Archery was prominent in Cretan life since Bronze Ages. Crete supplied city-states in the Mainland 

with skilled archers during Persian and Peloponnesian Wars. However, their reputation for being 
“runners and liars” somewhat linked archery with deception, see entry on “Archery” in Golden 2004. 
Note that Odysseus – an important bow-wielding hero to be discussed shortly – was also wily. It was 
by deception that he took Heracles’s bow from Philoctetes, while the Trojan Horse ploy was his idea.   
3
 In writing this section, I found works of Waldo Sweet and Michael Sage most helpful for locating 

early sources on archery in the larger context of athletics and war, see Sweet 1987 and Sage 1996. 
4
 There are many important sources on Greek mythology, an English classic being the one by Edith 

Hamilton. For this section, I have chosen an illustrated work by archaeologist Katerina Servi which I 
stumbled upon in the Acropolis Museum, Athens, in 2013. Said book juxtaposes stories of the gods 
with extant artefacts and archeological sites that reflect what ancients believed precisely through their 
own artistic and architectural creations, see Servi 2012. 
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with an angry Hera who “stripped the bow and quiver off her shoulders” so that the 

younger god “fled in tears, her archer weapons left on the spot” (Iliad 21.545 ff). 

 

 

     
LEFT: “Artemis” red figure painting on Attic krater (c.470 BC). RIGHT: “Apollo Running” 
on Attic kylix (c. 480-470 BC). Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

 

 

 Meanwhile, Athena comes across as one of the favorite divinities of the Greeks.5 

Renowned for courage and intelligence, she was goddess of war and wisdom. In war, 

the bow-wielding goddess was fearless and cunning, swift to come to the aid of men. 

Heroes such as Hercules and Odysseus enjoyed her protection. In her namesake city 

of Athens, the cult of Athena was intensified through large-scale festivals, elaborate 

shrines, and ubiquitous images in her honor. Believed to have sprung directly from 

the mind of Zeus, the goddess was entrusted with the care of poets, orators, and 

philosophers. Her beneficences to mankind, however, was not limited to mental 

abilities. Her appellate as “Ergane” – from the word for task or function (ἔργον) 

familiar to us in Aristotelian ethical discourse – refers to how the patronizing goddess 

taught men practical skills and arts such as ceramics, woodwork, and weaving (Servi 

2012, 33).  

 It is interesting to compare Athena with another war god, her brother Ares. 

Unlike his compassionate and level-headed sister, Ares is portrayed as reckless and 

bloodthirsty. Though a progeny of major Olympian gods Zeus and Hera – and 

considering too how much military exploits occupied Greek city states –, there was 

curiously little devotion accorded to the god of war. Instead, “places where he was 

                                                      
5
 Apparently a favorite deity of Aristotle too, if we are to trust Diogenes Laertius’s transcription of the 

philosopher’s last will. The last item requests “to set up statues in stone four cubits in height to Zeus 
Savior and Athena Savioress at Stagira.” For the entire will as well as cautionary notes about its 
authenticity see “Fragments” in The Complete Works of Aristotle, ed. Jonathan Barnes, Princeton 
University Press 1984. 
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worshipped were few, and no city invoked him as its protector; unlike his sister 

Athena, who combined valor in war with prudence, Ares represented the frenzy of 

war and for that reason took pleasure in slaughter and bloodshed” (Servi 2012, 46). 

Different from the popular archer deities described above, Ares is usually depicted as 

a heavily clad warrior armed with spear and shield.   

 Apart from the Olympian gods, stories related to archery also emerge around 

war heroes. Achilles is said to have learned to wield the bow from his tutor, the 

mythic centaur Chiron. In combat, however, he laid his bow aside. He fought instead 

with sword and spear, if not with bare hands. In Homer, in fact, only a handful of 

nobles fought as archers, among them the Trojan prince Paris, and Odysseus who 

curiously sailed to the Great War without his bow. Thus, for the much-gifted 

Odysseus the bow neither seemed to be his principal war weapon despite possessing 

a shooting prowess which he boasted about with the following words: 

 

  I’m no disgrace in the world of games where men compete.  
Well I know how to handle a fine polished bow,  
the first to hit my man in a mass of enemies, 
even with rows of comrades pressing near me, 
taking aim with our shafts to hit our targets. 
Philoctetes alone outshot me there at Troy 
when ranks of (we) Achaean archers bent their bows. (The Odyssey 8.246 ff) 

 

The figure of Odysseus is significant in that he epitomized values dear to the Greeks. 

Reluctant at first to join the war but resolute once part of it, he was daring, versatile, 

astute, pious, and able to endure hardships. Favored by gods and a leader to men, he 

manifested both mental and physical excellences. Thus, Servi writes, “As a hero, 

Odysseus united courage with quickness of wit and readiness of tongue (…), the 

incarnation of the ideal of the period, which required that men should be 

distinguished by their deeds and their words (…) An epithet which is applied 

exclusively to Odysseus is polyainos, meaning ‘much praised’” (Servi 2012, 163).  

 Our mention of Odysseus in this section on Greek archery would not be 

complete without recalling the fact that with this hero, archery takes on a revelatory 

function. In the memorable story of his homecoming to Ithaca after a long, perilous 

journey from the Trojan War, Odysseus reveals his identity by winning an archery 

contest before promptly hunting down the other contenders: 

 

  Eyes riveted on Odysseus. 
  Now he held the bow 
  in his own hands, turning it over, tip to tip, 
  testing it, this way, that way … fearing worms 
  had bored through the weapon’s horn with master gone abroad. 
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  A suitor would glance at his neighbor, jeering, taunting, 
  “Look at our connoisseur of bows!” 
  So they mocked, but Odysseus, mastermind in action, 
  once he’d handled the great bow and scanned every inch (…) 
  so with his virtuoso ease Odysseus strung his mighty bow. 

Quickly his right hand plucked the string to test its pitch 
and under its touch it sang out clear and sharp as a swallow’s cry. 
Horror swept through the suitors, faces blanching white.  
(The Odyssey 21.438 ff) 

 

 Likewise, the demi-god Hercules was renowned for shooting skill. In the course 

of the great war, it is revealed to Odysseus that Troy would fall if the Greeks 

recovered the “weapons and arrows of Heracles.”6 Hercules performed impossible 

feats which are dramatized in the poetry and artwork of ancient Peloponnese. In 

accomplishing these, he did not rely solely on his bow but was also an impregnable 

wrestler and wielder of sword and club. There is, however, a striking event told of the 

life of Heracles which bears some resonance about archery. It is the story of how 

Hercules, possessed by a god-sent madness, slaughtered wife and children with his 

bow.7 Coming to himself, Hercules consults the oracle at Delphi. Thereupon follow 

the famous labors of Hercules, trials to expiate his crime and the endurance of which 

would lead him to join the ranks of immortals in Olympus.8 The toilsome journey of 

Odysseus, the labors of Hercules, so too the ordeals endured by impressionable 

deities and heroes such as Prometheus, Theseus9, and Oedipus all conjure in the 

Greek idea of “agon” (ἀγών), that is, a contest or competition implying prolonged 

effort and intense struggle which can ultimately purify and ennoble character.10 The 

                                                      
6
 Odysseus then concocts a plan to recover them from Philoctetes under whose custody Heracles’s 

bow and quiver had fallen, see Sophocles’ play named after the latter. 
7
 Olympian gods, particularly Hera, resented Hercules. In the Iliad, the following complaint against 

Hercules’s “impious” use of the bow is aired by a goddess: “Hera endured it too, that time 
Amphitryon’s son, mighty Heracles hit her deep in the right breast with a three-barbed shaft, and pain 
seized her, nothing calmed the pain. Even tremendous Hades had to endure that flying shaft like all 
the rest, when the same man, the son of thunder-shielded Zeus, shot him in Pylos (…) Think of the 
breakneck Heracles, his violent work, not a care in the world for all the wrong he’d done – he and his 
arrows raking the gods who hold Olympus!”, Iliad 5.446 ff.   
8
 Another story told of Heracles was how he won Iole through an archery contest. The tale, according 

to Mark Golden, has similar versions in different parts of the world, e.g., Japan, North America and 
India, cf. Golden 1998, 154. In the same vein, Caroline Sutherland suspects that figures like Hercules 
and Odysseus were probably transplanted along with their bows from remoter times and places to 
archaic tales: “the archery competition is part of a well-known folktale where the hero wins despite 
adversity: the details are not important.” This may partly explain discrepancies between Homer ’s 
battle descriptions and archeology. See her article, “Archery in the Homeric Epics”, Sutherland 2001. 
9
 Prometheus, titan and benefactor of men whom Athenians honored with shrines and festivals. 

Theseus is the mythical hero-king of Athens. 
10

 There are more heroes whose lives were characterized by some equally dramatic form of agony: 
Jason, Perseus, Cadmus. Greek drama was truly replete with athletic images, and “the adjective 
athlios (literally, ‘like an athlete’) is found often in Greek tragedy”, Erich Segal in the foreword of Sweet 
1987, vi. Paul Cartledge renders the same notion – common to sports, rhetoric and theatre – as 
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concept is central to both tragic drama and athletics, and we shall return to it when 

we discuss archery in the sporting culture of the Greeks. For the moment, suffice it to 

say that the deceivingly easy action of shooting arrows was also associated with the 

experience of agony. Sophocles’s quintessential tragedy Oedipus Rex illustrates this. 

As the thought begins to dawn on Oedipus that he may be the son and slayer of the 

previous ruler King Laius, he says, “what man would be more wretched (athlioteros) 

than I?” Later, Oedipus’s identity and crime confirmed, the chorus sings how he who 

was a master archer has now become the most “athletic” on earth: 

 

Here is the instance, here is Oedipus, here is the reason 
Why I will not call no mortal creature happy. 
With that supreme sureness of aim he hits the marks; 
Grasped every prize, by Zeus (…) 
And now, where is there a more heart-rending story of affliction? 
Where a more awful turn into the arms of torment? 
O glorious Oedipus? (Oedipus Rex 1190ff) 

                      

 In sum, as far as Greek mythology is concerned, the bow was an emblematic,  

though not exclusive, weapon of important gods and heroes. However, as mentioned 

in the beginning, this impression was more manifest in artistic creations of archaic 

and classic Greece. Bow-wielding gods and heroes are frequent motifs of red-figure 

paintings on pottery works: krater vases, drinking cups, vessels for liquid storage, and 

amphora containers for transport of goods. Meanwhile, mythology and epic tales 

mention deities and heroes as archers – at times victims of arrows11 –, but it was not 

the dominant weapon in Homeric battles. Notwithstanding, the characteristics and 

vicissitudes of archer deities and heroes are significant. Through these, Homeric 

literature influenced and shaped Greek education. In the words of a well-bred man of 

the classic era, “my father wishing me to become a good man (ἀνήρ ἀγαθός) made 

me learn the whole of Homer so that even today I can recite the Iliad and the 

Odyssey by heart” (Xenophon, Symposium 3.5). The fact is that Homer was the 

supreme classic of archaic era (VII-V BC) when education was the privilege of an 

                                                                                                                                                        
“adversarial” or “competitive”, see Cartledge 1999, 221-222. In Greek comedy, the term refers to the 
verbal parrying between two characters.  
11

 To be sure, Homer’s heroes not only knew how to wield the bow but were themselves victims of its 
nuisance. In the Iliad, Diomedes mocks Paris, saying, “Archer, scoundrel, pretty-boy with an eye for the 
girls, if you should try me face to face with weapons your bow would be of no use to you nor your 
thickly showered arrows (…) This is the weak weapon of a coward, a good-for-nothing”, Iliad 11.452 ff., 
translation by Michael Sage in Sage 1996. Later, however, Nestor observes the injuries suffered by 
Greeks from Trojan arrows: “Look – our finest champions laid up in the ships, all hit by arrows or run 
through by spears (…) there’s powerful Diomedes brought down by an archer, Odysseus wounded, and 
Agamemnon too, the famous spearman, and Eurypylus took a shaft in the thigh, and here, Machaon – 
I just brought him in from the fighting, struck down by an arrow whizzing off the string”, 11.780ff. All 
in all, the bow was not particularly feared. It was close combat that was considered deadly.  
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aristocracy of warriors. The words of French pedagogue and classicist Henri Marrou 

are worth transcribing: 

 

 Throughout its history Greek literary education kept Homer as its basic text, 
the focus of all its studies (…) It was not primarily as a literary masterpiece that 
the epic was studied, but because its content was ethical, a treatise on the ideal 
(…) Nor was (its) catechism to teach only (as in fact it did) a theogony and the 
golden legend of gods and heroes, but also as a whole theodicy, indeed a whole 
system of apologetics, a summarization of man’s duties to the gods – more, a 
handbook of practical morality, illustrating precept by example, beginning with 
good manners for children (…) Homer’s real significance lies elsewhere – in the 
moral climate in which his heroes act; in their style of life. No attentive reader can 
escape the pervasive influence of this atmosphere for long. From this point of 
view we rightly speak of “Homeric education,” ὁμηρικὴ παιδεία: ‘the education 
which the young Greek derived from Homer was that which the poet gave his 
heroes.’ (Marrou in Chambliss 1971, 31-33)  

  

Marrou also notes that even when the content of Greek education evolved, the kind 

of ethic transmitted by Homer lingered on. Plato, ever critical of “poets’ stories”, 

called Homer “the educator of Greece”. 12  Aristotle, for his part, openly 

acknowledged the value of tragedies in moral education in the Poetics, and regularly 

used Homeric characters like Odysseus and Priam to illustrate moral points.  

 

2. Archery as Athletics 

 In actual fact, the myths of Hesiod and epic tales of Homer – the two probably 

VIII or VII BC contemporaries – resounded not only in theaters but also in sports 

arenas. On at least these two counts, the official games and tragic shows mirrored 

each other: both were religious festivals and were competitive in nature (Sweet 1987, 

192-194).13 We leave aside theatre since there is not much to say about depiction of 

archery in amphitheatres. Still, it is useful to bear in mind the close association 

between tragic drama and athletics, that they shared similar features, values, and 

ends. It occurs to me that while we are well aware of the relation between tragedy 

and ethics in Aristotle – since he himself was explicit about it –, we tend to overlook 

the language and spirit of athleticism that likewise pervaded his moral discourse.14 

Our discussion now on archery and athletics may help us reconsider the matter. 

                                                      
12

 See Plato’s Republic 10.606, and Protagoras 339a. 
13

 Tragedists did not write original plots, but took from Greek mythology, Sweet 1987, 196. The 
tragedies that have survived would have been entries to literary competitions celebrating the festival 
of Dionysius. 
14

 In recent years, publications can be found addressing the issue, e.g., M. Andrew Holowchak & 
Heather Reid’s Aretism: An Ancient Sports Philosophy for the Modern Sports World (Lexington Books, 
2011); David Potter’s The Victor’s Crown: A History of Ancient Sport from Homer to Byzantium (Oxford, 
2012); Michael McNamee’s Sports, Virtues and Vices: Morality Plays (Routledge, 2008), and more. 
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    We can point out first that the illustrious characters of mythology and tragedy 

were the same ones that inspired athletic events and practice. To cite concrete 

examples, Philostratos (170 AD) in his work On Athletics mentions the belief that 

Prometheus was the first to practice athletics. Prometheus is interesting because in 

the ancients’ regard for him we witness an example of how intellectual, ethical and 

physical ideals tended to converge in the Greek mind. It was divine Prometheus who 

stole a branch of fire from the gods in order to provide for naked man, an act which 

he paid for dearly through a prolonged and excruciating agony. Thanks to the theft, 

however, the otherwise feeble constitution of man was endowed with a power 

superior to other creatures. Prometheus’ saving deed was commemorated with torch 

races during the Panathenaic games (Sweet 1987, 33; Servi 2012, 22-23). Plato 

mentions the myth in the Timaeus. Incidentally, an altar of Prometheus was situated 

in the Academy and served as base for torch relays in which young men took part.15 

These events in honor of Prometheus may have made an impression on the young 

Aristotle. Years later, the latter referred to reason as a “spark of something divine in 

man, small but precious” (cf. Nicomachean Ethics 10.7). 

 To further drive home the close relation between mythology and athletics, we 

might also mention that the gods or heroes themselves were believed to be 

originators of the Panhellenic games. Pausanias writing from II AD says in his 

Description of Greece that either Zeus or Hercules was said to have instituted the 

Olympic Games, and that at any case the first victors were believed to be the gods 

themselves.16 Furthermore, the events as much as the victories won during these 

events were customarily dedicated to gods. The multitude of shrines in stadiums 

where inter-city games were held attest to this: altars and statues of Zeus and Hera, 

Athena and Apollo, Hermes and Hercules dot sports grounds for participants and 

spectators to offer vows and dedicatory prayers. As with Olympia, the same 

phenomenon of piety surrounded other Panhellenic events, i.e., the Nemean, 

Pythian, and Isthmian Games.17 These large-scale competitions brought together in 

a spirit of sportsmanship Greece’s warring states. They were called “Sacred Games” 

since they were held in honor of shared deities, or “Crown Games” owing to the 

practice of crowing victors with twisted branches.            

                                                      
15

 Ancient writers who mention this race with firing brand are Arrian of Nicomedia in Anabasis, and 
Pausanias, cf. Sweet 1987, 32-33.  
16

 See section on early history of the Olympic Games, 5.7.6 ff. 
17

 The Nemean games like the Olympics honored Zeus, while the Isthmian games of Corinth were 
dedicated to Poseidon. The Pythian games were held in Apollo’s shrine in Delphi. An ancient biography 
of Aristotle claims that at 17 years, “he received an oracle from the Pythian god to become a 
philosopher in Athens. There he attended on Socrates, and stayed with him for the short time that 
remained before the latter’s death; after him, he attended on Plato and stayed with him too until 
death, a period of some twenty years as he himself says in a letter to Philip”, Vita Aristotelis Marciana 
34-40 Gigon.   
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 At this point, I would like to point out a fact which may seem unfortunate for the 

purpose of our discussion. It is the following: that archery was not a major event in 

any of the four great Panhellenic Games. Mainstay events – give and take variations 

over time and among hosting cities – were the chariot or horse race, boxing, 

wrestling, pankration, foot races, and the pentathlon, the last being a combination of 

wrestling, racing, long jump, and javelin and discus throwing. Archery and other 

forms of competition were variably included in one occasion or another of the games, 

if not in local competitions.18 The Eleutherian Games did include archery (Miller 

2004, 145). This too was a Panhellenic athletic meet instituted after Greeks 

dramatically overpowered Persian forces in the Battle of Platea (479 BC). I shall 

detain myself in discussing athletic culture with the thrust that archery became part 

of it by the Golden era and was thus endowed with the same spirit.  

Despite not being a major event, archery was regularly practiced as a sport and 

recreation. In Homer, archery competitions are staged in welcoming ceremonies and 

funeral games. It was, for example, one of the events in the funeral games of 

Patroclus. On this occasion, we notice that just as it was by Apollo’s aid that Paris 

later fatefully struck Achilles, so did the triumphant archer succeed in the name of 

the same god: an act of piety proved decisive for an accurate and winning hit. 

Memorable lines from the Iliad read:  

 

Teucer the master archer arose to meet the challenge, 
Meriones joined him (…) 
and the lot fell to Teucer to shoot first . . . 
He quickly loosed an arrow, full-draw force 
but never swore to the Archer (Apollo) (…) 
so he missed the dove – Apollo grudged him that – 
but he hit the cord that tethered the bird’s foot,  
the tearing arrow split the cord straight through 
and the bird shot into the sky and left the tether 
dangling down the ground (…) 
But already clutching a shaft while Teucer aimed 
Meriones leapt to snatch the bow from his hand 
and quickly swore to the distant deadly Archer 
he’d slaughter splendid victims, newborn lambs – 
Up under the clouds he glimpsed the fluttering dove 
And there as she wheeled he hit her right beneath the wing 
And straight through the heart and out the arrow passed, 
Plunged at Meriones’ foot and stabbed the earth hard.  
(The Iliad 23.951 ff)   

                                                      
18

 Pindar’s (ca. 522-443 BC) Olympian Ode II does make some reference to archery: “Full many a swift 
arrow have I beneath mine arm, within my quiver, many an arrow that is vocal to the wise; but for the 
crowd they need interpreters. The true poet is he who knoweth much by gift of nature, but they have 
only learnt the lore of song, and are turbulent and intemperate of tongue, like a pair of crows, chatter 
in vain against the god-like bird of Zeus.”  
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These verses are one of the few places where archery falls in focus in Homeric 

literature.  

 Before saying more about sporting culture, there are a number of important 

matters to point out. It is helpful to realize at first instance that to call Greek athletics 

“sports” may be misleading in that it did not have the connotation of levity which it 

has today (Sweet 1987, vi; Spivey & Squire 2004, 33).19 Its sacred dimension, the 

arduous training, the handsome rewards and honors bestowed on victors: these give 

us some idea about the seriousness of athletics. Games were so crucial a part of 

Greek life that an Egyptian priest once chided a famous Athenian reformer saying, 

“Solon, Solon, you Greeks are all children.”20 In practicing sports, the Greeks, as it 

were, relived the drama of life and equipped themselves for it. Such is the impression 

we have from words they used for sports and training. The terms “athlos” (ἆθλος), or 

competition, and “agon”, or forceful strain and struggle, described what went on in a 

battlefield as much as in a games stadium. Pindar called athlos both the Olympic 

games and the labors of Hercules (Sweet 1987, vi). 21  The observation below 

helpfully explains athletics culture: 

 

The Greek word athletikos denotes not simply the activity of competing for 
a prize (athlon) by physical effort and skill. It implies something of an 
ordeal, too: a struggle in which personal pain will be given and suffered (…) 
The practice of athletics, then, was more than just a mode of keeping in 
good shape. It involved a fierce, almost warlike commitment to rivalry and 
victory. ‘Games’ to us entail pleasure and diversion. Games to the Greeks 
were agones. For them, the ecstasy of winning was inseparable from the 
agony of strenuous participation. (Spivey & Squire 2004, 33) 

   

    Perhaps we can begin to understand the gravity of sports for ancient Greeks 

                                                      
19

 Also underlying idea of McNamee in his monograph study of the ethical dimensions of sport 
inspired by Greek athleticism, see McNamee 2008. 
20

 From Plato’s Timaeus 22b. Edith Hamilton elegantly and romantically describes the ubiquity of 
sports in Greek society with the following words: “The Greeks were the first people in the world to 
play, and they played on a great scale. All over Greece there were games of all sorts; athletic contests 
of every description (…) If we had no other knowledge of what the Greeks were like, if nothing were 
left of Greek art and literature, the fact that they were in love with play and played magnificently 
would be proof enough of how they lived and how they looked at life”, Hamilton 1993, 24-25.      
21

 Wealthy families of victors commissioned poets, especially one as popular as Pindar. In accordance 
with pious customs, these lyrics praised gods and ancestors rather than the victors themselves. We 
should not underestimate the resonance that Pindar’s poems had: “poetry had an advantage over 
sculpture, which also set forth an ideal of beauty; however, poems, unlike statues, did not remain on 
stationary pedestals, but could be sung in celebration of mighty deeds and in praise of heroic nobility”, 
Chambliss 1971, 37. Pindar himself wrote, “When men are dead and gone, it is only the loud acclaim 
of praise that surviveth mortals and revealeth their manner of life to chroniclers and to bards alike”, 
Pythian Ode I. 
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when we look into the institutionalized education of young aristocrats. Physical 

activity figured far more importantly in it than it does in modern schooling.22 

Education during the classic age consisted in musical, literary and rhetorical learning 

through private tuition or attendance in intellectual institutions. Physical training 

accompanied all stages of education from boyhood to maturity, so that private 

instructors visited gymnasiums while higher learning institutions were attached to 

these.  In every Greek city-state, the gymnasium was a state-funded hub for social, 

cultural, mental and physical activity.23 Typically including a palaistra (or “boxing 

arena”), it was venue for physical training but generally meant “school”. From 

boyhood to early adolescence, boys not only learned sports and dance in the 

gymnasium, but also “exercises to develop correct carriage and a graceful step in 

walking” (Leonard 1947, 21) and gesticulation (Willetts in McIntosh 1981, 2).24 In 

puberty, tougher physical training in combat sports accompanied advanced learning 

in arts and letters. Competitive festivals were organized as an annual, public review 

of education and skills acquired. In mid IV BC, military-training became standardized 

and compulsory as the ephebeia (lit., young men or late adolescents) was established 

(Fisher in König 2010, 70-72; Casey in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 240-241). In Athens, the 

ephebeia involved intense military training combined with civic instruction. Young 

men who trained as epheboi proved to be the very receptors of philosophical 

education from the schools that flourished from the Golden age to Hellenic era 

(Miller 2004, 193). Present as a group in official ceremonies and celebrations, the 

epheboi were seen as a symbol of their state, a “microcosm of democratic polis” 

(Casey in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 419, 424).  

The ephebic institution figures importantly in our survey of archery in ancient 

Greece. Hand-in-hand with patriotic learning of heritage and traditions, young 

                                                      
22

 In this regard, what Hamilton wrote about Greek love of play (see previous footnote) should be 
supplemented with the fact that sports for the ancients was not just fun and play but entailed serious 
effort and real drama. It was also a melting pot for various sciences: hygiene, aesthetics, medicine, 
ethics, etc.     
23

 Gymnasium literally meant place for “naked” activity. As one source explains, there is “an element 
of self-display built into the very concept of gymnastic participation” (Spivey & Squire, 2004, 27) and, 
we may add, no small amount of social pressure to stay in good form. Stripping for athletic exercise 
was a hallmark of Panhellenic culture. For them, only “barbarians” did sports fully clothed. Striking 
contrast here with ancient Chinese who competed, at least in archery, in flowing robes.   
24

 Though essentially designed for physical training, gymnasiums and palestras were also venue for 
intellectual activity: as resting youths and elders gathered in covered areas along columns, discussions 
turned from analyzing the physique and movements of practicing athletes to recent affairs, cultural 
trends, politics, and, of course, philosophy, cf. Sweet 1987, 111-112; Sage 1996, 36; Cartledge 1998, 
212. What is best conducive to a perfect male physique seems to have been a topic that intellectuals 
discussed. For Socrates, dancing made the body more beautiful than athletics, cf. Xenophon’s The 
Symposium 2.17 ff. For Plato, it was hunting, cf. Laws 823E. Meanwhile, Aristotle opined that 
pentathletes have “the most beautiful body, constructed for strength and speed together”, Rhetoric 
1.5 1361b. 
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“citizens-in-the-making” enrolled in the institution were entrusted with garrison 

duties at forts and frontiers. For this reason, their physical training included archery 

(Petermandl in Christesen & Kyle 2014, 240). When Aristotle used archery metaphors, 

he would have been aware of this and would have witnessed too their training with 

the bow in the Lyceum, the public gymnasium close to which he established his 

school. One source also mentions an association of young men, “neoi”, who were 

distinct from the epheboi but likewise received philosophical instruction and took 

part in the physical training of the epheboi, particularly in archery and javelin 

throwing.25  

When discussing education, it is important to pay heed to the ideals it seeks to 

instill, education being the concrete means to hone these ideals in the young 

(Chambliss 1971, 3-12). The remote ideal of Greek paideia could be summed up as  

being “close to the gods and at once god-like” (Cartledge 1998, 224) – a classic turn 

of phrase adopted also by Aristotle when defending intellectual and ethical virtues as 

key elements of human happiness. The aspiration seems engrained in athletic drive 

as well. The odes of Pindar, athletic anecdotes of Philostratos and of Pausanias, and 

actual customs surrounding victories together lay bare the fact that athletic success 

was seen as a way to win divine favor and glory among men. The triumphant could 

honor gods with their crowns, while repeating champions acquired divine status 

through postmortem statues.26 Although later Aristotle and his master Plato spoke 

of “being near to the gods and god-like" as an ideal to be realized specifically through 

the cultivation of rational and moral excellences, both nonetheless accepted physical 

training as an important part of education and human flourishing (Paik & Bell 2004, 

12).27     

 

 

                                                      
25

 R.F. Willets explains that the neoi were “youths older than epheboi and of a minimum age of 
nineteen or twenty – though not part of the education system, followed the pattern of ephebic 
organization (…) Both in political and in municipal life the neoi were more important and more 
influential than epheboi. For in civic decrees, we often find the neoi, though rarely the epheboi, 
associated with the highest political bodies (…) their members primarily devoted themselves to 
gymnastic and athletic sports (…) Besides wrestling and running, inscriptions mention neoi as 
participating in such exercises as archery and javelin throwing”, Willetts in McIntosh 1981, 34. 
26

 As it turns out, Plato’s aesthetic idea of “eros” (ἔρως) was a widespread view. That corporeal 
beauty is an insight to the divine is attested by Greek art. Hamilton’s observation about the statue of 
Hermes, which still stands as a masterpiece in the museum of ancient Olympia today, is strikingly true: 
“The Olympic Hermes is a perfectly beautiful human being, no more, no less. Every detail of his body 
was shaped from a consummate knowledge of actual bodies. Nothing is added to mark his divinity, no 
aureole around his head, no mystic staff (…), the mark of divinity, was its beauty, only that”, Hamilton 
1993, 48.  
27

 See Plato’s proposed syllabus in The Republic, book 3. Meanwhile, Aristotle writes unequivocally: 
“There is now general agreement about the necessity of physical training, and about the way in which 
it ought to be given”, Politics 1338 b8.  
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Red figure painting of “Nude Archer” with arrow and quiver on an Attic kylix, dated 
520-510 BC. The label inscription “beautiful” (KALOS) characteristic in 
athletic-themed artwork can be read at the bottom. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

 

 

 

“Two Archers” stringing their bows. The word “beautiful” is twice written on the left 
side. Red figure paintings on Attic Kylix, c. 500 BC. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.  

 

 

 The gymnasium-school as center of political, intellectual, social and physical 

activity says much about a distinctive feature of education in Western antiquity, i.e., 

an integrated approach to learning, corresponding to a holistic view of man.28 

                                                      
28

 Spartan’s entirely military education was an exception and other city-states criticized them for it. 
Aristotle acknowledges their athletic and military superiority owing to their rigorous training, “the 
Spartans, as long as they alone persisted in laborious practice, excelled the rest of the Greeks”, Politics 
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Interesting adages capture this holistic education and view of person. A cliché for 

being uneducated was “those who don’t know how to read nor swim” (cf. Plato’s 

Laws 689d; also, Diogenianos’ Paroemiographi 6.56). Plato also wrote that “the 

well-educated man should be able to sing and dance well” (Laws 654b). We see from 

this that athletic training was part of a larger and loftier goal than muscle-building. 

Being fit was also held to have important implications on the moral dispositions and 

patriotic commitment of a young man, in concrete, that he was learning to master 

his drives through constructive activity and sustained exertion29, and was in good 

condition to win a crown or defend his city in battle.30  

 This is not to say that athleticism was condoned by everyone in ancient Greece. 

Here and there, we hear opposing voices. Xenophanes (ca. 570 – c. 475 BC), for 

example, is all out in his criticism of the crown games. The passage below is from an 

early III AD work quoting the latter: 

 

These athletic abilities are honored without thought, and it is not right to put 
physical might ahead of noble wisdom. For if an athlete were one of the citizens, a 
man good at boxing or good in the pentathlon or in wrestling or in swiftness of 
foot (…) his city would not be better governed because of his ability, and little 
happiness would the city gain (…) for such achievements do not increase the 
resources of the state. (Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 10.413) 

 

 

The playwright Euripides’s (480-406 BC) disapproval is even more biting: 

 

Of all the evils that beset our country, what is worse than this tribe of athletes? 
Not only do they not know how to live properly – but they couldn’t do so if they 
tried (…) (They) parade around when in their prime, laden with glory, heroes of 
the state. But see what happens to them when bitter old age descends: they fade 
away and fall apart like worn out clothes (…) Will they go into battle waving a 
discus, or break through a barrage of shields and scatter an enemy with their 
feasts? Better, I say to award laurels to those who have proved their stamina in 

                                                                                                                                                        
1338b24-25. On the other hand, he taunts them for while they were “unrivalled in military virtue, they 
did not know how to live at peace once securing their territory”, Politics 1271b1 ff.  
29

 For Plato, training and concentrating on athletic victory nurtured both courage and self-mastery 
over strong sexual drives, cf. Laws 8.839e-840a.  
30

 Hence, Xenophon (ca. 430-350), a follower of Socrates, writes of how the latter urged a frail young 
man to take physical training seriously: “Socrates said, ‘Epigenes, you look as if you are in need of 
physical training.’ The young man replied: ‘I am no athlete but a private citizen, Socrates.’ Socrates 
answered, ‘You need physical training no less than those who compete at Olympia; or does the life 
and death struggle with their enemies on which the Athenians will enter someday seem of little 
importance? Further, many men perish amid the dangers of war or are saved in some disgraceful way 
because of their bad physical condition (…) Further, many gain an infamous reputation as their portion 
since they are thought cowards because of their physical weakness. Do you despise the disadvantages 
of the bad physical condition of such men and think you can easily bear up under such 
circumstances?”, Memorabilia 3.12.1-4.  
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goodness and intellect; to great politicians, the upright and exemplary; to those 
who steer us out of fights and rivalries by virtue of their eloquence. For those are 
the ways in which a city becomes great, and by which all Greeks benefit. 
(Euripides, fragment from the Autolycus)  

  

Notice, however, that for Xenophanes as much as for Euripides, the problem was not 

so much athletics per se but the extravagance of celebrations, if not the tendency to 

take physical fitness out-of-perspective from individual and political good.  

Athletics had a multi-faceted significance which even its denigrators would have 

agreed to. Among these, a fictional work by Lucian (120-190 AD) gives a poignant 

and helpful summary. Writing in the language of V BC Athens, Lucian shows his 

thorough acquaintance with the Golden era when explaining athletics through a 

concocted dialogue between Solon and a legendary Scythian prince, Anacharsis, who 

has come to Athens in search of wisdom.31 The foreigner is troubled by the 

ostentation of the games, to which Solon replies,  

 

It is not easy, my friend, to explain everything at once in concise form, but if you 
will take one thing at a time you will learn everything about our belief in the gods, 
as well as our attitude toward parents, marriage, or anything else. I will now 
explain our theory about young men and how we treat them from the time when 
they begin to know the difference between right and wrong and are entering 
manhood and sustaining hardships, so that you may learn why we require them to 
undergo these exercises and force them to subject their bodies to toil, not just 
because of the athletic games and the prizes they may win there, for few of them 
have the ability to do that, but so that they may try to gain a greater good for the 
entire city and for themselves. For there is another contest set up for all good 
citizens and the crown is not made of pine nor of wild olive nor of celery, but is 
one which includes all of man’s happiness, that is to say, freedom for each person 
individually and for the state in general: wealth, glory, pleasure in our traditional 
feast days, having the entire family safe from harm, and in a word, to have the 
best of all the blessings one could have from the gods. All this happiness is woven 
into the crown to which I referred and is acquired in the contest to which these 
exhausting exercises lead. (Anacharsis 15 ff)32   

                                                      
31

 Aristotle appears familiar with the legend, citing it in Nicomachean Ethics 10.6, that is, at the 
threshold of discussing the philosophical ideal. 
32

 By Lucian’s time athletics had apparently become a professional activity and given to pageantry. 
Philostratos, a contemporary of Lucian, writes with equal nostalgia about former times when athletes 
“were also excellent soldiers and fought under their city’s walls, where they were not defeated, but 
earned prizes for athletics, and they made athletics a training for military activity”, whereas the men 
of his day “became civilians instead of soldiers, lazy instead of energetic, and soft instead of tough (…) 
This luxurious way of living stimulated the sex urge, and the athletes began to engage in illegal 
transactions of money, buying and selling victories (…), (they) purchase victory without the customary 
expenditure of effort”, On Athletics 43- 45. Galen, also a contemporary, voices similar discontent, 
explaining that athletics arose as a science shortly before Plato, whose word for athletics was still 
paidotribes, or “boy rubber”, since instructors taught boys to oil and dust themselves before exercise. 
He continues, “later things changed and all became like Epeios, whom Homer depicted the worst 
suited of all in every natural task, but the first in boxing, an art he employed in athletics alone. 
Athletes became incapable of playing, digging, making a road, or any other peacetime activity, and 
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The lengthy passage was worth transcribing, capturing as it does reasons and 

motives behind the perpetuation of athletics tradition in antiquity. It also illustrates 

two points which I wish to emphasize about athletic education: the extent of values 

ascribed to it and the inescapable element of agony.  

As to the proximate ideal of classic education, we might state it is as Homer ’s 

“perfect knight” (κοῦρος) (Chambliss 1971, 29) in whose well-rounded character the 

different aspects of Greek paideia converged and consolidated. As mentioned earlier, 

epic heroes such as Odysseus embodied this ideal, likewise images of young lads 

referred to as “kalos” (καλός, beautiful) in philosophical dialogues and countless 

paintings and sculptures.33 Education instilled in young men a passion for different 

forms of excellence for which they were supposed to willfully subject themselves to 

harsh training.34 

Experience of challenge in athletics and learning was inevitable for the Greeks. 

They believed that overcoming physical and mental feats was sign of divine favor and 

a way to honor gods. As Homer wrote, “What greater glory attends a man, while he’s 

alive, than what he wins with his racing feet and striving hands?” (Odyssey 8. 

169-171).35 The agonal element again rears its head, making it clear that to become 

an outstanding citizen and self – i.e., to “always be best” (ἀιέν αριστεύειν)36 or excel 

– one had to gain arête through sustained self-exertion. Arete comes across as a 

running motive of multi-faceted education in antiquity. If a man possessed this 

“quality of existence summed up in this word ἀρετή”, if he performed marvelously 

whether in game or in war, short though his life be, he would have lived as a kouros: 

                                                                                                                                                        
even less capable of performing well in war”, Thrasyboulos 5.870-871.      
33

 The eulogy to Melankomas, a young multi-athlete, may help us visualize the idea of a well-bred, 
promising young man. He “had trained so hard and had gone so far beyond his competitors in 
enduring fatigue (was) from a distinguished family, was beautiful and, more than that, was strong and 
courageous, with a good sense of values (…) was not only superior to his opponents but also 
overcame fatigue and blazing heat and the urging of his stomach and his sexual drives. For the man 
who intends not to yield to an opponent must first not yield to these”, Dio Chrysostom, Discourses, 28.  
34

 Aside, a perfect physique was also “arête” cultivated through physical training. From VI BC, the 
Panathenaic games included a male beauty contest, “euandria”, in which candidates were tested 
according to physical constitution and skill. Other city states held similar pageants, see Spivey & Squire 
2004, 30-31. On a different note, a remark by one source brings us down to reality about education: 
generally, the status and income of teachers were not exalted, so that the actual results of education 
may have been compromised as well, cf. Leonard 1947, 20.  
35

 Pindar likewise glorifies toil in writing: “If a man strives with all his soul towards true excellence, 
stinting neither in expense nor hard work, then it is right for us to recognize that honor, and offer in 
tribute proud hymns of praise, banishing all thoughts of envy. What does it cost the poet to devise 
sweet phrases in return for incalculable hardships, and construct a monument for all to share? 
Rewards for labor are variously prized, each to his own choice (…) But whoever reaps the rich harvest 
of glory in games of war is owed that welcome, most precious prize: fame – the widespread praise 
from fellow-citizens and strangers alike”, Isthmian Code 1.41-52. 
36

 Supposedly what fathers of champions advised their sons, for instance, Peleus to Achilles. 
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“to be the first, to be the victor (…) to perform the great deed – ἀριστεία – that will 

make one pre-eminent amongst men – the living and perhaps the dead – that is why 

a hero lives, and why he dies” (Marrou in Chambliss 1971, 34 - 35). Therefore, in 

rigorous physical training, in the scrutiny and debate of dialectics, and in the travails 

of gods and heroes of literature, the element of agon is present.  

Along this line, we may ask how much “agony” is involved in archery practice 

and training. Wielding a bow seems simple and painless next to the hardcore 

categories of sport. Certainly, archery was associated with agony by way of illustrious 

bow-wielding heroes mentioned earlier who had endured many trials. The usual 

occasion for archery – i.e., outdoor hunting apart from training in the gym – also 

spells out the special skill and effort required to practice archery.  

Hunting was a favorite pastime of the Greeks.37 This as much as other sports 

involved athleticism and was preparation for battle. Writing from the time of Plato 

and Aristotle, Xenophon describes for us the challenges and corresponding benefits 

that go into hunting: 

 

Those who eagerly pursue the art of hunting will reap great benefits, for it creates 
a healthy body and improves sight and hearing. It also slows the aging process. It 
is especially useful as a preparation for war. First, men who hunt will not tire when 
they are making difficult marches under arms. They will bear up under such 
hardships because they are accustomed to the armed capture of wild beasts. Then 
they will be capable of sleeping in harsh conditions and of capably guarding their 
assigned position. In their attacks upon the enemy they will be able both to attack 
him and at the same time to carry on their orders because they do the same 
things on their own when hunting. Once assigned to their position in the front line 
they will not leave because they possess endurance. If the enemy flees, they will 
be able to pursue him correctly and safely in any type of territory because of their 

experience.38 (Cynegeticus 12.1-4)   
 

Xenophon like other aristocrats among whom hunting was popular saw more in 

archery than physical and military benefits. His detailed description of the usefulness 

and merits of hunting support a more daring claim made in the introduction of the 

                                                      
37

 Hint of this also in the Nicomachean Ethics where Aristotle talks about friendship and sharing the 
things a person enjoys, his very way of life, with his closest associates: “Whatever the end for which 
each chooses to live, it is this that they wish to pursue in the company of their friends. So some drink 
together, dice together, others join in athletic games and hunt together, or philosophize together, each 
type spending their days together in that which they like most in life; for since they wish to live with 
their friends, they do these things and share in them as much as they can”, NE 9.12.  
38

 Emphasis mine. The italicized line is a possible reference to the position of soldiers armed with 
projectiles in the beginning of a battle. In Athens’ battle formation, archers stood before hoplite ranks 
to harass enemy lines before the actual engagement of hoplites. More on this in awhile. In the 
passage, Xenophon does not differentiate between techniques used for hunting, such as, hounding 
with dogs and horses, setting up snares or nets to trap beasts, use of knives and spears, or archery, cf. 
Butler 1930. It would seem from other ancient texts on hunting that these techniques were used in 
combination, e.g. Cf. Xenophon, Cynegeticus, book 12; Oppian, On Hunting, chapters 1 and 4.   
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same work: that hunting “is the means by which men become good in war and in all 

things out of which must come excellence in thought and word and deed” (1.18). He 

points out that the mythic teacher of heroes, the kind Centaur Chiron, initiated his 

students in excellence “with hunting, and it is due to this education that they became 

honored men.” It was necessary, it seems, to begin with hunting since it is a given 

that all men desire virtue “because they must toil if they are to gain her, the many fall 

away” (1.1 ff). Later, in chapter 13, he returns to the value of a physical activity such 

as hunting for educating the young in excellence. He does so by criticizing the 

Sophists who only knew how to speak eloquently about excellence but failed to 

teach their students to translate lofty words into noble thoughts and deeds. In this, 

the Sophists stood in stark contrast to Socrates, whom Xenophon praises in another 

work as a teacher who turned men to virtue and then to action.39 For Xenophon, in 

other words, including hunting in the training of youth helped them not only recite 

heroic deeds but actually get a taste of them. 

Plato too recognized the advantages of hunting. He saw in it a precious 

opportunity for moral training. He specifies, however, that hunting in the wilderness 

rather than in the sea is best suitable for this purpose, or so the Greek historian 

Plutarch explains: 

 

Plato in his Laws advised, or rather prayed, that young men would not be 
overcome by a love of hunting in the sea. For in contests with sea bass or conger 
eels or parrot fish, there is no need to show traits of bravery, or examples of 
wisdom, strength, speed, agility, whereas brave animals build up the qualities of 
courage and manliness in those who fight with them. Clever animals improve the 
powers of reasoning and deduction of those who pit themselves against them, 
and those animals which are fleet of foot increase the strength and endurance of 
those who pursue them. This is what makes hunting a noble sport. (Moralia, “On 
the Cleverness of Animals”)  

 

We notice from this passage that Plato additionally attributed to hunting some form 

of rational cultivation what with the challenge to employ ingenuity in outdoing the 

prey. Further, Plato recognized the non-violence of archery: it did not injure nor 

disfigure the body the way combat sports did. Small wonder, then, that he singled it 

out as a sport which his ideal state would teach young people and for which open 

spaces would be provided in modified gymnasiums: 

 

We must replace the pankration by a general competition for peltasts. They shall 
compete in handling bows and shields, in hurling javelins and in throwing stones, 

                                                      
39

 So, for example, in Memorabilia 3.9 14-15, Xenophon has Socrates teach that a man should aim to 
do well that which is allotted for him to do, after the necessary study and practice needed for him to 
execute his task as a farmer, or a doctor, or a politician; then would he be dear to the gods. 
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whether by hand or with a sling. We shall also establish rules for these events to 
reward the person giving the most skillful performance. (Plato, Laws 8.833a ff)40 

 

As for Aristotle, there is no source within my reach about whether he wished the 

same for students of his school. We do know that for him the sport which shaped the 

body most beautifully was pentathlon, which combined four light sports with 

wrestling, the mildest of combat sports. He would have taken in Plato’s views on 

sports. It would seem too from his metaphoric use of archery that it was a sport 

which impressed him. 

The succeeding section looks at archery from another vantage point, war. We 

will find that from this perspective, archery met with prejudice. 

 

3. No match for the Hoplon 

 To the ancients, military defense, state honor and harmony in the Peloponnese 

justified athletic education and celebration of the Games.41 The martial element in 

the latter two is undeniable. Contact sports provided good training for close combat 

fighting, and official events included competitions like the hoplitodromos (“race in 

armor”) which was useful exercise for heavy infantry having to trudge through fields 

bearing full weight of hoplite paraphernalia.42 Greek battles were dominated by 

hoplite close combat warfare. Nonetheless, armies were variably supported by light 

infantry such as javelin throwers, slingers, and archers. Archery was the principal 

type of light infantry (Snodgrass 1976, 80). Moreover, hunting with the bow was 

necessary in prolonged warfare for replenishing supplies or salvaging peers in 

dangerous terrain.      

 Looking at archery in the context of Greek warfare, it is clear that the bow was 

never a prominent weapon in military history. Arrows were one of several kinds of 

                                                      
40

 Regarding combat sports, the pankration was definitely a rough one, second only to boxing which 
also left athletes disfigured in the face. In early times, there were not padded punching gloves but 
leather straps tied around fingers and knuckles. Boxing and pankration showdowns easily resulted in 
serious injuries, even death, cf. Sweet 1987, 69-71. Peltasts refer to shield-bearing light-foot soldiers. 
41

 Though ideally meant to reinforce Panhellenic values, political swiping between city-states also 
happened at Crown games. What a source explains about this illustrates the military flavor of athletic 
events: “The victorious athlete attested more than his personal prowess and dedication: he was the 
arch-representative of his city-state (…) The Panhellenic Games were without doubt ‘politicized’ (…) A 
striking architectural feature within those sanctuaries is the presence of buildings known as ‘treasuries’ 
(…) The treasures they principally displayed were the spoils of war: arms, armor, and valuables lately 
seized from a defeated enemy – often another Greek city-state, and quite feasibly one whose athletes 
would be present at the Olympic or Pythian Games (…) The roots of athletics in military training were 
not entirely out of sight”, Spivey & Squire 2004, 34-35. 
42

 In the Laws, Plato suggests along with the hoplitodromos a separate race where runners “will have 
full equipment for an archer and will run (…) to a temple of Apollo and Artemis <and back>; the course 
will be held through mountains and varied terrain”, Laws 8.833a onwards. In contrast to the archers’ 
race, the hoplites’ race will be a dash back and forth from a temple of Ares.  
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projectiles used to assist hoplite fighting which was the norm for combat from 

archaic era to Hellenic times. Compared to bow and arrow, javelins were cheaper and 

required less skill. Slings had better shooting range and its ammunition more 

abundant and portable. Notwithstanding, archers were considered the most effective 

among light infantry forces. The archer’s weapons and garb were inexpensive 

compared to those of combatants, but his specialized skill in quick and precise 

shooting made him indispensable (Jones 1987, 7). 

 Mycenaean Era – or late Greek Bronze Age (1600 – 1150 BC) – warfare was 

characterized by tribal engagements in hand-to-hand combat using clubs, swords and 

spears. To these weapons were added javelins, arrows and pellets (Jones 1987, 1, 6-8; 

Sage 1996, xv-xvii, 7, 17-19, 40). There are arrowhead finds from Mycenean era but 

they are noticeably of non-native origin (Warry 1998, 24 ff).   

 A.M. Snodgrass, whose study of Greek military history verifies literary sources 

with archeological finds, observes that “archery suffered a long eclipse” in Mainland 

Greece during the Dark Ages (1150-750), an era whose battles are depicted by 

Homer as dominated by hand-to-hand fighting between aristocrat heroes (Raaflaub 

& Rosenstein 1999, 133; Sage 1996, xv; Stow 1939, 3-4). War chariots were used, 

though not as fighting platforms in the way they functioned in Egypt and China. 

Instead they were vehicles transporting champions to battle center (Warry 1998, 15; 

Keegan 1994, 237; Sage 1996, 14-15). In the Iliad, chariots are thus used and are 

described as drawn by two horses, carrying a warrior and a driver. 

 With the gradual emergence of hoplite warfare in the Archaic Period (VIII-V BC), 

archery continued to lay in the shadows of close combat fighting. During this period, 

archers were “skirmishers” standing in frontlines to hurl missiles at the opposite 

camp. 43  Centerfield belonged to hoplite armies, and once these locked in 

man-to-man shoving and thrusting, skirmishers dispersed around them targeting 

lone fighters and run-aways. The paragraph below describes the status of archers in 

hoplite battles:  

 

The arrow lacked penetrating power against a hoplite’s shield or breastplate, but 
the number of arrows available and the nasty wounds they could inflict on an 
unarmored portion of a hoplite’s body made the archer a formidable weapon 
system (…) In addition, the archer had to fight as an individual rather than as a 
member of a group, a feat demanding more skill, initiative, and morale than that 
needed by the hoplite, fighting shoulder-to-shoulder with his fellow hoplites. 
(Further), the bowmen wore no armor, enabling them easily to run away from the 
heavily burdened hoplites. By keeping their distance, archers could avoid shock 
action and use their missile weapons. But since running and shooting is easier as 

                                                      
43

 The role of skirmishers, who were lightly armed foot soldiers, was to harass enemy ranks or 
reinforce fighting from the periphery, aiming at enemy horses or isolated fighters, consult entry on 
“Weapons and Warfare” by F. Queiroga in Encyclopedia of Archaeology, Pearsall (ed.) 2008. 
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an individual than in a formation, Greek archers did not usually fight as a 
coordinated, mutually dependent group. Because they lacked the weight of armor, 
they were called light infantry, and had greater speed on the march as well as in 
tactical situations. (Sage 1987, 7) 

 

Archers, in sum, were specialist, independent fighters. Not having to don hoplite 

armor – e.g., the cumbersome helmet that “limited vision and hearing in exchange 

for maximum protection” (Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 133)44 – bowmen could be 

more alert and in-charge of their situation, choosing their own targets and staying or 

fleeing according to how they observed the course of battle. Both literature and 

archeology converge in saying that archers of this period were not from the Mainland. 

Instead, they were usually mercenaries – Cretans, Cimmerians, or Scythians – hired 

as auxiliary forces to hoplite citizen fighters. Hence, even as Archaic Greece was 

overcoming its reticence to archery, archers as a whole were outsiders to the polis 

and hoplite phalanx system. Pottery painting samples echo the fact in portraying 

bow-wielding figures as either immortals or non-Greeks. Scythians, in concrete, 

frequently appear in VI BC Attic vases where they are seen taking aim or assisting 

Greeks in hunt or war (Snodgrass 1964, 148; Snodgrass 1976, 83).  

Scholars are wont to point out the process of “democratization” underlying the 

hoplite revolution (i.e., from aristocrat warriors to citizen militia) and establishment 

of public gymnasiums across city-states by which education and military training 

reached a wider group. Through these developments, “civic power (became) the 

preserve of those who fought for it” (Spivey & Squire 2004, 197; see also Sage 1996, 

33-34). Intense and brutal as hoplite engagements were – a “united courage of 

equals in a terrifying, short-lived clash of bodies and weapons at the closest range” 

(Keegan 1994, 249) – , this form of warfare was purportedly rife with codes of honor 

and nobility which relatively contained injury. Its “goal was to defeat, not to 

annihilate, the enemy, the fleeing losers usually were not pursued and casualties, 

                                                      
44

 The bronze helmet was but a portion of the full hoplite regalia. A combatant was decked in bronze 
breastplate, greaves and a massive, convex shield called the “hoplon”. The word “phalanx” (from 
“hand finger”) refers to their aligned battle formation with soldiers holding up long spears that jutted 
out like the fingers of a hand. For details, cf. Keegan 1994, 247-249. Military paraphernalia were 
acquired by personal means. Hence, hoplites were not equipped uniformly. Weapon and armor 
together could weigh up to seventy pounds, so that a retreating hoplite was faced with the dilemma 
of fleeing with them (which would have slowed him down) or stripping them off (which meant stalling, 
being unprotected, and relinquishing costly gears). Socrates seems to have found himself in one such 
fix during the Battle of Delion (424 BC). He managed a noble way out by rallying comrades into a 
fighting retreat: “Furthermore, men, it was worthwhile to behold Socrates when the army retreated in 
flight from Delium; for I happened to be there on horseback and he was a hoplite (…) Walking there 
just as he does here in Athens, 'stalking like a pelican, his eyes darting from side to side,' quietly on the 
lookout for friends and foes, he made it plain to everyone even at a great distance that if one touches 
this real man, he will defend himself vigorously. Consequently, he went away safely, both he and his 
comrade; for when you behave in war as he did, then they just about do not even touch you; instead 
they pursue those who turn in headlong flight”, Plato’s Symposium, 220d–221c. 
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though potentially serious, often were limited” (Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 133). 

After all, cities that waged hoplite battles were the same that met in sacred feasts 

and athletic events.45  

 War was constant in the Peloponnese from Archaic times. Athens, in particular, 

was in war two out of three years between V and IV BC (Sage 1996, xi; Raaflaub & 

Rosenstein 1999, 141). This goes to say that Athens was involved in intense military 

activity even as great schools of the Classical Period flourished. In time, continuing 

battles made it necessary to extend military responsibility to any citizen who owned 

land or could acquire equipment to join the ranks of hoplites.46 In this framework, 

archers were classified as “sub-hoplites” together with javelin throwers and slingers. 

They were light foot soldiers whose weapons were far less costly. Furthermore, they 

were hired non-citizen – and probably also non-Greek – soldiers whose fighting tactic 

consisted in alternately hurling ammunition from a distance and taking cover under 

the shield of a nearby hoplite. 47  Close combat being considered the manly, 

honorable way to fight, archers and other light-armed, lightly-clad infantry were not 

held in high regard, neither did their role seem decisive in battle. The Spartans’ scorn 

for the bow was particularly severe. They called it a “spindle”, that is, woman’s tool 

(Sekunda 1998, 48).48  

                                                      
45

 The Panhellenic games and customs did have import on hoplite warfare: phalanx fighting, 
continues Kurt Raaflaub, was “’ritualized,’ in the sense of both playing an important ritual role within 
the community and following widely-agreed upon principles. In fact, this type of warfare was only 
possible because the values and behavior codes involved were shared widely and reinforced regularly 
at interstate festivals promoted by Panhellenic sanctuaries. As a result, the brutality immanent in war 
was somewhat reduced, and in the particular world of Greek poleis between the late seventh and 
early fifth century the function of war – normally – was to determine the prestige rather than the 
survival of the polis. This helps explain why later tradition remembered so few destructions and 
enslavements of cities in the archaic period”, Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 138. Similar observation in 
Keegan 1994, 251-252. 
46

 The following description of Athens’ hoplite army gives us an idea of how military role 
corresponded to economic status: Athenian citizens “were divided into ‘horsemen’ (hippeis, equites 
[those who could afford horses and used them as well]; hoplites (zuegitai [those owning a yoke of 
oxen or fighting in a tight, “yoked” formation], classis); and those who were neither and counted for 
little socially, militarily, and politically (thestes, infra classem, including small tenant farmers, 
craftsmen, and trades, some of whom sometimes supported the phalanx as light-armed skirmishers)”, 
Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 135.   
47

 Next to a fully dressed hoplite, archers were scantily clad, that is, “ϒυμνῆτες” or naked in battle, 
Snodgrass 1964, 148, 182. Regarding origins of mercenary fighters in Mainland Greece, Rhodes was 
principal source for professional slingers, while poorer Greek territories like Crete and Arcadia 
supplied archers, cf. Jones 1987, 177; Sage 1996, 43-44. As mentioned earlier, however, Scythians or 
Cimmerians also served as mercenary archers.  
48

 Paul Cartledge nicely sums up for us the general disdain for the bow as military weapon: “In 
everyday military life the bow was always regarded as an inferior, low-class weapon, not on a par with 
the hoplite’s spear. One reason for this was that archers depended on other types of soldier for cover. 
Another was that they were distance fighters – not regularly tried by eyeball-to-eyeball contact with 
the enemy, let alone the supreme test of hand-to-hand combat. From Homer onwards assertions of 
derision and contempt for the ‘womanish’ archer echo through the masculine and heroic war 
literature of the Greeks. There was a social reason for this contempt too: archers in Greece were 
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It did not help archery’s reputation that the Greeks’ nemesis was Persia, the 

meddling foreign force in Peloponnesian politics whose privileged weapon was 

precisely the bow. A typical Persian army consisted in thousands of bow-wielding 

foot soldiers accompanied by horse-mounted archers. Close range fighters were also 

present, but their chief strength and strategy rested on an army of diversified archers. 

Persian archers were seen as the anti-thesis of Greek hoplite warriors, their fighting 

method opposed to phalanx tactics. The former “belonged culturally to the Middle 

Eastern traditions of avoiding close combat, fighting behind a missile screen and 

trusting to obstacles to impede the enemy’s advance” (Keegan 1994, 263). The 

Greeks ridiculed their enemy for cowardliness and lack of discipline. A sample 

painting on an amphora caricatures a Persian fighter as an odd foreigner who 

“clutches a bow and arrow, a sinister weapon which unlike the shield and spear, 

allows attack from a distance; he is also dressed in an effeminate tunic, spotted 

trouser suit, and weird pointed slippers” (Spivey & Squire 2004, 204).49    

Among the city-states on the Mainland, it was Athens that re-discovered and 

made best use of archers in classical era. It is well-known that by V BC, Scythians 

were hired as city guards in the Acropolis, so much so that the word for “guard” 

became synonymous with “archer” (τοξόται) (Warry 1998, 46; Rausing 1997, 14; 

Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999, 180). A series of events in V BC also contributed to this 

city-state’s greater reliance on archers. Athenian hoplite armies suffered heavy losses 

in encounters with light-armed forces in Chalcidice and Aetolia in 429 and 426 BC, 

respectively. Thucydides’s narration of the lesson which Athenians learned in 426 is 

interesting. We read how Athenian hoplites’ spears and their mercenaries’ arrows 

succumbed to Aetolian javelins, not because the former were weaker, but because 

they were unable to keep sending arrows: 

 

The fighting, which consisted of alternate advances and retreats, took place 
for a long time and in both actions the Athenians came off the worse. But as long 
as the Athenian archers had arrows and were able to use them, they held out 
since the Aetolians were light-armed and retreated when they were shot at. But 
after the commander of the archers was killed, his men dispersed, and the 
hoplites were worn out through being subjected for a long time to the same 
fatiguing actions: the Aetolians pressed them and continued to shower them with 
javelins. The Athenians were thus routed and fled. (Thucydides 3.94-98.2)   

  

A year later, a smarter Athens went to war against Sparta supported by a 

stronger contingency of archers. Thus did Athens resurface with a diversified army 

                                                                                                                                                        
usually by definition poor men, as cheap and expendable as their equipment”, Cartledge 1998, 174. 
49

 For detailed comparisons between Greek and Persian armies, see Jones 1987, 14-19; Sage 1996, 
81-92. 
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that included as many light-armed soldiers as hoplite fighters (Warry 1998, 63ff; 

Jones 1987, 19-20; Sage 1996, 45; Snodgrass 1976, 77ff). Thucydides continues the 

story. His account shows Athens’s new tactic where archers enjoyed more than 

secondary role. It also illustrates the advantages of classical period warfare:  

 

On the Athenian side there were eight hundred archers and not less than the 
same number of peltasts. Under Demosthenes’ orders they were divided into 
groups of approximately two hundred men and occupied the high ground. The 
purpose of this maneuver was that by having the enemy completely encircled he 
would not be able to form up against any one point but would be exposed at 
every point to great numbers of attackers (…) In whichever direction the Spartans 
went, they would have enemies to their rear who were light-armed and 
impossible to overcome since they attacked with arrows, javelins, stones and 
slings from a distance and the Spartans could not get to close quarters with them 
(…) (The Spartans) put to flight the light-armed at any point where they pressed 
their attack. But the former, being light-armed and assisted by the difficulty of the 
ground and its roughness because the area was uninhabited, were able to retreat 
easily and defend themselves as they were falling back. The Spartans were unable 
to pursue them because of the weight of their armor. (Thucydides 4.32-35)  

 

The result was a resounding victory for Athens. The Spartans, on the other hand 

preferred to surrender rather than perish under women’s “spindles”. Thereafter, 

Spartan armies too went to war with better reserves of light-armed soldiers, and by 

406 BC showed up in battle with equal numbers of warriors and distance fighters 

(Sekunda 1998, 48; Cartledge 1998, 179; Warry 1998, 64). It was this organization 

and equipment of light infantry to fight alongside phalanx armies that was a major 

development in IV BC warfare.  

 

  

LEFT: “Scythian Archer” red figure painting, Athens VI BC. The “cupid” bow and 
quiver are distinct. British Museum collection. RIGHT: Greek hoplite warrior and 
Scythian archer running side-by-side. Red figure painting on Attic kylix, early V BC. 
From John Hopkins University Museum. 
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Land warfare aside, Athens had indispensable need of archers in its naval battles. 

Projectiles were fired from the decks of triremes. Until or unless these oared vessels 

locked, combat soldiers had to stay in wait while archers and other missile throwers 

did the fighting. It was Athens’ innovation of a diversified army of light foot soldiers 

flanking phalanx formations that inspired Macedonian conquerors of Aristotle’s time. 

Hoplites still occupied center stage but were supported by a robust contingency of 

cavalry and light infantry units (Jones 1987, 22-23; Sage 1996, 177; Raaflaub & 

Rosenstein 1999, 163-172). 

 

 

 
A   B   C   D    E   F 

 
Common bow shapes. A and B are “segment” and “double-convex” bows, respectively. 
Both types have been found in Neolithic Western Europe and in Minoan era Crete and 
Greece. C is angular-shaped (semi-circular when drawn) and was used Western Asia, 
e.g. ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia. D is a “double-concave” bow, while E and F are 
bows with “sank handles”: E was also known as the “Scythian” bow, and F the “Qum 
Darya” type of long history in China. Source: Rausing 1997, 20.  

 

 

 In recap, archery as military skill was secondary to man-to-man combat 

throughout ancient Greece’s war history. Even in periods when the bow was used or 

rediscovered, it was hardly in the center of battle and was customarily in the hands 

of a mercenary. For Greek aristocrats and citizens, hunting rather than warfare 

seemed to be the regular place for wielding the bow.  

 All the same in Athens, archery was part of athletics culture and earned a place 

in the gymnasium, particularly in the training of ephebic youth. To these future 
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citizens were entrusted the safeguarding of the polis’s frontiers, and accuracy must 

have mattered much when shooting from a fortress than when hurling missiles from 

a distance in battlefronts.50         

The presence of Scythians and other foreign auxiliary fighters in the Mainland 

from Archaic times onward changed archery scenario in Greece as specialist fighters 

became familiar sights in hoplite battles. Greeks encountered various bow-wielding 

peoples, but it was Scythian archery which influenced them most. Scythian 

mercenaries must have been ubiquitous in the Golden period of Athens. Hired as city 

guards and archery instructors in gymnasiums, they made a deep impression. Plato 

himself admired their ambidextrous skill in wielding the bow51, while Aristotle was 

amazed by the frightening efficacy of their “scythicon”, a deadly concoction with 

which arrow tips were tinged.52  

All over Greece, the Scythian “cupid”-style bow was adopted – a composite bow 

with wooden core “provided with a layer of horn, bent backwards to receive its 

sinew backing” (Rausing 1997, 109).53 Details of Odysseus’s bow likewise surprises 

us with similarities with the Chinese horn bow: it was a composite, big bow 

(“megatoxon”), of reflex mechanism (“palinthonos”, bent backwards), kept in an 

ornamented case.54 A connoisseur of bows, however, will readily detect subtle 

differences in the midst of similarities. We hope to be able to do the same in 

comparing archery-themed metaphors in the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics in 

the next two chapters.  

With this we conclude our survey of archery in ancient times. The presentation 

cannot but be incomplete. Still we hope to have reached a better vantage point for 

investigating archery-inspired metaphoric utterances in Confucian and Aristotelian 

moral discourses. 

                                                      
50

 See McLeod 1965 for the difference between what makes an “effective arrow” in a battlefield and 
in a watch tower.  
51

 “It is the Scythian usage not only to use the left hand to draw the bow and the right hand to fit the 
arrow to the string, but also to use either hand for either action”, Laws 795a. One source calls 
attention to an archery-inspired metaphor behind Plato’s support of female education: “the thought 
of educating girls prompts Plato to digress on the dangers of training one hand at the expense of the 
other and on the benefits of ambidexterity. In fact, this is not a digression at all, but an implicit 
argument for educating both metaphorical ‘hands,’ in other words, both male and female,” Patterson 
in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 369-370. 
52

 Here is a description of the deadly concoction: “The fighting effectiveness of the Scythian 
composite bow cannot be dissociated from the penetrating and damaging capacities of the poisoned 
three-tongued barbed arrowheads (…) impregnated with a poison known in antiquity as scythicon, a 
recipe referred to by Theophrastus, Aristotle, and Pliny. It was a blend of putrid, poisonous snake, 
human blood and dung, which may have formed a cocktail of poison, bacteria, and gangrene germs 
(…), so even a slight wound would prove fatal on a short term”, Encyclopedia of Archaeology, 2201    
53

 Gad Rausing clarifies that Scythians were not the originators of the type of bow they used but may 
have adopted it from an earlier, still unidentified source pointing to Central Asia and South Siberia 
(Rausing 1997, 113, 140). See his comparison of Scythian and Chinese bows in Rausing 1997, 115. 
54

 Check The Odyssey, book 21. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Archery Metaphor in the Analects of Confucius 
 

余嘗三復乎射以觀德之說。 

知射之道果在德不在力也。 

何也?德，其體也；力，其用也。 

- 清 那蘭常鈞 《射的》 
 

 

Intensely familiar and powerful were images from archery that terms and elements 

associated with it easily found their way into the moral discourse of early 

Confucianism. So, for example, did Mencius juxtapose the magnetizing composure of 

a gentleman with ritual archery posture in writing words such as “The superior man 

draws the bow, but does not discharge the arrow, having seemed to leap with it to 

the mark; and he there stands exactly in the middle of the path. Those who are able, 

follow him”, Mencius 7A.41 (君子引而不發，躍如也。中道而立，能者從之。《孟子‧

盡心章上》).1 The Liji likewise describes the ancient shooting stance in a cluster of 

loaded characters: body erect (體立), a firm (固) stand with equally firm grasp (持) of 

the bow, feet squarely aligned (正) to a marker on the ground and eyes fixed intently 

(審) ahead so that the arrow flies straight (直) and hits the target (中).2  In the 

Analects, each of the terms signified above are recurring notions descriptive of moral 

character or behavior. It is difficult to ascertain, however, whether the notions 

behind these metaphoric terms derive specifically from archery. Given that they are 

not exclusively related to archery but were shared with other ritual and military 

practices, caution is needed when treating them in our study.3  

 In this first core chapter, I zero in on literary metaphors in the Analects which 

undoubtedly draw from images related to archery. I have identified three passages 

                                                      
1
 The Mencius is actually a mine for passages with literal and figurative allusions to archery. It is well 

worth a separate study which present time and space constraints force me to leave for future 
research.  
2
 Contraction of several ideas from the Sheyi, especially the following line:「內志正外體直然後持弓

矢審固。持弓矢審固然後可以中。」 《禮記‧射義》. I am unaware of earlier text describing the ancient 

stance in the compact way that the Sheyi section of the Liji does here. 
3
 On the other hand, it is hard to think of any other set of movements which can link these characters 

as neatly as archery does. Still, one must recognize that many of these characters were used in earlier 
texts in conjunction with other forms of physical activity or ritual practice and were not exclusive to 
archery. James Behuniak in an isolated article tackling archery metaphor in early Confucianism 
neglects this point in treating zhi (志) and zhong (中) as archery-derived terms, see Behuniak 2010. 

Slingerland seems to fall in the same trap in explaining zheng (正) – which he haphazardly translates 

as “never missing the mark” or “the center of a target” – as a conceptual metaphor for moral 
uprightness, Slingerland 2000, 301. The translation as target center may be viable, at least in light of 
what Yang Bojun (楊伯峻) says, that the most central area of figures drawn on ancient targets was 

referred to as “zheng”, cf. Yang 2007, 29. 
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that potentially contain archery metaphor. I shall examine and interpret these 

passages in keeping with what we have seen about metaphor identification, 

mechanism and comprehension in chapter 1. In line with the context-dependence of 

metaphors discussed earlier, my analysis of passages with archery metaphor will 

favor historical reading over scriptural interpretation. John Makeham in his work on 

traditions of reading the Analects has put forth the thorny fact that there is no way to 

recover “authorial intention (…) (or to) understand a text as it was understood either 

by its authors/compilers or by its original audience” (Makeham 2003, 10-11). There is 

truth to the statement. Notwithstanding, there are features in a given text that allow 

us to fix meanings and lay some claim as to how we are to read it, for example, by 

deciphering its genre or taking cue from social and intellectual contexts. I take a 

more optimistic stance in seeking to approximate original meaning by bringing in 

contextual data which are relevant and offer better grounds for interpretation than 

sheer imagination or a fixed philosophical agenda. In taking the historical approach, I 

set before myself the humbler aim of calling to mind details that may help recover 

the original force of images deriving from ancient archery – matters which easily 

escape us in this day and age when the practice of archery has starkly evolved from 

long ago. However, given the limited knowledge we have of the past and my own 

research constraints, both personal and practical, I am aware that my examination 

and rendition of Analectic passages are at best responsible hypotheses.4 

 My way of dealing with metaphor varies greatly from Edward Slingerland, 

mentioned in the introduction as a contemporary scholar who applies current 

metaphor research in studying Chinese texts. As I see it, Slingerland treats metaphors 

as “container” concepts with contents that can be readily excised from context and 

transported through time without much alteration. For my part, I take metaphors as 

image-laden articulations of thought, the image being a locus of similarity between 

things. Both the image and perception of similarity are embedded in a socio-cultural 

milieu. On this understanding, I shall examine archery metaphor in the Analects and 

Nicomachean Ethics in a manner sensitive to textual and contextual clues. For each 

sample passage, I recapitulate my reading with the help of diagrams that outline 

source and target domains (i.e., terms put in a relationship of similarity) along with 

focus features (i.e., pool of characteristics relevant to the comparison of the terms). 

These diagrams merely summarize the metaphoric scheme. They are not mind 

mappings, much less neural links.    

                                                      
44

 Taking heed again of what John Makeham explains about transmitted texts like the Analects, that 
“we must accept that our hypotheses about historical context and historical meaning are just that, 
hypotheses. Furthermore, to the extent that such hypotheses are constructed in the absence of 
adequate historical data, we need to be honest about the limits this must impose on our 
interpretative claims”, Makeham 2003, 13.  
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I expect our inquest into archery metaphors in the Analects to uncover 

interesting ethical perspectives, that is, “nuanced angles of similarity” between 

archery and early Confucian moral views which, hopefully, will surprise us with their 

ingenuity, if not offer fresh understanding of already familiar passages. Since this 

dissertation attends to Western discourse on Chinese philosophy and comparative 

method, I will check how my context-sensitive, metaphor-based reading fairs 

alongside well-known English translations and commentaries of the Analects. I am 

confident that the resulting discussion will demonstrate the advantages of taking 

metaphor seriously when reading texts and doing cross-cultural comparison.  

 

1. Preliminaries: Confucius and Archery 

 Before going into metaphor study, a brief incursion is in order about assorted 

passages in the Analects relating to archery, specifically those with non-figurative 

mention of it. These provide hints concerning knowledge and impressions about 

archery. 

We can infer from passage 7.26 that the Confucius of the Analects knew hunting 

and must have been adept with the bow, a common weapon for both fishing and 

fowling.5 That is to say that he used the bow not only in ritual but also in leisure. On 

the other hand, there is no sign of Confucius practicing it as military skill, say, of 

having fought as an archer in battle just as Socrates had been a hoplite warrior, nor 

of training his students in war archery. I think the non-reference to military archery 

does not necessarily prove aversion to martial affairs but was perhaps the result of 

his specific profession as teacher-scholar (shi,士).6 We know that in the period which 

Confucius probably lived, military participation required increasingly sophisticated 

strategies and skills than aristocratic education offered, and that scholars themselves 

likewise had specialized areas of mastery: scripture, rituals, moral instruction, 

political doctrine, or war strategies (Lu 1998, 61).7 The Confucius of the Analects 

professed military preparation and armed defense – along with solemn music and 

ceremonies – as important affairs of state rightly to be seen to by the rulers 

                                                      
5
 「子釣而不綱，弋不射宿。」《論語‧述而》. Harpoons were commonly used for catching fish and 

birds, for which strings were attached to arrows for easy retrieval of both arrow and prey. This passage 
specifies, however, that Confucius used a hook for fishing. An archery manual notes that fowling is 
reserved for the experienced hand, birds being small and volatile targets, Laycock & Bauer 1965, 48. 
6
 He did recognize archery as one of six ancient arts worthy of learning, and at the same time 

considered military preparation important (「教民戰」, An 13.30). The silence about training in military 

archery in the earliest Confucian school may reflect changes taking place in late Spring and Autumn 
period when mercenary warfare arose. This meant that aristocratic education and warfare began to 
belong to different strata of feudal society.  
7
 I use the word “education” loosely. Perhaps in the final chapter there will be occasion to examine 

differences in this which appears to be one of a few interesting common themes emerging from our 
focus on archery. 
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themselves (cf. An 12.7; 13.29-30; 16.2). Nonetheless, Confucius obviously did not 

consider himself competent in military skills and tactics but immersed himself in 

propagating what we might call broad learning (bo xue, 博學, An 6.25, 9.9, 12.15). In 

one passage, he abruptly departs from a state whose ruler wants to make him a war 

consultant (An 15.1). In another, he is taunted for lacking fame in any particular art 

(An 9.2). In light-hearted fashion, he replies that between archery and charioteering, 

he may as well train in the latter. Did he reply thus because he knew archery well 

enough, or because he reckoned that charioteering would better suit the kind of 

distinction his mocker was looking for? We have no answer. Certainly, however, the 

school he established used archaic literature, rituals and arts as vehicles for 

transmitting the lofty ideals and cultural legacies of bygone eras. It was education 

deeply informed by knowledge and admiration for the past (好古) from which he 

drew searing moral insights.8 The recipients of this education were men who could 

be called upon for statecraft. The literary, ritual and artistic elements of the 

instruction they received were to be crucial for their private life as much as for the 

government they might serve.9 It was in the context of such school that archery was 

learned as something more than a practical skill.10  

 A good number of passages attest to Confucius’s esteem for vestiges of Zhou 

civilization and customs. He was present at solemn sacrifices offered by the 

sovereign (di,禘) and himself observed ancestral rituals to which he ascribed 

profound meaning.11 He likewise enjoyed age-old festivities, namely visiting rain 

altars – sites possibly associated with myths and rituals related to archery – where 

dancing and ceremonial capping of boys took place.12 Meanwhile, passages bearing 

metaphoric utterances about archery seem proof enough of his familiarity with 

rituals involving archery. To recall a caveat sounded off earlier, we cannot be so 

certain of later records’ detailing of archaic rituals and customs. In all likelihood, 

forms of ritual archery originating from previous times were still being practiced in 

                                                      
8
 Cf. An 2.23; 3.3; 7.1; 9.9; 11.11; 19.22, and more. Certainly, 好古 is more than a characteristic of 

Confucian learning. It has political implications as well, a kind of campaign for the restoration of a lost 
order.   
9
 That is, it was studying “for the (cultivation of) self” (為己學) with principles that were applicable to 

personal life as much as public service. Confucian moral education thus had repercussions on how one 
served lord and state, cf. An 6.26; 13.5; 14.13, 25; 16.6; 17.9, plus countless others.  
10

 What one source writes about early Zhou aristocratic education is revealing in terms of the 
likelihood of Confucius instructing his followers in subjects like archery, thus propagating traditional 
learning,: “Prior to the time of Confucius, the literati – who were primarily responsible for the 
production, use, and care of books and documents – were largely aristocrats (…) The education of 
aristocratic sons was primarily directed toward their preparation for service in various branches of the 
government (…) The subjects to be taught included the reading of ancient literature, besides such 
skills as archery and charioteering”, Tsien 2004, 7-8. 
11

 Cf. An 3.10-12; 5.7; 17.2. 
12

 Mention of Rain Dance altars in An 11.25, 12.21. 
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Confucius’s day. With regard to these, contemporary scholars are convinced that 

verses from Zhou poetry in the Shijing were chants accompanying imitative dances in 

ritual ceremonies. Confucius explicitly approved rituals commemorating ancient 

sovereigns. He was enthralled, for example, by the Succession Dance (shao, 韶) and 

regarded the Martial Dance (wu, 武) as beautiful and worth propagating (An 3.14, 25; 

11.11; 15.10). It is not unreasonable to think that the Minister of Zhou (Zhou Gong 周

公) would have been among the illustrious forbears impersonated in ceremonial 

pantomimes.13 Just maybe, it was in reference to some such ritual display that 

Confucius once quipped that “even though a man had the talents and beauty of  

Zhou Gong, if he were proud and mean, he would not be worth beholding” (An 8.11). 

This remark does not tell us much about ancestral rituals but does give us inkling of 

the teacher’s admiration for the ancients: he attributed to them not only moral 

exemplarity but also physical endowments. In what follows, we turn our attention to 

what metaphoric utterances related to archery bespeak of moral views in the 

Analects.  

 

2. An 3.7: The Gentleman’s Competition  

An American scholar recently wrote that Chinese athletic practices “are based on 

notions of ethics, virtue and self-cultivation.”14 Having looked into the history of 

archery in ancient China in chapter 2, it may be more accurate to say the reverse: 

that Confucian notions of ethics, virtue and self-cultivation are based on the military 

and sporting activities of earlier dynasties along with ritual beliefs and practices 

attaching to these.   

The first passage we wish to explore casts the conduct of gentlemen precisely in 

the light of ritual archery: 

   

  There is nothing that gentlemen compete over, if at all, it is in archery. 
Genteel when ascending (to the shooting platform) and upon descending 
(offering) drink – such competition is truly of gentlemen. 
 
子曰：君子無所爭，必也射乎! 

揖讓而升，下而飲，其爭也君子。《論語‧八佾》 

 

Interestingly, most English versions of the Analects fail to convey the metaphoric 

                                                      
13

 Some authors refer to Zhou Gong with the title “Prince of Zhou”. However, the title “gong” (公) 

refers to his office as one of three high ministers (三公), and not to his nobility. In terms of noble 

ranking, he was a marquis (侯) rather than a prince or duke. He was not honored as a patriarch of an 

ancestral line, the patriarch of his line being King Cheng (成王). I thank Prof. Schilling for clarifying this 

matter and countless others on Chinese history and scriptural tradition. 
14

 Raphals 2012, 9. 
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element of the passage, translating it as a literal statement that it is only in archery 

matches that gentlemen ought to or ever compete. Legge translates the first line as 

“the student of virtue has no contentions, (if) he cannot avoid them, shall this be in 

archery?”; Waley’s rendition is “gentlemen never compete, (but) in archery they do 

so”; while Lau suggests, “there is no contention between gentlemen, the nearest to it 

is, perhaps, in archery.” Brook’s reading is even more point blank: “Gentlemen never 

compete. Surely this exception will be in archery?” Only Slingerland points out that 

there is a metaphor in the passage’s line which he translates us “Surely archery can 

serve as an illustration of the fact that the gentleman does not compete.”15  

In fact, passage 3.7 makes sense both literally and figuratively and thus displays 

the “twice true” phenomenon mentioned in chapter 1: utterances that make sense 

both on the literal and figurative levels.16  The literal verity of the statement lays in 

the fact – or belief circulated from archaic literature – that former lords used hunting 

and ritualized competitions to promote friendly and peaceful relations among nobles 

of different states. Through these, alliances were strengthened and interpersonal 

rapport was improved. Among countless advices doled out by Confucius to heads 

and ministers of states, there is nothing in the line of organizing goodwill hunts and 

other joint ritual or sporting events. This may be a case for saying that the statement 

is not to be taken literally. At any case, both wording and semiosis of 3.7 allow for 

metaphoric reading, and deciphering the metaphor behooves us to ask why, among 

the different forms of sporting and competition in ancient times, archery is singled 

out as model for gentlemanly conduct.17          

Read metaphorically, the passage posits a relation of similarity between the 

behavior of gentlemen – presumably the Confucian “moral” gentleman rather than 

feudal lords and nobles – and the ritual conduct of participants in an archery contest. 

The metaphor is elaborated in the middle lines where two elements of the source 

domain are given as specifications of similarity: saluting when ascending, and giving 

to drink upon descending (揖讓而升，下而飲 ). The context imperative for 

comprehending the metaphor is ancient archery ritual, so that a brief glance at 

relevant details of its procedures is called for.18  

                                                      
15

 Cf. Legge 1971, Waley 2005, Lau 1992, Brooks 1998, Slingerland 2003. 
16

 See recapitulation of metaphor theory in chapter 1. 
17

 On this point, I received encouragement from Prof. Yao Xinzhong to explore the passage 
metaphorically during consultations at King’s College, London and Renmin University, Beijing in May 
and June 2014. There is a long list of competitive sports practiced from early times with military origin 
like archery, e.g., boat-racing, gymnastics 導引, kickball 蹴鞠, martial arts 武術, long jump 距躍, 

tug-of-war 拔河, weight lifting 舉鼎/扛鼎, etc. Consult Wilkinson 2013, 331-333.      
18

 That ritual archery – specifically Grand archery or Town archery which were both for selecting 
officers – is the kind of “she” referred to in 3.7 is generally agreed by Chinese commentaries. The 
Chinese commentators I have consulted largely draw from the three classics on ancient rites (三禮) – 

i.e., Yili, Liji and Zhouli – in their glosses, cf. Zhu Xi’s Sishu Zhangju Jizhu 四書章句集註 (Taipei: E-Hu 
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We saw in chapter 2 that ritual archery was an elaborate event involving a series 

of ceremonial words and gestures. According to the Yili, bowing was frequent: when 

contestants were presented, before they ascended the stairs and upon reaching the 

top of the shooting platform, before and after their turns at shooting, then again to 

acknowledge their opponents at the end of the match, salutary bows were done.19 

Likewise, it was customary for winners to offer a cup of their prize wine to the losers. 

These are the simple images attaching to the metaphor. It raises the framework of a 

peaceful engagement where participants act amiably toward each other, winners 

show kindness to the vanquished, and the vanquished accept their lot through 

customary actions.20 The Liji further posits a two-pronged meaning to the winners’ 

gesture of “forsaking the cup” which informs us of the kind of associations made 

about elements of ritual archery in the early periods of Confucianism: on the part of 

victors, it showed their disposition and capacity to provide for others; on the part of 

losers – who were expected to accept the offering – it was an admission of defeat, in 

the end, of their dependence on others for nourishment.21  

English translations render the character 「爭」 as competing or contending. 

Reading it figuratively, I surmise that the passage does more than disapprove 

commonplace skirmishing or urge courtesies. To be sure, these are valid messages 

that can be drawn from 3.7.22 However, more substance can be made out of the 

passage when approached metaphorically. This would first take us to scan the 

context of the utterance, for instance, (1) the audience addressed by the Analectic 

                                                                                                                                                        
Chubanshe, 2010); Cheng Shude’s 程樹德 Lunyu Jishi 論語集釋上 (Taipei: Quan Gwo Ge Da Shuju, 

1965); Liu Baonan’s劉寶楠 Lunyu Zhengyi 論語正義(Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 2011); the Lunyu Yizhu 

論語譯注 of Yang Bojun 楊伯峻 (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 2007); and last, the Lunyu Xinjie 論語新

解 of Qian Mu 錢穆 (Taipei: Dongda Tushu Gongsi, 2008). As we have noted on several occasions, no 

verified accounts of ancient ritual procedures have reached us apart from those consolidated after Qin. 
Given the lack of alternatives, recourse to the three classics on ancient rites is inevitable. We permit it 
as a limit of the study. What Arthur Waley says on this issue may help explain the absence of the kind 
of material we are interested in as well as support the existence of ritual texts in far flung regions such 
as Lu state: “it is very unlikely that any ritual texts existed until the decline of Zhou civilization. So long 
as the rituals were practiced, it was unnecessary to fix them in writing. Probably the first books of 
ritual were composed for the benefit of such offshoots of the Zhou ruling caste as were settled in the 
remoter conquered territories, and were in danger of becoming out of contact with the central 
culture”, Waley 1989, 54.  
19

 Cf. Yili, Town Archery Ritual (儀禮‧鄉射禮). Bowing was a very common gesture in official 

ceremonies, for example, in investitures rites and promulgation of decrees.  
20

 Note that Qian Mu renders the passage with slight adjustment in the punctuation that effects 
change in meaning. Nonetheless, the general idea remains about protocols and procedures that make 
archery a ritualized competition (以禮化爭), see Qian 2008, 62-63.  
21

 「酒者所以養老也，所以養病也‧求中以辭爵者，辭養也。」《禮記‧射義》 
22

 Thus Yang Bojun’s paraphrase, that archery is a polite kind of competition (那一種競賽是很有禮貌

的), cf. Yang 2007, 25. Zhu Xi like some earlier commentators see more than courtesy in these ritual 

actions but moral dispositions. In concrete, deferential modesty (恭遜), cf. Zhu 2010, 63; or humility 

(謙卑) and respect (敬) for Tang dynasty and earlier scholars quoted in Cheng 1965, 135.   
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instructions – i.e., disciples being groomed for office – and (2) the bludgeoning 

political strife at the threshold of the Warring States. In light of these, the image of 

genteel competitors can be brought to bear upon ideal men in power or authority, in 

particular, their attitude towards their peers and the people they govern. This 

squares well with the early association of the bow with the ruling class. The 

metaphor zeroes in on two elements of ritual practice: that of bowing and of offering 

the cup of prize wine. Applied to persons enjoying sovereignty or office, these 

gestures may stand for rulers and ministers of states living harmoniously with each 

other on the one hand, and preoccupying themselves with the plight of the people 

on the other. One passage in the Analects with the phrase 「君子不爭」 does use 

these words to describe the socio-political dispositions of a gentleman in a way that 

goes beyond mere politeness: the gentleman is sympathetic and does not fall into 

wrangling, sociable and not cliquish, An 15.21 (君子矜而不爭，群而不黨。《論語‧

衛靈公》). Figure 1 shows how the metaphoric scheme of this line of reading could 

be mapped out.  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Passage 3.7 (a) 
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The line of reading I currently suggest magnifies the proposition of the passage 

from mere literal reminder of civility to a weightier plea for men in authority to 

coexist peacefully and rule compassionately –  a common entreaty in many a 

passage of the Analects. These passages may now be brought in relation to 3.7.For 

example, those which praise the benevolent rule of sage kings whom Confucius 

believed brought harmony throughout the kingdom and nourished the people. These 

he eulogized along with other ancient worthies who, in stark contrast to the princes 

and officers of his time, were indifferent to power: “How majestic was the manner in 

which Shun and Yu held possession of the empire, as if it were nothing to them”, An 

8.18 (巍巍乎，舜禹之有天下也，而不與焉。《論語‧泰伯》).23 The ideal of 

non-fighting ,「不爭」, also resonates in passages expressing consternation for rulers 

and ministers vying for power or usurping authority (e.g. An 7.35, 13.4, 14.22, 16.1-3, 

and scores of other passages). 

Thus, metaphoric reading hinged on key contextual data and consistent with the 

whole text can take the proposition of the passage under study to deeper and 

broader reaches. It furnishes an image of moral conduct in office by framing the ideal 

of harmonious and benevolent wielding of power (i.e., ren zheng, 仁政) in terms of 

ritual behavior in archery. In doing so, at least two effects are accomplished. First, the 

ideal is made accessible to disciples of the school who would have witnessed if not 

participated in archery rituals. Second and more importantly, the possibility of such 

ideal is also posed by describing how a similar phenomenon of conviviality and 

kindness occurs in ritual archery. 

In a nutshell, archery metaphor in passage 3.7 can be taken to illustrate ideal 

governance with details of ritual practice denoting harmony and benevolence. Only 

in so governing can he fulfill his obligations as ruler and establish his authority firmly 

among his own kinsmen, subordinates and rival kingdoms. The “Horn Bow” seen in 

chapter 2 comes to mind, with its images of the bow’s recoiling mechanism and a 

primate taking cover in the foliage of a verdant tree. Drawing as it does from ritual, 

the passage may suggest conviction about the potential of archery and ritual 

practices in general to guide or even transform the political scenario. Read literally or 

metaphorically, the twice true utterance propounds a recommendation for those in 

power as well as candidates to authority – as his disciples would have been – to act 

ritually or as in ritual when occupying office.  

  

 

                                                      
23

 As with the chapter on history of Chinese archery, quoted English translations of passages from 
Chinese classics are James Legge’s, unless otherwise indicated. Other times, I make my own 
translation. 
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*** 

Gentlemen do not compete (君子不爭), and thus is gentlemanly competition (其

爭也君子): so go the first and final verses of An 3.7. It occurs to me that another 

fruitful way of engaging the passage metaphorically – an alternative metaphoric 

route also based on historical context and whole text understanding – is to bring its 

image to bear on the struggles of a student of the Way. Notwithstanding the 

introductory verse alleging that gentlemen do not fight, the followers of Confucius in 

fact compete in a battle of a different order. Given that there were many ways to 

“show one’s stuff” – say, in a battlefield, in some test of strength, or in a contest in 

other areas of learning –, the question is why ritual archery is raised as a paradigm 

for the competition of gentlemen? In other words, how and in what area does a 

Confucian disciple rightly expend his energy and strive to get ahead of others? 

 Not infrequently, authors present stereo-typical images of ancient Chinese 

sports and physical activities as non-competitive, averse to any display of bodily skills 

and abilities.24 If passages precisely such as 3.7 are taken all too literally and in 

conjunction with later classics whose historical accounts are interspersed with 

idealizations of the past, it is certainly tempting to think so. Having had a glimpse into 

ancient Chinese and Greek sporting customs, we could say that the element of rivalry 

in Chinese sports was milder – or less overt? – in comparison to Western practices, 

and that this element was put in check through ritual procedures.25 Still, stereotypes 

are stereotypes, and participating in an event such as archery despite the rituals that 

governed it would have entailed no small amount of fighting spirit, probably more 

subtle but no less intense: long, arduous training was needed, there were high 
                                                      
24

 Apart from archery competition, traditional physical exercises of gong fu, yoga and the like. I have 
found tendencies of orientalism and historic romanticism particularly acute in Westerners writing on 
ancient Chinese martial and athletic customs. One article claims that “muscular development and 
beauty was never highly valued (…) (Physical exercises) were all concerned with longevity and 
achieving mental and physical harmony, with internal organic function than musculature, strength and 
vigor”, Riordan & Jones (eds.), 1999, 23. Nigel Crowther says something similar, that according to 
ancient texts early sports in China was not interested in competition, vigorous exercise, and muscular 
development, Crowther 2007, 3. There may be some grain of truth in the characterization of Chinese 
sports as passive and harmonious, but also unhelpful selectivity and exaggeration.    
25

 It is important to bear in mind the military origin of sports like archery. Litheness would have been 
a factor even in its genteel ritual exercise. The entry on “Sports and Games” in the new Chinese 
History manual of Endymion Wilkinson offers a helpful clarification about early types of physical 
activity in China with a view that makes Chinese sporting history more comparable to other ancient 
societies around the globe: “Physical culture in ancient China can be grouped into three categories: 
military, physical, and recreational (…) The winners in sports display the same qualities as the victor in 
battle or the successful hunter in primitive societies – strength, a good eye (for throwing a spear, 
aiming a bow, or firing a gun), speed, and aggressive competitiveness. It is hardly surprising, therefore, 
that many of China’s most famous field sports, exercises, and games started in ancient times as forms 
of military training (just as their equivalents did in archaic Greece). For example: archery. From 
prehistoric times, the bow was the main weapon both for hunting and warfare. In ancient China, 
archery and rituals surrounding its practice became a key component of education”, Wilkinson 2013, 
331. 
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standards to attain to, objective winners and losers were presented to public eye, 

and much was at stake in the outcome of one’s performance.  

Grasping the metaphoric nature of the passage enables us to veer from 

stereotypical thinking. As figurative speech, it does not simply mean that “gentlemen 

do not compete” but invites us to view the unique way that gentlemen do fight. My 

suggestion, as mentioned earlier, is to interpret the competition of gentlemen in 

archery as the moral struggles of the Confucian gentleman which consists largely in 

efforts at self-cultivation. This, it seems to me, is the fight which disciples of the Way 

constantly engage in, a battle demanding utmost effort and concentration, an area 

too where it is alright to wish to surpass one’s teacher: when it comes to ren, don’t 

let yourself be outdone even by your teacher, An 15.35 (當仁不讓於師。《論語‧衛靈

公》). As the metaphor goes, this unique competition has elements similar to what 

transpires in archery ritual.26 We could then interpret the metaphor guided by 

relevant features of ritual archery. I find that in doing so, an interesting chain of 

parallel entailments surface between competing in archery and a Confucian disciple’s 

efforts to progress in the Way. Archery does appear to be an idyllic metaphor for the 

“gentleman’s strifes” in that the more one thinks of the semblance between them, 

the more points are discovered.27  

The passage in question mentions bowing to opponents and offering wine to 

drink as crucial elements for pegging comparison. Archery is framed as an epitome of 

“benign” rivalry. Experientially, it is a non-contact sport, which means that it can be 

highly competitive yet not entail causing direct injury to other participants. 

Transferring the notion of competing – of striving hard to stand out in a given 

proficiency – to the field of moral cultivation, the goal is no longer hitting a target or 

other standards of shooting. Instead, it is on learning and mastering ren (仁) where 

contenders concentrate their efforts. Needless to say, the better they perform, the 

more advantage it is to others.28 Hence, we can take the motions of bowing and 

                                                      
26

 Liu Baonan (劉寶楠) also thinks that the passage cannot be taken to mean that archery ritual “put 

an end to gentlemen’s strife” (於射尤必君子無爭), as some believed the passage to mean about 

archery. He points out that archery was real competition where losing was shameful. The gentleman 
participates in the contest intent on hitting the target, and hitting the target was a bid to becoming a 
worthy (賢者). It is this way of contending (i.e., personally focusing on the goal) which befits 

gentlemen, Liu 2010, 87-89. Liu sticks to literal level of reading, but his elaboration of the statement is 
consonant with my alternative metaphoric interpretation of 3.7 as conveying how students of the Way 
do struggle. The way to advance is similar to archery’s recipe for success: focusing on the game rather 
than getting caught up in rivalry and other things on the side. 
27

 Recall quote from Bezuidenhout 2001, 172, cited in chap. 1, section on metaphor interpretation. 
28

 This and other analogous aspects between archery competition and struggling to be virtuous 
surfaced in conversation with Prof. Huang Yong. I am grateful to him for this as well as for his 
encouragement to pursue the investigation in the framework of virtue ethics. Concurrent use of 
archery metaphor by Confucius and Aristotle will certainly be useful for investigating notion of “virtue” 
between the two schools. It is a line of research that I would hope to undertake separately. 
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sharing wine as representations of the variety of ways that the ideal gentleman 

manifests ren in his behavior and dealings. Following this line of interpretation, 

numerous passages can be brought in relation to the metaphoric utterance of 3.7. In 

concrete, those advocating practices of benevolence and a whole string of positive 

deeds in the line of filial piety, loyalty, acquiescence, self-sacrifice, generosity, 

kindness, etc. All of these redound to highly commendable social actuation. In the 

end, the person who is ren is portrayed as one who is mindful of others and 

considerate of their needs, so that bowing and offering drink can be taken to 

exemplify the strongly altruistic nature of ren, neatly formulated in the two-fold 

principle of zhongshu (忠恕, cf. An 4.15; 5.11; 14.42, 15.24).29 

There are more features of archery competition that are relevant to comparison 

with moral struggle. In particular, success in non-contact sports like archery tends to 

rest more entirely on the effort and capacity of individual players. Since external 

conditions are the same for all participants and there is no opposing strength to 

directly counter a player’s moves, each competitor bears the full brunt of the 

outcome of his performance.30 Thus in ancient archery, standards of performance 

such as hitting the mark, executing the right movements, or keeping in time with 

accompanying music all depended on the shooter, that is, on his personal 

performance and the knowledge and skills he has developed from effort at training. 

This characteristic of archery strikingly reminds us of the acute sense of personal 

responsibility vested on students with regard to their progress in the Way. Getting 

ahead depended on how much they were willing to focus their mind and energy on 

learning and self-cultivation. Meanwhile, social standing, material means, 

recognition from authority and other matters more or less subject to chance were 

considered marginal to morals: “Do you be a scholar after the style of the superior 

man, and not after that of the mean man”, An 6.11 (為君子儒，無為小人儒。《論

語‧雍也》).31 When it comes to self-cultivation and moral striving, the greatest 

obstacle was not a more powerful opponent nor adverse circumstances but a “self” 

that does not want enough, stops half-way, or is lured by ends other than those set 

before students of the Way. Here again, scores of passages can be put in relation to 

3.7. For these, the image of how gentlemen compete in archery becomes a paradigm 
                                                      
29

 Zhongshu, also known as the oriental “Golden Rule”, is a privileged topic among Confucian moral 
philosophers. Chan Wingtsit translates it as “consciousness and altruism, which is the one thread 
running through Confucius’ teachings”, Chan 1973, 16-17, 27.  
30

 A passage from Mencius sees a similarity between archery and moral striving precisely on this point: 
“The man who would be benevolent is like the archer. The archer adjusts himself and then shoots. If 
he misses, he does not murmur against those who surpass himself”, 2A.7 (仁者如射：射者正己而後

發；發而不中，不怨勝己者，反求諸己而已矣。《孟子‧公孫丑上》). The analogy is echoed verbatim 

in the Liji, cf.《禮記‧射義》.  
31

 Idea of being clear on primary aims and staying on track is running theme in the Analects.It will 
surface again in our discussion of other archery-derived metaphors.  
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for the directed effort and dedication to self-cultivation of a scholar of the Way who 

learns with urgency, as if afraid of what he might lose (cf. An 8.7).  

Earlier in chapter 2, we mentioned about an ancient shooting stance. This too is 

a feature of ritual archery which seems useful and interesting for comparison with 

moral striving. To recall, archers in a ritual supposedly arranged their feet carefully 

over markers on the floor. They would accordingly pass their eyes between the target 

ahead and the markers beneath their feet in order to adjust body and bow to the 

right position, that is, according to what was believed to be the ancient form when 

shooting. In the Yili, this process of aligning was obviously important so that it was 

customary for the master of shooting (司射) to demonstrate it in the prelude to the 

match. Bowing as if to emphasize the gesture, he checks his feet in reference to both 

target and foot indicators, literally “thing” (物), on the ground: “When he draws level 

with the left shooting line marker, he salutes towards the north. When he reaches his 

own marker, he salutes again. He places his left foot aligned with the marker: he does 

not stand with his feet parallel to each other; then he turns, looks at the center of 

the target, and looks down to align his feet in a ‘T’ with the marker”, Yili, Town 

Archery Ritual (當左物北面揖。及物揖。左足覆物，不方足，還，視候中，俯正

足。《儀禮‧鄉射禮》).32 We come to understand from this description that in the 

crucial moment of archery, the shooter’s prime focus was his own bodily posture in 

relation to target and marker. Letting the mind stray to other things besides – e.g., 

what opponents are up to or how the audience is reacting, etc. – constitute 

distractions and could compromise performance.33 In moral striving, an analogous 

phenomenon occurs of the need to be focused on moral motives (e.g., fulfilling 

duties) and to put inner dispositions in check.34 In archery competitions, contestants 

get to view their rivals’ performances when resting between turns. So too the 

gentleman witnesses others’ virtues and defects. Observing these, however, will lead 

him to turn his gaze again upon himself. In this way, self-examination, which is one of 

the gentleman’s methods for moral adjusting, squares analogously with the practice 

of correcting one’s position in view of the set target ahead and ground markers.35 

The scheme of ritual archery as metaphor for moral striving would look something 

like Figure 2. 

                                                      
32

 Translation is from Selby 2000, 57. 
33

 It may be interesting to extend the metaphor by having target and marker symbolize ren and li. A 
poignant parallelism can be drawn: ren would be the aim, orientative force behind the upright 
person’s thoughts and deeds, while li would be guiding norms on which he can, literally, “take his 
stand.” 
34

 That is, to be discerning of the objects or locus of one’s 好, 志, 欲, 樂, 思, 懷, 求 or 安: 

innumerable passages employ these characters and show the rich moral psychology of the Analects. 
35

 Note idea of 「見過」 or 「觀過」in 4.7, and 5.26, respectively, plus a good number of other 

passages alluding to practice of self-examination, e.g. 1.4, 4.17, 15.15, 15.29. 
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Figure 2: Passage 3.7 (b) 

 

The final feature of archery as far as paradigm for moral striving that I wish to discuss 

is that it was a competition where triumph was not the exclusive lot of an individual 

winner. The flow and context of ritual archery did not seem to give much occasion for 

victors to bask in personal glory. There is no mention in records of a trophy or crown 

awarded to the best shooter, nor were single winners declared.  Instead, victory 

was shared by winning pairs. Further, if what later sources say about the purpose and 

consequences of ritual archery be true, the sense of victory was further dissipated 

since triumph ultimately redounded to the feudal lords under whose circumscription 

successful candidates belonged. Again, we cannot be certain about the accuracy and 

Practices of 
ren/ 

commendable 
qualities/deeds; 

acting by 
zhongshu 

Moral Striving 

Benign struggle 

Other shared features relevant to this angle of comparison: 

 
-archer-controlled arrow 
direction and bodily 
movements 
 
-aligning to ancient stance 
 
 
-shared victory  

-personal responsibility: progress 
determined by personal effort and 
dedication 
 
-moral adjustments through 
self-examination and rectifying 
 
-morality not exclusive: Way is open to 
all, ren within reach 
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extent of this method of conscription to office. We note that it was a widespread 

belief in Eastern Zhou, apparently an important association made about archery in 

early Confucianism, that it was recruiting ground for court office. Success in the 

archery ritual preceding the monarch’s yearly sacrifice was probably not just limited 

to a pair but as many as performed well and satisfied the ruler could join the sacred 

dance. So it is in the sphere of moral striving that as many as put in earnest effort 

sooner or later find themselves in the ranks of gentlemen: Is ren far away? I wish it, 

and it is near, An 7.29 (仁遠乎哉，我欲仁，斯仁至矣。《論語‧述而》). 

To conclude our discussion of 3.7, I presented two plausible and fruitful ways to 

tackle the passage metaphorically. In so doing, the passage was brought to bear on 

matters beyond simple courtesy or avoidance of petty wrangling. With archery ritual 

as framework, the passage could be directing us towards a vision of ideal persons in 

power, their attitude and concerns, particularly their harmonious behavior and 

compassion. Alternatively, the same framework helps us picture the benign yet 

demanding striving of a moral gentleman. Developing the alternative reading 

required me to formulate analogous features perhaps deduced from imagination but 

nonetheless inspired by literary and historical sources. I have tried to work out 

interpretations consonant with historical context and fundamental themes in the 

Analects so that scores of passages could be rallied in support of my reading. Before 

moving on to the next passage, there is one issue which I think is worth bringing up 

due to its relevance to thesis theme and the passage in question, that is, archery as 

manifestation of virtue. We saw earlier that this idea explicit in the Liji became a 

widespread belief in later dynasties. From the Analects, passage 3.7 has been cited 

as proof that Confucius espoused said belief. A sample argument which offers partial 

translation of the 3.7 runs as follows: 

 

Archery as manifestation of the virtue of the athlete first appears in the 
Analects. The Analects refers to ritual archery contests of the nobility, but 
Confucius praises less the skill of archery than the character of the junzi, 
expressed in non-competitive behavior. For example, in Analects 3:7 Confucius 
says, ‘The junzi has nothing over which he contends.’ He uses the example of 
archery; the archer behaves with ritual courtesy and, although in contest with 

others, remains a junzi. (Raphals 2012, 3).36 

    

The author of the quote does not seem to detect metaphoric utterance and offers a 

literal reading of 3.7. This, of course, is legitimate since the passage, as we have 

noted, is twice true. On the other hand, it seems to me that the idea of archery as 

manifestation of virtue does not readily obtain from passage 3.7 which, as it is, is the 

                                                      
36

 Similar opinion about the Analects and archery expressed by James Behuniak when citing 3.7, cf. 
Behuniak 2010, 597. 
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closest supporting remark that can be had from the Analects. Taken literally, the 

passage states as most English translations do that gentlemen ought not fight, except 

perhaps in ritual archery with its standard gestures that help maintain civility among 

opponents. Taken metaphorically, the claim neither obtains: the transference of 

archery, bowing and offering wine to possible conceptual domains of benevolent rule 

or moral striving takes the proposition of the passage away from actual archery ritual 

to what elements of archery ritual stand for. Raphals seems to conflate literal and 

metaphoric readings by imputing figurative deductions to experiential archery. To be 

sure, manifesting and observing virtue is a recurring topic in the Analects. However, 

relevant verses do not specify archery ritual as occasion for this. Instead, it is matters 

such as speech, social intercourse, manifest motives and desires, fulfillment of duties 

and attitude in mourning and sacrificial rituals that are considered indicative of 

personal character and useful for assessing the moral status of students and various 

personages (cf. An 1.11, 2.10, , 3.26, 5.9).  

With all these, my opinion is that “archery as manifestation of virtue” is a 

possible but in no way proven belief in the Analects. It cannot be inferred from literal 

statements, while metaphoric reading merely establishes a semblance between ritual 

archery gestures and gentlemanly qualities. There is room to say, however, that 3.7 

and other relevant verses do reveal something about the role of ritual practices 

exemplified by archery in Confucian education. In concrete, observance of ritual 

customs comes across as training ground for moral cultivation. In addition – as we 

shall see in discussing other passages with archery metaphors –, ritual terms and 

elements provided mental and linguistic tools for speaking of ethical reality.   

    

3. An 3.16: The Way of the Ancients:  

Like the previous one, the second passage employs an image which in all 

likelihood draws from ritual archery too. It reads, 

 

The master said, Archery is not about hitting the target,  
considering the fact that strengths vary. That was the way of the Ancients. 
 

子曰：射不主皮，為力不同科， 

古之道也。《論語‧八佾》 

 

The passage is short, but each constituent phrase is loaded with meaning and 

associations – metaphoric resonances which we can begin to decipher by attending 

to relevant contextual information. In this regard, a number of details come to mind 

from our survey of archery in ancient China in chapter 2.  

 The introductory phrase 「射不主皮」 has us zero in on the target-shooting 
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aspect of archery. Two matters spontaneously arise as relevant contextual data for a 

first-order understanding of the image, that is, targets used in archery rituals or 

competitions and criteria for judging performance. Ancient targets in ritual archery 

were made of animal hide or cloth stretched over a mounted frame. An animal figure 

would be drawn in the center, usually of the kind hunted for game. Vital sections 

such as head and chest were designated prime area compared to the rest of the 

figure.37 In ancient ritual archery setting, this target was laid out some meters from 

the center of the shooting platform. Below is a reconstruction of the set-up of a 

ritual competition. Aside, D.C. Lau’s comment on the phrase 「不主皮」–i.e., that it 

refers to a “bull’s eye in the center of a cloth target” (Lau 1979) – projects the 

modern image of concentric circles design into the metaphor making it seem that 

point-blank precision is what is referred to. In reality, however, the target zone would 

have pertained to a larger region: an area of the animal figure or design, rather than 

a small center point. Several English translators see in 3.16 a negative reference to 

military archery (Slingerland 2003, Brooks 1998, Legge 1971).38  They explain that  

since protective battle armor was fabricated from layers of leather (皮), being able to 

puncture it was of supreme importance in military archery. They therefore infer from 

the simple statement that “archery is not about (hitting) the leather” that the 

speaker dismisses military archery in favor of its ritual practice where standards 

other than piercing force were considered equally, if not more, important.39 I also 

agree that the metaphoric utterance in 3.16, like passage 3.7, has ritual archery as 

source domain. However, I think that distaste for military archery need not be read 

into it. 40  The bare passage does not claim as much, while context neither 

necessitates such conclusion. It seems to me that the “anti-military” theme common 

in English glosses is strongly influenced by orthodox Chinese exegesis. Principal 

                                                      
37

 These are some peripheral data provided by Liu Baonan in his gloss on the passage, see Liu 2011, 
105-109. For estimated dimensions and construction of panels in early and late Zhou era, see Selby 
2000, 108-111. Ultimately, the data source of Selby as much as of Chinese commentators are the ritual 
books and other transmitted literature. Selby’s calculations are based on the Zhouli, which also 
mentions that there were different kinds of targets: simple pelt targets for testing, multi-color targets 
used by nobles, and animal-printed targets for the most solemn occasions, consult the Kaogong Ji part, 
section on craftmen’s making of targets (周禮‧考工記‧梓人).     
38

 Among the Chinese commentators that I have consulted, there is consensus that the passage does 
intend to delineate ritual archery from military archery, somewhat implying disdain for the latter too. 
Zhu Xi and Cheng Shude each propagate the story from either the Liji or the Record of Music (樂記) of 

how the advent of Zhou rule put an end to the kind archery (i.e., military archery 武射) whose chief 

end is to hit the target, cf. Zhu 2010, 65-66; Cheng 1965,162-166.    
39

 Legge’s translation is “In archery it is not going through the leather which is the principal thing”, 
while Slingerland’s reads, “It is said that ‘in archery, one does not emphasize piercing the hide of the 
target,’ because people’s strengths differ”, cf. Legge 1971, Slingerland 2003. 
40

 As mentioned earlier, there are passages that claim military activity indispensable. On the other 
hand, it is easy to imagine scholars like Confucius dreading the excesses of Eastern Zhou warfare, so 
different from chivalric warfare read and believed of former times. 
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writers of the latter are in fact heavily cited in the commentaries of Legge, 

Slingerland and the like. With regard to 3.16, for example, they bring in the 

captivating tale told by Zhu Xi about the origin of archery ritual. Accordingly, the 

founders of Zhou restored peace in the land by turning military weapons into ritual 

use: they vowed to “never resort to war again, (…) demobilized troops and held an 

archery contest where officers cast off their swords, donned civilian clothes, shot to 

the sound of ritual music, and no longer had as their aim penetrating the hide of the 

target”, (Slingerland 2003, 24).41 

 

 

 
Reconstruction of arrangement and floor plan of ancient archery ritual. In the diagram are 
two pairs of archers who take turns shooting from an elevated platform with steps, musicians 
and instruments in the far side, vessels for purifying, and a square target. Source: Selby 2003, 
68-69. 

 

   Apart from ancient targets, the phrase also calls to mind the complex standard 

for rating performance in ritual archery. In sources on ancient ritual, the words 「主

皮」appear to be a technical term for marking the target.42 This was supposedly one 

criterion for assessing archery performance, the part, that is, which could be 

                                                      
41

 Slingerland’s comment of the passage takes from Legge who likewise disseminates the story of the 
idyllic aftermath of King Wu’s triumph in relation to passage 3.7. 
42

 Consult Yili section on Town Archery (儀禮‧鄉射) and the Zhouli section on Town Officials (周禮‧

鄉大夫). Zhu Xi thinks so too and clarifies that hitting the target did matter, it was striking force that 

didn’t (古者射以觀德，但主於中，而不主於貫革), Zhu 2010, 65. Likewise, Liu Baonan taking cue from 

Eastern Han scholar Ma Rong (馬融) says that 「主皮」 means “the material was hit” (有中質), Liu 

2007, 107. 

A ritual archery 

contest 
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scrutinized from the result on the target: the precision and drawing strength could 

both be reviewed from punctures to the hide. However, the words do not exactly 

denote piercing the hide right through – as some translations would have it (e.g. 

Legge 1971; Lau 1979) –, nor was it a matter of accurately striking a miniscule point 

but of marking the animal-inspired target design. The follow up phrase 「力不同科」 

brings in the additional fact of ritual archery being fought in pairs of old and young 

competitors. This meant heterogeneous levels of physical capacity. Junior ones would 

have fared better in shooting with their youthful strength and eyesight, while senior 

archers had the upper hand in ritual mastery. 

We note that passage 3.16 does not say that marking the target is unimportant: 

it merely condones the idea that “hitting-the-target” as quid of the contest or grain 

evaluating performance was not how the ancients practiced archery, in effect, that 

target-hitting is not what matters most.43 Factoring in contextual details mentioned 

thus far, a literal paraphrase may be that “the ancients did not make target-hitting 

the main criteria in archery because people have different strengths.” With this, we 

are once again in the face of a twice-true phenomenon. Historical data brought in, 

the literal proposition of 3.16 does not only make sense but actually makes for a 

thoughtful remark – or quote44 – about ancient standards for evaluating archery 

performance, specifically that it was not based solely on the aspect of performance 

that could be measured from results on the target. It is easy to imagine that it was 

shooting outcome on the target that particularly impressed the audience, and that 

musical accompaniment prompting the archer to execute the shot would have 

helped gather everyone’s attention all the more.45 Passage 3.16 reminds, however, 

that hitting the mark cannot be the sole criterion due to the unequal conditions of 

participants.  

 An approval of ancient system is also implicit in the literal reading by the words 

of the final line: 「古之道也」, i.e., “way of the ancients”, a phrase indicating past 

figures and times admired by Confucius. If these words attach an implication on the 

literal reading, they also pave the way for rich metaphoric elaboration. In keeping 

with passages in the Analects touching on the theme of how the ancients were, I 

suggest the “ancient way” to refer to ancient rule, that is, the sovereignty of olden 

                                                      
43

 An excerpt from the Yili demonstrates that marking the target was important, with hits and misses 
closely monitored by a scorer (獲者) stationed by the target panel. The latter announces the result of 

each shooting attempt using different tones of voice while raising or lowering a standard. The final 
tally was given later:「獲者坐而獲，舉旌以宮，偃旌以商。獲而未釋獲。」《儀禮‧鄉射禮》.   
44

 Several English authors take the initial verses of 3.16 to be an excerpt from an ancient document or 
rhyme that Confucius is citing but are unable to pin down the source. 
45

 Shijing poem No.280, You Gu (周頌‧有瞽), literally “There are Blind (Musicians)”, gives idea of 

background music in archery rituals. Hand-drums and chimes signaled commencing and stopping, 
while shooting was accompanied by drumroll that would have made the moment electric. 
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princes revered by Confucius. Then again, a couple of other passages have the phrase 

refer to ancient learning. I shall interpret 3.16 then following these two threads as 

target realms of the metaphor.     

 It seems best to take off from clues on the literal reading. Of the different 

factors weighed in ritual archery (i.e., right movements, timing with music, etc.), why 

is hitting the mark singled out as not what matters most according to the ancient way? 

Slingerland suggests that 「主皮」stands for that aspect of shooting which involves 

“crude physical strength” (Slingerland 2003, 23). It is reasonable to think so since 

3.16 explicitly addresses the issue of disparity of “strength” (力). To be sure, bodily 

strength in the motion of drawing the bow and striking the target poignantly 

embodies “force” (also 力), an ideogram which the Analects repeatedly contrasts 

with the de (德) of sagely rule.46 I therefore concur with English commentators who 

interpret 3.16 as a metaphor for sagely or benevolent rule against rule by force.47 

What I offer now is further analysis of the metaphor as well as an alternative 

interpretation, both in the name of exploring the archery metaphor in this passage. 

 Archery-that-is-not-chiefly-about-hitting-the-mark ( 射不主皮 ): this is the 

perspective of the metaphoric utterance which 3.16 zeroes in. It occurs to me that 

the target-shooting aspect of archery has features which clash by analogy with 

beliefs about the ancients. In this way, the manner of the ancients and archery 

ritual’s non-emphasis on target-shooting bare a resemblance. Note that apart from 

being determined by physical strength or capacity, shooting is also the aspect of 

archery that is on the one hand most external or distanced from the archer ’s person 

and, on the other, spectacular and eye catching for onlookers. Other matters such as 

grace, timing and ritual correctness are also pleasing to behold, but these would 

have been more subtle and their impact weaker compared to the climactic moment 

of shooting and its obvious result on the target. I think that externality, spectacle and 

being product of bodily strength or force are features of hitting the mark that are 

useful for comprehending the metaphor, that is, of understanding how ritual 

archery’s non-emphasis on results on the target is comparable to the ancient way. 

Perhaps more features can be thought of, but I detain myself here to these three. 

The aspect of ritual archery on which the metaphor focuses is the 

non-glorification of what is merely external, spectacular or physical in favor of 

matters borne more deeply in one’s own person. Ancient rule in this way resembles 

ritual archery in that it was not principally about imposing force, dazzling with 

material grandeur and other effects of power. Instead, the security and efficacy of 

                                                      
46

 I speculated in chapter 2 that the remark in 3.16 may have been in reference to crossbows rather 
than ritual archery . Either way, the crossbow also symbolizes force.  
47

 Cf. Slingerland 2003; Brooks 1998; Waley 1989. These, in turn, follow typical exegesis of Chinese 
commentators on this point and passage.  
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the sovereignty of early kings were construed as emanating from sagely dispositions 

and flawless moral behavior. A score of passages describing past rulers stress their de. 

Among these, we cannot miss passage 14.6 which contrasts the fabled shooting skill 

(善射) of Yi and bodily strength of another champion with the de of sage king Yu (禹) 

and an ancient worthy: 

 

Nangong Gua consulted Confucius saying ‘Yi excelled in archery, while Ao 
could drag a boat (from the bank), but neither died naturally. Yu and Ji 
simply worked on farming and they held all under heaven.’ Confucius did 
not reply. When Nangung Shi left, Confucius said, ‘What a gentleman! 
What regard has he for virtue!     
 
南宮适問於孔子曰：「羿善射，奡盪舟，俱不得其死然。禹稷躬稼而有天下。」

夫子不答。南宮适出，子曰：「君子哉若人!尚德哉若人!」《論語‧憲問》 

 

In the above, Confucius praises an interlocutor for recognizing the superiority of Yu’s 

and Ji’s de whilst their humble occupation over the extraordinary talents of 

celebrated strongmen Yi and Ao. As if by heavenly retribution, the latter died 

unnatural deaths while the former, dedicating themselves simply to developing 

farming, came to have enormous influence. Clearly, the tale of Archer Yi lingers in the 

background of the archery metaphor in 3.16. There is no way to tell which version or 

parts of the story reached Confucius, but he obviously did not share the hero 

worship.  

Many passages specify the eminence of past kings and worthies like those 

mentioned in 14.6 in terms of moral qualities and doings so that there is space to 

conceive de in terms of sagely and moral virtues. Among these, Confucius often 

approved of their sobriety and detachment from power, filial piety, ritual observance 

and solicitude for projects for the people.48  

For a useful aside, some writers describe de as a kind of magical force that 

magnetizes people to their rulers. The thought is inspired by much discussed 

passages extolling the de of sage kings by which they wielded power with amazing 

efficacy and ease. Sitting ritually, they hardly had to take action or interfere in state 

affairs (cf. An 2.1, 15.5). Slingerland, for instance, has dedicated an entire article on 

wu-wei (無為) as metaphor in Confucian and Daoist literature (cf. Slingerland 2000). 

                                                      
48

 Cf. An 8.18-21, and many other passages about ancient kings, how they were and what they did. 
The theme of virtuous rulers circulated from early Zhou thereafter. A late Zhou vessel inscription, the 
“Bin Gong xu”, uses the same language of the Shangshu in praising Yu. Edward Shaughnessy describes 
its content: “It begins with heaven commanding Yu to control the flood waters and describes how Yu 
brought the lands and their people under control. (He was) bathed in virtue, and discusses the crucial 
role of virtue in the conduct of government. It closes with an admonition by the maker of the vessel: 
“If only the people can use this virtue, there will be no regret”, Shaughnessy in Tsien 2004, 216.   
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He gives a paranormal explanation of de, describing it as “supernatural efficacy” or 

“charismatic power” (Slingerland 2000, 307, 311). Most other authors writing in 

English take a less magical and decidedly ethical view of de and its capacity to 

influence, explaining these as natural attractiveness of moral integrity, if not 

formidable inspiration from good example. These authors are more at home with its 

translation as moral virtue or character. Taking into consideration the content of 

passages about sage kings, I tend to share their view. At the same time, I think it 

necessary to point out that de in the Analects has broader connotations than 

virtuous character and qualities.49 From the same pool of passages on sage kings, we 

can glean that it is related to ritual (禮) and civilizing culture (文) and at times is not 

clearly distinguished from these. 50  From this I gather too that Confucius’s 

enthrallment with the past (好古) did not only consist in imitating the moral example 

of past kings and worthies but also of working to revive ancient rituals and cultural 

legacies, thus to enable posterity to cultivate the de of their original practitioners. 

Concrete examples of archaic rites and artefacts believed conducive to this purpose 

were seasonal regulations of Xia, the carriages of Shang, the ceremonies, arts and 

literature of Zhou, Shao music and dance (韶舞) (cf. An 3.25, 7.13, 11.1, 15.10). 

However we might translate de, Confucius spoke of it as something striking and 

invincible about ancient rulers through which they could apparently hold sway 

throughout the empire without recourse to armed force, severe penalties, or other 

forms of violence: “May not Shun be instanced as having governed efficiently 

without exertion? What did he do? He did nothing but gravely and reverently occupy 

his royal seat”, An 15.4 (舜也與，夫何為哉，恭己正南面而已矣。《論語‧衛靈公》).51 

                                                      
49

 Waley captures the complexity of the matter and offers measured suggestions on how to translate 
de. His approach here is commendable for comparative study: “To translate de, as has often been 
done, can only end by misleading the reader, who even is forewarned will be certain to interpret the 
word in its ordinary sense (virtue as opposed to vice) and not in a much rarer sense corresponding to 
Latin virtus. For this reason, I have generally rendered de by the term ‘moral force’, particularly when 
contrasted with li, ‘physical force’. We cannot, however, speak of a horse’s de as its ‘moral force’. Here 
‘character’ is the only possible equivalent; and in the case of human beings the term ‘prestige’ often 
comes close to what is meant by de,” Waley 1989, 33.   
50

 See, for example, varying usages of 「文」in passages like An 2.23, 3.9,14, 6.16, 9.5, 11.1, 14.13. 
51

 As mentioned earlier, Slingerland interprets this passage in conjunction with his idea of 「無為」 as 

metaphor for the “effortless rule” of former kings endowed with heavenly de of magical influence. I 
perceive a conflation with Daoist wu-wei, so with Waley whose comment on this passage runs, 
“Wu-wei, the phrase applied by the Taoists to the immobility of self-hypnosis”, Waley 1989, 193. The 
original sentiment may be more of tranquility arising from having things in order: employing right and 
reliable personnel, having just government strategies, and keeping the correct attitude as a ruler of 
“sitting southward” (正南面). The customary place of the ruler in the royal hall was the north, so that 

“occupying one’s seat facing south” implied open reception of ministers and delegates entering from 
the southern end of the hall. Sitting southward thus meant not being absent from one’s duties as ruler 
and welcoming ministers and envoys to discuss affairs of state. Nothing necessarily “magical” about 
sitting in a specific way either. In official ceremonies, ritual propriety involved standing in the right 
place or direction in accordance to one’s role. In archery, for example, the shooting pairs stand on the 
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The foregoing discussion leads me to make the important observation that although 

de is not merely physical and external, it is nonetheless embodied and externalized, 

precisely through moral behavior, ritual observance, and material culture: three 

matters to which it is inseparably linked in Analectic passages.  

A disciple once described the education which Confucius offered as “picking up 

the loftier elements” of inherited culture – the same elements to which worthy and 

knowledgeable men are receptive: “From whom did Chung-ni get his learning? The 

doctrines of Wan and Wu have not yet fallen to the ground. They are to be found 

among men. Men of talents and virtue remember the greater principles of them, and 

others, not possessing such talents and virtue, remember the smaller”, An 19.22 (仲

尼焉學? 文武之道，未墜於地，在人，賢者識其大者，不賢者識其小者，莫不有

文武之道焉。《論語‧子張》). Metaphoric use of archery image in 3.16 does show 

selective uptake of traditional and popular customs. In terms of archery practice, the 

more violent, external or spectacular elements are cast aside in literal and figurative 

references to use of bow in the Analects. Gone are the adulations for machismo and  

awe for material extravagance in archaic tales, inscriptions, and poetry. In the Shijing 

and Zuo Zhuan, we still see glimmers of fascination with physical skill and power in 

allusions to archery: verses with graphic descriptions of shots that drive hard into 

their targets – same as Archer Yi’s arrows pierced through targets –, or arrows that 

perforate the mark, as if “planted” on it.52 Bearing in mind the nature of metaphor – 

specifically its mechanism of casting lights and shadows in the process of framing its 

subject –, it is not so much that features that are not highlighted are considered 

unimportant but that they are not the elements useful for what the author wants to 

convey about the subject of the utterance. They are there, but they are not in focus. 

So, for example, rivalry and personal glory fall behind while amicable ambience and 

gallantry come to the fore in the metaphoric utterance of 3.7. In 3.16, the archery 

ritual feature on the limelight is the “not-giving-principal-importance-to-the-hide” 

(射不主皮). This feature does not make explicit but paves the way for those other 

gages of performance. These other gages presumably involving finer and subtler 

                                                                                                                                                        
west of the hall facing south (于堂西南面) where the Master of Ceremonies is, while guests sit in the 

north, see Yili, Town Archery (儀禮‧鄉射禮).  
52

 The expression is from a poem in the Shijing from which we see value given to precision and 
strength in ritual competition, which is the poem’s setting. The fuller passage praises ritual bows and 
arrows for their potent force with the following words: “The ornamented bows are strong, And four 
arrows are all balanced. They discharge the arrows and all hit (…) The ornamented bows are drawn full, 
and the four arrows are grasped in the hand. They go straight to the mark as if planted in it”, No. 246, 
Xing Wei (敦弓既堅，四鍭既鈞，舍矢既均 <…> 敦弓既句，既挟四鍭，四鍭如樹。《大雅‧行葦》). 

Here are other crisp expressions of powerful, pointed shots from poems about royal hunts: to shoot 
right through, No. 161, Yujie (射則貫兮《小雅‧猗嗟》); discharging arrows, strike (the game), No. 126, 

Si Tie (舍拔則獲《秦風‧駟驖》); arrows like downright blows, No.179, Chegong (舍矢如破《小雅‧

車攻》); or, released arrow transfixing a small sow, No. 180, Jiri (發彼小豝 《小雅‧吉日》).  
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abilities are parallel to the moral, ritual, and civilizing makings of ancient rulers. 

Figure 4 outlines this interpretation.53 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Passage 3.16 (a) 

                                                      
53

 I am not clear about exactly what other factors were regarded in archery ritual performance apart 
from results on the target. The Zhouli’s five-point criteria is cryptic, i.e., 「一曰和、二曰容、三曰主

皮、四曰和容、五曰興舞。」《周禮‧鄉大夫》 According to the Liji, the prince evaluated the 

performance of candidates in terms of ritual correctness, synchrony with music, and effective shots 
(天子試之於射宮。其容體比於禮，其節比於樂，而中多者得與於祭). What is clear is that there were 

other factors considered than technically striking the target, and these other factors bore more 
directly on the shooter rather than the target. Figurative exegesis of 3.16 can be elaborated by 
matching factors of good performance with what is essential to sagely rule. It would be interesting to 
do so. However, more abstraction and speculation would be needed than I am able to do here. 
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   As we have noticed, 3.16 does not directly emphasize other standards of ritual 

archery performance apart from what reflects on the target. There is instead an 

emphasis by default of those other standards. Projected onto target domain, these 

other standards parallel sagely entailments of morality, rituality, and culture which 

accrue to the personal standing of sages. As it were, Confucius shifts importance 

from vestiges of power and wealth to ruler’s personal characteristics and behavior. 

The idyllic vision of the character and consequent governance of ancient kings is 

consistent with the kind of advice that Confucius meted out about successful rule 

and administration, that is, to give primary importance to the cultivation of their 

person (身正, 修己) since from this most other things follow (Cf. An 12.19; 13.4; 

14.45). Self-cultivation in its moral, ritual and cultural reaches is given as the key to 

reign in the manner of the ancients.54 

 

*** 

 In the Analects, the words “way of the ancients” or “ancient way” usually 

concern past rulers. However, a few passages use the phrase in reference to the 

learning of the ancients so that there is good ground for exploring the metaphoric 

image of “archery-that-is-not-primarily-about-hitting-targets” in terms of ancient 

learning. In what way was this similar to ritual archery? Stated differently and in the 

context of the early Confucian school: what should not be given too much 

importance – for the metaphor image is archery that is not just about hitting the 

mark – in the process of grooming oneself for office? 

 Like having power, possessing education would have also had its share of 

conspicuous and desirable results. In this respect, the physical target and matters 

reflected on it could symbolize results or ends of privileged education that are 

popular, if not coveted. In the context of the Analects and plentiful remarks therein, 

these could be attractive offshoots of learning such as being awarded an official post, 

having higher status, enjoying social recognition, or receiving emolument in different 

forms. The gentleman keeps his mind on the Way and learning over and above 

material gains: The gentleman is preoccupied with the Way, not food (…) The same 

goes with learning: though there are rewards, the gentleman is concerned about the 

                                                      
54

 In the course of this chapter I repeatedly call in details of archaic culture explored earlier in chapter 
2. Then as now, I am conscious of the tentative status of historical records. Paul Goldin warns of traps 
in early Chinese literature’s appeals to history given pious practices which intentionally favored 
honorable remembrance of forebears and moral edification over empirical truth. The problem 
especially stains excavated texts from burial sites which had originally given hope for verifying records. 
All the same, Goldin credits Sima Qian for instigating advances in literary criticism, see his 2008 article 
“Appeals to History in Early Chinese Philosophy and Rhetoric” in Journal of Chinese Philosophy. 
Fortunately, widespread beliefs matter apart from actual facts in the comprehension of metaphor. 
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Way, not about scarcity, An 15.31 (君子謀道不謀食...學也，祿在其中矣，君子憂道

不憂貧。《論語‧衛靈公》).55 With the figurative proviso of “archery that is not a 

matter of target-hitting”, it is as if Confucius directs attention from the dazzling 

rewards of good education to what he deems essential to learning. This is just as well. 

At the brink of Eastern Zhou period, men schooled in the manner of Confucius did 

not seem to be at par with the demands of dissolute and warring princes. As a result, 

disciples not infrequently experienced the anxiety of “not being known” or employed 

(「患人不己知」,「患無位」, cf. An 1.16, 4.14, 14.32, 15.18-19). At one point, it is 

Confucius himself who laments the same fate: Nobody knows me! (…) I do not 

complain to Heaven nor blame men; but with humble learning, I reach high; so it is 

Heaven that knows me, An 14.37 (莫我知也夫! …不怨天，不尤人，下學而上達，

知我者，其天乎! 《論語‧憲問》). These verses include a phrase which I have 

rendered as “humble learning that reaches high”. These words verily describe too the 

attitude of ancient scholars towards learning which, according to passage 14.25, is 

“learning for oneself”, or self-learning, in contrast to “learning for others”, that is, to 

impress or catch attention: “In ancient times, men learned with a view to their own 

improvement. Now-a-days, men learn with a view to the approbation of others” (古

之學者為己，今之學者為人。《論語‧憲問》). The passage is paralleled by another 

one, 15.20, which speaks of the gentleman’s attitude in moral cultivation, that is, 

demanding much from self in contrast to base characters who demand much from 

others: “What the superior man seeks is in himself. What the mean man seeks is in 

others”, (君子求諸己，小人求諸人。《論語‧衛靈公》). 

 Confucius was obviously rearing gentlemen for office. He did not, however, 

make the actual acquisition of a post the primary nor ultimate goal of education. 

Instead, he invited followers to keep their focus on honing the qualities and 

capacities that would make them fit for office: “I will not be concerned at men’s not 

knowing me: I will be concerned at my own want of ability”, An 14.32 (不患人之不己

知，患其不能也。《論語‧憲問》).56 A relevant cultural note from the Yili is that 

personal acknowledgement of lack of capacity was part of ritual archery, “I have no 

shooting skill” being the protocol response of the guest of honor who was expected 

to decline the invitation to compete even as he requested the match to proceed.57 A 

                                                      
55

 The idea of valuing learning despite scarcity of external advantage or rewards is echoed in plentiful 
passages on right attitude – or staunch dedication – to learning and self-cultivation.  
56

 The same idea stated slightly differently in 15.18: 「君子病無能焉，不病人不己知。」 
57

 「司射 (…) 階上北面告于賓曰：弓矢既具，有司請射。賓對曰：某不能，為二三子許諾。」

《儀禮》. Coincidences like this between elements of ritual archery and expressions in the Analects – 

we have mentioned a few by now – makes it tempting to think that ritual archery profoundly shaped 
early Confucian discourse, as authors attending to archery metaphor in Confucian classics seem to 
think. However, many terms and gestures in staged archery were shared with other ritual and official 
exercises. What is clear is that ritual archery and early Confucian moral teaching draw from the same 
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parallel, self-deprecatory response from a person invited to take office once pleased 

Confucius: (Confucius) wished Qidiao Kai to take office. The latter responded that he 

was not yet able to trust (in his ability). Confucius was pleased, An 5.5 (子使漆雕開

仕。對曰：吾斯之未能信。子說。《論語‧公冶長》).   

We wish to explore now what is salient about learning. Passage 3.16 does not 

state what matters should be given importance, just as it does not specify the other 

criteria apart from target-hitting. However, it is possible to hazard the missing parts 

by linking 3.16 with various passages about learning.  Scanning through these,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Passage 3.16 (b) 

 

                                                                                                                                                        
cultural base inspired by Zhou civilization. Another coincidence is the guiding of blind musicians. 
According to the same section of the Yili, ritual protocol had participating archers lead blind musicians 
to their designated place before the shooting. Compare with An 15.41, where Confucius dutifully 
assists a visiting blind music master to his seat.   
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virtue cultivation takes prime place, hence too the elevation of Yan Hui (顏回) as 

foremost of Confucius’s students. Yan Hui has the privilege of being considered an 

equal by his teacher for his capacity to be unperturbed by lack of recognition from 

persons of influence: “When called to office, to undertake its duties; when not so 

called, to lie retired; - it is only I and you who have attained to this”, An 7.10 (用之則

行，舍之則藏。惟我與爾有是夫。《論語‧述而》).58 In one instance, Confucius is 

questioned about his own abstention from office. In defense, he cites a classic saying 

that privately practicing filial piety and fraternity are in the line of public service: 

“What does the <Shangshu> say of filial piety? ‘You are filial, you discharge your 

brotherly duties. These qualities are displayed in government.’ This then also 

constitutes the exercise of government. Why must there be THAT – making one be in 

the government?”, An 2.21 (書云孝乎，惟孝友于兄弟，施其為為政。《論語‧為政》). 

From the response, we can deduce that personal, moral cultivation is what is 

essential to office. Occupying a ministerial or administrative post seems simply to 

take the same kind of preoccupation to a higher scale with broader, state-wide, 

reaches. The view is in conjunction with the moral thematic in archaic literature 

extolling virtuous qualities of princes.59 Then again, other things come into play for 

official employment. Capacity for decision-making, discerning intelligence, and 

relevant skills – Confucius also regarded these as elements that made one ready and 

fit for a state position (可使從政, cf. An 6.6). Even sage kings were praised not only 

for personal qualities and ritual observance but also for astute decisions and projects 

accomplished for the people (e.g., improving livelihood and regularizing laws, offices 

and ceremonies, cf. An 14.6, 20.1). 

In some passages, learning itself appears to be a moral objective worthy of 

seeking (「志于學」,「好學」, cf. An 1.12; 2.4; 5.14; 17.8). Motives and desires, 

intentions and ends regularly prop up in the Analects. There are matters construed as 

unethical targets (e.g., 色, 利, 不義 in passages 4.12, 16, 7.15, 9.17, 15.12, 18.4) 

and others – which are commonly sought (for example, 衣, 食, 富, 貴,  穀 or 得 

in passages 4.5,9, 8.13, 7.11, 14.1, 17.15) – that are alright but secondary in 

comparison to moral ones. These moral objectives are 禮, 事, 善, 義, 道, 德, 

above all 仁, the principal aims which a student or gentleman consciously sets before 

himself.60 There is, as it seems, a succession of goals that lie in the same direction, 

                                                      
58

  Yen Yuan, or Yen Hui, comes across as the most promising and at the same time destitute of 
Confucius’s followers, content despite his efforts going unrewarded, cf. An 6.5, 6.9, 11.6. The inverse 
proportion between this student’s progress in the Way and worldly success serve to highlight need for 
detached commitment to self-cultivation. 
59

 A familiar theme in classics like Shangshu and Shijing echoed in vessel inscriptions, seen in chapter 
2.   
60

 Theme of worthy ends occupies the bulk of book 4 but is also found throughout the Analects, e.g. 
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one leading to the other.61 In this scheme, learning emerges as the initial goal which 

the moral person sets before himself, just as Confucius started off at 15 by fixing his 

mind on learning: At fifteen I set my will on learning, An 2.4 (吾十有五而志于學。《論

語‧為政》). As an end, learning requires constant, unflagging effort (學如不及,cf. An 

8.17, 9.19, 20). Obstructions there are to this target, such as food and comfort (e.g., 

An 1.14, 17.22), or the proclivity for swift results (欲速, cf. An 13.17; 14.47). In this, 

learning is similar and dissimilar to archery. Like archery, the target is arduous to 

achieve; unlike archery, it is not reached swiftly by a whizzing arrow. Quick reaching 

of target is a feature cast aside by metaphoric framing of learning. Casting aside does 

not deny the feature but simply allows it to fall out of focus as it is not relevant to the 

comparison intended. The same occurs with military entailments of archery practice.   

Learning prepares one for office, yet the long and strenuous process it entails 

does not guarantee employment and public success. The scenario sounds bleak with 

education becoming a potentially frustrating enterprise. To Confucius, however, 

when learning is exercised as self-cultivation in the manner of the ancients, it leaves 

a lasting mark that later generations can admire.62  

 In the foregoing discussion, we brought the archery metaphor of 3.16 to bear 

on ancient rule and ancient learning. On these two topics, it is as if the utterer invites 

disciples of the school to have a different sense of what is significant and insignificant 

about government and education, in the same vein, to be critical of what is generally 

liked and disliked, as one passage puts it: “When the multitude hate a man, it is 

necessary to examine into the case. When the multitude like a man, it is necessary to 

examine into the case”, An 15.27 (眾惡之必察焉，眾好之必察焉。《論語‧衛靈公). 

Just as on the literal level attention is drawn away from the target to the bearing and 

motions of the shooter himself, figurative thinking on political power and 

                                                                                                                                                        
1.15, 2.24, 5.25, 7.29, 9.14, 14.14, 15.12,16, 16.11, etc. 
61

 Giving free reign to visual imagination, perhaps moral targets in the Analects can be visualized as a 
succession of worthy aims or motives (e.g., 學, 禮, 義, 仁) in a line. We typically envision archery as 

having one, definite target on which a good arrow stops. The archery image in this regard is too simple 
to capture moral targets in the Analects, so that the “fixed-target” aspect of archery is a feature that 
falls in the shadow of metaphor use. What is highlighted instead are entailments such as shooter ’s full 
orientation toward what lies ahead, or the directness of his arrow shot which Warring States authors 
like to compare with the focused mind (心) and dogged will (志) of a moral person. See how Mencius 

employs archery metaphor in a manner distinct but consonant with Analectic sentiments in this 
passage where he describes the “aligned” wisdom and constant drive of the sage: “As a comparison 
for wisdom, we may liken it to skill, and as comparison for sageness, we may liken it to strength; - as in 
the case of shooting a mark at a hundred paces distant. That you reach it is owing to your strength, 
but that you hit the mark is not owing to your strength”, 5B, 1 (始條理者，智之事也；終條理者，聖

之事也。智，譬則巧也；聖，譬則力也。由射於百不之外也：其至，爾力也；其中，非爾力也。

《孟子‧萬章下》).  
62

 So goes a passage where Confucius contrasts the wealth and power of a prince whose virtue was 
forgotten soon after death with the famous noble brothers who died poor but continued to be 
remembered and praised by posterity, cf. An 16.12; also, 18.8. 
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self-cultivation turn our thoughts toward subtler delights of moral practice and 

culture.  

Along with 3.7, passage 3.16 has been taken to support the view that the 

Analects treats archery as a manifestation of virtue (Raphals 2012, 3; Slingerland 

2003, 19; Brooks 1998, 83). To this I have expressed the opinion that more 

conjecturing and assumptions are needed to support the claim over and above what 

Analectic passages yield. I think that as metaphoric utterances, these passages at 

best point to similarities between ritual archery on the one hand and morality (i.e., 

moral exemplarity, moral authority, and moral learning) on the other. In the Analects, 

Confucius does express suspicion about the sheer externalities of ritual practice.63 In 

passages where he invites students to observe moral character64, he calls attention 

to the revelatory value of commonplace speech and behavior, also to observance of 

certain rituals, but never explicitly archery. In this regard, Legge is considerably 

cautious in his comment about 3.16 compared to other authors. Instead of taking it 

as proof of belief that archery manifested virtue, he merely writes that the passage is 

about “how the ancients made archery a discipline for virtue” (Legge 1971, 160). 

Literal reading of 3.16 combined with the sentiment of 3.7 do strongly suggest that 

ritual practice of archery is favorable for political-moral training.  

 As mentioned earlier, the same two passages have been taken by exegetes as 

disclaimers on military activity. Slingerland, for example, comments that they “may 

indicate a desire to divorce the gentlemanly practice of archery from its practical 

application” (Slingerland 2003, 24). His remark echoes Brooks’s observation that 

Confucius means to downplay force and “attribut(e) virtue, even ritual virtue, to 

some distant past” (Brooks 1998, 83). I think that in view of broader historical 

context and some passages in the Analects which strike a different chord on military 

responsibility, it is safer to say that Confucius did not regard military affairs as 

unimportant but does treat morality and rituals as more important. We now turn to 

the third and final passage bearing archery metaphor.     

 

 

4. An 15.6: Straight as an Arrow  

Among the three passages being considered, the last one emerges as a 

metaphoric utterance par excellence. It reads: 

 

                                                      
63

 Book 3, which dwells largely on ritual practice, contains expressions that point to the primacy of 
the internal aspect of ceremonial observances, e.g., 「人而不仁如禮何(…)如樂何」, or 「為禮不敬，

臨喪不哀，吾何以觀之哉」, from 3.3 and 3.26, respectively. Also 17.11: 「禮云，玉帛云乎哉(…)

樂云，鐘鼓云乎哉。」 
64

 There are quite a number, e.g. An 1.11, 2.10, 4.7, 5.9, 13.24, 15.27, etc. 
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The Master said, How straight was Shiyu! When the state had the Way, he 
was like an arrow; when the state did not have the Way, he was like an 
arrow. What a gentleman was Qu Boyu! When the state had the Way, he 
took office; when the state did not have the Way, he could roll it up and 
keep it. (Stress added) 

 

子曰：直哉史魚! 邦有道，如矢；邦無道，如矢。 

君子哉蘧伯玉! 邦有道，則仕；邦無道，可卷而懷之。《論語‧衛靈公》 

 

Unlike the first two passages which manifested so-called “twice true” phenomenon, 

the verses above decidedly employ figurative speech. The character 「如」 (meaning 

as, or like) confirms this and introduces us into the metaphoric process of 

understanding what being arrow-like might mean in reference to the person 

mentioned. In fact, even if the character 「如」were omitted, the simple absurdity of 

the literal statement – insinuating that an esteemed minister looked or maybe moved 

like an arrow! – suffices to warn us of the presence of a metaphor. I first discuss the 

part of the passage about Shiyu (史魚, i.e., the “historiographer Yu”). The second 

part about Qu Boyu appears closely related to the first as it is introduced by the same 

phrase of “the state being with or without the way.” Moreover, it involves a 

metaphoric expression so that it will also be worth some investigation. 

 As a metaphor, the phrase 「如矢」, “like an arrow”, is striking. Casting together 

two entirely different realities – a man and a projectile weapon – is surprising, the 

image vivid and concrete. The source icon “arrow” well exemplifies the aspect of the 

venerated historiographer which the utterer wants us to consider, that of being 

straight,「直」. The initial lines provide clues about contextual data that might be 

brought in for interpreting the metaphor. For example, historical facts about Shiyu, 

usages of the character for “straightness”, and the situational clause of a state being 

with or without the way (邦有道…邦無道) in the Analects.   

 For a bit more of background data, the office of historiography in early Zhou 

would have been senior officials of hereditary assignment. As scribes, they were 

differentiated according to the material they handled: some were experts in 

astrology and kept track of the calendar along with the sacrifices and rituals 

organized around these, others specialized in recording acts of the ruler. Archivists, 

drafters, editors of official documents, even diviners, were included in the same 

general office. In sum, they were court officers who specialized in “preserving, 

reading, and making books” (Tsien 2004, 8).65 By later Zhou, the office was further 

                                                      
65

 An interesting historical note about the early start of scribal practices in Lu state: “documents and 
historiographers, along with many other presents, were sent as gifts to the Duke of Lu when he was 
appointed feudal lord after the Zhou conquest of the Shang dynasty”, Tsien 2004, 9. If so, Confucius’s 
homeland enjoyed a long tradition of historiography originating from practices of the central state 
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classified with inner and outer court officials in-charge of recording the monarch’s 

internal and external activities. Wilkinson notes that higher scribes invariably 

functioned as counselors of the ruler. Their role was crucial since “it was they who 

interpreted and recorded the will of heaven and the ruler and prepared records of 

what had transpired to report to the ancestors and as a record for posterity” 

(Wilkinson 2013, 608).  

 Historical traditions identify Shiyu as one such official of the state of Wei (衛). 

His specific role as a scribe is unclear, but Confucius’s remark and commentaries 

make him out to be a person of good repute and high authority. It is likewise unclear 

in what regard he is praised for being “arrow-like”, but English commentators 

following Chinese historians and exegetes unanimously direct us to the story of how 

Shiyu “admonished (his lord) by his death” (既死猶以戶諫).66 The words are from 

Zhu Xi who refers us to the Jia Yu (家語). Other Chinese commentators direct us to a 

similar account in the Hanshi Waichuan’s (韓詩外傳). It is in reference to historical 

texts such as these that Chinese commentators explain the remark about Shiyu. 

There is no discussion about the metaphor of being “like an arrow” in their glosses. 

Instead, the entire statement about Shiyu is paraphrased in light of his story. 

Posterity recalls that Shiyu attempted to have the monarch employ worthy men and 

demote corrupt court officials – a moral duty of princes and ministers defined in 

archaic literature. His efforts coming to no avail and his end drawing near, Shiyu 

arranged for a humble interment – whether as a protest to the unheeding monarch 

(Waley 1989, 194) or because he personally felt he did not deserve ministerial burial 

for his failure (Slingerland 2003, 177), we do not know. As it turned out, his final 

request lead to the fulfillment of his intent for, accordingly, the duke felt remorse 

upon attending Shiyu’s last rites and subsequently oversaw the promotion of Qu 

Boyu – mentioned in the same passage – and the demotion of an unscrupulous 

official.67 While we cannot be certain about the trait or deed of Shiyu that elicited 

Confucius’s praise, it may very likely be along the line suggested by commentators. 

Confucius did regard giving ethical counsel to rulers as incumbent upon ministers of 

the Way. No small coincidence that in one passage, Confucius cites a renowned 

historiographer like Shiyu about this duty.68              

                                                                                                                                                        
Zhou.   
66

 Zhu 2010, 163.  
67

 Shiyu and Qu Boyu appear in a number of early literature, for example, in the Zuo Zhuan (check 
Xiang, 14, 26 and 29, Hanshi Waizhuan (韓詩外傳), the Huainanzi (淮南子), the Shuo Yuan (說苑), the 

Lienu Zhuan (烈女傳), as well as Zhuangzi (莊子). 
68

 Confucius reminds an employed disciple who hesitates to advice his lord against unjust aggression 
about the words of former scribe, Zhou Ren: “There are the words of <Zhou Ren>, ‘When he can put 
forth his ability, he takes his place in the ranks of office; when he finds himself unable to do so, he 
retires from it.’ How can he be used as a guide to a blind man, who does not support him when 
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  A paradoxical note: if being “like an arrow” is a striking metaphor, it is on the 

other hand a mental image that is unspecific on at least two counts. In the first place, 

15.6 unlike the first two passages does not commit to any form of archery, ritual, 

military or sporting. More importantly, it leaves us with the following quandary: does 

being “like an arrow” denote the profile of an arrow – a straight line with a pointed 

end –, or the motion of a flying arrow which is a straight trajectory from shooter to 

target? The ambiguity of the image notwithstanding its vividness reminds us of ideas 

expressed in chapter 1 that the iconic element of metaphors needn’t be a concrete 

image nor mental picture, that metaphoric images are endowed with varying degrees 

of abstractness in effecting their representational function.69 The double possibility 

of visualizing arrow straightness also rings a bell from chapter 2 where we saw 

interpretations of arrow image in the Yijing formulated in both ways. To recall, arrow 

image in hexagram 21 seems to draw from the profile of an arrow which with its 

lineal body combined with hard, metal edge can break through wind and surface. It is 

a symbol for perseverance in the midst of difficult tasks and contradictory forces. 

Meanwhile, it is arrow trajectory that is picked up in the interpretation of hexagram 

40 which takes the direct course to signify the uprightness of a court official in the 

midst of flattering ministers. 70  Both arrow profile and trajectory exemplify 

straightness.71 

 Whichever interpretation we choose – the metaphoric utterance leaves both 

possibilities open – the character「直」in the Analects indubitably denotes blameless 

conduct, usually of ideal public figures. Passage 12.20 summarizes it neatly as being 

principled or upright (好義), while other verses with the character “straight” further 

associate it with being dutiful72 as well as honesty or authenticity in contrast to 

deceptiveness.73 The attribute is acknowledged to have important repercussions for 

persons in high office. When rulers and ministers are upright, they contribute to the 

moralization of those below, hence the political-moral tactic of “raising the upright to 

                                                                                                                                                        
tottering, nor raise him up when fallen?”, An 16.1 (周任有言曰:『陳力就列，不能者止。』危而不持，

顛而不扶，則將焉用彼相矣?《論語‧季氏》). 
69

 Refer back to chapter one, topic of “Metaphor as Perspective”. 
70

 Discussed in chapter 2, section on the bow in Western Zhou narrative and poetry. 
71

 The double possibility is also reflected in Chinese commentarial tradition. In concrete, the Wujing 
Zhengyi 五經正義 seems to attend to arrow trajectory when offering the following paraphrase:「史魚

衛大夫! 有道無道，行直如矢」, cf. Liu 2011, 617. Meanwhile, Yang Bojun explicitly has the erect 

figure of an arrow in mind when rendering the line as:「好一個剛直不屈的史魚，像箭一樣直」, Yang 

2007, 163. 
72

 Consult 13.18, a thorny entry in which Confucius considers father and son concealing each other’s 
crime (e.g., stealing a sheep) as “being straight”. I take it that the point of the passage is to stress 
duties of paternity and filiation which are fundamental in Confucian ethics. In the case of a minister, 
being straight would connote being focused on duties of office (忠/事君). 
73

 In 5.23, a person who pretends to donate what he had actually taken from another is 「不直」. 

Meanwhile, 17.16 contrasts straightness with「詐」, to cheat or beguile.  
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straighten the crooked” (「舉直錯諸枉，能使枉者直」, An 12.2274) and the 

acknowledged benefit of associating with upright persons (「友直」, cf. An 16.4). From 

this we come to understand too the rather “strategic” concern in the Analects of 

placing moral persons in authority in order to promote benevolent rule. The thought 

is not new but already heralded in early literature where we frequently stumble upon 

the idea of the sovereign having the moral duty to employ worthy ministers and keep 

dubious ones at bay.75 By later Zhou, breeding worthy candidates for office seemed 

even more urgent to supply for corrupt heads of state, or so passages lamenting 

violence and licentiousness indicate (e.g., An 3.5, 6.14, 7.25, 14.15, 15.25, 17.15-18). 

A matter which calls attention from verses that touch on the fate and vicissitudes of 

principled officers is their inevitable experience of contradiction in the wake of 

powers and territories that are “without the way” (無道). They were frequently 

confronted with the dilemma of taking up or refraining from office, were taunted for 

naïve idealism, and felt constantly threatened with dismissal, isolation or destitution. 

As an honest judge complained, there is hardly any place where a just person can 

remain in office: “Serving men in an upright way, where shall I go to, and not 

experience such a thrice-repeated dismissal?”, An 18.2 (直道而事人，焉往而不三黜。

《論語‧微子》).76 Challenges seemed endless and overwhelming for moral persons 

entering civil service. The phrase 「有道」,「無道」 (literally “having the way” and 

being “without the way”) recur frequently in the Analects and figuratively denote the 

moral state of either specific persons or a territory with its rulers. Determining the 

moral state of a person one associates with or of the country or ruler one serves was 

a crucial factor for personal moral progress as well as for promoting benevolent rule. 

Hence the advice of earnestly loving learning and conserving the Way to death, not 

entering dangerous states nor dwelling in chaotic ones (…); when a state has the Way 

it is a shame to be poor, but when it does not have the Way it is a shame to be rich, 

An 8.13 (篤信好學，守死善道。危邦不入，亂邦不居 (…) 邦有道，貧且賤焉，恥

也；邦無道，富且貴焉，恥也。《論語‧泰伯》). Given this connotation of the repetitive 

phrase and the two historical figures cited in the passage who both occupied public 

posts, we can take the target realm of passage 15.6 as a whole to refer to gentlemen 

in office, the same that is described as knights or officers of the Way in some 

                                                      
74

 Echoed in a handful of passages, e.g., An 12.17-19, 13.14, 14.44, etc. 
75

 Idea of “honoring virtue and rewarding with merit” (崇德，報功) or “advancing able ministers” (舉

能其官) in the Mu Shi (牧誓) and Zhou Guan (周官) sections of the Shangshu. If the monarch is able 

to do this among other things, he only need “let his robes fall down, and fold his hands, and the 
empire was orderly ruled” (垂拱而天下治), cf. Legge, The Chinese Classics vol.3, 316. As it seems, 

there is careful work and planning behind what Slingerland enigmatically interprets as “effortless 
action” (無為) of ancient kings in Slingerland 2000.   
76

 Dangers of being upright and in office is a running theme in the Analects, as plentiful passages 
about the demands of being a 「士」, or “knight” of the Way”, show. 
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entries.77  

    With the above, we now have elements for appreciating the similarities 

between an arrow and a minister that is up to scratch with Confucian political-moral 

ideal. There is a dual angle to the image inspired by the characteristic straightness of 

an arrow, and each angle has a set of candidate points of similarity. Figure 6 is an 

elementary sketch of my exposition of archery metaphor in 15.6.  

Most surely, there are other ways of construing the metaphor or of framing the 

scheme, and even my presentation can be better and further elaborated. All the 

same, I believe what I show in figure 6 is at least a basic and viable interpretation of 

15.6 which harkens to underlying sentiments expressed in the Analects about ideal 

“gentleman in office”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 6: Passage 15.6 

 

                                                      
77

 Examples are endless: An 8.7, 8.13, 9.12, 13.3, 4.9, 14.3, 19.1, etc. 

“STRAIGHT ARROW” 
(直如矢) 
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A worthwhile question to raise is the advantage of using the words 「如矢」. In 

fact, there are well-formulated attributes of ideal ministers in relation to their taking 

up or leaving posts, for example, rectitude or integrity (好義/仁/正), loyalty (忠), 

perseverance (有恆者), steadfastness (無倦), resolve (立志), and boldness (勇). If in 

place of the two-word metaphor a list of attributes were laid out to describe Shiyu, 

what of passage 15.16? In keeping with earlier discussion on metaphor theory, I 

suppose thought of how an exemplary official is – i.e., a gentleman in office – can 

more or less be conveyed through literal paraphrase. However, simply enumerating a 

list of “arrow-like qualities” would come across as prosaic and wordy. The spark of a 

familiar image that provides a unitary thought would also be missing. What the 

metaphoric utterance “straight as an arrow” does is precisely to round up the 

attributes of the gentleman-in-office into one concise, attractive, and pictographic 

expression. The metaphor thus gives a simple name to a range of qualities for which 

there is no single name. If at all, there is a figurative image found in a handful of 

passages which may be a good substitute for “straight as an arrow” in that it also 

captures salient features of a gentleman in office.78 It is the idea of the “knight” of 

the Way (e.g., An 8. 7, 12.20, 14.3, 18.8, 19.1). The expression being also metaphoric 

has rich connotations and carries the charm of a narrative, for example: “The officer 

may not be without breadth of mind and vigorous endurance. His burden is heavy 

and his course is long”, An 8.7 (士不可以不弘毅，任重而道遠。仁以為己任，不亦

重乎？死而後已，不亦遠乎？《論語‧泰伯》).79 

As it seems, Confucius took eminent officials of times past as model for taking 

or refraining from office: When the Way prevails, to be visible, and when it does not, 

to hide, An 8.13 (天下有道則見無道則隱。《論語‧泰伯》). Qu Boyu – acclaimed a 

gentleman in the latter part of 15.6 – seems to have been one such person.80 

According to the same pool of historical sources on Shiyu, Qu Boyu was also a 

minister of Wei who quit office under a profligate lord. He returned when a new 

                                                      
78

 My view of Shiyu as gentleman is consonant with some Chinese commentators, but also at variance 
with others, in concrete, Yang Shi, whom Zhu Xi quotes as saying, 「史魚之直，未盡君子之道。若蘧

伯玉，然後可免於亂世。若史魚之如矢，則誰欲卷而懷之，有不可得也」, Zhu 2010, 163. 
79

 Waley makes a fine point for us in preferring the literal translation of 「士」 as “knight” rather than 

“scholar” – which Legge proffers – thus to safeguard the original force of the metaphoric expression: 
“This word is often translated ‘scholar’; but this is only a derived, metaphoric sense and the whole 
force of many passages in the Analects is lost if we do not understand that the term is a military one 
and means ‘knight’ (…) Confucius, by a metaphor (…) calls the stout-hearted defenders of his Way 
‘Knights’ (…) The burden of most of the reference to shi in the Analects is that the Knight of the Way 
needs just the same qualities of endurance and resolution as the Soldier Knight”, Waley 1989, 33-34.  
I think the main point here is not so much how to translate metaphoric words but to be aware of their 
origin and context.   
80

 One passage in the Analects makes out Qu Boyu to be a contemporary of Confucius and a person 
mindful of moral progress (夫子欲寡其過而未能), at least according to his messenger who is the 

person praised by Confucius in An 14.26. 
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prince came to power, Duke Ling, in whom, it is said, his moral guidance and ritual 

instruction had better effect. As I see it, the two parts of passage 15.6 share the 

theme of ideal gentlemen in office. It does so by raising historical examples of such 

men and echoing the same phrase to introduce figurative praise of both men. 

Perhaps the image and string of attributes behind being like a straight arrow may 

well be applied to Qu Boyu. However, the specific perspective cast upon the latter in 

being a gentleman in authority is his capacity to carry out office or retire from it 

according as ethical considerations warrant.   

 Translations of the metaphor applied to Qu Boyu when finding himself in a 

corrupt state – that is, 「可卷而懷」, literally, being rolled up and carried in the 

bosom or cherished – vary immensely, with different authors supplying guesses of 

what it is that is rolled up and kept. Legge, following Neo-Confucian influence, 

proposes “principles” (Legge 1971, 296), while D.C. Lau says it is the person himself 

who “allows himself to be furled and put away safely” (Lau 1979, 133). Waley 

employs more imagination: “he knows how to wrap up the jewel (i.e., his talents) 

and hide it in the folds of his dress” (Waley 1989, 194). I think that these translations 

are different possibilities for interpreting the metaphoric phrase. In varying ways, 

they essentially express the idea of making moral exigencies primary to enjoyment of 

office and whatever else might be attached to it. 

It is worth probing into the likely source domain of the metaphoric expression of 

“rolling up and keeping in one’s bosom” as translators tend to pass over this detail of 

metaphor comprehension. On the literal level, what might be the object of the acts 

of rolling and storing at the breast? Taking the nature of historical figures cited in 

15.6 – i.e., high officials, one of them a historiographer – as cue, the object of the 

acts could plausibly be documents of different kinds handled by officials. In earlier 

times in China, these would have been inscribed on wooden or bamboo slits strung 

together, if not silk parchments, which were rolled up for keeping. At official viewings, 

these were carried ceremoniously by officials. Such documents would have verily 

contained important if not sacrosanct matters, writing being an elite activity, largely 

confined to royal courts. Contents ranged from decrees and chronicles of rulers, 

prognostications, reports to ancestors, inherited literature, and so on. A far-fetched 

possibility which I raise is if, perhaps, 「可卷而懷」could refer to arrows for ritual and 

trial competitions which, unlike military and hunting arrows stacked in quivers, were 

stored rolled up in cloth. Arrows that are “rolled up and kept” would then be 

reminiscent of what was believed of ancient times that archery competitions were 

recruitment grounds for court service. If the ruler was popular, feudal lords willingly 

presented able men for the trial, whereas when the ruler was disliked, the best of 

candidates were withheld by local lords, their arrows remaining bundled and stored 
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away. The idea is innovative but lacks support.81 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tomb stone rubbing of historiographer  
Clutching documents to his chest (III BC.)  
Source: Royal Ontario Museum, Canada 

 

 

Whatever the source domain of “rolling up and keeping” might be – there is no 

way to recover what the utterer had in mind and we ourselves are presented with 

different possibilities when attending to contextual clues – I think we can at least be 

certain that it speaks figuratively of being able to preserve moral conviction, 

relinquishing high post if circumstances so demand. This, I think, is a paraphrase of 

the verses about Qu Boyu that is essentially in agreement with varying translations 

and interpretations.     

There is, however, another fairly widespread strand of reading 15.6. It is worth 

mention here for it helps demonstrate the open-endedness of metaphors. Passage 

15.6 is often construed as a comparison between two worthy figures with Qu Boyu 

enjoying the upper hand for flexibility or ability to adjust. In contrast, Shiyu was 

upright but all too rigid. Accordingly, the latter was good in that he was “straight as 

an arrow” but fell short of being the gentleman that Qu Boyu was.82  

                                                      
81

 I mentioned this original insight to Prof. Yao Xinzhong. He encourages investigation of the matter 
but warns that months of work and expertise on ancient script would be needed to check its viability. I 
can only sound off the matter here. It is an exciting thought that is on the other hand unnecessary for 
our appreciation of archery metaphor in 15.6 where “straight as an arrow” is the main issue and 
affords rich enough discussion.   
82

 Many English translators take the strand indicated by Zhu Xi that being “straight-fixed” (直固) is 

good but not good enough for a gentleman, cf. Zhuzi yulei, juan 45. Legge writes, “(Shiyu)’s uniform 
straightforwardness was not equal to (Boyu)’s rightly adapting himself to circumstances” (Legge 1971, 
296); Slingerland, “Historian Yu was famous for his unbending uprightness (but) Qu Boyu draws higher 
praise than Hisotrian Yu because his behavior was more flexible, as befits a gentleman” (Slingerland 
2003, 177); and Brooks, “this saying praises alternative ideals of conduct: the rigid and the flexible” 
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Hence, commentators extract features of rigidity and flexibility from figurative 

expressions in 15.6 and posit a comparison between the persons cited. My 

observation is that one has to carry metaphoric inference into higher levels of 

abstraction to draw entailments of rigidity and flexibility from the raw images of the 

passage and immediate context.83 Besides, there is no intimation of deficiency in the 

view which the metaphoric utterance casts on Shiyu. Instead being “arrow-like” and 

the double ability of taking and relinquishing office both come across as extolled 

features of ministers of the Way. Inasmuch as previously mentioned English 

commentators follow orthodox Chinese glosses, I surmise that the rigidity-flexibility 

take on 15.6 is likely fueled by Neo-Confucian fascination with change and response.       

 

5. Recap 

Examination of archery metaphor in the Analects offers fertile ground for discussion. 

Much more investigation, analysis, and development of the passages could be done 

than what I have been able to do here. Images deriving from archery led us to 

contemplate the ideal attitude of a gentleman in power and the nature of moral 

struggle through the phrase「君子無所爭」 of 3.7, the hidden riches of sagely rule 

and of moral learning with the remark「射不主皮」of 3.16, and the qualities and 

actuation of a minister of the Way through the expression「如矢」 of 15.6. 

Throughout the chapter, I endeavored to work out viable ways of comprehending 

these metaphoric passages, in such a way that although only three passages clearly 

involve archery metaphor, it was possible to bring their propositions into relation 

with underlying themes of the Analects and of the historical milieu of early 

Confucianism. Metaphor study can afford such holistic and contextualized reading. 

In the course of discussing sample passages, metaphor study also offered the 

additional advantage of exploring related themes such as beliefs about early Chinese 

athletics, relation between rituals and morals, and attitude towards martial affairs. 

By distinguishing between literal and figurative levels of reading in accordance with 

the demands of metaphoric comprehension, I attempted some clarification about 

widespread stereotypes.  

Likewise, attention to what bare images and recoverable context yield made it 

possible to discern different levels of – in some cases added – interpretation. I myself 

have brought up a reading on 15.6 that is based more on imagination than verifiable 

                                                                                                                                                        
(Brooks 1998, 132).  
83

 For example, rigidity extracted from the utter narrowness of an arrow’s figure or trajectory, and 
flexibility from the circular motion of rolling up? At least this is how Prof. Dennis Da Costa (Boston 
University) suggested that I develop the metaphor in the paper which I presented about passage 15.6 
during the International Conference on Time and the Book of Changes, Beijing Normal University, June 
2014. 
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information. Variations of interpretations of passages with archery metaphor by 

comparing commentaries over time and between cultures could prove extremely 

useful for tracing evolutions and developments in Confucianism. It is a method that 

can be applied by attending to other kinds of metaphors in the Analects whose use is 

continued in posterior traditions or shared with other schools.84 There will be more 

occasion to probe into archery metaphor in the Analects when we bring it into 

comparison with Nicomachean Ethics in the concluding chapter.               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
84

 For example, metaphors based on vessels used (e.g. jade and bronze containers), on natural 
phenomena (e.g. heavenly bodies, seasons, vegetation), or logistic setting (e.g. hall and inner room). 
Helpful research on image sources of figurative language in antiquity by David Keightly: “Craft and 
Culture: Metaphors of Governance in Early China”, Proceedings of the 2

nd
 International Conference on 

Sinology: Section on History and Archeology”, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 1989. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Archery Metaphor in the Nicomachean Ethics 
 

 
I will not bring dishonor on my sacred arms 
nor will I abandon my comrade (…) I will 
defend the rights of gods and men and will 
not leave my country smaller, when I die, but 
greater and better, so far as I am able by 
myself and with the help of all (…) I will 
respect the rulers (and) honor the cults of 
my fathers.  

- Ephebic Oath85 

 

 

1. Preliminaries: Ethics Lessons from the Gym 

Investigating archery in ancient Greek history brought before our eyes, among other 

things, the amusing fact that athletics and intellectual disciplines were bedfellows. 

Different from the set-up of modern schooling, physical education in antiquity was 

regarded as anything but extra-curricular. In fact, athletics was not only confined to 

early stages of schooling but was learned hand-in-hand with poetry, music and 

mental disciplines in puberty and adolescence, until at last becoming part of the 

adult life of a “leisured” Greek citizen.86 Thus in every polis, the gymnasium was not 

only a place for bodily exercise and sports but also a hub for educational and social 

                                                      
85

 IV BC Attic inscription highly expressive of Athenian ethic: extract from pledge of young men upon 
enrolling in the ephebeia. Eric Casey’s remarks about the oath help consolidate what we had seen 
about archery and military-athletic education in chapter 3: “The oath displays how intertwined 
military, civic, and religious matters were in classical Athens. The pledge not to abandon one’s fellow 
fighter undoubtedly refers to the communal nature of hoplite warfare although it should be recalled 
that by the time of the fourth century BCE hoplites were not the only important category of warrior, 
with light armed troops, cavalry, archers and sailors all contributing to national defense. (Towards the 
end of the fourth century, the ephebeia gave) some sign of its future as an educational and civic as 
well as military institution”, Casey in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 420.     
86

 Despite Athens’s gymnasia being publicly funded, poorer citizens eking out a living would not have 
had the “leisure” for physical recreation, Willets in McIntosh et al. 1981, 23; Petermandl in Christesen 
& Kyle 2014, 243. Facts like this make us aware of the aristocratic side of Axial Age Greece, implying 
too that the philosophical schools that flourished during this time catered to upper classes. At the 
same time, however, the onslaught of democracy in Athens was making itself felt. Noting the vision of 
education outlined in the Laws, Cynthia Patterson points out that “Plato’s proposal for compulsory 
education for boys and girls might be seen as making public what was, as Aristotle noted, traditionally 
(in Athens and elsewhere) a private concern”, Patterson in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 375. Nick Fisher 
likewise warns against “excessive concentration on elite perceptions and activities” in his article 
“Gymnasia and the Democratic Values of Leisure.” Considering the effects of democratization on 
athletic facilities and festivals, he writes that “significant aspects of these leisure activities and their 
rituals became more accessible to wider groups of citizens; that participation in such things became 
part of democratic expectations”, see Fisher in König 2010, 66-67.    
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activities.87  

It is no coincidence, then, that schools of thought emerged precisely in the 

precincts of Athens’ three principal gymnasia, namely the Academy, the Lyceum, and 

the Kynosarges.88 In the initial periods of their schools, Plato and Aristotle would 

have taught within the core edifices of the gymnasia and their surrounding gardens 

before annexing structures for specific use of their schools. For centuries, the 

Academy had been a public sports complex with altars and sprawling grounds 

spacious enough for cavalry processions and, on occasion, for sheltering army units 

before Plato lived and taught in its vicinity (Kyle 1987, 72-76). Similarly, the Lyceum 

was a large athletic sanctuary where annual military reviews were held as well as 

cavalry and missile sport exhibitions. As was typical of gymnasia, the Lyceum 

included a “peripatos”, that is, a shaded walkway either within the colonnaded 

structure itself or in adjacent parks. Decades before Aristotle’s Peripatetic school 

came to exist, it was an important center for secondary education which Socrates 

himself regularly visited, spending hours in dialogue with promising young men. Even 

when these gymnasia became sites of flourishing philosophical schools in the Golden 

Age, they continued to function as public facilities for athletic training  so that 

“educational use (…) co-existed with, rather than replaced, the earlier functions of 

the gymnasium” (Kyle 1987, 76; also, Petermandl in Christesen & Kyle 2014, 239). As 

one historian succinctly puts it, both Academy and Lyceum were “training grounds 

for every young man and for every aspect of the man”, (Miller 2004, 185).89 

Doubling as venues for secondary education, the Academy enjoyed greater prestige 

while the Lyceum was more civilly involved (Kyle 1985, 82).  

With all these, it comes as no surprise that Plato, Aristotle, and another student 

of the Academy, Xenocrates, are among the most important sources we have today 

on physical education in Western antiquity. From their writings, all three easily 

                                                      
87

 According to F.E. Leonard, the gymnasium was “intended for ephebes and for grown men who had 
finished their schooling” while the palaistra was for the training of young boys. None of our other 
sources make this differentiation but agree with Leonard that “the gymnasia came to be more and 
more the centers of Greek social and intellectual life, a gathering place of citizens for conversation and 
amusement which combined some of the features of a modern clubhouse with those of a city park. 
Philosophers and rhetoricians found a general audience or met their special pupils there, and thus it 
happened that each of the three great gymnasia at Athens became associated with particular schools 
of philosophy”, Leonard 1947, 22-23.      ,  
88

 The Kynosarges gymnasium was a sanctuary of Heracles associated with the Cynic school.  
89

 What Miller writes in continuation is helpful background information that I wish to emphasize in 
this prelude to archery metaphor in Aristotle: “Successful athletes emerged from the playing fields of 
the Akademy and the Lykeion, and successful poets, playwrights, politicians, and philosophers 
emerged as well. Here young legs and young minds were stretched and prepared for life’s 
competitions. Here Plato and Aristotle and many before and after them engaged young men in the 
total human experience. Plato’s Akademy and Aristotle’s Lykeion – terms which came to represent 
types of philosophical schools – were first and last gymnasia and that there is no inherent reason to 
separate the activities of the mind from those of the body”, Miller 2004, 185.  
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qualify for “sports fanatics”, a label which at any case would have applied to typical 

inhabitants of Greek city-states.  

At the same time, a slow process with lasting consequences was taking place in 

the premises of Athens’s gymnasia during the Golden Age: athletics was becoming 

more specialized, and education more intellectual. However, it was not until later 

Hellenic and Roman eras that the process reached completion.90 As for Plato and 

Aristotle, physical training was unquestionably important not only for bodily 

excellence but also for mental preparation and moral training. Athletics was an 

integral part of education in the curriculum proposed by Plato in the Laws. Though 

critical about excesses of competition and the violence of certain athletic genres, 

Plato acknowledged the necessity of physical education on several counts: as 

preparation for war, to preserve the health of citizens, and to aid in the development 

of character (Beck 1964, 211). Cynthia Patterson rightly observes that in the Laws as 

much as in the Republic, Plato shows keen awareness that gymnastics is not 

irrelevant to the soul (Patterson in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 370). 

Aristotle largely concurred with his teacher about the benefits of gymnastics. He 

argued that “education by habit must precede education by reason, and that training 

of the body must likewise precede training of the mind” (Willets in McIntosh et al. 

1981, 30). He discouraged, however, practicing it in the manner of professional 

athletes whose disproportionate dedication to sport and meticulous diet rendered 

them practically useless for real life feats. Besides, he believed that all too rigorous 

athletic training at a young age hindered the natural development of the body and 

was incompatible with mental exertion. Hence, in the Politics, he espoused a theory 

of graduated exercise for his school.91  In holding these views about physical 

education and its importance for character formation, Aristotle and Plato shared 

                                                      
90

 The transitions that athletics and gymnasia as centers of education underwent from archaic Greece 
to Roman times is described by Henri Marrou in his book History of Education in Antiquity (London: 
Sheed and Ward, 1981). Marrou’s account of the outcome of the process by IV AD is comparable to 
modern education: “In the Greek -speaking countries the classical literary education persisted after 
the triumph of Christianity, but physical education disappeared completely (…) AD 323 was the last 
date at which ephebes appeared in any sporting event (…) We have detailed evidence of the type of 
life led by Greek students in the fourth century AD and we know a great deal about their occupations 
and pastimes. And sport, in the strict sense of the word, was conspicuous by its absence. Of course, 
like all young people they played open-air games – ball games, etc. – but these were simply pastimes: 
their education was completely intellectual, and athletics had no place in it”, Marrou 1981, 131-132.  
91

 He writes, “It is an admitted principle that gymnastic exercises should be employed in education, 
and that for children they should be of a lighter kind, avoiding severe regimen or painful toil lest the 
growth of the body be impaired. The evil of excessive training in early years is strikingly proved by the 
example of the Olympic victors; for not more than two or three of them have gained a prize both as 
boys and as men; their early training and severe gymnastic exercises exhausted their constitutions (…) 
Men ought not to labor at the same time with their minds and with their bodies; for the two kinds of 
labor are opposed to one another – the labor of the body impedes the labor of the mind, and the 
labor of the mind, the body”, Politics VIII.4. 
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their milieu’s general esteem for athletics. In light of this, we can reject stereotype 

comments that turn up in comparisons between ancient Chinese and Greek societies, 

such as those charging Greek education to be too intellectual and abstract, or 

purporting that “unlike the people of most Western societies, the (ancient) Chinese 

incorporated philosophical and moral qualities into their sports” (Crowther 2007, 

2).92  

Turning to archery, we recall from a previous chapter that this was neither a 

dominant military skill nor athletic event for the Greeks. However, from archaic times 

and throughout the classic age, the evolving nature and circumstances of warfare 

gave impetus to archery as diversified armies became necessary for land and sea 

battles. Archery training thus became part of the military preparation of young 

Athenian men. Sources converge in saying that these young men trained in weapons 

use in the city’s gymnasia. At the same time that they underwent intensive training in 

martial skills, part of their preparation for citizenship too were lectures, heritage 

tours, and group attendance in official events.93 As a matter of fact, V BC Athens saw 

a rise in demand for advanced education which reflected both in the intellectual 

reinforcement of ephebic training and the addition to gymnasia of “spaces dedicated 

to intellectual pursuits, such as lecture theaters and libraries” (Petermandl in 

Christesen & Kyle, 2014, 239). The phenomenon undoubtedly catered to the 

democratic needs of Athens, since being a citizen meant becoming part of the state’s 

decision-making process. Hence, “the epheboi attended lectures in the gymnasion 

and listened to philosophers in the Akademy and the Lykeion” (Miller 2004, 194). The 

use of gymnasia as venue for intellectual activity is reflected in the floorplan of the 

ancient gymnasium of Olympia which includes a designated area for lectures. This 

space was the “ephebeion” where “young men training to become citizens received 

lessons about the heritage and traditions of their homeland” (Miller 2004, 177).  

Aristotle was undoubtedly familiar with the ephebic institution and has left us an 

account of their curriculum in the Constitution of Athens. He explains that an 

ephebos must be at least 18 years of age and of citizen parents. In the first year of 

training, they visited landmarks and were assigned athletic trainers as well as military 

skills instructors “who teach them to fight in heavy armor, to use the bow and javelin, 

and to discharge a catapult.” In the second year, after a public display of skills, the 

state awarded each ephebos a shield and spear before sending them off to “patrol 

the country and spend their time in the forts.” After two years of garrison duty, they 

                                                      
92

 I found some such ideas common in comparative works.   
93

 Successful young men in China joined the ritual “war” dance with the monarch during the Great 
Sacrifice to ancestors. Ephebic training included something similar yet so different: pyrrhic dances in 
which they bore themselves naked with spears and shields as they imitated battle actions of heroes or 
Athena’s motions when leaping forth from the mind of Zeus, Fisher in König 2010, 72. 
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became official citizens (cf. Constitution of Athens 42).94 

 

 

    

LEFT: Floorplan of ancient Olympic gymnasium, with colonnaded, open, inner court where 
athletes practiced wrestling, boxing and pankration under the sun. Room XII is identified as 
the ephebeion. RIGHT: An artist’s impression of the ephebeion viewed from the central 
courtyard. Source: Miller 2004, 177-178.  

     

 The decade when Aristotle set up school in the Lyceum were trying times for 

Athens. The city-state had just been defeated by Philip II at Chaeronea (338 BC), 

prompting Lycurgus to revamp and subsidize ephebic training so as to “foster 

renewed patriotism and civic cohesion at a difficult moment for Athens” (Casey in 

Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 419). It was with the help of Lycurgus that the Lyceum was 

renovated as a public gymnasium and expanded to suit the needs of Aristotle’s newly 

founded school.95 Accordingly, a library, museum, and study halls were added (Kyle 

1987, 82). Under the dramatic political circumstances of the Peloponnese in the 

Golden Age, lectures urging Athenian youth – the epheboi as well as parallel groups 

of young men who frequented public facilities – to rise up to the needs and ideals of 

                                                      
94

 Apart from epheboi, older citizens and alien inhabitants (or “metics”, like Aristotle) of 50 years and 
above also held garrison duties, cf. Warry 1998, 62. In the Axial age when Athens battled for power 
and engaged in numerous wars, citizens from all walks of life, foreigners and slaves too, were called 
upon for state defense. It is amusing to think that the likes of Plato and Aristotle also trained in 
weapons use, including bows useful for patrol. As we know, Scythians were common as guards and 
archery trainers in Athens during their period. This may help explain Plato’s acquaintance and 
fascination with Scythian shooting.      
95

 The content and size of ephebic institutions waxed and waned between IV and II BC, depending on 
state funding and Athens’s political situation, see Patterson in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 424ff. Lycurgus, a 
politician student of Plato and associate of Aristotle, played an important role in the mid IV BC 
reformation of ephebic institutions and refurbishment of gymnasia. 

Room XII 
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their polis would have resounded with great force.96  

It is with attention to contextual details such as the gymnasium-based education 

of the Greeks and the likely addressees of the ethical lectures of Aristotle that I wish 

to tackle archery metaphors in the Nicomachean Ethics. Archery metaphors may be 

said to run through the treatise, the phrase “hitting the mark” being a recurring 

expression. I will focus, however, on three sections where, as far as I see, evocation 

of archery-derived images is particularly pronounced. I hope to show that Aristotle, 

similar to Confucius, used archery metaphors not only repeatedly but also 

substantially. 

A source remarks that Platonic discourse is “filled with athletic metaphors (…) the 

language of athletics and intellectual inquiry were inseparable” (Miller 2004, 232). 

Scanning through the Nicomachean Ethics, I think the same can be said as well of 

Aristotle. 

 

2. NE 1.2: The Chief Good as Knowledge Aim 

The Nicomachean Ethics opens with lines promising for our study: “Every art and 

every investigation, and likewise every practical pursuit or undertaking, seems to aim 

at some good: hence it has been well said that the Good is that at which all things 

aim” (NE 1.1 1094a, emphasis added).97 At first glance, these words seem to project 

an underlying archeric structure of shooter-target to human activity. In view of the 

fundamentality and breadth of the teleological framework in Aristotle, the 

observation couldn’t be more significant. However, the structure does not 

necessarily derive from archery. The word in the passage on which a metaphor is 

hinged – i.e., “aim” (ἐφίημι) – is not exclusive to archery but generally refers to things 

launched or thrown at something, making it applicable to different kinds of projectile 

use in sports or war. 

 Fortunately, within a few paragraphs, an unmistakably archery-derived 

metaphor appears. The passage reads, 

  

If therefore among the ends at which our actions aim there be one which we 
will for its own sake, while we will the others only for the sake of this, and if 
we do not choose everything for the sake of something else (which would 
obviously result in a process ad infinitum, so that all desire would be futile 

                                                      
96

 Garrison duties at this time would have entailed real military service and life danger. During the 
Lamian War of 322 BC, the year Aristotle died, the eheboi are said to have fought heroically for Athens, 
they “demonstrated exceptional arête in battle because they had been brought up to value 
sophrosyne <temperance or self-control> as part of their paideia <education>”, Casey inn Grubbs & 
Parkin 2013, 426. 
97

 I follow H. Rackham’s translation which has the advantage of having Greek-English bilingual format, 
cf. Aristotle 1956. Other times I use Roger Crisp’s translation which is fairly literal and precise, see 
Aristotle 2000.  
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and vain), it is clear that this one ultimate End must be the Good, and indeed 
the Supreme Good. Will not then a knowledge of this Supreme Good be also 
of great practical importance for the conduct of life? Will it not better enable 
us to attain our proper object, like archers having a target to aim at? If this be 
so, we ought to make an attempt to determine at all events in outline what 
exactly this Supreme Good is, and of which of the sciences or faculties it is the 

object. (NE 1.2 1094a; italics mine)98 
 

The lines above are crucial for Aristotle’s development of eudaimonism, his moral 

approach resting on a theory of universal teleology tackled in works on nature and 

the Metaphysics. It is important to note, however, that despite the end-oriented 

framework being akin to a basic characteristic of archery – that of pointing or aiming 

at something –, archery is not here employed as a figurative representation of 

teleological theory.99 Instead, the archery metaphor in 1.2 sheds light on something 

else. The expression “being like archers” is introduced by an equivalent of English 

“like/as” (καθάπερ) and fixes our attention on the inquisitors of political-moral 

enquiry, speaker and listeners alike.100 The utterance casts their situation of having 

an “important knowledge” to discover, one of critical importance for life (πρὸς τὸν 

βίον ἡ γνῶσις αὐτοῦ μεγάλην ἔχει ῥοπήν), in a relation of similarity with the focused 

attention and motions of an archer. 101  The word translated as “important” 

(ῥοπήν/ῥοπή102) has no simple equivalent in English. It has the figurative connotation 

                                                      
98

 The original reads: “εἰ δή τι τέλος ἐστὶ τῶν πρακτῶν ὃ δι᾽ αὑτὸ βουλόμεθα, τἆλλα δὲ διὰ τοῦτο, καὶ 
μὴ πάντα δι᾽ ἕτερον αἱρούμεθα (πρόεισι γὰρ οὕτω γ᾽ εἰς ἄπειρον, ὥστ᾽ εἶναι κενὴν καὶ ματαίαν τὴν 
ὄρεξιν), δῆλον ὡς τοῦτ᾽ ἂν εἴη τἀγαθὸν καὶ τὸ ἄριστον. ἆρ᾽ οὖν καὶ πρὸς τὸν βίον ἡ γνῶσις αὐτοῦ 
μεγάλην ἔχει ῥοπήν, καὶ καθάπερ τοξόται σκοπὸν ἔχοντες μᾶλλον ἂν τυγχάνοιμεν τοῦ δέοντος; εἰ δ᾽ 
οὕτω, πειρατέον τύπῳ γε περιλαβεῖν αὐτὸ τί ποτ᾽ ἐστὶ καὶ τίνος τῶν ἐπιστημῶν ἢ δυνάμεων.” I 
underline the terms summoned in my exegesis of the metaphor. 
99

 This is a relief, as there is much to say about Aristotelian eudaimonianism. Incidentally, the 
student’s masteral thesis, Aristotelian Eudaimonism and Confucian Philosophy of Joy: Two Versions of 
Happiness, explored the possibility of a teleological framework in the Analects.  
100

 The expression “καθάπερ τοξόται” is not original to Aristotle but was also used by Plato and 
Isocrates, see Republic 519c, and Ad Filios Jasonis par.10. Isocrates, a contemporary orator of Aristotle, 
uses the metaphor under similar circumstances as Aristotle. Inciting his students towards 
clear-oriented and responsible application of thought, he writes: “I am accustomed to tell the 
students in my school of rhetoric (…) nothing can be intelligently accomplished unless first, with full 
forethought, you reason and deliberate how you ought to direct your own future, what mode of life 
you should choose, what kind of repute you should set your heart upon, and which kind of honors you 
should be contented with (…) and when these principles have been determined, then and only then 
should your daily actions be considered, in order that they may be in conformity with the original plan. 
If in this way you seriously search and study, you will take mental aim, as at a mark, at what is 
expedient for you, and will be the more likely to hit it. And if you have no such plan, but attempt to act 
in casual fashion, inevitably you will go astray in your purposes and fail in many undertakings.”  
101

 The aims of knowledge and beliefs is an important theme in Platonic dialogues, so that what 
Aristotle expresses by metaphor here has much of Plato behind it. Ernest Sosa uses self-contrived 
archery metaphors with great effect in an article tackling Platonic epistemology, see “Knowing Full 
Well: The Normativity of Beliefs as Performances” in Philosophical Studies (2009) 142: 5-15. 
102

 I shall follow this pattern of showing key Greek terms according to their morphology in the text 
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of a balancing scale, so that the original expression would have expressed more 

dramatically the idea of something being “critical”, a turning point. Calling to mind 

the background of the likely audience of the ethics lecture notes of Aristotle, the 

choice of words well suits their condition of being in a critical stage in life between 

youth and adulthood, between being dependents of the state to ruling citizens.103  

The archery metaphor is not only confined to a central line in the passage. It is 

actually introduced and followed through with words associated with archery 

practice. Unfortunately, the figurative uptake of these accompanying words are 

ignored in translations and commentaries. The word rendered “choose” or prefer to 

other things (αἱρούμεθα/ αἱρέω) has a semantic history in sports, i.e., of winning a 

game. It is also used in conjunction with hunting, that is, being able to take or catch 

something sought after. Since use of this term leads towards the rhetorically phrased 

metaphoric expression “shall we not, like archers, …?”, the hunting connotation 

comes to the fore. It is also a fitting overture for later lines warning about the limited 

exactness – or sketchiness (τύπῳ/τύπος) – that inquisitors are bound to encounter in 

ethical inquiry. In other words, the exactness of shooting a bull’s eye does not seem 

to be the image solicited by the archery metaphor in these lines. Rather, the image is 

that of a zone or area of attention such as hunters begin to surround (περιλαβεῖν) 

upon identifying a live game. The inquisitors must carefully and strategically close in 

upon it. Such is the “crucial knowledge” sought after, not a fixed subject within plain 

view in the way of a mounted target. 

 The follow up remark of determining “which of the sciences or faculties 

<ἐπιστημῶν ἢ δυνάμεων> it is the object” is, in my opinion, rendered too 

intellectually in many translations, including Rackham’s. These two words too were 

endowed with connotations beyond formal study and cerebral activity. Very tellingly 

and consistent with the archery metaphor preceding the clause, the word simply 

translated as “sciences” (ἐπιστημῶν/ ἐπιστήμη) generally meant knowledge, not only 

of the kind acquired through reasoning but also through experience and training. In 

fact, a prime example of the word given by our lexical source falls well in line with 

our reading: episteme means “acquaintance with a matter, understanding, skill, as in 

archery.”104 Archery was considered a “special skill” by the Greeks since, as we know, 

                                                                                                                                                        
followed by the root form. The Perseus on-line archive of classic texts has been an indispensable aid to 
the linguistic needs of this section, cf. Perseus Digital Library: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/. 
103

 Various commentators of the Nicomachean Ethics also pause to consider the nature of Aristotle’s 
audience but give the impression of being unclear about their specific background, eg., Urmson 1988, 
120; Bostock 2000, 5; Pakaluk 2005, 17; Bartlett & Collins 2011, 242. Urmson comes close: “Aristotle’s 
audience was composed of able young men of influential families (…) who are going to be for the most 
part leading men of affairs”, Urmson 1988, 126. I take the step of linking receptors of ethical lectures 
in the Lyceum with ephebic youth and other men close to them in age and rank. 
104

 Consult word entry in Perseus Digital Library. Incidentally, a model instance of such semantic 
usage is from Sophocles’s Philoctetes, precisely at the point where Odysseus justifies taking away 
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their ordinary martial skill lay in combat fighting. Meanwhile, the term meaning 

power or capacity (δυνάμεων/δύναμις) – dryly translated as “faculties” – could also 

be used in conjunction with physical activity, denoting strength or force.  

 Having pointed these out, we may now probe further into the core metaphoric 

expression: “Will it not better enable us to attain our proper object, like archers 

having a target to aim at?” An alternative translation which is more faithful to the 

original wording is offered by David Ross: “Shall we not, like archers who have a mark 

to aim at, be more likely to hit upon what we should?”105 We must now ask, What 

perspective is cast upon the subject through metaphoric speech? Which matters are 

placed in a relation of similarity? As mentioned earlier, it is the inquisitor of ethics –

both pondering lecturer and learning student – who are compared to an archer. The 

basis of the similarity is that both categories have an aim. While taking aim is a 

conspicuous motion of archers, the fact that ethical inquiry too has a goal may easily 

go unnoticed. The archery metaphor is there to underscore this quiet and important 

fact while implying too that there is a standard to meet, a measure of success, and 

distance to cover in ethical inquiry. Uttered in the environs of a gymnasium to youths 

who were training at bow-handling, the utterance would have been striking with its  

poignant imagery. 

Following metaphoric analogy, what the target is for the archer is what 

knowledge of “the good and finest thing” (τἀγαθὸν καὶ τὸ ἄριστον) is for the student 

of ethics. The metaphoric line is prefaced by the idea of there being a plurality of 

ends. Rigthly discerning the chief end lends efficacy and success to the enterprise. 

The rhetorically phrased metaphoric expression actually does more than provide a 

neat paradigm of archer-with-an-aim. The powerful image it generates seems to bear 

illocutionary force that has the effect of a military “Achtung!” Strategically situated 

as the metaphor is in the introduction of the treatise, it charges receptors to follow 

the discussion with focus as there is a crucial end to the inquiry and they must strain 

their minds to reach knowledge of it. Figure 7 crudely outlines the metaphor’s source 

and target domains according to my reading. 

In the process of mapping out the metaphor, I experienced the dilemma of 

determining whether what the inquisitor of ethics aims at is the Good or knowledge 

of the Good. I think the dilemma was caused by the fact that lines that precede the 

core metaphoric expression speak of willing (βουλόμεθα/βούλομαι) and choosing or 

preferring (αἱρούμεθα/αἱρέω) ends in one’s actions, among which there must be a 

                                                                                                                                                        
Hercules’s bow, saying that he and his men can handle it skillfully: “For Teucer is there among our 
forces, well-skilled <ἐπιστήμην ἔχων> in this craft, as am I”, line 1057. The works of Sophocles, 
Philoctetes included, are among Aristotle’s favorite sources of examples. In NE 7.2, he cites a character 
from Philoctetes to illustrate incontinence.  
105

 Cf. Aristotle 1984. 
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chief object of desire (ὄρεξιν/ὄρεξις). Upon reaching the sentence carrying the core 

metaphoric utterance, however, there is a shift from intentionality to cognitivity as 

the phrase “knowledge (γνῶσις) of” is inserted. “Knowledge of the Good” at this 

point becomes the predicate nominative phrase of what is crucial for life and must be 

aimed at. I am not sure what to make of the shift, but I imagine that it would fuel 

charges of “intellectualism”.  In the case of the passage at hand, however, one 

would have to pay attention to the fact that knowledge of the Good does not exclude 

intentionality but involves willing, choosing and desiring it.106  Along this line, 

Aristotle, in fact, establishes a tight relationship among reason, desire and action 

particularly in the sphere of ethics, the science whose end is to instill in citizens the 

kind of character that performs excellent deeds: “political science is concerned most 

of all with producing citizens of a certain kind, namely those who are both good and 

the sort to perform noble actions” (NE 1.9, 1099b).107 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: NE 1.2 (a) 

                                                      
106

 He outlines the close relation between cognition and intentionality in NE 6.2: “Now the cause of 
action is choice, and cause of choice is desire and reasoning directed to some end. Hence choice 
necessarily involves both intellect or thought and a certain disposition of character for doing well and 
the reverse in the sphere of action necessarily involve thought and character. Thought itself however 
moves nothing, but only thought directed to an end, and dealing with action” 1139a. The passage 
illustrates the significance of knowledge directed at an end – it is what results in conscious deeds – 
and leads us to appreciate the appropriateness of comparing students of ethics with archers.  
107

 Restated again at the close of the treatise: “Knowing about virtue is not enough, but we must try 
to attain and exercise it, or become good by any other available route”, 10.9, 1179b.  
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*** 

  There is an intriguing metaphoric twist which the double meaning of “archer” or 

bowman (τοξόται/τοξότης) in Attic Greek affords us. We recall from our historical 

survey that Scythian mercenaries were common sight in Athens during classic times. 

Valued for their archery skill, they were hired as cityguard and stationed at chief sites 

in the agora. They also worked as weapons instructors in gymnasia training would-be 

citizen warriors. Surprisingly, none of our English translations on hand pay attention 

to this specifically Athenian connotation of “toxotai”. Below is a pool of translations. 

Note that there is little variation in reading the key terms of the metaphoric 

expression, that is, archer, target (σκοπὸν/σκοπός) and hitting a mark 

(τυγχάνοιμεν/τυγχάνω108).   

 

IRWIN 1985: And if, like archers, we have a target to aim at, we are more 
likely to hit the right mark.109  
 
ROSS 1998: Shall we not, like archers who have a mark to aim at, be more 
likely to hit upon what is right? 
 
CRISP 2000: And if, like archers, we have a target, are we not more likely to 
hit the right mark? 
 
BROADIE & ROWE 2002: And like archers with a target would we be more 
successful in hitting the point we need to hit if we had this knowledge?  
 
BARTLETT & COLLINS 2011: And would we not, like archers in possession of 
a target, better hit on what is needed? 
  

Given that “toxotai” also meant city guards in the Athens of Aristotle, how else might 

the metaphoric statement be paraphrased? What nuanced meaning would it yield?  

Incidentally, the word “skopos” too does not only mean target – i.e., “mark or 

object on which one fixes the eye” – but could also denote something similar to the 

function of a cityguard. It had the meaning of guardian, “one that watches/looks 

about or after things”, or “lookout-man, watcher, stationed in some high place to 

overlook a country, especially in war.”110 It was precisely this sort of garrison duty 

                                                      
108

 Word endowed with plurifold meaning. Where there is reference to weapons use and targets, it is 
specifically said of archery, i.e., striking something with an arrow.   
109

 Irwin offers two slightly different readings. The one above has reference to Plato, that is, “that 
knowledge of the good gives us a target we would otherwise lack (cf. Plato Rep. 519c).” If no Platonic 
link was intended, the lines could be read as follows:“…like archers who have a target to aim at, we 
are the more likely to hit what is right (if we know what the target is)”, cf. Irwin 1985, 299.  
110

 Consult Perseus Digital Library entry. If we pressed deeper into the ramifications of archery 
metaphor in 1.2, we just might find Plato’s “guardian class” lurking in the background. See the 
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that epheboi and senior citizens were charged with.   

 On this alternative strand, the metaphoric utterance might be rendered 

differently. We could produce the following reading while keeping well within the 

semantic scopes of key words in the expression: “…and shall we not as cityguard with 

a station to watch over (τοξόται σκοπὸν ἔχοντες) be better able to attain the purpose 

(τυγχάνοιμεν/τυγχάνω) that we should (δέοντος/δέον) <i.e., as guardians>.” The 

guardian-post alternative thus generates an image and framework distinct from the 

prevalent archer-target version. Focus features of the source domain “cityguard” – 

unattended to in the simple archer-target rendition – now come forward as relevant 

elements for comparison, for instance, something to guard and having a duty that is 

at once serious and consequential. Dispositions of alertness and responsibility, of 

protecting something and having the corresponding defensive competence for the 

task also come into play as we envision one watching over the polis with its citizens 

and monuments. Figure 8 illustrates the variant reading where I take “toxotai” to 

mean cityguard. 

 The alternative rendition is appealing. It is also coherent with both historical 

reality and semantic meanings of words constituting the utterance. Moreover, it falls 

in line with the spirit expressed in the Ephebic Oath of young men training to fight 

for their own land and heritage. All the same, I do not propose for existing 

translations to be revised: the common archer-target version is semantically and 

grammatically valid. On the other hand, it is certainly worthwhile to call attention to 

the alternative meaning of the simple word “archer”. Although “archer-target” may 

well be the basic image intended by the metaphor, elements of the parallel 

guardian-post image may nonetheless enter as overtones to the word “toxotai”, 

connotations which, I imagine, would have resonated more strongly in the public 

gymnasia of Athens, and among aspiring citizen candidates.  

The thought of guardian-post at the mention of “toxotai” also picks up better 

the civil aspect of ethical investigation as construed in the Nicomachean Ethics and 

Politics, striving as these sciences do for knowledge that is useful for individual living 

and has repercussions on fellow citizens and state affairs. The guardian-post 

perspective of being like “toxotai” better highlights features of communal duty and 

public-mindedness incumbent upon ethical enterprise.  In the lines immediately 

following the metaphoric utterance, Aristotle goes on to specify that the Good 

sought after in ethics falls in the sphere of Political study (πολιτικός),  the science 

whose end includes the ends of other sciences, regulates education and promotes 

                                                                                                                                                        
Republic books 6 & 10, where this privileged group is “said to live the most eudaemon life possible, 
and the supreme element in their eudaimonia is said to be the attainment, after long and arduous 
preparation, of the vision of the form of the good”, Urmson 1988, 22. Aristotle, of course, has his own 
take on the ontological status of the Good.    
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morals by issuing “laws as to what people shall do and what things they shall refrain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: NE 1.2 (b) 

 

from doing.” He thus concludes that “the Good of man must be the end of the 

science of Politics” (NE 1.2; 1094b), then adds, 

 

For even though it be the case that the Good is the same for the individual 
and for the state, nevertheless, the good of the state is manifestly a greater 
and more perfect good, both to attain and to preserve. To secure the good 
of one person only is better than nothing; but to secure the good of a 
nation or a state is a nobler and more divine achievement. This then being 
its aim, our investigation is in a sense the study of Politics. (NE 1.2 1094b) 
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I thus take the figure of a Scythian guard to be a possible source domain of the 

archery metaphor in 1.2. If it were not so, it would at least constitute a strong 

association attaching to the utterance. The evocation of the Scythian guard also gives 

rise to some opportune wondering. In the light of the history of archery in ancient 

Greece that we saw in chapter 3, it is interesting to ask why Persian archers – hosts of 

whom Greek forces faced during the Axial era – did not inspire Athenians in the way 

that Scythians did?111 Also, can we take the archery metaphors of Aristotle to reflect 

the change in Greek, or at least Athenian, regard for archery? Raising these questions 

and attempting answers to them can offer glimpses into the creation and workings of 

a living metaphor in the Nicomachean Ethics, given that interaction with Scythian 

archers was a concurrent experience of Aristotle and his audience.  

One thing clear from historians of antiquity is that Scythians left a deep imprint 

on Greece. The effect is palpable in a running theme adopted by Attic art as well as in 

revisions in military organization both of which were marked by the presence of 

Scythian fighters in mainland Greece. Numerous vases portray Scythians at work, 

stringing or wielding their bows. 112  Meanwhile, Greek hoplite armies were 

reinforced with more light-armed troops. Further, the Scythian bow and draw were 

adopted all over the Peloponnese replacing earlier types and method.113 Their 

ambidextrous skill did not escape Plato, while it was the accuracy of their shooting 

which seems to have caught Aristotle’s fancy, as we shall see in other metaphoric 

utterances to be discussed in a while. In this regard, a remark from one of our 

sources brings up the important detail that Scythian warriors shot at close range in 

contrast to Persian strategy of raining down arrows on enemies. The former were, in 

other words, “sharp shooters”.  

The impression made by Scythian archery was so strong that the long-standing 

                                                      
111

 Or Cretan archers for that matter, who shared Greek culture and were mercenaries to 
Peloponnesian forces?  
112

 A.M. Snodgrass relates, “Some years later occurred an interesting episode which we know almost 
exclusively from Attic vase-painting. From about 530-500 — the artists take up, quite extensively, the 
subject of the Scythian archer (…) We see the Scyths occupied with their traditional skill – testing 
arrows, stringing bows, tending horses; occasionally they take Greeks hunting or attend Athenian 
drinking-parties; most often they partake in battles, many of them mythical but some, the most 
interesting, having every appearance of true-to-life operations. In these, the Scyths are fighting in 
close co-ordination with the hoplites, shooting from between the men of the front ranks, who crouch 
down and cover the archers and themselves from return fire, perhaps from javelins. The archers in the 
Attic pictures always take careful aim and shoot horizontally – a sign that they operated at close 
quarters and against individual targets”, Snodgrass 1976, 83.    
113

 Again, it is Snodgrass who provides details, this time of Scythian vs. Greek archery: “The Greeks 
used a quite different hold for drawing back the arrow, gripping it between the first and second fingers 
of the right hand while the third and fourth held the string (…) the standard Greek practice was 
apparently to hold the arrow in a simple thumb-and-forefinger grip of the right hand and to release it 
to the right of, or outside, the bow. The flexible Scythian bow could also be drawn to the ear or even 
the right soldier (given an arrow sufficiently strong), in contrast to the normal Greek draw to the 
breast only”, ibid., 83.   
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prejudice against thoughts about the distance fighting of “Cretan runners and liars” 

and “Persian cowards” are cast aside in the metaphoric expression of 1.2. Another 

feature that seems ignored is the mercenary nature of Scythian archers in Greece. 

This matter would have been particularly relevant to the ethical values of Aristotle 

and his young audience. In NE 3.7, Aristotle contrasts the physical strength and 

impeccable skill of mercenaries with the raw courage and heroism of citizen warriors. 

He calls to mind an incident in 353 BC when mercenary fighters were the first to flee 

despite being technically better warriors while citizens held out to death: in the end, 

the former were not fighting of their own will and for their own things but had 

simply been hired to do so.114 Scorn for distance fighting and being a foreign slave 

are at least two matters historically related to the archery of Aristotle’s time which, 

we can say, fall in the shadow of the perspective generated by the archery metaphor 

in 1.2.  Instead, it is features such as sighting an end and skillful striking of it which 

are highlighted. 

It seems to me further that figurative use of “toxotai” early in the treatise 

presages the comparison and contrast of excellence with skill in the core books. In 

outline, excellences are like skills in that we learn them by habituation in action: 

shooting if we want to learn to shoot well in archery, and doing just deeds if we want 

to become just (NE 2.1). Likewise, excellence and skill aspire to what is harder – i.e., 

the finer way of doing things – , harder things presumably being superior (NE 2.3). 

However, the two categories of human activity differ in significant ways. The 

justification of a skill lies in its outcome or product – something external to the skilled 

activity –, while the fulcrum of moral excellence is the fineness of the character from 

whom fine activity ensues (NE 2.4).115 Archery metaphor in the core books of the 

                                                      
114

 Aristotle words are, “A man ought not to be brave because he is compelled to be, but because 
courage is noble (…) Professional soldiers prove cowards when the danger imposes too great a strain, 
and when they are at a disadvantage in numbers and equipment; for they are the first to run away, 
while citizen troops stand ground and die fighting, as happened in the battle at the temple of Hermes”, 
NE 3.8 1116b. As if aware of the temptations that face his soon-to-be full-fledged citizen warrior 
audience, Aristotle hammers in the point about being courageous with expressions ridiculing quitters: 
“eager before the danger comes they hang back at the critical moment” (3.7); “fleeing swinging his 
arms at his side” (4.3), or “to desert one’s post, to run away, to throw down one’s arms” (5.1). 
Aristotle uses the idea of fighting like a citizen as opposed to fighting as a mercenary to show what it 
means to be and act freely, unlike slaves who do what they do because of a command or for pay: what 
they do is not of their own choosing. This distinction between freedom and slavery is relevant to his 
defense of the best kind of life and activity, which is what we (rightly) choose for its own sake. 
115

 An application of teleological approach to ethics is that the kind of ends we set for ourselves 
define the kind of person we are (NE 1.3 1095a). Aside, David Ross’s explanation of Aristotle’s 
teleological ethics treats ends as external to human agency, and his idea that “the category of means 
and end is that by which (Aristotle) interprets human action” (Ross 1995, 196) can only be partly true. 
Jonathan Urmson too takes note of inadequacies in Ross’s reading, clarifying, for example, a point that 
is relevant to the distinction between skillful and virtuous practices: Ross “can mislead the unwary. 
What Aristotle is saying is that whether one has an excellent character or not depends not merely on 
what one does but also on what one likes doing”, Urmson 1988, 26.          
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Nicomachean Ethics will draw more clearly on the analogy between moral excellence 

and skill as accuracy becomes a focal feature of archery.         

 

3. Core Books: Moral Excellence as Middle Target 

After discussing different ends and showing how virtues constitute the highest 

grade of good, Aristotle proceeds to tackling the nature and instances of moral 

virtue. The core books of the Nicomachean Ethics make substantial use of the 

metaphor we are interested in by adopting archery framework in the explication of 

ethical excellence, or excellence of character (ἠθικὴ ἀρετή). I shall examine three 

related sections where virtue is illustrated using elements of archery. As we shall 

see, figurative speech in the core books is extensive and varied, with archery 

metaphor mingling with other image sources.     

In the first of these sections, Aristotle re-employs archery metaphor for a 

different purpose: the source domain remains while the target domain shifts from 

“inquisitors of ethics” to what moral excellence is. It reads, 

 

If therefore the way in which every art or science performs its work well is 
by looking to the mean and applying that as a standard to its productions 
(hence the common remark about a perfect work of art, that you could 
not take from it nor add to it—meaning that excess and deficiency 

destroy perfection, while adherence to the mean preserves it)—if then, as 

we say, good craftsmen look to the mean as they work, and if, like nature, 
virtue is more accurate and better than any form of art, it will follow that 
virtue has the quality of hitting the mean. I refer to moral virtue, for this is 
concerned with emotions and actions, in which one can have excess or 
deficiency or a due mean (…) to feel these feelings at the right time, on 
the right occasion, towards the right people, for the right purpose and in 
the right manner, is to feel the best amount of them, which is the mean 
amount—and the best amount is of course the mark of virtue (…) In 
feelings and actions excess and deficiency are errors, while the mean 
amount is praised, and constitutes success; and to be praised and to be 
successful are both marks of virtue. Virtue, therefore is a mean state in 
the sense that it is able to hit the mean.  Again, error is multiform (…), 
whereas success is possible in one way only (which is why it is easy to fail 
and difficult to succeed—easy to miss the target and difficult to hit it); so 

this is another reason why excess and deficiency are a mark of vice, and 
observance of the mean a mark of virtue (…) 

Virtue then is a settled disposition of the mind determining the choice 
of actions and emotions, consisting essentially in the observance of the 
mean relative to us. (NE 2.6 1106b; emphasis added)116  

                                                      
116

 οὕτω δὴ πᾶς ἐπιστήμων τὴν ὑπερβολὴν μὲν καὶ τὴν ἔλλειψιν φεύγει, τὸ δὲ μέσον ζητεῖ καὶ τοῦθ᾽ 
αἱρεῖται, μέσον δὲ οὐ τὸ τοῦ πράγματος ἀλλὰ τὸ πρὸς ἡμᾶς. εἰ δὴ πᾶσα ἐπιστήμη οὕτω τὸ ἔργον εὖ 
ἐπιτελεῖ, πρὸς τὸ μέσον βλέπουσα καὶ εἰς τοῦτο ἄγουσα τὰ ἔργα (ὅθεν εἰώθασιν ἐπιλέγειν τοῖς εὖ 
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There are a good number of issues to consider about metaphor use in the passage 

above, and I wish to begin with the obvious fact that archery is not the only source 

of figurative speech in the explication of moral excellence.117 The “middle” or mean 

(μέσον/μέσος) that lies between extremes is a central notion in the passage and 

various metaphors are employed to describe it. In concrete, it is compared to the 

aesthetic balance or proportion of a good piece of art – so perfect that nothing 

more need be added or taken away – and to the standard which craftsmen observe 

when manufacturing goods. Along with these, the target in archery is used to 

explain the mean. Archery metaphor is thus employed in conjunction with other 

metaphors. However, it is use of archery metaphor that is extended and dominates 

figurative speech in the excerpt from 2.6.   

 A range of archery features fall into focus in the passage: eyeing a target, a 

target with a center118, accuracy in hitting the target, the challenge or difficulty of 

hitting the target, and possibilities of missing the target. These features highlight 

aspects of moral excellence which I attempt to decipher in continuation. I shall do 

this by underscoring terms in the passage which harmonize with the archery-based 

notion of moral excellence.  

To begin with, there is stress on the act of sighting. Two types of ocular verbs 

                                                                                                                                                        
ἔχουσιν ἔργοις ὅτι οὔτ᾽ ἀφελεῖν ἔστιν οὔτε προσθεῖναι, ὡς τῆς μὲν ὑπερβολῆς καὶ τῆς ἐλλείψεως 
φθειρούσης τὸ εὖ, τῆς δὲ μεσότητος σῳζούσης, οἱ δ᾽ ἀγαθοὶ τεχνῖται, ὡς λέγομεν, πρὸς τοῦτο 
βλέποντες ἐργάζονται): ἡ δ᾽ ἀρετὴ πάσης τέχνης ἀκριβεστέρα καὶ ἀμείνων ἐστὶν ὥσπερ καὶ ἡ φύσις, 
τοῦ μέσου ἂν εἴη στοχαστική. λέγω δὲ τὴν ἠθικήν: αὕτη γάρ ἐστι περὶ πάθη καὶ πράξεις, ἐν δὲ τούτοις 
ἔστιν ὑπερβολὴ καὶ ἔλλειψις καὶ τὸ μέσον (…) τὸ δ᾽ ὅτε δεῖ καὶ ἐφ᾽ οἷς καὶ πρὸς οὓς καὶ οὗ ἕνεκα καὶ 
ὡς δεῖ, μέσον τε καὶ ἄριστον, ὅπερ ἐστὶ τῆς ἀρετῆς. ὁμοίως δὲ καὶ περὶ τὰς πράξεις ἔστιν ὑπερβολὴ 
καὶ ἔλλειψις καὶ τὸ μέσον. ἡ δ᾽ ἀρετὴ περὶ πάθη καὶ πράξεις ἐστίν, ἐν οἷς ἡ μὲν ὑπερβολὴ 
ἁμαρτάνεται καὶ ἡ ἔλλειψις ψέγεται, τὸ δὲ μέσον ἐπαινεῖται καὶ κατορθοῦται: ταῦτα δ᾽ ἄμφω τῆς 
ἀρετῆς. μεσότης τις ἄρα ἐστὶν ἡ ἀρετή, στοχαστική γε οὖσα τοῦ μέσου. ἔτι τὸ μὲν ἁμαρτάνειν 
πολλαχῶς ἔστιν (…) τὸ δὲ κατορθοῦν μοναχῶς (διὸ καὶ τὸ μὲν ῥᾴδιον τὸ δὲ χαλεπόν, ῥᾴδιον μὲν τὸ 
ἀποτυχεῖν τοῦ σκοποῦ, χαλεπὸν δὲ τὸ ἐπιτυχεῖν): καὶ διὰ ταῦτ᾽ οὖν τῆς μὲν κακίας ἡ ὑπερβολὴ καὶ ἡ 
ἔλλειψις, τῆς δ᾽ ἀρετῆς ἡ μεσότης (…) ἔστιν ἄρα ἡ ἀρετὴ ἕξις προαιρετική, ἐν μεσότητι οὖσα τῇ πρὸς 
ἡμᾶς. 
117

 In fact, the lines immediately before the extract contain a metaphor inspired by athletic dieting 
and mentions the historical wrestling champion Milo. From this example and other similar ones, 
Michael Pakaluk observes how Aristotle’s family’s medical background – his father had been court 
physician – put him in tune with Platonic conception of virtue: “Aristotle tends to think of ethics as 
analogous to medicine. Plato taught that virtue was a kind of health of the soul; Aristotle (…) takes this 
analogy very seriously”, Pakaluk 2005, 17. For J.A. Stewart, it is Aristotle’s occupation with biology that 
is key to his conception of virtue, which is based on an “organic” model. Stewart’s approach gives way 
to a matter-form solution to the problem of dual happiness: theoretical life (“internal state of reposing 
in truth”) is the soul of political life, Stewart 1973 443-446. His suggestion is attractive. At any case, 
what matters is to bear in mind that there are other image sources for excellence in the Nicomachean 
Ethics apart from archery, although I take this to be the dominant metaphor for ethical excellence.  
118

 Unfortunately, I was unable to find specific details about targets used for archery training in 
ancient gymnasia. Otherwise, it would be nice to examine how much the details of the metaphor 
derive from actual practice. 
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are used, both of which are translated as “looking”. The Greek verbs, however, are 

more animated. When Aristotle states that art and sciences “look” (ζητεῖ/ζητέω) to 

a mean, the word he uses is that of active searching, that is, in the manner of 

huntsmen.119 Meanwhile, craftsmen “look” (βλέπουσα/βλέπω) on a standard as 

they work, the ocular verb being that of watching with eagerness or expectation, if 

not with longing. By presenting the mean as the object of such manners of looking, 

Aristotle in effect sets up moral excellence not only as a standard in feeling and 

acting but also as an end to be sought after.  

The general similarity between virtue and skill mentioned earlier is now in 2.6 

specified in terms of accuracy. Aristotle holds that virtue, like shooting skill, is 

accurate (ἀκριβεστέρα/ ἀκριβής), meaning by this that it has the quality of hitting 

the mean (τοῦ μέσου στοχαστική).120 The comparison of moral excellence with 

archery couldn’t be more poignant. In the manner of explanation of 2.6, the notion 

of accuracy is contingent upon two opposing terms of exceeding (ὑπερβολή) and 

falling short (ἔλλειψις). These are technical mistakes (ἁμαρτάνειν/ἁμαρτάνω) 

commonly said of projectiles that are flung too far or too near, too high or too low 

so that they miss the target (ἀποτυχεῖν/ ἀποτυγχάνω). These errors are mirrored in 

the moral sphere to vices or “kakia” (κακιῶν/κακία), literally ugly or base things, the 

exact opposite of what is fine or beautiful, i.e., “kalos”. In contrast, one who is 

“skillful in aiming” (στοχαστική/στοχαστικός) shoots with just the right angle and 

force and thus “hits the mark” (ἐπιτυχεῖν/ἐπιτυγχάνω). In truth, some of these 

terms are not exclusive to archery, but the combination of archery jargon with 

generic projectile terminology results in a succession of images consistent with 

archery.121 Besides, accuracy, a key feature in Aristotle’s conception of ethical 

excellence, seems to have been fundamental in archery more than in any other 

missile sport practiced by the Greeks in classic times. As such, it was the activity 

that best exemplified the perspective of moral excellence intended by the author of 

the metaphor.122 

                                                      
119

 Thus is the word employed in Xenophon’s Cynegeticus mentioned earlier in chapter 3. 
120

 The Stoics conceived virtue as “stochastic skill”. Intricacies of Stoic ethics based on analogy with 
archery discussed by Julia Annas in Annas 1993, 398-403. Interesting to discover influence of 
Aristotle’s metaphor use on Hellenic thought. 
121

 Other commentators think so too. For John Burnet, the combination of 
ἀποτυχεῖν-σκοποῦ-ἐπιτυχεῖν (miss-target-hit) makes the image of the metaphor unmistakably that of 
archery. He continues, “Goodness is στοχαστική τοῦ μέσου <hitting the mean> and we may think of 
the μεσότης <mean> as the bull’s eye in the target”, Burnet 1973, 94. Sarah Broadie uses more 
abstract words to describe the archeric structure of virtue, referring to is as a “triadic scheme” of 
excess, intermediacy and deficiency, cf. Broadie & Rowe 2002, 303, 305. 
122

 The closest sport to archery was javelin throwing which was also part of ephebic skills instruction. 
However, as Henri Marrou explains, it was force more than precision that counted in javelin use: “in 
athletics, the one idea was to throw it as far as possible in a certain direction; whereas for its more 
utilitarian purposes, the thrower practiced by aiming at a horizontal target drawn on the ground”, 
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Involving as it does a range of features, the perspective which archery casts on 

moral excellence results in an elaborate pairing of entailments between source and 

target domains. Accordingly, the metaphoric argument of 2.6 construes virtue as 

the targeted mean, the virtuous person as a skilled archer who consistently fires 

accurate hits, and virtuous behavior as what is praiseworthy and successful 

(ἐπαινεῖται καὶ κατορθοῦται) in the way that winning athletes are celebrated. The 

scheme may roughly be outlined as in Figure 9. Turns of phrases in the central 

books will repeatedly pick up or even elaborate the archery metaphor in 2.6.123 

Hence, we shall save further discussion for when we examine a couple of these 

other supporting passages. 

One issue about the extract from 2.6 which is interesting for metaphor theory is 

the hybrid employment of speech. In explaining the mean in ethical excellence, 

Aristotle does not only utilize a combination of metaphors with different source 

domains but also uses these alongside direct, formulaic language. Consequently, 

figurative expressions co-exist with analytic, formal definitions of moral excellence 

in 2.6. I think this flexibility of speech mode in philosophical discourse is worth 

attending to, aware as we are of the tendency to contrapose them. Its advantage is 

also plain to see: graphic metaphoric expressions lend life to prosaic phraseology 

which, in turn, helps to articulate or pin down the latent proposition of the former. 

Combined use of figurative and literal speech modes proves mutually beneficial.  

The central books of the treatise discuss moral excellences such as courage, 

temperance, justice, and liberality. In all these, the working framework of virtue is 

the one expounded in terms of archeric elements. As mentioned, later segments in 

the core chapters follow up the metaphoric cum analytic explanation of moral 

excellence in 2.6, in concrete, the following extract from section 2.9: 

 

Enough has now been said to show that moral virtue is a mean, and in 
what sense this is so, namely that it is a mean between two vices, one of 

                                                                                                                                                        
Marrou, 1981, 121. In relation, Wallace McLeod in explaining what counts as “an effective arrow” says 
that shooting force and distance was what mattered in the battlefield compared to accuracy when 
stationed at a fortress, see McLeod 1965, 8. This gives us hint about how accuracy must have been 
particularly nurtured in the military training of epheboi and older citizens for garrison duty. These 
historical details support exemplification of accuracy by archery. That archery is the image source of 
the metaphor in 2.6 will become more apparent when we examine a passage from 6.1 where 
bowstrings come into the picture. 
123

 For example, in 2.1, legislators are said to “miss their target” (ἁμαρτάνω) when they fail to 
habituate citizens to becoming good; in 3.12, the appetitive element and reason of a temperate 
person “both aim at what is noble” (σκοπὸς γὰρ ἀμφοῖν τὸ καλόν); in 6.12, virtue is said to make the 
aim right, and practical wisdom the things towards it (ἡ ἀρετὴ τὸν σκοπὸν ποιεῖ ὀρθόν, ἡ δὲ φρόνησις 
τὰ πρὸς τοῦτον); in 8.10, tyrannical rule of Persians is described as “off-mark” (ἡμαρτημένη); and in 
9.1, the idea that “not getting what one aims at is like not getting anything at all” (οὗ ἐφίεται μὴ 
τυγχάνῃ), much as in hunting where missing the aim means losing the game.  
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excess and the other of defect; and that it is such a mean because it aims 
at hitting the middle point in feelings and in actions. This is why it is a hard 
task to be good, for it is hard to find the middle point in anything: for 
instance, not everybody can find the center of a circle, but only someone 
who knows geometry. So also anybody can become angry—that is easy, 
and so it is to give and spend money; but to be angry with or give money to 
the right person, and to the right amount, and at the right time, and for the  
right purpose, and in the right way—this is not within everybody's power 
and is not easy; so that to do these things properly is rare, praiseworthy, 
and noble. 
Hence the first rule in aiming at the mean is to avoid that extreme which is 
the more opposed to the mean, as Calypso advises — “Steer the ship clear 
of yonder spray and surge.” For of the two extremes one is a more serious 
error than the other. Hence, inasmuch as to hit the mean is difficult, the 
second best way to sail, as the saying goes, is to take the least of the evils. 
(NE 2.9 1109a; emphasis added)124 

 

The passage, as we can see, merely reiterates the metaphoric description and formal 

definition of moral excellence in 2.6. There are, on the other hand, new touches as 

more metaphors are thrown in. In different ways, the additional metaphors 

emphasize – if not dramatize – the difficulty of achieving the mean.  

 A mathematical metaphor is introduced which compares finding the exact 

center of a circle (κύκλου/κύκλος) – a mental task, tedious to calculate125 – with 

observance of the ethical mean. This metaphor, besides providing a visual image for 

the mean, also seems to me to highlight the rational aspect of excellence. This aspect 

turns up explicitly in the general definition of the human good laid out in 1.7 as a 

“kind of life whose activity is in accordance with reason.” 

  A navigational metaphor from Homer emerges in the last lines of the excerpt. 

This time, observance of the mean is compared to Odysseus desperately plying a 

                                                      
124

 ὅτι μὲν οὖν ἐστὶν ἡ ἀρετὴ ἡ ἠθικὴ μεσότης, καὶ πῶς, καὶ ὅτι μεσότης δύο κακιῶν, τῆς μὲν καθ᾽ 
ὑπερβολὴν τῆς δὲ κατ᾽ ἔλλειψιν, καὶ ὅτι τοιαύτη ἐστὶ διὰ τὸ στοχαστικὴ τοῦ μέσου εἶναι τοῦ ἐν τοῖς 
πάθεσι καὶ ἐν ταῖς πράξεσιν, ἱκανῶς εἴρηται. διὸ καὶ ἔργον ἐστὶ σπουδαῖον εἶναι. ἐν ἑκάστῳ γὰρ τὸ 
μέσον λαβεῖν ἔργον, οἷον κύκλου τὸ μέσον οὐ παντὸς ἀλλὰ τοῦ εἰδότος: οὕτω δὲ καὶ τὸ μὲν 
ὀργισθῆναι παντὸς καὶ ῥᾴδιον, καὶ τὸ δοῦναι ἀργύριον καὶ δαπανῆσαι: τὸ δ᾽ ᾧ καὶ ὅσον καὶ ὅτε καὶ 
οὗ ἕνεκα καὶ ὥς, οὐκέτι παντὸς οὐδὲ ῥᾴδιον: διόπερ τὸ εὖ καὶ σπάνιον καὶ ἐπαινετὸν καὶ καλόν. διὸ 
δεῖ τὸν στοχαζόμενον τοῦ μέσου πρῶτον μὲν ἀποχωρεῖν τοῦ μᾶλλον ἐναντίου, καθάπερ καὶ ἡ 
Καλυψὼ παραινεῖ “τούτου μὲν καπνοῦ καὶ κύματος ἐκτὸς ἔεργε” νῆα. τῶν γὰρ ἄκρων τὸ μέν ἐστιν 
ἁμαρτωλότερον τὸ δ᾽ ἧττον: ἐπεὶ οὖν τοῦ μέσου τυχεῖν ἄκρως χαλεπόν, κατὰ τὸν δεύτερον, φασί, 
πλοῦν τὰ ἐλάχιστα ληπτέον τῶν κακῶν: τοῦτο δ᾽ ἔσται μάλιστα τοῦτον τὸν τρόπον ὃν λέγομεν. 
125

 There is a very likely Platonic – and Pythagorean – influence in the choice of metaphor. Recall too 
from chapter 3 what Plutarch explains about the value which Plato gave to hunting for honing “powers 
of reasoning and deduction”, i.e., the “logismos”. More on this later. Incidentally, the geometric term 
used in the metaphoric expression referring to round figures also denotes the ring or “circle which 
hunters draw round their game”, see word entry in Perseus Digital Library.   
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middle course.126 Aristotle falsely recalls the protagonist to be acting on Calypso’s 

counsel. The blunder, however, does not diminish the imagistic power of this 

metaphor beside which the previous mathematical metaphor appears abstract.127  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: NE 2.6 

 

 

                                                      
126

 J.E. Stewart finds in this navigational rendition of the mean a valuable practical rule to “find out 
the things you have a weakness for, and avoid them as much as you can”, Stewart 1973, 220.  
127

 John Burnet observes from this minor lapse Aristotle’s familiarity with literary tradition: “Aristotle, 
like Plato, quotes Homer from memory and often makes slips like this”, Burnet 1973, 106.  
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Evoking the well-known story of the hero having to steer his ship as safely as possible 

between Scylla and Charybdis, the metaphor highlights at least two co-relative 

features of moral excellence: that it is a mean, and that this mean lies between two 

extremes. The powerful image further construes the middle course to be what is safe 

though difficult, while the extremes are dangerous and easy to fall into. Illocutionary 

force is likewise vested in the metaphor. Persuading with images rather than words, it 

tells receptors that attaining to the mean in feelings and deeds has nothing to do 

with mediocrity or half-measures. It is, instead, a challenge similar to the ordeal of 

Odysseus and his crew. It indirectly yet strongly warns against vice: the consequences 

of falling into extremes of excess or deficiency are magnified as we imagine straying 

to one side and being eaten up by the many-headed sea monster Charybdis, or to 

the other and getting sucked into the depths of the sea by the giant whirlpool Scylla. 

 As representative image for the mean in moral excellence, target-aiming in 

archery offers visual clarity. The navigational metaphor, on the other hand, lends 

drama to the representation. By this point we can actually count up to five image 

sources with which Aristotle has established semblances with the mean. These are: 

the aesthetic proportion of an artwork, the guiding standard in production, the 

center of a target, the median point of a circle, and the middle course of Odysseus’s 

ship. The employment of varied image sources is interesting for metaphor theory. 

What motivates use of different metaphors around the same phenomenon of a 

moral mean: a linguistic need to express something difficult, or just sheer verbosity? 

No matter what the answer, what is clear is that each image source invoked casts 

different lights and perspectives on the subject. All the same, archery is unarguably 

the dominant metaphor in Aristotle’s explication of moral excellence. As image 

source, it generates a more structured and developed perspective of the 

phenomenon.  

 Moreover, it seems clear that there is more to the phenomenon of the mean in 

ethics than any of the metaphors can satisfactorily convey – and this may well be the 

reason for the mettle of image sources. 128  Thus, for example, the aesthetic 

metaphor shows the mean to be what is fine and beautiful in feeling or acting; the 

standard in craft may display the normativity of the mean, its functioning as criteria 

in human behavior; archery metaphor is source of various propositions about moral 

excellence which I have tried to articulate in the foregoing, such as its being the 

mean and goal to aim at. The metaphor from math illustrates the rational side of 

observing the mean: that under whatever circumstance, it is the course of action that 

displays good reasoning. Meanwhile, the navigational metaphor from the Odyssey 

                                                      
128

 Same can be said of the Analects, where archery is not the only model for moral qualities. It would 
be interesting to look into the specialty perspective of each kind of metaphor used in these classics. 
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hammers in the seriousness of abiding in the mean and avoiding vices that hover 

about it. We can thus determine that while archery metaphor is dominant among 

these, it does not on the other hand totally configure thinking on moral excellence. 

The moral mean, as it were, eludes full doxastic grip of even a metaphor as rich and 

powerful as archery. I think it is worth making this point on account of acknowledged 

constraints of metaphor use.129  The point also counters theories which treat 

metaphors as hard fast molds on thinking.130 What we see from the example of 

archery in the Nicomachean Ethics is substantial use of a metaphor with the image 

source’s exemplifiable structure and features being summoned in the exposition of 

the very nature of moral excellence. Nonetheless, the source domain is treated with 

utility and contingency. It ushers and supports formal definition while working in 

conjunction with other illuminating image sources.    

Another matter that I wish to point out is how different metaphors of the mean 

contrive to show that achieving the mean or keeping to it is extremely difficult.131 

The archery, mathematical and navigational metaphors emphasize this point 

particularly strongly. Thus we read in 2.6 that “hitting the target is difficult” (χαλεπὸν 

τὸ ἐπιτυχεῖν): as it were, only an archer who has trained and is skilled has ability to 

do it. In 2.9, intricacy is likewise an explicit focus feature of the mathematical 

metaphor. Recall: “it is a hard (σπουδαῖον) task to be good, for it is hard to find the 

middle point in anything (…) not everybody can find the center of a circle, but only 

someone who knows (εἰδότος).” The metaphor draws from a cerebral experience, 

yet the semantics of the words “hard” and possessing the knowledge capacity for the 

task are equally applicable to physical feats. The word for hard denotes “energy or 

earnestness”, while a paradigm lexical example of being a “knower” is Odysseus’s 

self-acclamation of being “cunning in the use of the bow” (τόξων εὖ εἰδώς) in the 

Iliad.132  A few lines later in 2.9, Aristotle reiterates that acting rightly – e.g., when 

controlling one’s temper or giving aid – “is not within everybody’s power and is not 

easy; so that to do these things properly is rare, praiseworthy, and noble.” Then again 

with the navigational metaphor, he repeats that “hitting the mean accurately is 

difficult” (τοῦ μέσου τυχεῖν ἄκρως χαλεπόν).  

The idea that the mean is difficult leads me to consider still another reason for 

the fittingness of archery metaphor in moral discourse. As it seems, the comparison 

of archery with moral excellence is part of a broader, general comparison between 

                                                      
129

 Recall section on “Thematics about interpretation” in chapter 2. 
130

 I have expressed early on my feeling that George Lakoff and Mark Johnson come on too strongly in 
some of their theses about metaphor and the way that it “conditions” human cognition and behavior, 
cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980.  
131

 Just as he says in 3.1: “it is hard sometimes to determine what should be chosen at what cost, and 
what should be endured for what gain; and harder still to stand by our decisions”, 1110a. 
132

 Check corresponding word entries in Perseus Digital Library. 
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athletics and ethics. I had detained myself in discussing athletics culture in chapter 3 

precisely on the hunch that athletics is crucial context for reading the Nicomachean 

Ethics. I now examine the matter further. 

 We had discussed earlier in the introduction of present chapter the value of 

athletics in Aristotelian education and the gymnasium setting of the school he 

founded. Within the Nicomachean Ethics itself, statements about the relevance of 

athletics to moral living are plentiful. Aristotle considers moral excellence to be 

fundamentally about fine handling or reacting to pleasures and pains.133 Physical 

training is utterly important in light of this.134 Gymnastics is science of “exercise” 

(πόνος), i.e., of hard work and toil (NE 1.6 1096a). As such, it provides necessary 

training in self-exertion and endurance for a noble end.135 In this way, ethical 

happiness and Olympic victory accrue towards a striking parallelism:  

 

Our account of happiness is in harmony with those who say that happiness 
is virtue or some particular virtue (…) As in the Olympic Games, it is not the 
most attractive and the strongest who are crowned, but those who 
compete <ἀγωνιζόμενοι> (since it is from this group that winners come), so 
in life it is those who act rightly who will attain what is noble and good.  
(NE 1.8 1098b-1099a) 

 

For Aristotle, in fact, the optimal physical state achieved through athletic training is 

itself a type of excellence. He holds that being out-of-shape is a vice and worthy of 

blame if caused by “not exercising” (ἀγυμνασίαν).136 Moreover, Aristotle forthrightly 

embraces underlying assumptions of athletics tradition, for instance, that training 

improves our natural constitution137, that we value more things that cause us greater 

                                                      
133

 Stated in various places. For example, in 2.3: “Pleasure and pain are necessarily the main concern 
both of virtue and political science, since he who comports himself towards them rightly will be good, 
and he who does wrongly, bad”, 1105a.  
134

 Explicit acknowledgement of Plato as source of this principle in moral education about the benefit 
of the kind of training that we get from physical exertion: “Pleasure causes us to do base actions and 
pain causes us to abstain from doing noble actions. Hence the importance, as Plato points out, of 
having been definitely trained from childhood to like and dislike the proper things; this is what good 
education means”, 2.3 1104b; italics added. 
135

 Graphic illustration of virtuous warrior via comparison with the courage and endurance of combat 
sport athletes in 3.9: both have a fundamentally archeric structure of aiming at an arduous end. “This 
happens for instance, in gymnastic competitions. For the end of boxers – their reason for doing what 
they do, namely the crown and honor – is pleasant, but, since they are flesh and blood, being hit is 
distressing and painful, as is all the hard exercise they do; and because of the number of these painful 
things, what they are aiming at, being small, seems to have nothing pleasant in it. And so, if this is true 
of courage as well, death and wounds will be painful for the courageous person, and he will face them 
involuntarily, but he will stand his ground against them because it is noble, or shameful not to”, 1117b.  
136

 “It is not only the vices of the soul that are voluntary; those of the body are too for some people, 
whom we go on to blame. For nobody blames someone unattractive by nature, but we do if he is so 
through not exercising and looking after himself”, 3.5 1114a; stress added. 
137

 In 7.10, Aristotle apparently quotes a V BC sophist who said: “I tell you, my friend, it is long-lasting 
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pain and toil (ἐπίπονος)138, or that harder things tend to be superior, so that pursuing 

happiness will naturally entail serious work and exertion.139 With all these, we can 

say that in the Nicomachean Ethics, athletics and ethics are not just parallel 

categories with many semblances but are actually overlapping realms.       

 Aristotle brings together athletics and ethics through metaphoric expressions 

and examples, thus making use of the more tangible realm to speak about morals. I 

think, however, that he does more than use athletics to illustrate ethics. It is possible 

to discern from the drift of arguments – both through literal and figurative 

expressions – in the Nicomachean Ethics that Aristotle may be instigating a shift in 

what is worthwhile from the sphere of athletics to ethics. That is, when he puts 

athletics and ethics side-by-side, he seems to be showing that the commonplace 

moral life of a polis citizen – over and above the sports arena – also requires serious 

training and effort, and these for an end that is more inclusive and noble than 

athletic victory. The comparison with athletics thus subtly construes moral life as the 

new locus for agonistic drives, ideals of heroism, and personal conquests of his young 

audience. Archery metaphor functions as leverage for tipping the scale towards 

ethical living as what is more important than popularly celebrated athletic feats.  

In still another passage from the central chapters, another archery entailment is 

added to the long list of semblances between archery and moral excellence. I have 

said that the mathematical metaphor from 2.9 brings out most strongly and by 

natural association the rational aspect of moral excellence. In section 6.1, nuanced 

use of archery metaphor offers a visual account of the workings of reason in virtue. 

The specific detail of the archer’s grip on the bow string is now added to the range of 

archery features that are relevant to comparison with morals. The passage goes: 

 

In all the states of characters we have mentioned, and in the others as well, 
there is a sort of target, and it is with his eye on this that the person with 
reason tightens or loosens his string. There is also a sort of standard for the 
mean states, which, as we say, lies between excess and deficiency and are 
in accordance with correct reason.140 (NE 6.2 1138b, emphasis added) 

                                                                                                                                                        
training, And this ends up as nature for human beings”, 1152a. The wonders and reward of training is 
common theme in athletic odes. For example, “Virtue gaineth a long life by means of glorious strains; 
but they that find it easy to win those strains are few”, Pythian Ode III; and “That which cometh of 
nature is ever best, but many men have striven to win their fame by means of merit that cometh from 
mere training”, Olympian Ode IX. Both quotes transcribed from Chambliss 1971, 39, 41. 
138

  NE 9.7 1168a. 
139

  “Skill and virtue are always concerned with what is harder, because success in what is harder is 
superior”, NE 2.3 1105a. Same idea implied in the rejection of amusement as the quid of a happy life: 
“it would be absurd if our end were amusement, and we labored and suffered all of our lives for the 
sake of amusing ourselves” 10.6 1176b.  
140

 “ἐν πάσαις γὰρ ταῖς εἰρημέναις ἕξεσι, καθάπερ καὶ ἐπὶ τῶν ἄλλων, ἔστι τις σκοπὸς πρὸς ὃν 
ἀποβλέπων ὁ τὸν λόγον ἔχων ἐπιτείνει καὶ ἀνίησιν, καί τις ἔστιν ὅρος τῶν μεσοτήτων, ἃς μεταξύ 
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Scholars not uncommonly vacillate about the source image of the metaphoric 

passage above. This owes to the fact that tightening (ἐπιτείνει/ ἐπιτείνω) and 

loosening (ἀνίησιν/ἀνίημι) strings can be said as much of musical instruments as of 

bows.141 A strength of the musical version lays in the philosophical interest in the 

theme of music in Greek thought. But for the sheer phraseology of the extract, I 

think there is not much room for doubt that the intended image draws from archery: 

words like target, eyeing it, and a middle point that may easily be missed by 

overshooting or falling short do not square well with playing a stringed instrument as 

it does with brandishing a bow. The passage is clearly an extension of the metaphoric 

elucidation of moral virtue, the archery-inspired running framework and 

understanding of excellence in the core books. What the passage from 6.1 now adds 

to the perspective is the trained eye of the archer which is made to stand for the 

right reason (ὀρθὸν λόγον/ὀρθὸς λόγος) of a person of moral excellence. The way 

Aristotle details archer’s actions of determining the right tension to apply to the 

strings in order for the arrow to reach and hit the target resembles some form of 

calculation. 

 The mathematical metaphor mentioned earlier in 2.9 linked acting morally with 

a mental capacity to discern difficult matters, supposedly akin to the ability to 

compute the central point of a circular figure. The thought of archery itself bears an 

association with mental capacity, albeit a distant one compared to the metaphor 

from geometry. We had mentioned in passing in chapter 3 that Plato held hunting to 

be beneficial to the cultivation of reason, particularly the “logismos” (λογισμός), 

conventionally translated as “calculation”.142 The modern mind will readily construe 

it as mental processing of quantifiable matter. So it was with Plato, who, on the other 

hand, also gave ethical and philosophical significance to this kind of rational 

                                                                                                                                                        
φαμεν εἶναι τῆς ὑπερβολῆς καὶ τῆς ἐλλείψεως, οὔσας κατὰ τὸν ὀρθὸν λόγον.” 
141

 For example, Harris Rackham who comments that the words in the passage “denote tightening 
and loosening a bowstring, and also tuning a lyre. The former image is suggested by the preceding 
words, but the latter perhaps is a better metaphor for that avoidance of the too much and the too 
little which, according to Aristotle, constitutes right conduct”, Aristotle 1956, 325. I, of course, hold a 
different opinion. 
142

 In the Laws, Plato uses a metaphor involving strings – that is, human puppets pulled by gods – to 
illustrate moral psychology. Calculation is, as it were, the fine, golden string countering the pulls of 
base drives: “there is one of the pulling forces which each person ought always to follow and in no 
way abandon, thereby pulling against the other sinews; this is the golden and sacred pull of 
calculation called the common law of the city. The other cords are hard and iron and have every sort 
of shape, while this one is soft since it is of gold (…) since calculation is fine, but gentle rather than 
forceful, its pull needs helpers to assure that the golden kind within us may always vanquish the other 
kinds”, Laws 644d7-645b1. Speaking of metaphors with chords, Plato’s allegory of the chariot driver 
rising up to the sun while tightening the bridle of the fiery horse also comes to mind, cf. Phaedrus. 
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operation.143 In the Nicomachean Ethics, power of calculation is decidedly involved 

in moral practice. To be precise, it enables us to determine the right course of our 

actions and feelings – also “to judge the relative value of our options” (Patterson in 

Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 377) – in the face of pleasures and pains.144   

 The archery metaphor in the passage from 6.2 now brings reason or “logos” 

(λόγον/λόγος) straight into the picture of moral excellence. According to the flow of 

the figuratively constructed argument, it is reason that determines and guides the 

proper issuance of feelings and actions, much like the knowing eye and hands of an 

archer manipulate the arrow’s release from bow to target. The metaphor does not 

serve to say what reason is but displays instead its moral role. It likewise confirms 

that a morally excellent existence is happiness inasmuch as it is “living in accord with 

reason” (1.7). The passage from 6.1 now brings us face-to-face with the controversy 

about the moot status of ethical living as happiness when placed alongside the 

philosophical ideal. In the final book of the Nicomachean Ethics, archery metaphor 

will again be invoked. While we cannot expect our study of archery metaphor to 

solve the complex and sustaining questions about happiness and the extent in which 

moral excellence or contemplative activity constitute it, we can at least look forward 

to new perspectives about the issue.  

  

4. NE 10.7:   

Philosophical Ideal, Limits of Archery Metaphor 

By now we have come to appreciate the fecundity and efficacy of images deriving 

from archery for Aristotle’s moral discourse. The fundamental structure of archery as 

involving end-directed movements is useful model for the moral person’s striving for 

the mean in his behavior. Meanwhile, archery target itself is fitting image for the 

                                                      
143

 “Logismos” is nurtured through hunting but is principally cultivated in mathematical disciplines. 
Mathematics was essential to the curriculum outlined by Plato in the Laws and Republic. Frederick 
Beck summarizes for us the educational value that Plato gave to mathematics over and above its 
immediate use. Just as with physical training, straining too is part of the experience: “(math) plays a 
part in the character development in providing a stimulus to effort. It forces the mind to reason (…) It 
awakens the power of thought, disciplines and trains the mind, preparing it for any kind of further 
study. In fact the power of calculation is identified with the operation of the rational element in the 
soul”, Beck 1964, 210. As it turns out, Aristotle’s employment of mathematical metaphor for moral 
discourse is in no way random. Plato too ascribed athletic or quasi-athletic character to higher pursuits, 
considering both physical and mental exercise necessary for advanced learning. What he says in the 
Republic sounds much like Aristotle’s “athletic view of ethics”: “Besides testing it by hardship and 
danger and by the temptations of pleasure, we may now add that its strength must be tried in many 
forms of study, to see whether it has the courage and endurance to pursue the highest kind of 
knowledge, without flinching as others flinch under physical trials”, Republic 503e.  
144

 Consistent with Platonic moral psychology, this power of reason stands in dialectic relation to 
unruly drives and desires. Aristotle writes in 3.12: “If appetites are strong and excessive, they actually 
expel calculation. They should therefore be moderate and few in number, and in no kind of opposition 
to reason”, 1119b.    
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ethical mean. Like a target, the mean lies between extremes and is easy to miss by 

overshooting or falling short. Again, like a target with a central point, the mean is 

hemmed in from all sides by factors to be “right” with: time, occasion, amount, 

motives, manner, and so on. Ironically, the mean at the same time that it is an 

intermediate point is in a sense also an extreme: “in respect of its essence and the 

definition of its substance, virtue is a mean, while with regard to what is best and 

good it is an extreme” (2.6 1107a).145 In this too, the target is an appropriate icon, it 

being the place where a well-flung arrow comes to rest, that is, the culminating point 

of a trajectory. 

Notwithstanding the loftiness and degree of difficulty in achieving ethical 

excellence, Aristotle surprises us in the final book with an account of the 

philosophical ideal as what happiness is above all. In so doing, images related to 

archery are again called to mind, this time, however, to describe what the greatest 

human ideal is not. The passage from 10.7 – quintessential in commentaries of the 

Nicomachean Ethics – runs:   

 

So, among actions performed in accordance with virtue, those in politics 
and war are distinguished by their nobility and extent, but they involve 
exertion, aim at some end, and are not worthy of choice for their own sake. 
The activity of intellect, on the other hand, in so far as it involves 
contemplation, seems superior in its seriousness, to aim at no end beyond 
itself, and to have its own proper pleasure, which augments the activity; it 
seems also to possess self-sufficiency, time for leisure, and freedom from 
fatigue, as far as these are humanly possible. And clearly this activity also 
involves whatever else is attributed to the blessed person. Thus it will be 
complete happiness for a human being, if it consumes a complete span of 
life, because there is nothing incomplete in matters of happiness.146 (NE 
10.7 1177b; emphasis added) 
 

It is intriguing how Aristotle’s language here reverts back to the generic projectile 

terminology in 1.1 of launching at something. It may be interesting to speculate 

about the philosophical import of this subtle alteration. Why does Aristotle employ 

the “launch-end” (ἐφίημι-τέλος) pair of terms when speaking about human pursuits 

                                                      
145

 Virtue or mean is an extreme (ἀκρότης) in terms of being the outstanding way to feel or act. Note 
use of rhetorical device in 2.9 with a pun on archery: “to hit the mean extremely accurately 
<ἄκρων…ἄκρως> is difficult” 1109a34; pointed out in Irwin 1985, 315. 
146

εἰ δὴ τῶν μὲν κατὰ τὰς ἀρετὰς πράξεων αἱ πολιτικαὶ καὶ πολεμικαὶ κάλλει καὶ μεγέθει προέχουσιν, 
αὗται δ᾽ ἄσχολοι καὶ τέλους τινὸς ἐφίενται καὶ οὐ δι᾽ αὑτὰς αἱρεταί εἰσιν, ἡ δὲ τοῦ νοῦ ἐνέργεια 
σπουδῇ τε διαφέρειν δοκεῖ θεωρητικὴ οὖσα, καὶ παρ᾽ αὑτὴν οὐδενὸς ἐφίεσθαι τέλους, καὶ ἔχειν τὴν 
ἡδονὴν οἰκείαν (αὕτη δὲ συναύξει τὴν ἐνέργειαν), καὶ τὸ αὔταρκες δὴ καὶ σχολαστικὸν καὶ ἄτρυτον 
ὡς ἀνθρώπῳ, καὶ ὅσα ἄλλα τῷ μακαρίῳ ἀπονέμεται, τὰ κατὰ ταύτην τὴν ἐνέργειαν φαίνεται ὄντα: ἡ 
τελεία δὴ εὐδαιμονία αὕτη ἂν εἴη ἀνθρώπου, λαβοῦσα μῆκος βίου τέλειον: οὐδὲν γὰρ ἀτελές ἐστι 
τῶν τῆς εὐδαιμονίας. 
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in general in 1.1 and about the highest possible human pursuit here in 10.7, whereas 

the “aim/hit-target” (στοχαστικός/τυγχάνω-σκοπός) combination of words takes over 

when speaking of human ethical activity in the core books? I surmise that the answer 

may have to do with the nature of the ends to which they are directed: 

comprehensive or consummately supreme end (or ends) in 1.1 and 10.7, as opposed 

to ends attainable in human practice in the core books. Developing this line of 

speculation would take us beyond the scope of our study into the realms of Politics 

or Metaphysics proper. We focus instead on the nuanced employment of projectile 

metaphor in the extract.        

In 10.7, Aristotle categorically states intellectual excellence (διανοητικὴ ἀρετή) 

to be superior to excellence of character. I do not reckon this to be a “demotion of 

moral life” (Bartlett & Collins 2011, 297).147 Aristotle confirms in the same passage 

that actions issuing from excellences of character are, as it were, “lead runners in the 

race of fineness and greatness” (κάλλει καὶ μεγέθει προέχουσιν). As it turns out, 

however, the eminence enjoyed by excellences of character is not absolute. Once 

intellectual excellence is brought into the picture, the former kind cedes place to the 

latter in terms of what is more “eudaimonia”. Here we touch upon the limits of 

archery as metaphor for excellence, its apparent inability to represent the highest 

human excellence.148     

Archeric attributes are negated of intellectual excellence: the “activity of the 

intellect” (τοῦ νοῦ ἐνέργεια), unlike ethical activity, is unwearying and not directed 

to some further end. Aristotle’s unequivocal elevation of intellectual excellence in 

the final book strikes many as perplexing, coming as it does after all the hype about 

ethical living in the central books.149 My own view is that it is possible to establish 

                                                      
147

 Not uncommon sentiment shared by some Western scholars which has become a bone of 
contention too in the general regard which Chinese scholars have of Western moral philosophy. 
Among contemporary scholars of Aristotle, David Bostock passes over the exaltation of philosophical 
contemplation in 10.7, treating it as a mere slip which “nobody will take very seriously today”, Bostock 
2000, 240. Other authors take it seriously though – I too –, in viewing it as a personal ideal with vital 
significance for society and culture, e.g., Burnett 1973, Irwin 1987, Kraut 1991, Pakaluk 2005. In line 
with the latter group, J.A. Stewart and J.O. Urmson separately call upon Plato’s allegory in the Republic 
in imagining the contemplative to be like the escapee who returns to the cave where fellow prisoners 
are still chained, see Stewart 1973; Urmson 1988, 123.  
148

 That is, “human” in a way that does not exclude “divine”. The torch races – which had ephebic 
youth run from altar to altar through the streets of Athens and the Academy (Fisher in König 2010, 72) 
– come to mind in Aristotle’s description of the intellect: “something divine (…) the highest element 
within us; for even if its bulk is small, in its power and value it far exceeds everything”, NE 10.7 
1177b-1178a. It is most helpful to bear in mind the flexibility of notions, and reasoning, of the 
ancients, cf. Annas 1993, 452-455. Fundamental terms like happiness, human, divine, nature, being, 
good and end are employed analogically.  
149

 Agree with David Bostock that one cannot lay aside the lengthy and positive treatment of virtues 
of character – spanning through books 2 to 9 – when we come to book 10, Bostock 2000, 236. The 
appraisal of virtuous living as an end in itself and constitutive of human happiness remains true even 
as attention turns towards the highest kind of excellence.   
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continuity in his view of eudaimonia from beginning to end of the treatise since 

Aristotle does make provisions from the start for different kinds of excellences 

among which one kind has surpassing greatness.150 I will only offer here some 

insights from the study of archery metaphor about the controversial bifurcation of 

happiness in the Nicomachean Ethics. 

Our focus on archery metaphor offers a new angle for viewing ethical and 

intellectual excellences. We are enabled in the first place to attend to the fact that 

the two excellences that are attainable in human activity are structurally different. 

We had seen in detail how Aristotle uses archery as paradigm for the nature of moral 

virtue, the fact that it is activity directed toward a mean which is the right course of 

feeling and acting that lies between errant extremes. This structural conception of 

virtue is denied of intellectual excellence which, as it were, is a “self-contained” 

activity that does not aim at any further end than the exercise of that activity itself. 

On the other hand, ethical excellences too are endowed with a high degree of finality. 

They are, as Aristotle repeatedly affirms in the earlier chapters, worthy of practicing 

for their own sake, just because they are the fine or noble way to feel and act as 

humans. Further narrowing the gap between ethical and intellectual excellences is 

the fact that another Aristotelian ethical treatise, the Eudemian Ethics, actually 

ascribes archeric target-mean structure to the intellectual excellence of wisdom, 

describing it as lying between vices of simple-mindedness and cunning (cf. section 

2.3). Moreover, in Metaphysics 1.2, Aristotle describes wisdom as the “most accurate” 

manner of knowing” (ἀκριβέσταται), thus calling upon a quality which he takes as 

exemplified by archery in the Nicomachean Ethics. Given that scholarship generally 

takes the Nicomachean Ethics to contain the more definitive or refined ethical 

thought of Aristotle, it is likely that a thought revision occurred on the nature of 

intellectual excellence, and that this modification is precisely reflected in the 

rejection of archeric paradigm for intellectual excellence in 10.7.  

A further thing to note is that by the same stroke of rejecting archeric 

framework for contemplative activity, athletic entailments are likewise stripped. 

Aristotle describes this superior activity as “leisurely and free from fatigue” 

(σχολαστικὸν καὶ ἄτρυτον), starkly contrasting it with the effort and strain 

characteristic of gymnastic training and athletics.151 Again, however, it does not help 

                                                      
150

 For example, in the function argument of 1.7 he says: “the human good turns out to be activity of 
the soul in accordance with virtue, and if there are several virtues, in accordance with the best and 
most complete”, 1098a, or in 1.8: “happiness consists in (the best activities), or one of them – the 
best”, 1099a. 
151

 Rich discussions about idea of “leisure” (σχολή) among scholars of antiquity. While connoting 
enjoyment and ease, it was far from idle passing of time. J.A. Stewart notes how Aristotle, in syntony 
with his contemporaries, saw in slavery and leisure not so much “the personal comfort or luxury of the 
master” as conditions that would make political life and the philosophical ideal possible, Stewart 1973, 
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that elsewhere – even in an earlier section of the Nicomachean Ethics itself (recall 

the mathematical metaphor) – Aristotle recognizes experience of strain in advanced 

exercises of reason.152 This leads us to ask whether Aristotle was carried away in 

delineating the two excellences in 10.7, if he might have “drawn the line too sharply 

between ἠθικὴ ἀρετή and διανοητικὴ ἀρετή” (Stewart 1973, 199) than he was wont 

to do in other places. If so, it is precisely on these two archeric points of consisting in 

a mean and of its practice entailing serious strain that the tension is felt between 

ethical and philosophical ideals. The tension seems, however, either peculiar to or 

aggravated in this particular section of the Nicomachean Ethics since, as we have said, 

Aristotle elsewhere and to a certain extent concedes both quasi-archeric and 

quasi-athletic attributes to intellectual activity.  

Perhaps a more fundamental question to ask is whether the structural 

difference between the two human excellences redounds to a difference in nature as 

well. I think it is the case in the Nicomachean Ethics that the two activities are 

essentially distinct. Looking back at the passages which we examined from book 2, 

the archeric framework was fundamental to the definition of ethical excellence as a 

state characterized by aiming at the mean in emotions and deeds. As such, it has to 

do with the irrational part: desires for and against pleasures and pains which rational 

choice enables to be in accord with reason. The highest excellence, by contrast, has 

to do with the intellect (νοῦς), whose exercise is made fine by the contemplation 

(θεωρητικὴ/θεωρητικός) of the highest possible objects of thought. Notwithstanding 

the essential difference between intellectual and ethical excellences, when we shift 

angles from the nature of their activities to the corresponding kinds of life that they 

generate, the gap between them narrows: the philosophical life being a higher 

excellence rests upon the peace and order of an ethical life. Meanwhile, the ethical 

life’s being open to a still higher exercise of rationality does not take away the fact 

that it too is a life lived in accord with reason, and therefore qualifies as a happy 

life.153 Despite, therefore, the essential difference between the activities of these 

two excellences, the difference between philosophical and ethical lives in the end 

amounts to a difference in degree: “the life in accordance with the other kind of 

virtue is happy in a secondary way (δευτέρως)” (10.8, 1178a). The ethical life is 

eudaimonia, and what contemplative activity offers is a more “complete happiness” 

                                                                                                                                                        
20. In 10.6, Aristotle takes pains to delineate leisure from sheer relaxation (ἀνάπαυσις) and 
amusement (παιδιή).    
152

 Recall our earlier examination of the mathematical metaphor with which archery metaphor was 
entwined in 2.6. In the introductory books of the Metaphysics, the existential strain in exercising 
theory is evident, see my article “Metaphysics and Theory: A Close Reading of Aristotle” in Camus 
2013.  
153

 The ethical life is, after all, governed by the intellectual virtue of practical wisdom (φρόνησις), cf. 
NE 1.13 and 6.5.  
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(ἡ τελεία εὐδαιμονία).  

Finally, it is interesting to note that the two canonical figures of happy men have 

analogues in the realm of athletics. The man of practical wisdom or “phronimos” 

(φρόνιμος, cf. 2.6 1107a) is mirrored by the elected supervisors of epheboi called 

“sophronistai” (σοφρονισται). These were responsible for the morality and discipline 

of the young men, including their training in weapons use and philosophical learning 

(cf. Willets in McIntosh 1981, 31-32; Patterson in Grubbs & Parkin 2013, 429.) 

Meanwhile, the man who on top of ethical excellence also possesses intellectual 

excellence, that is, the contemplative (ὁ θεωρητικός) is paralleled by the “theoroi” 

(θεωροι), official ambassadors who announced impending festivals and 

corresponding truces throughout the Panhellenic world.154 Also called “theoroi” – I 

am not sure whether they refer to the same group just mentioned – were VIP 

spectators in the crown games who watched the drama, defeats and conquests of 

struggling athletes from their privileged seats. 

 

5. Recap 

We have seen how Aristotelian moral discourse utilizes archery metaphor 

creatively, powerfully, and in conjunction with tout court analytic speech. In the 

initial book of the Nicomachean Ethics, the typical posture of an archer aiming at a 

target serves as model for the knowledge-end of ethical investigation. However, 

specifically Golden Age Attic lingo for stationed guards permits an alternative reading 

on the metaphoric expression with “guardian-post” exemplifying the condition of 

inquisitors of morals.    

 In the core books, archery metaphor functioned as a multi-faceted paradigm for 

moral virtue. Construed as a mean between extremes and the fine, noble end sought 

by the moral person, excellence of character was represented by a range of archeric 

entailments: target-sighting, a mark with a central point, accurate shooting, and 

technical failures in aiming. Underlying the matching of semblances between ethical 

excellence and archery are aspects of athletic culture, for example, the need to train 

for the superb practice of a trade, or the inevitability of hardship for worthwhile 

ends. 

  The final book of the treatise brought us face to face with the limits of archery 

as metaphor in Aristototelian moral theory. Although a valuable image source, it falls 

short in representing the distinctive activity of complete happiness. Contemplative 

activity does not entail fatigue and has no further end, and on these counts is unlike 

ethical excellence. We have noted, however, the confounding fact that beyond 10.7, 

quasi-archeric qualities of being a mean, involving strain and even accuracy are 

                                                      
154

 Potter 2012, 57-59. 
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ascribed to intellectual excellence.  

 On a different note, Julia Annas in her scholarly work on Greek ethical schools 

rejected the idea of sports serving as virtue paradigm for the ancients, flatly saying 

that sports is “fundamentally unsuitable as a model for virtue.”155 Her arguments for 

the claim, however, are oblivious of the history and details of archery practice and 

athletics culture such as we have seen. Annas takes sports to be mere game and 

amusement, but this view is more true of post-classic and modern sports culture 

than of ancient times. If sports were sheer fun, Aristotle too would have readily 

agreed with Annas. The former, however, had different angles for viewing sports and 

stood within a vital and prolific athletics tradition that enabled him to make 

meaningful, figurative use of an athletic and military phenomenon such as archery.  

In the Nicomachean Ethics archery offered much in exemplifying moral virtue 

but could only speak of intellectual excellence by via negativa. Although focus on 

archery metaphor led to silence about contemplative activity, there was nonetheless 

a fruitful discussion that ensued about ethical and intellectual excellences. Moreover, 

even though archery metaphor does not tell us what the highest or most complete 

human happiness is, it at least gives us clue as to where we are likely to find 

Aristotle’s “happy man”: in a gymnasium, first and foremost engaged in philosophy 

but also enjoying the aesthetic, athletic and sacred manifestations of culture with 

fellow senior citizens while nurturing the ideals of youths in their midst.156 It was in 

such space that “the young Athenian acquire(d) the ἀρετή of an Athenian citizen by 

associating with the καλοὶ κἀγαθοί <fine and good men> of Athens, his elders” 

(Stewart 1973, 467; cf. Plato’s Meno 93a). Thus too did Aristotle describe living 

happily, quoting an inscription from an important religious and athletic sanctuary: 

“Happiness, then, is the best, noblest and the pleasantest thing, and these qualities 

                                                      
155

 What she writes in view of Stoic ethics is also a general statement about antiquity: “the archer 
example in this context has prompted suggestions that sports provides examples of stochastic skills 
which are suitable as an analogy for virtue. Virtue is supposed to be analogous to the dispositions to 
‘play up! and play the game!’ However, archery in the ancient world is a military skill, not sport”, 
Annas 1993, 402. Annas views sports as giddy recreation. We had seen that archery was not only a 
military skill but was practiced in hunting, a favorite pastime of aristocrats, and that by classic times it 
became part of athletic culture and citizen training. 
156

 In the course of writing this chapter, the dry perception of the highest ideal by scholars of 
philosophy (whom I hold in high esteem) often struck me, likewise all too cerebral references to the 
schools of Plato and Aristotle. For example, Terence Irwin translates the philosophical life as “a life 
consisting of study alone, (…) pure theoretical study” (Irwin 1985, 379), and Sarah Broadie as “prizing 
intellectual accomplishment” (Broadie & Rowe 2000, 442). Other scholars attribute political 
guardianship alongside intellectual activity to the most complete happiness (e.g., Stewart 1973, 
445-451; Bostock 2000, 201-202), and still others some form of religious worship (e.g., Kraut in 
Sherman 1999, 99; Ross 1995, 239; Urmson 1988, 121-123). For all these elements, the gymnasia 
were favorable setting as “multifunctional institutions that served as sites for festivals, leisure 
activities, and education of all kinds be it physical, military or intellectual (in which) sport always 
remained a dominant event of the activities”, Petermandl in Christesen & Kyle 2014, 239. 
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are not separate as in the inscription at Delos:  

Noblest is that which is the most just,  
and best is being healthy.  
But most pleasant is obtaining what one longs for.” (NE 1.8 1099a)  
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CHAPTER 6 

So Close and So Far 
Archery takes self-confidence, focus, 
hand-eye coordination, strength and 
proper technique. It is also about how you 
handle the pressure and overcome it. 
Archery demands accuracy, (is) easy to 
learn, but impossible to master. The 
toughest part of archery is the mental 
aspect. The trick is to be consistent, shoot 
good arrows and not get caught up in what 
the other guy does. 

- Jay Barrs, Olympic Gold Medalist1  

 

 

We now reach the final chapter of the dissertation where we set Confucian and 

Aristotelian ethics side-by-side following the thread of archery metaphor in the 

Analects and Nicomachean Ethics. It must be clear by now that archery metaphor –

the pool of figurative expressions inspired by archery – is extremely variegated in 

images, associations and resonances, not only between the two texts but within each 

text itself. It must likewise clear that it would not have been possible to enjoy such 

rich harvest from archery metaphor without hearkening to latent contextual details 

about speaker and audience, language and environment, culture and history. In view 

of our goal of doing comparative research, one thing we can truly appreciate about 

metaphors is how the instances of their expressions succinctly capture tones and 

signals from their unique speech situations, thus facilitating fuller awareness of 

context. In the end, the recollection of images which is a fundamental act in 

metaphoric thinking is profoundly shaped by local experiences and beliefs 

surrounding the utterance. 

 In the introduction, I stated the theses of the dissertation to be, first, that 

shared metaphors are powerful tools for comparing independent philosophical 

traditions and, second, that archery is a fundamental metaphor in Confucius and 

Aristotle, possibly more loaded and representative of each early school’s moral 

thought than the metaphorical concepts that attract attention from scholars 

promoting East- West dialogue. Regarding this second thesis, I am confident that I 

have shown this to be the case in the process of analyzing sample passages, a task 

which I endeavored to do by placing each passage in context, explaining its content, 

and drawing implications. As for the first thesis, I can only offer support by raising an 

                                                      
1
 Interview by Laura Daily in “The Summer Olympics: Atlanta 1996 – Archery”, Boy’s Life magazine, 

March 1996 
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example of a shared metaphor that is able to fulfill such function. I now press 

forward with demonstrating the truth of the thesis by recapitulating earlier 

discussions and indicating viable areas of comparison brought about by focus on the 

metaphor. 

 

1. East and West: Metaphoric Encounter 

I began the research project delighted with the discovery of a common metaphor but 

at the same time apprehensive about the limited number of passages with archery 

metaphor. In the Analects, there were three such passages, two of which could be 

read as simple literal statements. The Nicomachean Ethics, where “hitting the mark” 

is a recurring phrase, offered a few more sample verses. Still, the phrase and 

passages threatened to be insignificant in view of the length and eloquence of the 

entire treatise. Fortunately, in the process of writing the core chapters of the 

dissertation, apprehension over the matter diminished as the profound implications 

of archery metaphor came to light. Questions we had set in the beginning were 

‘what moral significance did the two sides give to archery?’ And, ‘how does archery 

metaphor function in their ethical discourses?’ Now is the moment to take stock of 

parallel investigations in the previous chapters. 

 In Analects 3.7, the theme of the figurative passage is the competition of 

gentlemen. The expression 「君子無所爭必也射乎」sets forth ritual archery 

competition as framework for the behavior of gentlemen. Two standard gestures in 

the ritual practice are specified, bowing and offering wine, which help spell out 

semblances between archers in a ritual and moral gentlemen. I suggested that the 

passage does more than describe the polite manners of a gentleman, e.g., being 

courteous and cordial. Taking cue from the general discourse of the Analects where 

ren and fulfilment of duty are primary moral issues, the passage could very well be 

taken to assert the ideal conduct expected of a person occupying office or holding 

authority. Saluting would then represent his regard for others’ rank, and offering 

drink his solicitude towards subordinates. The metaphoric proposition makes for a 

two-fold moral recipe for success in wielding power, that is, to promote peace and 

harmony and to concentrate on duties corresponding to rank. Such proposition 

echoes counsels of wise ministers to monarchs and princes in archaic literature, 

likewise numerous passages in the Analects itself which speak about benevolent rule 

and fulfillment of roles. I think that concern over escalating military conflicts and 

political power struggles in late Spring and Autumn period rings strongly in the idea 

of “not contending over anything” (無所爭).  

The same passage ends with thought of how gentlemen compete (其爭也君子), 

so from a different angle it is also plausible to take the theme of the passage to be 
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about the moral striving of a student of the Way. Elements of archery competition 

shed light on moral struggle in that it is chiefly about cultivating ren, symbolized by 

the non-conflictive and altruistic gestures of ritual archery. Moreover, it too is an 

intense and challenging fight that does not entail direct opposition nor causing injury 

to other participants in battle.  

 Passage 3.16 like 3.7 is inspired by ritual archery and can be taken as a literal 

statement approving the ritual’s non-emphasis on the outcome that is determined by 

physical strength and registers on the hide: 「射不主皮為力不同科」 . Read 

figuratively, ritual archery’s non-emphasis on the target is laid down as paradigm for 

the way that the ancients ruled – by de as opposed to force –, or, possibly too, for the 

way that the ancients learned, that is, keeping focus on self-cultivation and personal 

moral progress rather than external results such as professional success, social 

recognition, or material remuneration. Discussion of this passage brought us to 

consider moral psychology in the Analects. It is not analysis of the powers of soul 

based on a theory of human action – which archery metaphor in the Nicomachean 

Ethics gives partial view of – but an incisive perception and poignant account of what 

transpires in a moral agent, in concrete, how words and conduct ensue from private 

endorsement of ends or motives, plans or desires, interests or enjoyments. The 

picture that we get of moral striving is that of being upright and consistent about 

these things, hence the preoccupation with being mindful of what one is actually 

after, and of observing others’ conduct to discover what lies underneath. 

 The focus of Analects 15.6 varies significantly from the images of the previous 

two passages. Here, the image called to mind is not something culture-specific to  

archery in ancient China but a universal feature of archery: the ammunition and 

mechanism of an arrow that is discharged with amazing force towards a 

pre-determined, lineal course: 「直哉史魚…如矢」. The utterance pegs the similarity 

between arrow and minister at the quality of straightness. The simple profile of an 

arrow, consisting in a perfectly erect shaft, exemplifies the quality. Placed beside its 

partner, the bow, the arrow’s straightness would have stood out even more, what 

with the bow’s curved constitution, disfigurement when drawn, and tendency to lose 

alignment when stored.2 Not only the body of an arrow but its movement too when 

released strongly exemplifies straightness. Delving deeper into the explicit point of 

semblance results in a unified conception of what it means to be a moral exemplar 

which, I think, is a good substitute for a definition of a “gentleman” in that it gives a 

fairly concise idea of what it is to be one. Literally speaking, a straight, flying arrow (1) 

is well-positioned towards a set target, (2) follows a direct course, and (3) advances 

                                                      
2
 Hence the various methods and accessories used by ancient Chinese to align the bow. In English, the 

etymology of archery denotes the instrument’s being typically bent, i.e., arch-shaped.    
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unstoppably in that direction unto its culmination. Translating the qualities of an 

arrow into the moral sphere, being morally straight accordingly consists in 

psychological orientation towards the right objects, steady progress in the Way, and 

accomplishment of duties corresponding to one’s role in the family, society, and 

feudal hierarchy. Shiyu’s story and reputation – as far as we can gather from posterior 

works and glosses – manifest these arrow-like entailments in that he persisted in 

ministerial duty regardless of the moral state of the environment and the ruler ’s 

obstinacy (邦有道、無道如矢). Chen Lai writes that the sage and the gentleman are 

characterized by non-deviation (不偏) from the moral path (Chen 2010, 281). The 

unswerving trajectory of an arrow is in this sense a visual summary of the travails of 

a gentleman, how we might map out his life, if we had to.   

  Having reviewed all three sample passages, we can now try to assess the 

significance of archery metaphor in the Analects. How fundamental is it in the light of 

the entire text? In truth, I cannot ascertain whether archery is a dominant metaphor 

in the ethical discourse of the Analects. Certainly, it gives important insights into its 

saliencies and proclivities of thought. Very strongly, ritual emerges as an underlying 

framework of moral thinking and weighty theme of moral discourse. The source 

images of two out of three passages draw from ritual archery. In one, the ritual 

archer is offered as prototype of gentleman conduct; in the other, ritual archery 

norm of valuing other factors besides actual target-shooting is raised as a principle of 

the ancients that is worth emulation. Thinking on archery thus distinctively gravitates 

towards rituals surrounding its practice. Archery is only one of numerous sources of 

figurative utterances in the Analects, and, interestingly, belongs to a larger group of 

metaphors inspired by things related to ritual, for example, gestures of propriety, 

music, and prestige objects of vessels and jade. The attraction to ritual details of 

archery is, I find, very telling of the text’s ethic and sets it in striking variance from 

the way that archery is perceived in the Nicomachean Ethics. Obviously, what 

captivates Aristotle about archery are the target and hitting it accurately.3      

  Although not providing a definition of ritual, archeric passages partially set forth 

what ritual is and its moral significance. As far as official archery events show us, 

ritual is instrumental occasion for dispositional habituation established and inherited 

from past moral authority. One thing to consider too is that the three passages we 

                                                      
3
 Not to say that Aristotle did not have regard for rituals. Sim thinks Aristotle had laws in place of 

ritual, Sim 2007, 181. Actually, even the most external or trivial elements that come to mind when we 
think of li were part of gymnasium-based education, i.e., gesticulation and social manners. Further, 
note how Aristotle describes a great-souled person: “dignified in his behavior towards people of 
distinction or the well-off, but unassuming towards people at the middle level (…) His movements are 
thought slow, his voice deep, he is not likely to be rushed (…) he is not vehement when he speaks; it is 
rushing and vehemence that make for hastiness and a high-pitched voice. Such a person, then, is the 
great souled”, NE 4.3 1124b-1125a. 
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examined all allude in one way or another to behavior of persons occupying some 

rank in society. Perspectives cast by images inspired by archery specifically attend to 

social political behavior. I hesitate to derive from this the conclusion that all 

Confucian ethics is social, as James Behuniak does.4 As noted a few times, there are 

other metaphors apart from what we are focusing on, and examination of these 

other metaphors may very well uncover other areas of Confucian ethics. Archery 

metaphor in the Analects consistently touches on ethics of social and political 

behavior, and this is something expected given the bow’s early association with 

power and authority. The theme of passage 3.7 is how persons in feudal authority 

should conduct themselves with other gentlemen and those of lower status. The 

cryptic expression of 3.16 about not giving too much import on what can be achieved 

by strength or force bespeaks of the art of governance. Meanwhile, the tribute to 

Shiyu – along with Qu Boyu – offers a model for unwavering uprightness and 

dedication to ministerial duty. I think these passages together can spell out a 

“morality of public office” in the Analects consisting in guidelines on how to act (like 

archers in ritual), who to learn from (the ancient rulers), and which traits to foster 

(e.g., diplomacy, solicitude, integrity). These are plausible propositions about 

wielding authority set forth by figurative expressions such as 「無所爭」,「不主皮」,

「如矢」.  

    Going back to the minor thesis about the fundamentality of archery metaphor 

in the light of the entire text, as stated earlier I am unable to commit entirely to the 

extent of its representative value, my reasons being that pertinent passages are few 

in comparison to numerous types of metaphors employed. Moreover, interpretation 

of two of the passages required more guesswork and extra-textual support: 3.16 is 

cryptic, while 15.16, though about a specific person, is unspecific about details of 

Shiyu’s life for which he was said to be straight as an arrow. There are, nonetheless, 

good grounds for claiming archery metaphor in the Analects to be highly expressive 

of early Confucian ethics. With regard to the socio-political dimension of Confucian 

ethics the three passages are certainly telling. But with regard to the Analects’ ethics 

as a whole, I think archery metaphor might also be said to express matters 

fundamental to the school. Discussion in chapter 4 showed the propositions of each 

of the three passages could be linked to central passages of the text. Moreover, if we 

can agree that ren, junzi and dao – subjects touched upon by sample passages – are 

central ideas in the entire discourse of the Analects, then we can confidently affirm 

that figurative passages from archery though insignificant in number, are significant 

in meaning. Ritual archery gestures exemplify ren. The competition’s protocol of not 

                                                      
4
 “In the Confucian tradition, as for Dewey, ‘all morality is social,’ not because it ought to be, but just 

because it is”, Behuniak 2010, 600 
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glorifying powerful or skillful shots presages the dao of the ancients, while the 

expression 「如矢」could be a pictographic, two-word summary of the life and 

conduct of a gentleman.    

 At this point that we have archery metaphor in the Analects fresh in mind and 

are about to do a similar rundown of the Nicomachean Ethics, it is timely to pause 

and consider a claim about what the metaphor stands for in a comparative work on 

Confucian and Aristotelian ethics. The source, Yu Jiyuan, writes the following:  

 

Why do Aristotle and Confucius, independently from each other, each 
develop a doctrine of the mean? Is it purely coincidental, or is there a deep 
philosophical and historical reason for this striking similarity? (…) For both 
ethics, the mean is not a notion of quantity or proportionality, but is 
identified with what is right. Calling what is right the “mean” happens 
because both sides follow the model of archery in their effort to explicate 
the nature of virtue (…) For both, the doctrine of the mean is meant to 
show that virtue should be conceived as an archery-like quality and that a 
virtuous agent who is disposed to act or live rightly is likened to an 
excellent archer who has the skill to hit the target. A virtuous agent forms 
and exercises his virtue, just as an archer develops and exercises his archery. 
(Yu 2007, 79-80; italics mine) 

 

We could give Yu credit for paying attention to archery metaphor: very few scholars 

have done so. However, having closely examined contexts and meanings of archery 

metaphor in Confucius and Aristotle, we cannot but notice whopping slips, first, in 

his interpretation of the metaphor, second, in his method of comparison. The 

cognitive role which he implicitly assigns to metaphor is also problematic, and I shall 

return to it in the section about implications of our study on metaphor theory. 

Regarding the first problem, it is obvious that Yu passes over actual passages in the 

Analects. In terms of doing comparison, the immediately diagnosable blunders are 

even more poignant: (1) precipitated casting of a blanket of similarity, (2) projection 

of Aristotelian metaphor use onto the other tradition, (3) application of a framework 

(whether the doctrine of the mean or virtue ethics) that has not been duly 

substantiated or contextualized, hence the futility of the framework in capturing 

profound similarities and differences. We will have more to say about comparative 

method later in this chapter.  

 Yu is spot on about archery metaphor as far as Aristotle is concerned. Indeed, as 

we have seen, the idea of a mean in virtue figures importantly in Aristotle’s figurative 

use of images from archery, particularly in the core books whose principal subject is 

ethical excellence. Before then, however, there is different use of archery in book 1 

where Aristotle makes methodological notes about the science of ethics: “Shall we 
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not as toxotai who have a skopos be more likely to hit what we should?” The archer’s 

poise provides the framework for understanding the condition of one engaging in 

ethical inquiry: that there is tall knowledge to reach requiring focus and effort from 

the enquirer. The simple line from NE 1.2 declares the underlying approach of the 

Nicomachean Ethics by stating the aim (knowledge of the Good), setting the 

parameters or limits of the study (goods attainable in action), and indicating 

measures for testing conclusions (e.g., the Good must be self-sufficient, final, etc.) In 

the end, the practical science of ethics in which we seek the good in human action is 

propaedeutic to superior knowledge of the Good in higher and more inclusive 

sciences such as Politics and Metaphysics.5 Archery metaphor in the introduction 

also gives the general idea that the ethical endeavor is a bi-valued activity, the 

relation between the inquisitor and the end of ethics being like that between an 

archer and his target, a pursuer and pursued.         

 At the same time, the interesting alternative came up of comparing the student 

of ethics with a bow-armed guard, dutifully and competently fulfilling his charge of 

guarding people, land and heritage. Following this line of interpretation takes us 

more into the political ramifications of ethics. Even though the bulk of the treatise is 

about developing personal character traits which give good calibration to the flow of 

emotions and deeds, the public dimension of ethics is ever in sight. After all, the 

treatise is a prelude to political science. On this point, both sides’ employment of 

archery metaphor furnishes a worthwhile area of comparison: that of civic or 

political morality. We would have to bear in mind, however, that the Analects 

addresses persons in feudal government – rulers and administrators, or would-be 

administrators –, while the Nicomachean Ethics addresses citizens, or would-be 

citizens, of a polis. This discrepancy would have to be factored in when weighing 

each side’s contributions to the subject. 

 Archery inspired expressions in the central books of the Nicomachean Ethics 

                                                      
5
 The matter touches on Aristotle’s conceived hierarchy of sciences. Here is how David Charles 

explains the inter-relatedness of knowledge in empirical, practical, and theoretical disciplines: “In 
Posterior Analytics B.19, Aristotle offers an account of how we come to grasp the universals required 
for enquiry (and) provides the resources to answer this question. (I)n Metaphysics A.1, he points to a 
route that proceeds from perception via memory and experience to thought of universals. In his 
account, we begin with a grasp of particulars (gained by perception: 99b35) and proceed (by means of 
memory and experiences: 100a5) to a grasp on the relevant universals (…) Experience is the key (…) 
Experience provides the springboard for the grasp on the kind required at stage 1 of enquiry”, Charles 
2010, 144, 147. The route via memory and experience to universals hints at the suitability of 
metaphor use in philosophical discourse and helps us understand too the indispensability of ethical 
science and practice for the fulfilment of the philosophical ideal: without perception and experience 
of the fine in concrete human activity, the student will not be able to know or enjoy the Good in 
higher sciences, cf. NE 1.3 1095a. The student is grateful to Prof. Charles who was her academic host 
at Oxford University in May 2014. She benefitted immensely from lectures and study groups. As much 
as half of the material collected for the dissertation were accessed through Oxford’s libraries system. 
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make up the bulk of samples from the treatise. The passages focus on 

target-shooting aspects of archery. The parallelism established between archery and 

ethics is elaborate and sustained: the virtuous agent is like a skilled archer, the 

rightness of his deeds like arrows that consistently hit the mark. Further, practical 

reason guiding his emotions and deeds is like the trained eye and hands of an archer 

which point and manipulate his instrument towards a pre-determined goal, while 

vices are missed shots. The extension and semantics of archery metaphor in the 

central books easily verify the minor thesis that archery is fundamental in 

Aristotelian ethics: it is the metaphor which displays ethical excellence, the prime 

subject of the treatise. Elements of archery which are directly related to 

target-shooting are not only useful for articulating a formal definition of ethical 

excellence, they also highlight important matters about virtue, e.g., that it is a mean, 

is the most rational way of feeling and acting, attains to what is fine, and is simply 

not easy to achieve.  

 For not a few scholars, it is as if Aristotle turned the tables in 10.7 in seeming to 

hold back the general flow of argument in earlier books. Aristotle had laid out his 

ethical inquiry as investigation of the human good and the happy life, identifies and 

treats virtue as the human good, and then launches into long and detailed discussion 

of ethical virtues spanning most chapters of the treatise. The drift is, therefore, that 

ethics is about finding out what happiness really is and that ethical excellence is the 

main ingredient of happiness, in fact, the ingredient that makes other ingredients 

(e.g., birth, age, health, wealth, friends) conducive to happiness.6 In the final book, 

however, Aristotle claims that happiness can be more than an ethical life: there is still 

a more complete happiness which is virtuous living with the plus ultra of 

contemplation. At the point of discussing the superior excellence of theoretical 

activity, although Aristotle’s figurative expressions shift from specific archery jargon 

to the general language of missile activity, archery entailments (i.e., orientation to an 

end and straining to reach that end) are nonetheless called into the picture. If ethical 

excellence characteristically has these quasi-archery entailments, not so intellectual 

excellence. The abandonment of archery language together with explicit rejection of 

archeric entailments shows the limits of archery as metaphor for excellence and the 

                                                      
6
 Examination of archery passages in the Nicomachean Ethics did not give much occasion to delve into 

the debate about the inclusivity or exclusivity of the human good. Nonetheless, it can be deduced 
from my rendition of the “happy man” when discussing NE 10.7 that I espouse a combination of 
dominant and inclusive view of the human good. I agree with how Terence Irwin explains it, “The 
virtuous person always retains one crucial part of happiness <virtue>, without which none of the 
other goods is a part of happiness at all (…) Aristotle believes this about virtue, he regards it as the 
dominant good, and the dominant component of happiness; it is always to be preferred over any 
other component or combination of components of happiness, and over any other good or 
combination of goods”, Irwin in Sherman 1999, 9-10. Similar stance expressed in Broadie & Rowe 2002, 
10.         
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Good Life. On the other hand, we may take the “silence” of archery about the highest 

good to be a loaded one. It is a silence that whispers how the blessed person is like: 

no longer an archer in pursuit of the good but one already enjoying it and has 

therefore laid his weapons aside.7 The wise man, in other words, is past the stage of 

arduous methodological search and character training. Then again, Aristotle does 

well to drop – instinctively or consciously – archery narrative in 10.7. A successful 

archer feasting on his game is hardly a good metaphor for the philosophical life 

where it is not the contemplative who seizes the good but quite the other way 

around. Translated back to the source field, a hunter getting caught by what he was 

trying to catch is obviously no pretty picture for being happy. 

 Archery is a fundamental metaphor in the Nicomachean Ethics, essential to the 

articulation of the definition of ethical excellence. Despite being insufficient for 

expressing the crowning good of contemplative activity, it nonetheless gives insight 

into the philosophical ideal. Like the Analects, archery is only one among many 

metaphors in the Nicomachean Ethics, yet it is evidently a dominant metaphor in the 

treatise that displays the nature of both ethical inquiry (NE 1.2) and ethical 

excellence (NE 2.6, 2.9, 6.2).   

Recalling Yu Jiyuan’s words, we cannot help but notice how he misleadingly 

explains that archery metaphor in Confucius and Aristotle involve the same image 

(shooting the middle of a target, or a skillful archer) and divulge the same meaning 

(doctrine of the mean, or being a virtuous agent). Clearly, archery metaphor is a 

multi-faceted image source used to shed light on different themes within and 

between the two texts. Attention to these subtleties is the touchstone of our study. 

Not only does it lead to firmer grounds for comparison but also sheds light on the 

contexts and saliencies of participating traditions. 

Still the task of comparing Confucian and Aristotelian ethics even with such 

well-defined and focused tertium comparationis as archery metaphor proves 

complicated. One is faced with a muddle of similarities and differences: some old, 

others new, some skin deep and others profound. 

Taking stock of examined utterances from the two texts, the simple images 

which they call to mind are so disjunct that attempting comparison proves fastidious. 

Sample passages from the Analects show what is crucial about archery in Confucius’s 

mind, just as sample passages from the Nicomachean Ethics do for Aristotle. As 

pointed out, two out of three passages in the Analects allude to ritual details specific 

to ancient China (protocol acts before and after shooting, and equitable assessment 

                                                      
7
 Urmson gives a simple but cogent distinction between the two lives: an ethical life is “to be praised”, 

while complete happiness is “to be congratulated”, Urmson 1988, 12. Analogously, an ethical person is 
like an athlete who runs well and deserves praise for that ability, while the contemplative is like an 
athlete who has won the major race and deserves congratulations and celebration.  
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of performance) which are understandably absent in Greek psyche. The third passage 

nicely focuses on a universal element of archery, the arrow shaft (矢). Unfortunately, 

the ammunition of archery is hardly the focus of corresponding utterances in the 

Nicomachean Ethics. The word for arrow (βέλος) does not occur in any of the 

figurative utterances. Instead, their images focused on the skilled archer watching his 

goal or handling his instrument, if not target hits (not arrows) which are accurate 

(not straight). Thus, Aristotelian passages revolve around target-shooting in archery. 

It is amusing to consider how “hitting the mark/middle” (τυγχάνω σκοπου, or 

στοχαστική τοῦ μέσου), which is central to Aristotelian vision of archery, seems 

precisely what An 3.16 dismisses point blank (射不主皮). The character zhong (中), 

whose broad range of meaning includes “middle” and “striking a target”, does not 

emerge in any of the Analectic samples. Verses where the word does turn up in other 

parts of the Chinese text have no immediate allusion to archery, and neither are its 

usage meanings specifically about the mean in virtue, contrary to a widespread idea 

among scholars of comparison.8 

Thus, it happens that when we begin to collect perceptions about archery from 

both sides, there is so much incongruence in the images that it is hard to know how 

to start or where to hinge comparison. It is as if the common metaphor of archery 

that promised to be a sturdy and neutral ground for comparison has caved into 

pieces of rubble after thorough digging into their contexts and meanings. 

Yet it is precisely on deep excavations that tall and solid structures can be built. 

The variety of images and meanings derived through investigation of archery 

metaphor are extremely valuable for comparison. In both Confucian and Aristotelian 

texts, archery metaphor successfully brings to the surface similarities and differences 

in a manner that keeps in sight perspectives that are crucial and distinctive to each 

party. One conclusion I have reached is that ritual tradition is a crucial perspective 

underlying Confucian ethical thinking, just as athletics tradition looms in the 

background of Aristotelian ethical thinking. So, for example, the paradigm for moral 

habituation in the Analects would be ritual self-cultivation, while that of the 

Nicomachean Ethics is athletic training. Metaphoric usages of archery enables these 

discoveries because the content, manner and ramifications of utterances succinctly 

reflect the socio-historical context of the text (e.g., ritual culture on one side, and 

                                                      
8
 Both Yu Jiyuan and May Sim propagate the idea in their works, each dedicating a chapter to it, cf. Yu 

2007 79-95; Sim 2007, 100-133. The comparison is actually viable when material is extended to other 
Confucian classics. I think, however, that clarification is lacking about which ideas are present in early 
Confucianism and which ones take shape in later streams. G.E.R. Lloyd’s point is helpful in this regard: 
“nor is it the case that the ancient societies we are dealing with were static and totally homogeneous. 
There is a temptation to talk about ‘ancient Greece’, ‘ancient China’, globally, but that should be 
resisted. That would be to ignore the changes that were taking place at different times over the 
centuries”, Lloyd in King & Schilling 2011, 18; italics original.      
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military-athletic tradition on the other), and likewise reveal points of saliency in 

ethical discourse (e.g. ren and de in social conduct and wielding of power on one side, 

and knowledge and virtue mean on the other). Reflecting on the complexity of 

comparing Chinese and Greek ethics, G.E.R. Lloyd pointed out the need to recognize 

“the multidimensionality of the phenomenon and on the other hand the possibility 

of different styles of inquiry” (Lloyd in King & Schilling 2011, 257). Although Lloyd 

was referring to views on emotions, archery too surfaces as a multi-dimensional 

phenomenon that was approached in different ways and styles of inquiry by ancient 

thinkers.     

In the face of divergent contexts, perspectives and saliencies, comparison is 

more complex but also more illuminating. If comparison eludes us when we 

concentrate on the images and phraseology making up the metaphoric expressions, 

there are junction themes that come to light from the peripheries. The different 

vantage points of early Confucian and Aristotelian ethics do have confluent areas. 

Perhaps this is to be expected, since rituals and athletics are not exclusive realms but 

overlapped even more in ancient societies than they do today.  

Chinese archery ritual for all its solemnity was, after all, still a competition for 

which one had to train.9 The notion of agon – that “all-out struggle for an end” 

which is central to Greek athletics analogous to moral striving in the ethical realm – is 

comparable to the gentleman’s dedication to cultivation.10 What does Confucian 

ethics have to say about moral striving? The theme is touched upon by passages we 

have studied, concretely in the thought of how gentlemen compete (其爭也君子, An 

3.7), and what concern they ought to harbor in moral striving or learning (不主皮, An 

3.16). The passage about the famous historiographer may also have something to say 

about moral striving, if we take the entailment of “being straight as an arrow” to 

denote a main area of struggle (fulfilment of duties corresponding to rank) and a 

crucial trait for the gentleman’s battles (constancy to hold out to the end). On the 

                                                      
9
 Hence, Slingerland’s original, figurative use of pole vault to explain how Chinese ritual contributes to 

firming up character is a helpful analogy from sports: “emphasis on intensive, life-long, highly 
regimented training gives them a higher jump.” On the other hand, one has to get used to 
Slingerland’s physicalist lingo when he says the following in continuation, “one way to look at 
Confucian virtue ethics is as a kind of time-delayed cognitive control that functioned by embedding 
higher-level desires and goals in lower-level emotional and sensory-motor systems”, Slingerland 2011, 
404, 416. 
10

 There is a recent article by David Wong which shows how Greek agon and Chinese harmony are 
associated values: “the value of agon or contest, a central value of Greek classical culture, and the 
value of he or harmony, a central value of Chinese classical culture. The association of these values 
with the Greek and Chinese traditions respectively leads to contrasts between the ‘combative 
individualism of the West’ and the ‘harmonious social humanism of China.’ Agon and he are often 
taken to be mutually exclusive. However, the chapter argues that contest and harmony co-exist in 
both the Greek and Chinese moral traditions, because these values not only exist in tension with one 
another but also mutually imply one another”, Wong in Fraser et al. 2011, 197. The article is worth a 
read.  
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side of Aristotle, there is likewise awareness of moral striving that is explicit in 

archery-inspired extracts. The mean in feelings and deeds is difficult to determine 

and difficult to execute (recall: “virtue is a mean state which is able to hit the mean, 

it is easy to miss the target and difficult to hit it”, NE 2.6). When it comes, therefore, 

to moral striving, the saliencies that emerge in Aristotle are feeling and acting finely 

before pains and pleasures. Certainly, having the right balance and being circumspect 

about drives and aims are ethical themes in the Analects even though they are not in 

the foreground of archery passages. Meanwhile, in light of our discussions about the 

crown games and gymnasium-based education, rituals too are intrinsic to Greek 

athletic tradition, although figurative passages hardly call in this dimension.11  ,  

As mentioned earlier, moral habituation too is a theme that looms in the 

semantics of figurative passages studied. Here too, the variant perspectives of ritual 

on one side and athletics on the other is key to understanding nuanced views about 

habituation. Moral habituation takes the shape of ritual practice in the Analects, in 

contrast to athletic training in the Nicomachean Ethics. Confluent topic, different 

views. For Aristotle, what needs habituation is the irrational part which needs to be 

guided by reason so that its emotive or operative expressions may be right and fine. 

The method of habituation is not only similar to but also in part athletic, that is, 

getting accustomed to physical toil and strain. When athletics rears its head in 

archery passages in the Analects – for example, in the two passages about ritual 

archery competition – habituation is also addressed. We will not jump to say that 

Confucian habituation is about cultivating virtue in the same way that it is in Aristotle 

– this is a rampant enough truism in comparative works. Instead, we can take 

advantage of the more concrete and contextualized claims that investigation into 

archery phenomenon has to offer, e.g., that moral habituation through ritual 

observance specifically teaches one how to behave with others, that is, with the 

deference and alterity of a gentleman, the respect for elders and authority of a junior 

participant, or the unwavering loyalty of an upright minister.    

To the extent that archery is a form of sport in both Chinese ritual competition 

and Greek military-athletic training, the approaches to sport are almost flagrantly 

opposed. An 3.6 very clearly gives weight to players’ attitude towards other players 

and thus emphasizes sportsmanship (e.g., details of respect for opponents) and 

keeping rivalry in check. Passage 3.17 has the same sentiment in giving more credit 

to less objective or non-quantifiable aspects of performance rather than 

target-hitting which would favor strong players over weaker – or older – ones.  On 

the other side of the spectrum, utterances from the Nicomachean Ethics pay direct 

                                                      
11

 Elaborate rituals, religious and social alike, surrounding celebration of Panhellenic and local games 
are well-documented. 
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attention to the matter of hitting the target, accuracy being recognized as the quid of 

successful performance in archery. Aristotle’s treatment of archery is consistent with 

the broader Greek approach to sports competitions which was characterized by 

setting measurable standards. Daniel Dombrowski describes this approach in the 

following way: 

 

In ancient athletics as practiced in the stephanitic games one-on-one 
competitions were the order of the day (…) The fact that the events involved 
objective criteria and tended to avoid “style points” that were at the discretion of 
judges only serves to highlight this concentration on the one person who achieved 
arête in a particular competition (…) Ancient athletic events were not 
“performances” that required “judges” to make aesthetic decisions (as in 
contemporary diving competitions), but rule-governed “games” that required 
“referees” who acted like law enforcement officers to make sure that the rules 
were followed. Or again, ancient Greek athletic contests were purposive rather 
than artistic, although an aesthetic element could no doubt be appreciated in 
these purposive affairs. (Dombrowski 2009, 16) 

 

The author’s observations are helpful for divining saliencies about different 

approaches to sports. We might say that stylistic elements along with manifestations 

of sportsmanship are foremost in Confucian regard for sports – at least as far as 

archery shows, and to the extent that it is a sport. Meanwhile, setting clear standards 

and skill are foremost in the Greek side. The different approaches to sport may verily 

have implications or be reflected in approaches to ethics. I am unable to draw these 

out now but am aware that it is easy to fall into generalizations, for example, that 

Western philosophy is materialistic, or individualistic, or driven by external ends.12  

Education too is a common theme which our sample passages offer fertile 

grounds for comparison. There are several areas to examine under the subject, a 

truism being that moral learning is crucial in both schools. The matter stands in stark 

contrast to modern schooling which those interested in virtue ethics are quick 

enough to point out. One sub-area of investigation under the broad theme of 

education is   how knowledge is viewed. In the Analects, there is a sense of “peak 

knowledge” being stored in transmitted literature from which one can learn the 

wisdom and way of the ancients. The idea has consequences in the ensuing goals 

and methods of education where literature study is central. In the Nicomachean 

Ethics, the idea of being like archers with a goal, knowledge is perceived as lying 

ahead and one must capacitate oneself to reach it. The different perceptions of 

knowledge as far as archery metaphors show have repercussions too in the perceived 

role of teachers. In the Analects, the teacher through his familiarity with literature 

                                                      
12

 For a summary of contemporary neo-Confucian thinkers’ evaluation of Western philosophy, see Yao 
2000, 266-269. 
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and rites is as it were a storehouse of knowledge which he transmits to students. This 

is not to say that the teacher’s learning is regarded as absolute or that students are 

passive receptors – passages on learning (學) indicate otherwise: there is no end to 

learning, and much of what a student achieves depends on his personal dispositions 

and effort. All the same, the teacher figure is dominant and education takes the 

shape of a master-apprentice relationship. In the Nicomachean Ethics, the lecturer 

sort of leads a search: he may have more knowledge and experience but does not 

possess definite knowledge of the subject. Hence, perspectives offered by archery 

metaphor show that concepts and roles of authority in education vary between the 

two parties in much the same way that a master of ceremonies does from a coach. 

The former prompts participants and oversees the smooth progress of an event, 

while the latter gives tips for the protégé’s self-conditioning.13          

Another area of concurrence that turned up in our exploration of contexts is the 

nature of receptors of the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics. The concurrence here is, 

like the ones we have mentioned so far, only partial. At any case, both address 

persons being groomed for political and civic roles, if not already having these. The 

range in age and social backgrounds of addressees of the Analects is probably 

broader than that of the Nicomachean Ethics. I put forth the idea that these lectures 

were directed to young males enrolled in Athens’s ephebeia. This and more 

contextual details help explain similarities such as both ethical discourses having 

strong political edges, or courage being a common trait singled out. From the same 

similarities, dissimilarities emerge – and make good sense – in the light of 

background information. In concrete, we need to factor in the facts that the Analects 

addresses men who will be or are administrators of feudal kingdoms, while the 

Nicomachean Ethics addresses would-be citizens if not new members of the polis. 

The latter have military responsibilities, besides gradually having to take part in 

democratic councils for which they must be ready to give reasoned voices in helping 

to formulate polis decisions and policies. These differences in background also casts 

different shades on courage, an important character trait in both texts. Courage (勇) 

in the Analects seems more of steadfastness to fulfill duties and maintain integrity 

regardless of the moral state of an environment and possible obstacles, something 

which scholars and ministers employed by rulers direly need. Meanwhile, its 

linguistic equivalent in the Nicomachean Ethics, “andreia” (ἀνδρεία) is a mean in 

reacting to fears that arise from impending pain, as occurs when fighting in battle, or 

struggling for victory in the Games. In-depth study of a metaphor and its context thus 

                                                      
13

 The difference between a master of ceremony and a sports coach may be far apart today. Note, 
however, that in ancient gymnasia athletics trainers were known to be strict and severe, carrying sticks 
with which to chastise awkward movements. 
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make us more aware of different backgrounds and enables us to make refinements 

to usual comparisons.  

Another common ground which came to light from attention to archery is the 

pertinence of physical activity in ethical learning and inquiry, that is, via ritual 

practice on one side, and athletics training on the other. What is clear from both 

sides is that being an ethical person or knowing how one should live involves much 

more than clear thinking or kind sentiments. Habituation of personal energies is 

necessary, both for discerning how to live well or behave ethically, and for carrying 

out moral intents into actual decisions and deeds. On the Chinese side, observance 

of rituals enables one to stay on the tracks of xue, yi and ren. The passage about 

gentlemanly competition where ritual protocols help put in check disruptive 

tendencies for ambition or egotism is akin to the ethical import which Aristotle gives 

to habituation, i.e., letting reason harness irrational drives. This comparison is as far 

as focus on archeric passages take us. If we look at the matter from a broader 

consideration of early Chinese and Greek beliefs about the purposes of physical 

activities such as rituals and athletics, there are similarities which, on the other hand, 

involve subtle differences in saliencies. Self-cultivation (修身) of which ritual practice 

is part carries a religious connotation of purifying.14 Meanwhile, it is training 

(ἄσκησις) that is the dominant purpose of athletics. Yet, athletics too conserves the 

underlying element of “agon”, that is, labor that brings about a “katharsis”, or 

transformation through suffering that purifies.15       

Related to the import of physical activity in ethical living, an ethics of leisure and 

sports is also a forum where Chinese and Greek sides have views to contribute. The 

idea of “homo ludens” (man the player) first brought up by Johan Huizinga in 1938 is 

an interesting subject which is presently the focus of a minor trend of philosophical 

research in the West. Resulting studies, however, are mostly limited to specimens 

from Western culture. The main idea is that sports and different ways of spending 

free time are “not only give us a momentary reprieve from quotidian reality; it also 

helps to give shape to our lives in general” (Dombrowski 2009, 137). We see from our 

separate investigations into archery phenomenon in China and Greece that archery – 

whether practiced more as ritual or more as military-athletic skill – was physical and, 

in some occasions, leisurely activity that was treated seriously and recognized as 

having ethical import. 16  Analects metaphoric passages we examined display 

                                                      
14

 Radical for “water” seems to have been part of earlier forms of the character xiu 修, implying a 

connection between cleansing and cultivation. At any case, different methods of self-cultivation in the 
Analects such as study of scripture and self-examination are supposed to purify one from depraved 
thoughts and desires.  
15

 See Dombrowski 2009, 131-136 for how katharsis and askesis are engrained in athletic training. 
16

 Mike McNamee, a major proponent of philosophy of sports, gives a working definition of sport that 
embraces athletics and ritual, even though he works exclusively on Western models: “what typically 
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examples of good sportsmanship (competing like a gentleman demands as much), 

and has leeway for non-technical standards in performance. Such practice of sport 

concretized in archery competition norms – or at least what later eras believed about 

rituals of earlier periods – foreshadow the application of multiple criteria in 

evaluating certain sports events. We garner different accents on sports in the 

Nicomachean Ethics. Here, archeric passages are inspired by the image of accurate 

shooters and promote all-out determination, skillful edge, competitivity.  

The two schools treat archery as physical and leisurely activity with ethical 

import. It invites us to give thought to practices of sport and means for leisure, be 

these simple work-outs, forms of outdoor recreation, team sports, ball games, or 

technology-based “time-fillers” such as social-media networking, video games, etc. 

How much do these weigh in terms of character-building or social development? 

Sports and choices of leisure reveal much about and can contribute to personality, at 

the same time that they can be breeding grounds for vices.17 

The foregoing is preview to comparative philosophy of sports and leisure which 

we have arrived at by investigating archery phenomenon and metaphor use. While it 

is totally possible to develop comparison between Confucian and Aristotelian 

traditions on the theme without paying attention to archery metaphor, I imagine that 

the resulting study will end up speaking on general lines. The advantage of taking the 

thread of archery metaphor is focus and detail. Archery being a concrete activity 

makes it easier to track relevant contexts and sets parameters for the discussion.  

 One last coincidence which I wish to point out from the panorama opened by 

archery is the ideal of beauty and goodness combined, that is, 「美而善」 in the 

language of the Analects and “καλοκαγαθία” (καλός και ἀγαθός) in Aristotelian texts. 

In the Analects, the expression emerges in a passage where Confucius makes an 

aesthetic-ethical judgment on types of ritual music (An 3.25).18 Applied to persons, 

good and beautiful would amount to the gentleman being morally principled and 

possessing cultured refinement (文質彬彬, An 6.16 ). It is not difficult to detect from 

ritual practice of archery the same implicit aspiration for goodness and beauty. In the 

Nicomachean Ethics, a connate expression of “kalokagathia” turned up in the 

metaphoric passage about striving to be like archer-guard when searching for the 

end which is “the good and finest” (τἀγαθὸν καὶ τὸ ἄριστον).19 The notion of 

                                                                                                                                                        
allows us to recognize a sport is the arrangement of many of the following features: sports are 
activities characterized by a gratuitous logic involving, centrally, physical skills, and agonal qualities to 
which both technical and ethical standards pertain that are ritually derived”, McNamee 2008, 19. 
17

 Mike McNamee dedicates four whole chapters to the “vicious and virtuous” in modern sports, cf. 
Mc Namee 2008, chapters 5 – 6.  
18

 「子謂韶，盡美矣，又盡善也。謂武，盡美矣，未盡善也。」《論語‧八佾》 
19

 Cf. NE 1.2. The concept of “kalokagathia” is subject of Eudemian Ethics 7.3.  
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“kalokgathia” manifests Greek admiration for physical and moral excellence.20 It is 

an ancient athletic ideal that is paragonal too for a citizen. “Kalokagathia” has ethical 

and metaphysical uptakes in Aristotle.  

The topic is an interesting confluence worthy of in-depth exploration. There are 

significant differences about what counts as beautiful or good. The clues that we get 

from archery passages is that the “good” side of the ideal is an ethical feat for both 

sides, but in different ways. We get snapshots of the good man from the analogy of a 

gentleman in competition in An 3.7, likewise from the arrow-like ways and life of 

Shiyu in An 15.6. In the Nicomachean Ethics, the good man is the one who has 

mastered hitting the mean in behavior or, better still, has learned to contemplate as 

well. There is disparity too in terms of beauty. It is movements and demeanor that is 

pondered in rituals, while bodily health and physique are esteemed in athletics. 

Notwithstanding, the idea that an individual can be both good and beautiful 

shows the existence of demanding – and complex? – goals in both Confucian and 

Aristotelian schools. If later these ideals became “effeminate scholarship”21 on one 

side and “intellectualized”22 on the other, cases were not so in the early schools. 

Bryan Van Norden has a point when voicing out the dearth of contemporary ethics 

courses which tend to forego the quintessential ethical question of “how should one 

live” in exchange for “paradoxes about the Morning Star and the Evening Star, or 

brains in vats, or improbable scenarios about the engineers of runaway trains”, (Van 

Norden in Ivanhoe 1996, 239). The ideals presented in the Analects and the 

Nicomachean Ethics are worth attending to. In fact, the mere presence of ethical 

ideals is issue enough. Ideals are “imagined excellences that are not yet realized”, 

and, as such, “contribute to self-determination and autonomy” (Karakavou in 

Boudouris & Kalimtzis 2008, 141, 143). Ideals are not in the foreground of 

metaphoric passages we studied, yet they loom in the horizons of both sides’ archery 

metaphor.  

On balance, what makes archery a fitting, enduring and powerful metaphor for 

ethical discourse is its potential to display fundamental moral themes such as agency, 

ends, and the immense distance between agent and overarching ends. Archery aptly 

                                                      
20

 Cf. Dombrowski 2009, 1, 23. Note too what a modern classic on Greek culture by G. Lowes 
Dickinson says: “the aesthetic and ethical spheres, in fact, were never sharply distinguished by the 
Greeks (…) their conception of the good was identified with that of the beautiful (…) Thus the most 
beautiful work of art, in the Greek sense of the term, was that which made the finest and most 
harmonious appeal not only to the physical but to the moral sense, and while communicating the 
highest and most perfect pleasure to the eye or the ear, had also the power to touch and inform the 
soul with the grace which was her moral excellence”, Dickinson 1915, 202.  
21

 Charge by Qing dynasty Confucian follower Yen Yuan who, after following in the footsteps of Zhu 
Xi’s ritual practice, launched a vehement campaign against the literati and advocated reinstatement of 
practical arts and martial skills, archery included.   
22

 Dombrowski, 2009, 24. 
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signifies and unifies these elements, just as the Shuowen Jiezi’s explains the essence 

of the practice: 「射，弓弩發於身而中於遠」 (archery uses bow to discharge from 

self and hit what is far).    

 

2. Moral Agency: Insights from Archery 

The overwhelming tendency to make much of similarities between independent 

traditions is notable in many works on comparative philosophy. Even so, more 

scholars are realizing the value of discovering and appreciating differences.23 In my 

regard, these differences are worthy of attention because they show forth such 

richness of moral reality that is more than any single tradition can satisfactorily tackle. 

At the same time, these differences reveal viewpoints and approaches characteristic 

of specific traditions in coming to terms with moral reality.  

In the previous section, we had outlined various themes where investigation of 

archery in early Confucian and Aristotelian literature could be brought into dialogue.  

There is, however, a theme that is right in the core of ethics and for which 

metaphoric use of archery constitutes a good vantage point. In both Confucius and 

Aristotle, figurative usages of archery succinctly touch on the theme of moral agency, 

a theme which, in turn, relates closely to moral psychology. On these two topics, 

both sides avail of the archer image – his expertise, motions, and instruments– to 

display distinctive views about human capacity for deciding and acting, as well as for 

configuring his own character. 

We had seen how in early China, archery was a paradigm for military skill, 

political governance, good education, and physical activity. In the ethical discourse of 

the Analects in particular, it is a paradigm for moral behavior. In fact, we can argue 

that while two out of the three passages examined may have been simple, direct 

statements about ritual archery, this does not remove the fact that “the 

non-contending archer” (An 3.7) and “the archer who does not give too much 

importance to striking the target” (An 3.16) both display in some way how the ideal 

moral agent behaves and thinks. Hence, both passages perform a metaphoric 

function in the text. We want to look now into what archery metaphor says about 

moral agency in the Analects. It is a very broad matter to discuss, but following the 

                                                      
23

 The introduction of a fairly recent anthology on Chinese ethics phrases it nicely, “There are indeed 
important similarities between many Chinese concepts and the Western concepts to which they are 
compared. Yet, the philosophical concepts and theories may lie as much in how they diverge from 
Western analogues as in how they resemble them, and mapping these divergences requires care and 
sensitivity”, Fraser et al. 2011, 1. Philip Ivanhoe expresses similar views in the same volume: “I would 
like to suggest that one of comparative philosophy’s most important contributions is not to show the 
way toward a grand synthesis but to make clear the many aspects of different ethical forms of life, 
show how they hang together to constitute appealing ways to live, and demonstrate that we are all 
better off when we work to understand and appreciate the variety of good lives that are available and 
yet to come”, p. 170. 
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thread of archery gives us a focused perspective on the issue, not to mention vivid 

portraits of the ideal moral agent in the guise of an archer in ritual, or as symbolized 

by a straight arrow. There is much that can be found about moral agency in our 

discussions of metaphoric passages in chapters four and five. Little more is needed 

now besides recapitulating and bringing both sides together on this theme that is 

central to moral philosophy.     

What is immediately clear from the non-contending archer of An 3.7 is that the 

moral agent is an individual in relation with others, and that the relation he seeks to 

establish is anything but vicious rivalry. The vision is far unlike ethical systems which 

posit inevitable conflict among men, either due to innately savage nature, if not 

limited quantity of commonly desired goods. To be sure, it is not that tendencies and 

reasons for strife do not exist, but that it is a principal task of the moral agent to 

overcome inclinations to egotism and irradiate harmony through self-deprecation 

and being other-regarding, matters symbolized by archery ritual protocols. Moral 

agency as depicted in An 3.7 seems to refer specifically to one vested with 

socio-political roles and responsibilities, be he a ruler, minister, or state administrator. 

Whereas in earlier scripts, including some sections of the Shijing, the wielders of the 

bow were princes who flaunted their power through use of the weapon, the 

gentleman-archer of An 3.7 appears indifferent to power and self-effacing. The image 

construed in the passage sharply differs from earlier inscriptions, poetry and 

narratives which emphasize the accuracy and force of princely archer’s shots. 

There is space to think of the non-contending ritual archer as a student of the 

Way, a fledgling moral agent who has started on the path of moral striving. Though 

engaged in challenging and constant battle, he is at war not against others but 

himself. Through ritual symbols, the passage highlights the daunting task weighing 

upon the moral agent of cultivating himself to be ren, an undertaking for which he 

should ideally expend all-out effort in the serious manner of one taking part in a 

competition.  

 Although An 3.16 is cryptic, strong points too can be made out about moral 

agency from the passage. It plays down target-hitting in archery in a more explicit 

way than An 3.7. In so doing, it calls attention to the singular importance in moral 

living of having the right sense of value and setting the right aims. The moral agent 

must be careful about what he gives importance to and where he channels his 

resources. Hits on the target are naturally what archers and spectators regard most in 

a performance, but passage 3.16 seems to say that the moral agent must develop a 

different sense of what is important. He must be on guard against being lured by 

what impresses, or resist setting goals that may deter him from the moral track. If in 

government, the moral agent should regard de, ritual and culture as what matter, 
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whereas in learning, it is the cultivation of self and honing of personal skills and 

abilities that should pre-occupy the student. 

According to the logic of the passage, the ancients de-emphasized target-hitting 

because strengths varied. I think that this too may hint at what it is that the moral 

agent tries to keep constantly in sight. In the context of the Analects, this overarching 

aim may be presumed to be ren. It entails having strong regard for others, 

particularly the disadvantaged or vulnerable. The passage further hints at the kind of 

capacity which the moral agent relies on. If it is not physical strength or force, we 

may deduce as traditional commentators do that it must be de, that which is 

frequently contraposed with li and is believed to be what enabled the ancients to 

hold sway throughout the kingdom. De thus comes across as “power” that is 

characteristic of the ideal moral agent. It is by his de that he is able to conduct 

himself morally, fulfill his offices or mission, and influences others.  

The idea of a straight arrow in An 15.6, whether figure or trajectory, may well be 

an outline of the way of life of an exemplary agent, this time seen against the 

background of the moral condition of the socio-political environment in which he 

moves. He progresses assiduously along the moral path, holds unconditional 

commitment to moral principles, and holds out against adversity and iniquity.24 The 

archery-based expression of being “straight as an arrow” has clear allusion to the 

moral agent’s capacity to establish for himself an overarching direction and persist in 

it. I think that this gives us a good glimpse of moral autonomy in the Analects, one 

which finds later expression in the teachings of both Mencius and Xunzi about the 

heart-mind (心) and its firmly set purposes or will (志) (Shun 2004, 187-188). That a 

person can be straight as an arrow indicates a form of independence accorded to the 

moral agent. He can determine a life course – perhaps not one “invented” by him but 

nonetheless one that he can choose to follow or abandon – which may put him at 

odds with his environment.25 Paradoxically, this self-determination implied in the 

quality of straightness is also a basis for the ideal moral agent’s ability to either 

influence or inspire others just as Shiyu’s unrelenting uprightness eventually led the 

prince to instigate changes in government. So too in other passages, straightness is 

held to be a disposition of the agent that contributes to the moral alignment of 

others, hence the recurring counsels of “raising the straight” to positions of authority 

                                                      
24

 Thought of “running water” in a familiar passage from the Analects is also a metaphor which 
traditional Chinese exegesis takes for the gentleman’s tireless pursuit of the moral ideal. Water is also 
used symbolically by other Chinese philosophies and could be an anchor for comparing them, cf. Yao 
2006, 288-290. 
25

 I realize that my ideas about freedom and moral agency in the Analects coincide with what Amy 
Olberding thinks in her prize-winning article about “the good life” in Confucius, see Olberding 2013, in 
particular, the section entitled “Moral Maturity as Autonomy”. Olberding uses virtue ethics framework 
in discussing Confucian ethics.   
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and of being in the company of upright friends.      

 It is easy to see from the metaphoric passages examined that archery-derived 

images such as a ritual archer and a straight arrow are paradigms for moral agency. 

The Confucian moral agent is conceived as having determined a direction to which he 

focuses and advances with seriousness and resolve. Further, he is one keenly aware 

of his roles and corresponding duties. An impregnable bearer of responsibilities – 

family, social and political –, he counts fulfilling these to be among his primary ends. 

Setting the mind upon the Way coupled with steadfast purpose in traversing it 

emerge as salient features of the moral agent. Having a clear sense of values and 

objectives about which he preoccupies himself are at the bottom of living a moral life. 

If he is to be undeterred in moral progress, he must be able to discern the moral 

worth of things that call out to his senses and inclinations.  

I suppose it is in no way accidental that the actual practice of archery itself 

supplies just the kind of training needed by the Confucian moral agent. In the style of 

ancient China, archery as we have seen appeared to require not only skillfulness in 

shooting – i.e. of focused aiming at a target – but also inculcation of inherited culture 

and mastery of procedures for playing the game. Without specifying archery and 

speaking with specific regard to paleographic material from a period slightly removed 

from when Confucius was believed to have lived, Michael Puett explains the grain of 

ritual practice as being about domesticating energies and training dispositions. He 

writes that rituals, 

  

teach us to how to move from such a state of immediate responsiveness, in which 
our emotions are simply being pulled out by whatever things and situations we 
happen to encounter, to one in which we have a fixed purpose. Only through the 
latter (…) can we achieve an ethical world (….) Through training, one can move 
from this immediate responsiveness to a responsiveness based upon propriety – 
responding to situations properly. (Puett 2010, 58) 
  

With different terminology, K.L. Shun seems to hold similar views about empowering 

human agency in observing that tenacious resolve is what learning and ritual help to 

bring about in the moral agent. He notes that early Confucian texts make figurative 

use of archery precisely to stress this point: 

 

One capacity of the heart/mind (xin) that is particularly important for Confucian 
thinkers is its ability to set directions that guide one’s life and shape one’s person 
as a whole. Such directions of the heart/mind are referred to as “zhi”, a term 
sometimes translated as will (…) Early texts sometimes compare setting one’s zhi 
in certain directions to aiming at a target in archery, and “zhi” is sometimes used 
interchangeably with another character that means recording something or 
bearing something in mind. Probably zhi has to do with the heart/mind’s focusing 
itself on and constantly keeping in sight certain courses of action or goals in life.  
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(Shun in Shun & Wong 2004, 186)  

 

Archery’s appropriateness for displaying moral agency in this respect of having a firm 

orientation is something that we have witnessed when exploring the same metaphor 

in the Nicomachean Ethics where it is the virtue mean that is the focus of the agent’s 

persistent attempts. Although the Analects shows little interest in target-shooting, 

there is the “straight arrow” expression which comes close to later figurative uses of 

archery by followers of Confucius. Meanwhile, norms and practices specific to 

archery in early China convey related ideas about moral agency, i.e., knowing what 

matters and cleaving to it, in the same way that ritual archers supposedly turned 

attention to other norms in the contest besides impressing the audience with their 

shooting.  

  It is clear from the above that moral agency in the Analects focuses strongly on 

the inner motions and dispositions of the subject. An individual’s manner of coming 

to terms with inclinations and desires, opportunities and the environment are 

determined by the clarity and firmness of moral purpose within. As we had pointed 

out when exploring archeric passages, psychological terms of orientative character or 

directional structure dominate the Analects’ account of men’s conduct.26 Terms such 

as 好, 志, 欲, 樂, 思, 懷, 求, 患 and 安 are inner motions having objects. We 

had seen that there are objects that hold indubitable moral value (ren, yi, li, xue), 

others that are described as unethical pursuits, and still others which are likeable but 

dim in importance to the first group. This end-directed aspect of the moral agent’s 

condition and behavior leads me to conclude that there is an underlying teleology in 

the Analects’ views of man and morality. If so, however, it is an end-directed 

perspective that is confined to anthropological and moral views and does not involve 

a larger metaphysical or cosmic framework of the same configuration. Besides, there 

is no theory about the nature of human and moral ends but only specifications of 

different things that present themselves as possible objectives to the agent’s desires 

and behavior.  

In light of these, I disagree with Chad Hansen’s view expressed in his seminal 

work on Chinese thought that a belief-desire model such as is found Western ethical 

theory is absent in Confucianism (Hansen 1992, 75-76). Discussions around archery 

metaphor poignantly show that conscious acts do result from – are caused by – ends 

which a subject has set for himself, what these ends are, and the strength of his 

attachment to them. A strong sense of ends and rightly discerning their worth lest 

one is derailed from the moral path are typical concerns of the moral agent. Still, 

                                                      
26

 Refer back to An 3.7 about the moral striving of the student of the Way, specifically n.34 in p. 115; 
also discussions of An 3.16 and An 15.16 as conveying what matters in government and/or learning. 
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teleology is not an overarching theoretical framework, and neither is the distinction 

between goods of the soul and those of the body a premise for evaluating ends. 

Deontology may be a possible perspective for understanding the actuations of the 

moral agent, given that fulfilment of family, social and political obligations occupy an 

overwhelming part of moral pursuits. 27  Then again, it is inadequate to view 

observance of li as rule-following, and neither does merely fulfilling duties square 

well with the all-out manner, even delight, in which the ideal moral agent dedicates 

himself to self-cultivation and moral ends. 

 Closely related to the theme of moral agency and psychology is the question of 

whether or not there is “freedom” in Confucian Ethics. The question is principally 

motivated by the lack of ready linguistic equivalents for terms associated with 

freedom and freedom itself.28 Interestingly, one argument in support of a negative 

reply is the absence of typical metaphors for choice in the Analects! So argues A.C. 

Graham: 

 

It does seem to be the case that Confucius is not in the habit of posing 
alternatives at all. For him, you follow the Way if clear-sighted enough to see it 
and strong enough to persist in it, otherwise you simply fall away from it out of 
blindness or weakness. It is only later, with the rise of schools with competing 
principles, that we meet with such metaphors as the crossroads (conspicuously 
absent in the Analects, in spite of many references to the Way, walking paths, 
tracks), or the weighing of alternatives as though on a balance. In particular, 
Confucius does not think in terms of choices between ends. He is very much 
concerned with desires and especially with intent (…) but has no separate word 
for the goal of desire or intent. (Graham 1989, 27)  

 

I have pointed out that specifications of ends that men direct themselves to are 

plentiful in the Analects.29 Returning, however, to Graham’s line of argument, more 

                                                      
27

 The centrality of social roles and responsibilities in Confucian ethics is pointed out by many authors. 
Alan Chan specifically thinks it crucial for attempting to understand de in early China: “interpretation 
in early China proceeds from certain seminal insights, guiding metaphors, as well as structural 
distinctions that help demarcate the boundaries of thought and life (…) To understand de, it is 
necessary to go beyond specific virtues to see how they are situated in a larger scheme of roles and 
responsibilities”, Chan 2011, 145. 
28

 Thus Herbert Fingarette reasons in his highly influential work Confucius: The Sacred as Secular, 
writing that “Confucius in his teachings in the Analects does not elaborate on the language of choice 
and responsibility. He occasionally uses terms roughly akin to these. But they are not developed or 
elaborated in the ways so characteristic of their central import in Western philosophical and religious 
understanding of man (…) The problem of genuine choice among real alternatives never occurred to 
Confucius, or at least never clearly occurred to him as a fundamental moral task”, Fingarette 1972, 18, 
23. 
29

 I am puzzled how authors can ignore specifications of ends or goals in the Analects. Even an article 
defending freedom and choice in early Confucian thought accepts the claim that there is no explicit 
mention of ends or goals and suggests instead positing them as “logical corollary from one’s having 
certain desires or intentions that one’s acting on those desires or intentions is for the purpose of 
realizing what one desires or intends to achieve, and we should think that what Confucius’ agent 
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and more scholars now recognize that comparisons based on conceptual or linguistic 

matching are bound to yield unsatisfactory results. So, for example, when seeking to 

understand a Confucian view of self and autonomy, Shun Kwongloi suggests the more 

arduous approach of “not (focusing) on the question of the applicability of certain 

Western notions (but, instead) to focus on the range of phenomenon associated with 

these notions and consider the extent to which they are or are not instantiated in 

Confucian thought”, (Shun 2004, 196-197). I for my part think that manifestations of 

choice and capacity for self-determination are strongly conveyed through archery 

metaphor. Moreover, I think that such capacity for self-determination in a way that 

involves one’s whole existence is an exercise of freedom that is more fundamental 

than “choosing between alternatives” which crossroads and weighing scales 

metaphors are supposed to stand for. An archer determines his target just as a 

traveler decides which road to take. Archery, in addition, offers an extended view of 

exercising freedom which runs from the initial moment, or moments, of opting for a 

moral life to the power to abide in that election. We may argue that the ends of a 

Confucian agent are pre-determined by society, if not mere facticity (e.g., 

pre-established norms and naturally-acquired roles). Surely, however, the apriori 

character of certain ends does not make them less of alternatives to choose from. 

Besides, the possibility of eschewing them is ever present as shown by the dangers 

besetting the student or gentleman of straying from the Way.  

 

 In far more explicit and vital way, freedom and choice lay in the heart of moral 

agency in Aristotelian ethics. It is so, however, in a manner that importantly varies 

from post-modern, liberal notions of freedom and choice. There is, in concrete, less 

room for individual arbitrariness since Aristotle takes some choices to be objectively 

better than others in terms of contributing more to human flourishing in the light of 

background metaphysical and anthropological assumptions. I think that in Confucius 

as much as in Aristotle, self-determination towards a moral life is a fundamental 

exercise of freedom for which archery metaphor is instrumental representation. In 

Aristotle, however, the good life has a patently inclusive nature, so that much of the 

moral agent’s task is to discern what happiness consists in – given that the happiness 

which he naturally seeks is initially ambiguous – then to determine which and how 

much of different goods to pursue. On the flipside of the moral agent’s deliberations 

is learning to contend with pains and pleasures, that is, spontaneous reactions to 

goods or menaces perceived.  

It may be a generalization to say the following, but it seems that understanding 

moral agency in the Analects focuses primarily on psychology from which we have an 

                                                                                                                                                        
would desire or intend to achieve is her end or goal”, Kim 2013, 19 (emphasis added). 
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account of act and conduct, while the same theme in the Nicomachean Ethics begins 

with a theory of human action which then has us attend to what transpires in the 

subject who chooses, feels and acts. The treatise of Aristotle does open with a 

statement about the teleological nature of human pursuits and activities, while the 

first time we encounter archery metaphor in NE 1.2 has us view the learner of ethics 

as someone who must aim at knowledge of the Good like an archer fixed on a target. 

This initial figurative use of archery calls to our attention the centrality of knowledge 

in Aristotelian moral agency. Knowledge of the Good is as crucial to the moral subject 

as sighting a target is for one pretending to shoot at something. Aristotle and his 

contemporaries take it for granted that knowledge has practical import, redounding 

as it does to reasoned choices and conscious actions.30 In the case of knowing the 

chief good, what the ethical subject comes to believe or realize couldn’t be of greater 

consequence: finding out what is truly good for man helps to establish an 

overarching goal which directs his conduct in life.  

 Ethical knowledge discussed in the initial part of the treatise is discursive, 

methodological thinking that outlines parameters and conditions for the agent to 

successfully identify the human good. Aristotle’s carefully reasoned arguments for 

identifying happiness with a life of virtue has been subject to abundant scholarly 

study. While the subject continues with unresolved issues and intricacies, it is clear 

that the human good does not refer to any single good but involves a range of goods. 

It is likewise clear, however, that those acknowledged to have attained the good life 

have ethical and intellectual excellences as overriding ingredient of their existence.  

 Reaching the right conclusions about happiness –tantamount to knowing the 

reasons why the virtuous life is happiness – is prelude to detailed treatment of 

concrete virtues. It provides, as it were, the overall framework for discussing the 

moral habituation and practice which occupies the rest of the treatise. It is worth 

asking why Aristotle gives importance to formal ethical knowledge in laying down 

general premises and principles before going into ethics proper. We have mentioned 

when discussing NE 1.2 that knowledge-directed-to-an-end has practical import.31 In 

particular, in order to live morally, a well-defined vision of the end enables the agent 

to set directions to his life and activities. Then again, formal knowledge of what is 

good for man and actual practice of a good life do not necessarily follow upon each 

other. Aristotle readily admits too that knowing the good – having many theories 

about it, even if these were correct theories – does not suffice to make one good. I 

think the value ascribed to reasoned “knowledge of the good” in the early part of the 

                                                      
30

 Recall Isocrates’s use of the figurative expression “like archers” when teaching his own students 
about the vital need to reflect about the general course of their life, cf. n. 16 in p.149. 
31

 For the interplay between thinking and action in Aristotle, see p. 152, specifically n.22. 
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treatise is linked to the issue of freedom itself in the following way. If the agent sees 

for himself what it is that is best for man and desires that of his own accord – that is, 

not merely following the ethos of his political community, has been commanded to 

do so, or is at the behest of a need –, only then would he be well-equipped to choose 

to embark on a life of excellence and actually hold out.32 Of course, the problem 

remains that knowing and choosing of one’s accord guarantees neither the rightness 

of the choice nor its lastingness. At any case, Aristotle takes knowledge and freedom 

as pre-requisites for moral agency.33 

 The ethical knowledge (gnōsis) mentioned in NE 1.2 differs entirely from the 

kind of knowledge that pervades discussion of ethical living in the core books. The 

latter is “practical” in that it is acquired through experience and is geared towards 

deeds. It is the “know-how” of the virtuous agent as opposed to the “know-why” of 

ethical science (Yarza 2001, 34-42). 34  Archery metaphor in the middle books 

compares the knowledge of the virtuous agent (phronēsis) to the knowledge skill 

(epistḗmē) of a seasoned archer in NE 2.6 and 2.9, or his trained eye in NE 6.2. The 

expertise of an accurate shooter resembles the wisdom of the virtuous agent who 

correctly and consistently establishes the mean in feeling and acting. The virtuous 

agent is an archer, his target is the mean. When it comes to virtuous living, the 

relation between knowledge and practice is tighter still. Practical wisdom is no longer 

just an objective knowledge of the good but is crystallized in how the good appears 

to the agent. There is, in other words, subjective cognizance of the good that is 

consequence of the agent’s own habituated dispositions.35 The virtuous agent 

                                                      
32

 Recall Aristotle’s idea that a brave deed can truly count as “courageous” in the sense of being a 
virtuous thing to do “if it is accompanied by rational choice and directed towards some end” (NE 3.8 
1117a). In the same place, he gives the example of citizen warriors who fought heroically to death 
because they thought it noble to do so. They fought freely and not as hired soldiers who were better 
equipped for war but were fighting for a wage or merely following commands. Hence, even when 
slaves and free men engage in exactly the same activity, from the point of view of virtue, it is in the 
motives for acting that the major difference lies. Thus writes Aristotle, “To the courageous person, 
courage is noble; and so its end is also noble, since the character of everything is determined by its 
end. So it is for the sake of what is noble that the courageous person stands his ground and acts in 
accordance with courage”, NE 3.7 1115b. A similar line of argument is used by Aristotle when 
explaining metaphysics as the “most liberated” science, i.e., sought for its own sake and not for any 
side interest nor pragmatic need, cf. Metaphyscics 1.2.  
33

 On these terms, ironically, slaves such as a Scythian archer could only be a formal model of moral 
agency but never himself a moral agent. 
34

 Ignacio Yarza offers a monograph study of ethical reasoning in the first book of the Nicomachean 
Ethics. The student is indebted to him, her masteral thesis adviser, for expert advice about Aristotelian 
ethics as much as for enabling her to embark on her early interest in comparative philosophy during 
her postgraduate years in Rome. 
35

 Contrast NE 1.2’s “knowledge of the good” with “the appearance of the good” (phantasia tou 
agathou) to any given moral agent in NE 3.5, where Aristotle concludes in continuation that “virtues 
are voluntary because we are in some way responsible for our states of character, and it is by our 
being the kind of people that we are that we assume such and such as our end”, 1114b. For the 
relation between one’s character and how one conceives happiness, see Michael Woods’ insightful 
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besides grasping that the human good is a virtuous life moreover perceives it as what 

is fine and noble and desires it as such. The attachment of the well-habituated agent 

to the “rationally-ascertained” good life is such that virtue takes hold of him as an 

unqualified good while other alternatives hold less attraction” (Woods 1986, 151). In 

the figurative words of Aristotle himself, it is virtue that makes the target right (NE 

6.12 1144a). 

 Choosing virtuous activity as goal for its own sake is a pre-condition for the 

agent to act virtuously at all (Charles 1986, 120).36  That is to say, if a person were to 

perform a praiseworthy deed such as giving alms for the sake of vanity, or to get rid 

of a persistent beggar, then the deed praiseworthy though it be in all appearance 

would still fall short of being virtuous activity. It would not contribute to instilling or 

fortifying virtuous dispositions in the agent. The virtuous agent, in other words, does 

not just perform good deeds but nourishes too a radical choice for acting virtuously. 

This constitutes his overarching goal. We have here in sight the intricate moral 

psychology that lies in the stead of Aristotle’s action theory: ultimately, choices made 

are “very closely tied to virtue, and a better guide to men’s characters than their 

actions” (NE 3.2 111b).37 

Works on Aristotelian ethics generally give less attention to the morality of 

emotions in comparison to that of deeds, probably because emotions are less 

manifest in comparison to deeds and, consequently, more difficult to analyze. 

Notwithstanding, emotions comprise the other half of what the moral agent strives 

to calibrate towards being in accord with the virtuous mean. In Aristotle, in fact, it is 

seldom the case that one wants the wrong things – few things are irredeemably 

non-good38 – but that things elicit woeful internal resonances. Pursuing them in the 

                                                                                                                                                        
article “Intuition and Perception in Aristotle’s Ethics” in Woods 1986. Woods observes a dual process 
taking place in the agent as he grows in virtues, “Aristotle seems to envisage two things as going on 
concurrently in the course of an individual’s moral development; the direction of his impulses, desires, 
etc., and the acquisition of a view about the good”, Woods 1986, 148. Anthony Price makes similar 
observations about the process of moral growth: “a mature agent brings to a situation a pattern of 
habituated responses, affective and cognitive, that constitutes his character. They shed a distinctive 
light upon the situation that makes salient for him features that invite the pursuit of some fairly 
specific end”, Price 2011, 157. What Woods and Price write reminds me of how Puett describes the 
effect of ritual training above, particularly of there being a set purpose that grounds responses to 
situations. 
36

 “It is a central feature of Aristotle’s ethical theory that virtuous actions are chosen ‘for their own 
sake’ (di’autas)”, Charles 1986, 120. At the same time, there is difficulty reconciling this with Aristotle’s 
idea that choice involves “choosing to do an act for the sake of something separate from the act.” The 
apparent contradiction touches on the nature of praxis, activities whose goal is not an external 
product but a (virtuous) state in the agent himself: “moral praxeis have as results (erga) states (or 
conditions) which are distinct (allo) from the actions which they bring about, but which are not over 
and above (para) them”, ibid., 135. Virtuous activity is a form of praxis. More on this in a while. 
37

 There is a very close sentiment expressed in An 2.10, that not only an individual’s actions but his 
motives and desires too manifest the type of person he is. 
38

 Aristotle mentions some feelings and deeds whose very names “are immediately connected with 
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wrong measure or, simply, in the wrong way are the typical “aberrations” in the 

vision of an agent afflicted by vice. 

In sum, the core books of the Nicomachean Ethics views the moral agent as one 

who aims at the virtue mean. In so doing, he is constantly in easy danger of missing it. 

Archery metaphor thus construes moral agency. Besides, it mirrors practical moral 

knowledge and habituation: we learn virtue and acquire virtuous dispositions in the 

similar way that athletes master their sport. Just as in the Analects, archery is not 

only a useful metaphor for moral discourse. It is likely that its practice too 

contributed to moral development. I had tried to show in previous chapters that 

archery was introduced – or re-introduced – into the athletic routine of young 

Athenians around the Axial period. As athletics, it was instrumental to training 

natural reactions to pain and pleasure.39 Moreover, as part of the military instruction 

imparted to citizen-candidates in public gymnasia, learning archery would have been 

part of a larger program to nurture patriotic aspirations and noble motives to young 

men. 

 The ordination towards ends of thoughts and emotions, activities and processes 

is an idea deeply engrained in Greek psyche, a teleological view which Aristotle plays 

up in his explanation of moral reason. Archery certainly functions as suitable 

paradigm for anything directed toward an end. On the other hand, there is an aspect 

to the way that virtuous activity is “goal-directed” that makes it difficult even for 

archery to portray. Aristotle classifies virtuous activity as a form of praxis (πρᾶξις), 

that is, immanent activities occurring in the agent and which the virtuous agent 

chooses for the sake of those activities themselves because he perceives them as 

fine and noble.40 Praxis is contrasted with activities of production where the agent 

acts on other things for the sake of producing something (e.g., the house he is 

building, or bread that he is making). In production, the terminus of the activity is the 

product, and it is this outcome that is the measure of the activity’s worth.41 With 

praxis, however, the activity occurs and terminates in the agent himself. Virtuous 

activities are realized in the very fact of the agent’s being temperate, acting justly, or 

contemplating. These realizations terminate principally in the agent who, in 

performing these activities, inculcates in himself dispositions and character by his 

choice of activities and ends. This roundabout phenomenon of an activity that begins 

with and culminates in the agent is difficult to portray through archery, a physical 

                                                                                                                                                        
depravity (…) among actions, adultery, theft, and homicide”, NE 2.6 1107a. 
39

 Refer back to discussion in pp.87-90, 145-146. 
40

 Cf. NE 10.6. 
41

 While it is easy to make a logical distinction between the two kinds of activities, in practice they are 
not clear cut from each other but may – in fact, often do – occur together, for example, baking bread 
to feed the hungry, or just about any simple deed, task, or job that can be done for noble intentions. 
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activity where archer and target stand at opposite poles. Thus, while archery 

captures the end-directedness of moral acts, not so their praxic nature, the fact that 

virtuous activity is destined towards the flourishing of the agent as he develops 

excellences.  

It may well be that contemplative activity is praxic in the highest degree – 

“superior in its seriousness and aiming at no end beyond itself” – that Aristotle bids 

goodbye to archery metaphor as the treatise draws to a close. With it he leaves a 

promise, or expresses the conviction, that the moral agent who trains and fights like 

a good athlete will enjoy the prize of a happy life. Strangely, the Analects’ preferred 

treatment of archery which gives weight to the motions and behavior of the ritual 

performer over a distant target makes for a good picture of excellent activity as 

praxis. Besides, Aristotle’s portrayal of the moral agent as one pursuing happiness in 

living virtuously has drawn the charge that “self-interest” is in the core of his ethical 

theory, for it appears that he acts well out of love for his own happiness. However, 

just as the competition of gentlemen is benign and beneficial to others, so it would 

seem too are the virtuous pursuits of Aristotle’s moral agent.42 In the end of the day, 

desires and energies such as we use in loving something or competing against others 

can be channeled toward noble and less than noble ends, and it is up to the moral 

agent to determine in which direction to discharge his arrows. 

 

    All told, essential features of archery as a physical activity – its agent-target 

structure and instruments used to cover the long distance between two ends – 

reveal much about moral agency in both the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics. This 

is despite the different lenses and angles with which these traditions view the same 

phenomenon. Radical differences in moral outlook underlie the unique usages of 

archery metaphor in the two texts. Responsibility and ritual are crucial to the 

exercise and cultivation of moral agency in the former, while knowledge and 

habituated choice are fundamental in the latter. At the same time, it is curious that 

even where Confucius and Aristotle stand diametrically opposed to each other in 

using archery metaphor – Confucius turns away from the target while Aristotle keeps 

his eyes fixed on it – it does not necessarily imply contradictory moral stances.  

In discussing moral agency based on archery metaphor, I have laid stress on the 

issue of freedom and choice. While these notions are tangibly discussed in 

                                                      
42

 In NE 9.8, Aristotle calls the virtuous person a true lover of himself, then goes on to describe the 
admirableness of such self-loving in a way that parallels the praiseworthiness and desirable effects of 
“gentlemanly competition” in An 3.7: “if everyone strives for what is noble and strains to do the 
noblest actions, everything will be as it should be for the common interest, and individually each will 
have the greatest goods, since such is virtue. So the good person should be a self-lover, since he will 
help himself as well as benefit others by doing noble acts (…) We ought to be self-lovers. But in the 
way that the masses are, we should not”, 1169a-1169b.  
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Aristotelian ethics, their existence in Confucian ethics is fashionably debated by 

Western scholars. As it seems, it is not easy to detect notions of freedom and choice 

in the Analects on sheer literal reading and conceptual analysis. The view I have 

expressed in this section is that freedom is latent in Confucian moral discourse, albeit 

a fundamental notion of freedom as self-determination towards moral ends, as 

capacity too to stay that course. In the Analects, the traveler of the Way is a more 

prevalent metaphor that depicts this sense of freedom, while figurative expressions 

based on archery support it. From this specific case of discussing moral agency in the 

light of figurative expressions, we can settle that attention to metaphors expands 

perspectives for approaching texts and can skirt dead ends that linguistic differences 

can lead to. 

  

3. Comparative Method 

The originators of metaphoric utterances in the Analects and Nicomachean 

Ethics were evidently persons with direct experience of archery and, in all likelihood, 

practiced it themselves, each according to his culture and times. Consequently, 

archery comes to us from the two texts as a living metaphor vested with the 

dimensions and chiaroscuro of something actual and real. Thus too, although the 

source field of the passages shared the same theme, the angles for catching hold of 

the phenomenon utterly differed, more so the target fields to which they led. In this 

way, we can truly claim that the images of utterances were near, but their meanings 

were far apart (形相近,意相遠). It is clear by now that examining these images 

reveal similarities and differences of deeper roots than linguistic analogues. More 

importantly, they uncover saliencies and proclivities firmly grounded in cultural 

stances and ethical rationale. We now wish to take a step further and look into the 

implications of the study on comparative research. We have already sounded off 

some ideas.  

My tri-partite ethical model started with the identification of a shared metaphor 

picked to function as tertium comparationis. I believe I successfully demonstrated 

that archery accomplished the job. It provided neutral grounds conducive to 

cross-cultural dialogue, and in a manner which revealed similarities without filtering 

out crucial differences, or showed differences without missing out on similarities. 

One question to consider is whether any metaphor can perform as well as archery 

did for us. I think that one thing is the quality of the metaphor – i.e., its degree of 

abstraction – and another how one chooses to handle the metaphor. I mentioned in 

the beginning that it is in vogue among scholars of comparison to work around 

conceptual metaphors which are highly abstract and generate ambiguous images, 

(e.g., 和, 中, 無為). I reckon scholars are attracted to these kinds of metaphors 
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because they seem more suitable for philosophical discourse. Abstract metaphors 

are worth investigation and may even be inevitable inasmuch as metaphors that are 

shared and have the concreteness of archery are not many.43 However, – presuming 

that one intends to do more than speculative discussion –, context-recovery is bound 

to be more difficult and inexact the more abstract the image.  

How one handles a metaphor is another issue. Yu Jiyuan, for instance, gives 

attention to archery metaphor, and this after assuring us in the introduction of his 

book on Confucius and Aristotle that “philosophy does not occur in a vacuum, hence, 

our comparison takes into account all kinds of contexts (social, political, cultural, and 

theoretical backgrounds) in ancient China and Greece that affect Confucian and 

Aristotelian ethics respectively”, (Yu 2007, 17). Yu was going in the right direction but, 

unfortunately, did not avail himself of the latent resources of archery metaphor. 

Slingerland also does similar context bracketing in the metaphors that he handles. 

The issue here then is how authors treat metaphors, which, I think, stems in part 

from how they view metaphors. As it seems, Yu and Slingerland regard metaphors as 

“containers” with contents that can be unpacked with little variation over place and 

time.  

A central tenet of the dissertation has been the expediency of context for both 

probing into a text and comparing it with other texts. Metaphors and their 

instantiation in utterances are valuable because of their high degree of 

context-dependence. The second stage of my theoretical model which took up the 

bulk of the dissertation consisted in parallel, independent incursions into archery 

phenomenon and figurative passages inspired by it. This was designed in function of 

my perceived need to delve into and consolidate each side’s contexts before an 

encounter. From the results of the study, I believe this proved to be a better strategy 

than “interpretation through comparison” (Yu 2007, 3) or “involving these authors in 

each other’s problems” (Sim 2007, 1), methods which, as far as I see, culminated in a 

kind of “soul transfer” between the traditions compared.  

As noted, not many comparative scholars take interest in metaphor, and fewer 

still choose metaphors involving embodied image sources. Ultimately, however, 

words are images too, and ideas are also “creatures of context”.44 Metaphors have 

the privilege of being more graphic as images, its utterances more context-sensitive 

as speech acts. However, even if one does not employ metaphors for comparative 

research, still there will be contexts to excavate. Metaphors aside, common themes 

                                                      
43

 Between the two texts studied, I am hard up thinking of another like archery. Other materially 
concrete metaphors in the Analects, such as ritual instruments, or poems, are either not in the 
Nicomachean Ethics or not used metaphorically. 
44

 Borrowing May Sim’s turn of phrase about a key point of her tutor, Alasdair MacIntyre, about 
obstacles to comparing “incommensurate” traditions, Sim 2007, 9.   
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(e.g., friendship, virtue, etc.) and contemporary issues (e.g., rights, environment) are 

fertile platforms for cross-cultural dialogues. The present study can contribute a 

couple of recommendations on handling tertium comparationis.  

Going through a number of comparative studies, I observed that it is common 

for discussions of context – if given any attention at all – to be limited to a few lines 

in an article, or a few paragraphs in a book. In view of this, my recommendation in 

general lines is to reap more from context clues where metaphors are employed, or 

to invest more on context recovery where metaphors are not involved.  

Then again, the crux of the matter may not be whether or not sufficient 

importance is given to context – a fair majority of scholars do in varying degrees45 –, 

but determining what and how much context to bring in. We mentioned way back in 

the first chapter the point raised by Western-based investigators of early Chinese 

script that there are many contexts for reading a text for which the reader must 

“make choices about what information matters most” (Yu et al. 2000, 5). Along this 

line, Bryan Van Norden says that the “interpretation of any thinker should be ‘holistic’, 

in the sense that we interpret particular passages in the light of a thinker’s complete 

work, and in the sense that we locate a thinker within the complex of ideas and 

debates in her era”, (Van Norden in Ivanhoe 1996, 236). In similar vein, Mark 

Csikszentmihalyi in a co-authored article writes that “understanding the contents of 

the Analects in historical context is an implicit goal of approaching the text (…) For 

those interested in understanding the intellectual legacy of the founder of one of the 

world’s great traditions, the distinction between the original message and its 

appropriation by disciples and later members of the traditions is certainly a key to 

their project” (Kim & Csikszentmihalyi in Olberding 2014, 34). Van Norden and 

Csikszentmihalyi count among Western readers of early Chinese culture who give 

much importance to context, and their appeals constitute a tall order for 

comparative work, i.e., to read in the context of the whole text, and to give a thought 

to the historical context of given text. There are available articles that are examples 

of scholarly and elucidating studies consonant with the idea of holistic interpretation 

and discernment of different time strata within the larger Confucian tradition.46  

The kind and extent of contexts which scholars consider necessary are 

fundamental and broad. All the same, I notice that they stay in the borders of literary 

                                                      
45

 Even May Sim whom Ni Peimin thinks uses “context-free” metaphysics in her comparison project 
acknowledges that “Aristotle and Confucius admit that ethical practice and thought about ethical 
practice are context sensitive”, Sim 2007, 2; Ni 2009, 313. 
46

 Examples of authors that come to mind are Huang Yong who expounds virtue ethics from Songming 
neo-Confucian perspective in Huang 2011; Alan Chan’s investigation of the concept of de in bronze 
inscriptions and excavated texts in Chan 2011; also, Shun’s analysis of ren and li in the Analects, or of 
early Chinese moral psychology where he factors in data from different texts of either the same 
tradition or period, Shun in Van Norden 2002, 53-72, and Shun in Shen 2014, chapter 12.    
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sources. However, given that we are “psychophysical persons in post-Cartesian era” 

(Charles in Pakaluk & Pearson 2011, chap. 3), might it not be time to expand what we 

consider relevant contexts for understanding texts?  This much proposal I wish to 

make in view of the dissertation’s outcome: to bring a bit more of material sources 

and socio-historical background into the picture of contexts that count as relevant to 

the philosophical study of texts. Supplementing literary and intellectual contexts with 

these add vitality through details and, on occasion, serve as counter-check for 

scriptural ideas or assumptions. Nevertheless, much depends on the availability of 

sources as well as on the degree of lucidity and depth that one hopes to achieve in 

research. Still, I think the matter is worth a thought. The point is that material and 

social contexts too are favorable to philosophical discourse.  

In this regard, literary metaphors are profitable in that the images and 

utterances they involve highly reflect surrounding material and social history. In turn, 

these help constrain the interpretations of metaphor. Due to their relative 

concreteness, metaphors make more clear which contexts to involve and 

consequently reduce arbitrariness in selecting contexts.  

Along this line, I think that the edge of archery – i.e., what makes it a cogent 

metaphor and efficacious tertium comparationis – is that it is an embodied activity. 

This heightens its concreteness and greatly facilitated context survey. It was easy to 

locate fields where the phenomenon manifested itself between the two cultures. 

From these fields, abundant details spontaneously flowed which contributed to the 

comprehension and appreciation of metaphoric utterances inspired by the 

phenomenon. Our experience with archery metaphor makes patent the fact that 

words and texts, whether or not they are figurative, also have contextual resources 

that can be exploited for purposes of comprehension and comparison. After all, not 

only metaphors but words too are signs and ideas too have contexts. Words and 

ideas can be explored in analogous manner to metaphors, or be brought into firmer 

relation with material culture.  

 Contemplating the origins of philosophical schools in public sports facilities of 

Athens, a source wrote that “contemporary scholars who want to separate entirely 

the academic world from the athletic one are ironically at odds with the original 

Academy of Plato and the Lyceum of Aristotle”, (Dombrowski 2009, 9). Mutatis 

mutandi, we can apply the observation to the way that we handle texts – Western 

and non-Western – in philosophical research, and ask whether our approaches to 

these might have become purely literary or too intellectual? If yes, then attending to 

metaphors or learning from the process of metaphor comprehension are lessons to 

draw from present study. It is true what a source says that metaphors are “principal 

sign that words do not stand in isolation”, (Punter 2007, 144). 
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4. Metaphor Theory  

Our study also leaves us with some useful input for metaphor theory. In chapters 4 

and 5, we beheld the manifold advantages of metaphor use in the Analects and 

Nicomachean Ethics. Without doubt, metaphoric utterances made speech in both 

texts more attractive and contributed to the increase or intensification of knowledge 

of their readers. Some metaphoric expressions enhanced lexicon. For instance, the 

phrase “like an arrow” could be taken as a terse representation of the conduct and, 

generally, life of a gentleman, while the “target middle” supplied wording for the 

virtue mean. There were passages with powerful illocutionary force, for example, 

exhorting us to behave with others like acquiescing archers in a ritual, or to beware 

of deviating from the mean like Odysseus and his men maneuvered between dangers 

at sea. Besides, there were unnoticed similarities that were delightful to discover: 

the straightness and constancy of an arrow is what it takes to be an upright minister, 

and enquirers of ethics too have a target to focus on and strain for. 

The authors of the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics were circumspect about 

what crowds believe. In this regard, a common motive for recourse to metaphor was 

provoking thought adjustments, what we much earlier on quoted as “changes in 

one’s habit of attention and sense of the important and trifling” (Moran 1989, 100). 

For instance, one passage from the Analects calls attention away from physical 

strength and results on the target (and whatever we may take these to stand for 

when transferred to the ethical realm), while Aristotle’s elaborate and dramatized 

use of archery metaphor to explain ethical excellence effects a shift of saliency from 

athletic victories to moral conquests. Besides shifts in saliencies, there also seem to 

have been shifts in meaning with the help of archery metaphor. The nuanced, moral 

connotation of a junzi is manifest in sample passages in the Analects, while the arete 

described in the Nicomachean Ethics starkly differs from the excellences of Homer’s 

aristocratic warrior.   

 Next is to bring results of the study to bear on metaphor theory. The points I 

bring up are mostly inconclusive but will have a sting. Inconsonant as it may seem 

with my expressed predilection for metaphor, most of my issues are aimed at authors 

who glorify metaphor. Borrowing words from William Sweet, my aim in raising the 

problems in continuation is “to open up and contribute to, rather than resolve, the 

multiple issues involved in the relation of culture, pluralism, and philosophy” (Sweet 

2002, xviii).   

 Richard Rorty is simply tantalized by metaphor, calling it “a voice from outside 

logical space, (…) a call to change one’s language and one’s life, rather than a 

proposal about how to systematize either” (Rorty 1991, 11). Elsewhere, he writes 
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that “it is pictures rather than propositions, metaphors rather than statements, 

which determine most of our philosophical convictions” (Rorty 1979, 12). Rorty is 

wary of Western-style analysis and speculation. However, it seems unnecessary to pit 

metaphor against structured and articulate speech elaboration. Our experience from 

the Nicomachean Ethics, specifically where archery metaphor helps in the 

formulation of a definition, is that figurative and direct speeches can and do work 

together – with marvelous effect. Besides, non-figurative passages are indispensable 

guide to comprehending metaphoric passages. We saw this especially in the Analects 

where sample passages which were at first instance unclear could be fathomed or 

clarified with the help of passages that were literal and had matching word 

occurrences or synonyms.     

  Another issue: theories that try to distinguish East and West on the basis of 

different logics or modes of thinking may need reconsidering. For example, F.S.C. 

Northrop who captivatingly explains that the East is aesthetic and intuitive, while the 

West is theoretical and concept-postulating.47 Following Northrop, Roger Ames and 

David Hall argue that Chinese Philosophy goes by contextual and correlative thinking, 

unlike Western philosophy which “hunts for transcendental absolutes that maintain 

identity irrespective of context and that function as first principles of explanation” 

(Neville 2001, 6; cf. Ames & Hall 1978; Ames & Hall 1995).48 Along the same line, 

Vincent Shen contrasts Western and Chinese philosophies in that the first, pursuing 

truth out of intellectual curiosity, aims at pure ideas and churns out concepts and 

argumentations, in contrast to the second which is pragmatically motivated, 

expresses itself through image-ideas, and prefers metaphors and narratives (Shun 

2013, 6). In different ways, similar generalizations are made by other authors.49 At 

the end of the day, attempting differentiation on the basis of categories that are not 

only sweeping but, in some cases, overlapping seems to contribute little to refining 

understanding of different traditions. A concrete rejoinder from our study – based on 

the use of archery metaphor itself and the culture surrounding it – is that Greek 

propensity for analysis and theory in no way excluded aesthetics and intuition, and 

manifested strong appetite for images, metaphors, and narratives. 

An issue raised in the beginning is the frequent occurrence of twice-true 

phenomenon in Chinese texts. Indeed, two out of three sample passages from the 

Analects display the curiosity of being valid both on literal and figurative readings. I 

                                                      
47

 Cf. The Meeting of East And West (New York: Macmillan, 1946). 
48

 Cf. Thinking Through Confucius (New York: SUNY, 1987). 
49

 Examples are legion. Sun Weimin suggests that “Chinese logic is a system of analogic inference”, 
different from the theoretical to empirical deductions of the West, cf. Sun 2009, 403, 422; Zong 
Desheng thinks the difference lays in Western philosophy being dominated by a “sentential 
framework”, i.e., the structure of an indicative sentence, whereas Chinese philosophy is non-sentential, 
cf. Zong 2010.  
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simply doubt if the bottom of it is that metaphor in the West “has been typically 

used to demonstrate a correspondence between two ontologically distinct domains” 

in contrast to “Chinese metaphor <which> does not try to establish a parallelism 

between two domains, but rather want to show that there is a convergence between 

them” (Punter 2007, 35; Van Norden 2004, 4). Such manner of explanation, informed 

by the idea that “correlative thinking” defines Chinese philosophy, takes this special 

mode of thinking to be the culprit for the tendency in Chinese metaphor use. 

Twice-true phenomenon in Chinese texts is certainly worth a study and 

archery-inspired metaphoric passages in the Analects are perfect specimen for it. On 

the other hand, I can counter on the basis of present study that athletics and ethics – 

the two domains of archery metaphor in the Nicomachean Ethics – are not 

“ontologically distinct domains”. They are not only analogous but also converged in 

practice, in much the same way that rituals and ethics do too in the Analects. Why 

metaphoric passages in Aristotle’s treatise do not result in twice-true readings, I am 

not able to propose an answer from the study. I am certain that greater expertise in 

the handful of disciplines that we have already engaged in this dissertation and more 

will be needed to produce a satisfactory answer.     

Upon initiation to metaphor theory and in the course of exploring archery 

metaphor, an underlying question lingered about the relation between metaphor 

and thought, a matter which has taken the form of asking which comes first, the 

chicken or the egg? Hardcore advocates are of course adamant that it is metaphor 

that lays eggs.50 I am not competent to squarely take on the issue but do wish to 

offer some ideas in the wake of the study. Both authors of the Analects and 

Nicomachean Ethics made prolific use of metaphors. We specifically witnessed at 

close quarters their profound and lively use of archery in figurative speech. On the 

other hand, despite archery being a powerful image source, it was in the end only 

one among many phenomena employed as metaphor. I think the employment of 

archery metaphor in Books 2 and 6 of the Nicomachean Ethics makes for a good case 

of very strong metaphor use, physically-derived and cognitively potent enough to 

qualify as what Lakoff and Jackson call “ontological metaphors”. 51  As earlier 

concluded, recourse to archery in the central books of the Nicomachean Ethics was 

substantial, with Aristotle constructing the definition of ethical excellence with 

archery entailments as building blocks: virtue is the disposition to accurately hit the 

                                                      
50

 Since Lakoff and Johnson’s seminal work Metaphors We Live By in 1980, a host of authors and 
publications have followed suit. 
51

 “Our experiences with physical objects (especially our own bodies) provide the basis for an 
extraordinarily wide variety of ontological metaphor, that is, ways of viewing events, activities, 
emotions, ideas, etc., as entities and substances (…) Ontological metaphors like this are necessary for 
even attempting to deal rationally with our experiences”, Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 19-20.  
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mean between extremes. If Aristotle had such aggressive recourse to archery 

metaphor, he was not on the other hand bound by it. Instead, he freely used other 

metaphors, as if patching up thin spots or holes left by archery framework: an image 

from math highlights the rational aspect of virtue, Odysseus the difficulty of 

achieving it, artwork its fineness, and so on. In view of this, when Yu Jiyuan claims 

that “calling what is right the ‘mean’ happens because both follow the model of 

archery in their effort to explicate the nature of virtue” (Yu 2007, 79-80), it is not only 

the encroachment of Aristotelian approach that makes us ill at ease but also the 

overstated effect of metaphor on the configuration of thought. Sample passages 

from both texts make clear how an embodied phenomenon like archery can be 

powerful metaphor that contribute to the comprehension and expression of ethical 

reality. At the same time that it furnishes a perspective, a vantage point, it does not, 

on the other hand, become “the whole picture” of what a gentleman is in the 

Analects, or ethical excellence in the Nicomachean Ethics.52 As far as the example of 

archery shows us, in these texts, metaphor more of incubates incipient thoughts and 

lets them see the light of day by providing lexical outlets. Thus, if archery is a good 

specimen of metaphor at all, then it may be more correct to think that metaphors 

merely “hatch the eggs” but are not the progenitors of thought. What it looks like is 

that there is an initial vision that guides choice of metaphor53 – or so variegated and 

contingent use of metaphors in the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics indicate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
52

 Metaphors can blind, and ideals can turn into ideologies. It would be interesting to explore the 
pathology of an ideology based on metaphor use. An ideology might be characterized, among other 
things, by an all-embracing and hard fast use of an underlying metaphor or idea.  
53

 Opinion (which I agree with) expressed by Prof. Eirik Harris during a consultation at City University, 
Hong Kong in July 2014.   
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

As the study draws to a close, I have the sense of not having discharged as much 

ammunition as I was able to gather from rich discussions about archery and 

metaphor in ancient China and Greece. The study opens to several avenues for 

future research. Beginning with archery metaphor itself, it would be interesting to 

examine its contours and connotations not only across cultures, as we have done 

here, but also among schools belonging to the same tradition. For example, the 

subtle differences in perceptions of excellence between Aristotle’s mean and Stoic 

stochastic virtue, or in comparison with John Dewey’s pragmatism. On the Chinese 

side, there is even more abundant sampling of archery metaphors. The Mencius and 

the Zhong Yong, for instance, offer more material for examining archery metaphor 

than the Analects. It would be instructive to trace developments in Confucianism 

from the Warring States to the Han Dynasty to Neo-Confucianism and so on 

following nuanced usages of archery as metaphor. Likewise, Daoist and Buddhist 

literature too have intriguing passages on archery, both literary and figurative, which 

would be fascinating to explore in themselves or compare with what Confucian 

traditions yield. Further, the methods of the study can be applied to exploration of 

other shared metaphors between diverse cultures or successive schools of the same 

tradition.  

   The material we examined may also be useful for meta-linguistics. One could 

investigate the implications of metaphor use on language. In concrete, which terms 

from the source field become part of the target field’s jargon? It is probable that 「中」 

was already part of ordinary lexicon by the period of the composition of the Analects. 

It is hard to trace the concrete reality linked to its origin and has a broad range of 

applicability in the Analects, e.g. “midway” (An 6.10), “mediocre” (An 6.19), “in the 

midst of” (An 2.18, 5.1, etc.), and so on. In other books such as the Mencius and 

ritual texts, it is strongly linked to archery but not exclusive to it. In the Nicomachean 

Ethics, the actual middle of the target is first transferred to ethical discourse via 

metaphor and gradually forms part of prosaic speech. Today, the ethical mean (or 

middle, or intermediate) is a familiar term in virtue ethics which no longer leads us to 

think of archery.  

  The perspectives which archery metaphor brings to moral philosophy are also 

worth further discussion. Do the Analects and Nicomachean Ethics merely furnish 

“notional options” for musing on ethical matters, or do they also offer “real options” 

for ethical living?54 Archery metaphor highlights matters such as long and toilsome 

                                                      
54

 Borrowing phrases used in Van Norden 1996, 226. 
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habituation, civic and political responsibility, and high goals. At the same time, it 

gives a twist to mundane things such as socializing, playing sports, and enjoying 

leisure. The study leaves space for philosophical discussions with practical 

implications on morality, culture, and education. 

 On a different note, the course and method of the dissertation takes inspiration 

from a broader trend in research of promoting inter-disciplinary studies and 

approaches. I endeavored to make the study meet standards of “information width 

and philosophical depth” (Gaffney in Boudouris & Kalimtzis 2008, 94). For 

cross-cultural comparisons in the humanities, inter-disciplinary approach is 

particularly necessary since, as G.E.R. Lloyd points out, “we are concerned with 

values and the concepts used to express them, but they have to be contextualized, 

i.e. set against the background of a study of the whole society/culture in question, its 

economics, politics and religion” (Lloyd in King & Schilling 2011, 18). I wish to 

mention the difficulty incurred when collecting material – with mind set on taking an 

inter-disciplinary approach in philosophy – when writing the chapter on archery in 

ancient China. Sources and publications on military and ritual history often reverted 

to literary sources.55 I did the best I could to supplement literary sources with 

material culture, but details were scarce and certainly did not come on a silver plate. 

I understand that there are also issues about standards and methods used for 

verifying finds in Chinese soil, a matter which involves not only experts and 

academics but also political authority.56  One Western historian writing from almost 

a decade back complained that “in China archeological field-work has been very 

extensive, but unfortunately the publications, in Chinese, are not available”, (Rausing 

1997, 112). I suppose the scenario has improved much looking at the current 

proliferation of works on early Chinese artefacts from the Bronze Age. With the 

impetus that archeology has received in the past half-century in China, one hopes 

that increasing material finds will be brought to bear more and more on the literary 

sources of philosophical and humanistic studies.  

 Stephen Selby wrote in the preface of his work on Chinese archery, “when I am 

asked, ‘Why such a narrow subject as the history of archery in China?, I know the 

answer. I just see in my mind that narrow, little window <of a medieval castle> and all 

that had passed in front of it” (Selby 2000, xv). In the course of writing this project, I 

had likewise been asked repeatedly – and at certain moments asked myself too – not 

                                                      
55

 Even works by Western historians heavily relied on transmitted literature for details of warfare, 
rituals, and sports in China, e.g., Peers 2013, De Souza 2008, Selby 2000, Raaflaub & Rosenstein 1999. 
They appear to have strained access to material sources. 
56

 The consequences are perplexing. One gets very different assessments about the authenticity or 
dating of finds, objects and texts alike. With regard to dating, it is not that the estimated range of time 
of origin of a given item is too wide, but that one group is convinced it belongs to an early period 
while another group thinks it is much later.   
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only about the narrowness of the topic but also about its relevance to ethics, 

Confucian and Aristotelian ethics in particular. It is a pleasure to have witnessed how 

archery metaphor leads to remarkable perspectives. Although perspectives are, in 

the end, only partial views for catching hold of something greater, we can rest 

content with G.E.R. Lloyd’s assurance that “if we set ourselves modest aims, of 

getting just a bit more insight into individual writers or texts, maybe progress is 

possible, and surely comparison is a useful tool” (Lloyd in King & Schilling 2011, 18). 
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形相近，意相遠:「射」之隱喻在孔子與亞里斯多德的比較 
1
 

 

導論 

 

本博士論文是對儒家倫理學與亞里斯多德倫理學中，基於其主要文獻所浮現的射

箭隱喻表達，所做的一項比較研究。在《論語》和《尼科馬哥倫理學》中，射箭

對於隱喻的言語是一項重要的形象來源。這裡的研究目的是：(1)藉由關注在儒家

與亞里斯多德學派的道德論述中，我視為有意義的隱喻，以獲取理解兩派倫理學

的新觀點，(2)基於對射箭隱喻的各別探究，以發展一種對兩個傳統具有充足理由

且公平的比較，最後，(3)說清楚一些觀念，以對比較方法論與更豐富跨文化對話

做出貢獻。 

此種研究的需求是明顯的。至今，對東西方比較哲學的研究與共同的學術

活動大量存在。然而，從產生的出版品與討論中，很明顯的，在此領域的學者正

努力尋找適合的方法，以求同時處理兩個明顯不同的傳統。此領域的學者在對比

兩個不同的立場時，也努力尋找「中性的根據」。這項研究的基本前題是，比較

哲學雖然費力，但卻是值得做的。在此領域已生產出的著作總數，以及這些著作

產生的深刻見解，證明其價值。更甚者，當涉及倫理學，從亞里斯多德與孔子那

裡學習，似乎特別有意義。我們也許可以預期我們被影響而去思索某些主題，使

我們聯想到幸福生活 (εὐ ζῆν,《尼科馬哥倫理學》1.4 1095a20)，或是臨終前的滿

足(夕死可矣《論語》4.8)。 

有趣的是，當中國學者準備認識在孔子那裡當作隱喻的射箭時，正如西方

學者對亞里斯多德的注意一般，任何一方都還未有充分發展的研究。探究當作隱

喻的射箭似乎是有前途的。在《論語》和《尼科馬哥倫理學》的隱喻言語之中，

射箭是一項共同的主題。這使我認為，作為一項有力的隱喻，它可以當作一項詮

釋的工具，它不只可以當理解早期儒家或亞里斯多德學派文本的工具，亦可作比

                                                      
1
 張佑禎(國立政治大學哲學系博士班)譯。 
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較的工具。我對兩者射箭隱喻的初步研究指出，雖然能作例子的段落不多，然而，

它們卻是重要的，並可連到重要的段落。由射箭激發的隱喻表達，觸及基礎的問

題，諸如《論語》中的禮、仁，以及《尼科馬哥倫理學》的倫理中道、幸福。我

的研究有三重理論部分：我從共同的比較基礎開始─即根據射箭隱喻來辨認，接

著，進入其脈絡和相關隱喻的表達進行各別探究，之後，在兩派並肩集合的共同

論壇做結束。對於範圍較大的論點陳述，我希望展示，共享的隱喻對於比較兩個

獨立的哲學傳統而言，乃是有力的工具。一個範圍較小的論點是，射箭在孔子和

亞里斯多德是一項基礎的隱喻，比起在比較研究中更被注意的概念隱喻(舉例來

說：和、中)，它也許更別有用意，並更能代表兩派的道德思想。 

 

一、 隱喻理論 

 

長期以來，隱喻僅被視為詩學或修辭學的策略。然而，在過去幾十年，對隱喻普

遍存在的注意，以及其認知與溝通的潛力，導致目前，隱喻被當作是一種思想的

象徵與概念現象而進行評價，更甚於僅僅被當作是一種言語的象徵與語言現象。 

西方的隱喻理論追溯到亞里斯多德，他將隱喻描述成一種在不同事物間相

似形象的沉思，此一相似形象刺激名稱的轉變。2此觀念雖然單純，但在有關教

學、修辭學、詩學、認知、語言，甚至深刻哲學隱喻意義上的暗示，卻是普遍的。

由於相似性引起我們的注意，隱喻對知識的獲取以及溝通，是非常有益的。例如，

「這個男孩被種在土地上」這個句子，即在某個植物的高度與一名站立的男孩之

間，安置了某種相似物。植物和男孩被牢牢固定在某個地方，兩者即有相似性，

在此基礎上，「植物」這個概念對於男孩，即有某種轉移或交互的運用。然而，

我們注意到，隱喻使用的字詞(「被種在」)指涉植物的東西，並且只被衍生使用

於男孩。當我們將關注點轉向《論語》和《尼科馬哥倫理學》，我們將能觀察到，

                                                      
2
 這可以指涉亞里斯多德的許多著作，舉例來說，《詩學》21: 1457b6-8, 22 1459a5-8; 《修辭學》 

3.10 1410b12-14; 《論題》6.2 140a10-11。 
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射箭衍生形象的巧妙相似性，是如何有益於說明道德主題，而這些道德主題若非

較難被把握，就是容易被忽略。 

透過對某種更為熟識的事物做比較或類比，以提供有關某個較少被認識之

術語一些新的資料，隱喻的機會在理解上會增加。然而，在其它時機，隱喻並不

會提出太多的新事物，而只是使人注意某種未被注意到的相似性。就拿在中文諺

語中，將學習與逆流而行船的對比為例：「學如逆水行舟，不進則退。」技術上

來說，這個詩句並未告訴我們任何關於學習和行船的新事物。然而，透過吸引別

人對此二活動之間某種相似性的注意，我們就談到對學習一項重要觀點的理解：

它應該是持續的。在此例子中，隱喻是以質的方式，而非量的方式，來促進知識。

我們也該注意到，隱喻有一種自然的傾向，使我們集中注意從具體 (例如，行船)

乃至抽象(例如，學習)的說法。最後，這句中文諺語意味對我們有關學習而非行

船的啟發。這就是現代理論提到的，當我們制訂潛在的隱喻思想結構，我們指出

一項來源域(也就是，更具體的說法)以及一項目的域(隱喻表達試圖說明之更抽象

的真實)。 

隱喻使我們想起對一般話語的「誤差」。當我們從莎士比亞讀到「茱麗葉是

太陽」，我們了解羅密歐意指為何，也知道這個句子並非從字面上理解。這段台

詞的荒謬，引導我們進入思考茱麗葉與太陽間相似性的隱喻過程。當某個隱喻把

A 比作 B，它使我們猜測 A 與 B 之間相似與類比的特性。當此焦點的特性(或種

種特性)是由來源域舉例說明的特性，隱喻更可理解。在「茱麗葉是太陽」這個

例子中，「太陽」即是來源域，並對羅密歐關注「茱麗葉」的方面作說明，而羅

密歐關注「茱麗葉」的方面是目的域。太陽舉例說明一個戀人是如何想像他心愛

的人，舉例來說，十分重要、中心的、種種好感的來源(像陽光的光明與溫暖)…

等等。因此，隱喻不只是陳述兩個對象是相似的。通常，兩種說法的其中一個，

具有闡明另一說法的功能。在《論語》和《尼科馬哥倫理學》中，射箭是關於倫

理真實的一項共同來源域。然而，對此等表達如要有恰當理解，需要有關於射箭
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在古代社會環境的知識。 

 

二、射箭的背景 

 

射箭在許多古文明之中是生活的一部分。中國的射箭歷史是特別長久而豐富的。

射箭對於待人的態度與作為健身操，以及對於武藝與政治治理、道德行為與良善

教育，有超過兩千年的典範。毋庸置疑，在出土文物與傳世文獻，包括帛書和竹

簡，以及甲骨文、青銅器、石板中的象形文字與銘文，弓常支持這樣的觀點。顯

然，第一個王朝的諸多統治者乃是弓箭手與狩獵的愛好者，因此弓對於主權國家，

有某種早期並且容易得到的關聯。在第一個王朝期間，箭術是六藝之一。有關箭

術的種種故事與詩句，在早期著作中大量存在，例如《詩經》、《尚書》和《左傳》。 

箭術在中國從原始的狩獵，演變成一項休閒運動，更重要的，是演變成精

英的禮儀性活動。經過第一個一千年的轉向，下面有關箭術的信念在禮儀之書傳

播：古人高度重視射箭儀式，射箭儀式展現道德傾向，它用以對官職作測試，最

後，它對在不同身份貴族之間的和諧關係有所貢獻。 

射箭在中國享有高度的地位，而古希臘人隨著形形色色的關係來把握射箭。

雅典的藝術文學將射箭，描述成一項奧林匹亞眾神與眾多英雄最喜愛的兵器。但

事實上，它被視為一項不重要的技藝，並且是居於一名古希臘重裝步兵諸多大規

模武器之後的兵器。雖然希臘貴族在狩獵的冒險時使用弓，但箭術從不是諸多泛

希臘主義遊戲中的一個主要項目。根據各式各樣從不同時期出土的弓和箭頭，箭

術的出現並非希臘人所固有。 

然而，邁向黃金時代，箭術在運動與戰爭上變得日漸重要。因此，在柏拉

圖和亞里斯多德建立哲學學派的公共體育館內，外地的弓箭手被聘請來以箭術訓

練年輕人─即未來的戰士與民主公民。 
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三、 射箭隱喻 

 

(一)《論語》 

 

我已認出在《論語》中三個包含射箭隱喻的片段。我將把它們與前面有關隱喻的

討論放在一起，以對其進行檢查和詮釋。有鑑於隱喻的語境依賴性，我對射箭隱

喻段落的分析，將對歷史與文本的種種線索產生敏感。 

第一個片段，恰恰把注意力轉向君子根據禮節射箭的行為： 

 

子曰：君子無所爭，必也射乎！ 

揖讓而升，下而飲，其爭也君子。 

 

此段在字面上與隱喻上有意義，也因此顯示「雙重真相」。從隱喻上理解，此片段斷

定在一位品行端正之君子的行為，以及參與者在射箭競賽中禮節性的行為之間，有

一種相似的關係。這個隱喻集中在兩個禮節性實踐的要素：鞠躬以及提供作為獎賞

用酒的杯子。其是用指稱到和諧與仁慈之禮節性實踐的細節，來闡明理想的治理。

另一個可以替代的詮釋，是以「君子之爭」來影射在「道」之中一名學生的種種努

力。跟著這條線，我們可以用鞠躬與分享酒的動作，來代表君子將「仁」展現在他

對別人的行為，所做的種種努力。 

如同 3.7，第二個片段顯示「雙重真相」，且其隱喻形象的脈絡亦是禮節性

射箭。它寫明：「子曰：射不主皮，為力不同科，古之道也。」(《論語‧八佾十六》)

這裡「古之道」可指涉古代的規則，亦即受孔子尊敬的古代君主國家。或者，此

說法指涉古代的學習。這些是這個隱喻的目的域。此隱喻拿古人的舉止，與射禮

不強調射穿透箭靶相比較。這個片段明確提出「力道不同」的問題。拉弓以及切

中箭靶的動作，體現《論語》中，時常與「德」對比的身體力量。因此，「射不
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主皮」的隱喻表達，實際上是指聖賢統治或古人學習，重要的是「德」或自我修

養。 

最後，15.6 這個片段對隱喻言語是一個很好的例子：「子曰：『直哉史魚！

邦有道，如矢；邦無道，如矢。』」若從字面上看，這個語句是荒謬的。認為一

個受人尊敬的大臣看起來或動起來就像支箭，這樣想是可笑的！「箭」這個源圖

當作史家這一面的範例，是孔子要引起我們注意的地方，也就是要「直」。在《論

語》中，此種特性通常是指稱公眾人物無過失的行為。它意指有操守或正直(「好

義」《論語‧顏淵二十》)，而在其它片段進一步與順從(對照《論語‧子路十八》)

和坦率(對照《論語‧公冶長二十三》、《論語‧陽貨十六》)聯繫在一起。直的特

性意味堅持個人道德上的道路與目標：正直的人就像箭頭一樣，往射手的箭靶直

接行進，或有如箭身一樣完美直立，而不偏向一邊或其它任何一邊。 

 

(二)《尼科馬哥倫理學》 

 

在《尼科馬哥倫理學》的開頭，亞里斯多德寫到： 

 

這是清楚的，其最終目的必定是善，且事實上是最高善。那

一個最高善的知識，對生活的行為，不也是與偉大的重要性

有關？它不更使我們能達到恰當的目標，如同弓箭手有一個

瞄準的箭靶？(《尼科馬哥倫理學》1.2 1094a) 

 

上述隱喻的語句斷定，在倫理學詢問者(含師生)與一名弓箭手之間，有某一種相

似性。此相似性的基礎在於兩邊都有一個目標。瞄準某個東西是弓箭手通常會做

的事。在 1.2 的射箭隱喻強調出樸實無華並且重要的事實，即倫理的探究也是有

其真理與要達到的目標。有一項重要的探究目標，而且我們需要竭盡心力以達到

其知識。然而，「弓箭手」一詞也意指雅典的「城市警察」。因此，可能用下列的

方式來翻譯此隱喻詩句：「…而我們身為一名城市警察的身分以進行看守，不是 
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將更能達到我們身為看守者的義務嗎？」此說明方式顯示一種不同的全貌，並在

警察與倫理學詢問者之間顯示一系列相似的特徵：有某些看守的事物、有責任、

警戒等等。 

在《尼科馬哥倫理學》卷二中，射箭隱喻有不同的使用。此時，射箭被隱 

喻為德性： 

 

德性，是能打到中央，在此意義下，德性是一種中間的狀態…

錯失箭靶是容易的，而打中是困難的；因此這就是過度與不

足之所以為一種惡習的標誌，以及對中道奉行之所以為一種

德性標誌另外的理由。(《尼科馬哥倫理學》2.6 1106b) 

 

在這個片段以及此專著裡中間幾卷有關聯的部分，強調一系列射箭的特徵。例如：

盯住一個箭靶、跟著一個箭靶的中央、準確命中箭靶、命中箭靶的挑戰與困難，

以及錯失箭靶的可能性。這些特徵強調道德卓越的種種面貌，而且對於道德德性

的明確表達是有幫助的。 

 

最後，在 10.7 的部分，亞里斯多德以令人驚訝的方式來使用射箭隱喻，即

陳述人類最高的卓越不是什麼： 

 

另一方面，理智活動，在其所涉及之沉思的範圍內，似乎在

其嚴重性更勝一籌，其針對目標並不超出其自身(…)它似乎擁

有自足性、空閒時間，以及免除勞累的自由。(《尼科馬哥倫

理學》10.7 1177b；重點強調是後加的) 

 

在上述中，射箭的特質是理智卓越否定的：理智活動並不像倫理活動，其並不針 

對更進一步的目標，而且並不使人疲倦。透過卷十對射箭結構的反對，亞里斯多

德似乎是說兩種卓越在結構上是不同的。然而，奇怪的是，在此專著的其它部分

與其它著作中，亞里斯多德將「射箭」的特徵分配到理智活動，例如中、準確，
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以及竭盡全力達到目標。 

 

四、結論 

 

根據整部《論語》，射箭是不是一項基本的隱喻？我認為的確如此。在古中

國，思量射箭一事有獨特的傾向，它傾向於圍繞其實踐之禮。禮乃是道德論述的

根本結構和重大主題。更甚者，如果我們可以同意「仁」、「君子」和「道」─作

為例子的片段觸及這些主題─是《論語》中的核心觀念，我們便能自信地肯定，

射箭隱喻的片段雖然在量上是微不足道的，但在意義上卻是值得注意的。禮節性

射箭手勢舉例說明了「仁」。禮節性射箭競賽的標準並不贊美強力或巧妙的射箭，

這樣的標準意味古之「道」，而「如矢」這樣的表達，乃是對君子的生活和行為，

作一種象形的二字總結。 

同時，在《尼科馬哥倫理學》作為例子的片段，其所集中的，基本上是在

射箭的箭靶射擊這方面。射箭也是基本的：它是顯示出道德卓越的隱喻，而道德

卓越乃是這部專著的基本主題。射箭的要素強調有關德性的重要問題，舉例來說，

它是一種中間適度，它是最合理的，又是感受與行為的優良方向，也是難以達到

的…等等。如同《論語》，在眾多《尼科馬哥倫理學》使用的隱喻當中，射箭唯

有一次，但對於顯示道德探究(《尼科馬哥倫理學》1.2)與道德卓越(《尼科馬哥

倫理學》2.6, 2.9, 6.2)這兩項本質，射箭是主要的隱喻。 

當我們從這兩個文本中收集射箭的觀念時，會有很多不一致的地方，因而

使人難以了解，比較要如何開始，或有哪裡可以依賴。然而，透過射箭隱喻的研

究，衍生各式各樣的形象與意義，此等對於比較而言，是值得作的。在儒家與亞

里斯多德學派這兩派的文本中，射箭隱喻在某種意義上，成功帶來表面的相似與

不同，並使這兩方的獨特觀點，得以保持在視野範圍內。我已達到的一個結論是，

禮的傳統是一項成為儒家道德思想之基礎的重要觀點，正如運動傳統對理解亞里
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斯多德學派倫理學是極為重要的。 

早期儒家和亞里斯多德學派倫理學的不同觀點，有滙合之處。畢竟，禮和

運動在古代社會，並非排斥的領域，而是有重疊的。從射箭隱喻得出一些觀點，

以此等觀點為基礎進行對話的共同領域，乃是道德習慣、公共道德、教育，以及

運動休閒的倫理意義。而在呈現出一種高度複雜結合美與善的理想中，亦即《論

語》中的語言「美而善」，以及亞里斯多德學派文本中的「kalokagathia」，也是有

一致的。理想是「想像的卓越卻難以實現」，並且，就其本身而言，「對自我決定

與自主性有所貢獻」(Karakavou in Boudouris & Kalimtzis 2008, 141-143)。在某種程

度上，使射箭符合道德論述隱喻的東西，在於它如何顯示基本的倫理主題，舉例

來說，工具、目的，以及行為者與目的之間極大的距離。射箭適當顯示與統一這

些要素，又與《說文解字》中，對其本質的解釋：「射，弓弩發於身而中於遠」

是一致的。 

孔子與亞里斯多德似乎已有射箭的直接經驗，而且練習過射箭，兩方都隨

著其文化與時代而有不同。從此二文本，射箭成為一個生動的隱喻，它被賦予某

些實際與真實事物的特徵與明暗的配合。因此，雖然這兩方有隱喻的主題，並分

享相同的射箭主題，但理解此種體現的活動，甚至從他們的含義上來說，卻是不

同。換言之，表達形象是相近的，但他們的意義卻離得很遠(形相近，意相遠)。

仔細考慮這些形象，不僅透露儒家倫理學與亞里斯多德學派倫理學的相似與不同，

而且更重要的，是透露其社會脈絡與道德原理的特徵與傾向。 
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